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U1LDmeabook-
A Book of the welcoming Sta rs!
Nay. not a large book,
But rich in the essentials:

Compact with good tidings from afar,
A ready study-eounselor by day.
My inspiration and guide
Under the beckoning blue.
Of all these billion suns and riot forms
That brim the entrancing field,
Choose me a mere handful-
A thousand-and·one celestial wonders
Many to be mere sight acquaintances,
Some few true, lifelong friends.
Let me learn all that is known of them,
Love them for the joy of loving.
For, as a traveller in far countries
~rings back only what he takes,
So shall the scope of my foreknowledge
Measure the depth of their profit

and charm to me.

Lo. the Star-lords are assembling,
And the banquet-boa rd is set;

We approach with fear and trembling,
But we leave them with regret.

~

Haji-el-Nujum
Pilgrim of the Stars



GALlLEO'S REFRACTING TELESCOPES
Built with his own hand. With these tiny "optick tubes" the Florentine
master. in 1609-10, discovered Sun spots, Lunar mountains, Jupiter's satel
lites, Saturn's rings, the phases of Venus, double stars. etc. Note lens in
center of standard. (Prese,ved in the Tribuna di Galileo. Florence. Italy).
(Title Page): Sir Isaac Newton', 6-in. home-built REFLECTING TEL
ESCOPE. first exhibited before the Royal Society in 1672, the forerunner
of all the giant Reflectors of the world. (Royal Society Archives). •
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FOREWORD

WHEN I behold a great city for the first
time from some point of eminence, (said
my friend, the Star Pilgrim), my impress

ion is one of awe suffused with bewilderment, fol
lowed by a definite cumulative interest. It is so
strange and new-so varied and complex in its
charming intricacies that I wonder how even those
who spend their lives within its alluring confines
can fmd their way about and mentally chan: its
signal features. But soon I come to realize that
through all these compact aggregations there runs
one grand main thoroughfare-its Great White
Way-from which chief artery all activities ap
pear to radiate, from which plane all crossways
seem to reach out even to great distances, and
on which ground plan all major objects of in
terest may be located at will. Thus, with this
comprehensive chart ever before me, I may wan
der down through its friendly highways and by
ways, knowing always that if I lose my way I can
retrace my steps to the main thoroughfare. Also,
(since I may not choose to spend a lifetime in these
pleasant fields, my visit being brief and my in
terest thereby quickened), I soon learn to locate
those cardinal units which have first claim on my
time and energies, learning all that those whose
careers have been dedicated to special research
may vouchsafe me concerning them.

And so, as from some housetop or broad open
space I revie",,: the richer, vaster City of the Stars,
I am possessed of an even deeper sense of awe
restrained by increasing bewilderment: it seems
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so humanly impossible that one mind in one life
time could more than touch the hem of this great
"garment of God, .. to say naught of exploring its
resplendent warp and woof to the utterest space
deeps. But here too I soon perceive that where
ever on the broad earth I chance to be, at what
ever time of year, the heavens present a celestial
Great White Way which is always before me
the meridian plane extending from the Pok Star
southward to the horizon, cutting the starry vaul t
in twain, from which all sidereal phenomena to
eastward and westward are computed. But while
the terrestrial city remains fixed and unchanging
to my view, the celestial is ever moving westward;
so that at each nightly observing-hour new stars,
nebulae and clusters sweep across my meridian
field till at last, without shifting one jot from my
point of vantage, within the compass of a year I
shall have reviewed all the glories of the firma
ment, as visible in my latitude.

Such is the meridian method of star-study, a
source of the deepest pleasure and ever-increasing
profit even when pursued with modest equil?ment,
and best of all with instruments of one sown
building. The labor is light and the rewards are
many; and blest is he who pursues them with
patience and understanding. For, as a great as
trophysicist has observed, "While no one may
hope to make a fortune in its.~ursuit, nevert~e
less astronomy provides that vISion Without which
the people perish."

UAstronomy the most ancient, most uncommercial, most unselfish
of sciences, Itin allures the consecrated searcher for truth."-Chase.
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PART 1.
CHART SECTION

Ulf the stars should appear one night in a thousand yean, how
men would believe and adore and preserve for many generations the
remembrance of the City of God t"-Emerson.

"For those of every profession, occupation and station in life, aSa
tronomy offers an unbounded field for harvesting and gleaning thin
kind of knowledge wbich brings benefit, pleasure and satisfaction,
drawing the human soul more and more into Universal harmoDY.'·
Chase.

"Nothing is more stimulating or more practically useful to the
Itudent thaD to regard every investigation, no matter how special.
ized, as an element in the great process that is steadily building up
a general picture of the whole sweep of evol ution. Beginning among
the stars, this process finally leads up to the origin of man, hi, rise'
from savagery and the dawn of civilization."-Hale.

., 'Cui boneP'-to what practical end and advantage do your re·
searches tend P This eternal query is one which the speculative
philosopher who loves knowledge for its own sake, and enjoys the
contemplation of harmonies and mutually dependent truths can sel..
dom hear without a sense of humiliation. He feels that there is a
lofty and disinterested. pleasure in his speculations which ought to
e~empt them from such Questioning, communicating as they do to
hut own mind the purest happiness of which human nature i. lUI.
ceptible."-Herschel.



PRELIMINARY

E
ACH hour of the twenty-four in Right Ascension re
qUires three charts. Each chart is numbered, and
lettered. If Charts A, Band C, of any series, were

• placed vertically, they would give the exact location
of ail objects !Jsted between the Hrs., seen at the head of
each Chart, from the Pole Star to Declination 30° South.
,.!he ~ulminationDate signifies the month and day when

t,le objects charted stand approximately on the observer's
mendmn at the hour of 9 P. M. It is also their Right As
cenO-lon. For each hour earlier, refer to the Charts preced
mg, for each hour later, the Charts following.

The star-places given in the Charts conform to the cur
rent epoch, and are standard for years to come. The plan
ets, however, are changmg their positions constantly, and
so to chart them With the" fixed stars" would be a manirest
ImpOSSibIlIty. For locations and configUfations, consult
the Nautical Almanac, "Evening Sky Map," or other cur
rent authonty lts,ted in the Appendix. For full planetary
data, see THE SO"AR SYs rEM, followmg the Chart Section.

According toestablished code, in the notes opposite each
Chart'"when glvmg theyosition of any celestial unit, the
terms Right AscenSion and" Declination", as well as all
time and degree abbreViations, are discarded. This leaves
only the essential six figures to point its place in the heav
ens. Thus, for mstance, under Meridian Date June 14
(Chart l5-B), ARCTURUS: R. A. 14h., 12m.; De~l., 19, be~
comes simply, 141219. Likewise, under Culmination Date,
July 15, (Chart 17~C), we find ANTARES, R. A. 16h.,24m.,
Decl. -26°, here ~Iven as, 162426, italic, (South). Sees. in
R. A., and both mms. and sees. in Dec!', are not necessary.
., DETERMINING MERIDIAN: Laying down a meridian
lme and adjusting a telescope in the true north-and-south
pos.'tlOn IS a problem of some importance in great observa
tones where the ,utmost precision is imperative. But for
a lay-astronomer s practical purposes, a line may be struck
WIth falr accuracy and marked permanently on the Roor or
platform supporting the instrument by an easy noon-and
mght method, using each to check the other.

FIX firmly to the Roor a sheet of cardboard, size about
two feet by three, upon which has been marked and placed
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in approximate position, by. the aid of a pocket comp,,~s.a
tentative north-and-south Ime. From a common center at
the base of the line', with large dividers describe six wide
semicircles an inch or two apart to northward. Suspend a
plumb-line before. this chart so that its shadow will cut
the semicircles at nght angles. Affix to the plummet a slid
ing bead or pith-ball that may be moved up or down at will.

For an hour or twO before and after noon, as the shadow
of the plumb-line moves over the face of this improvised
sun-dial, shift the bead to better mark the intersection of
the shadow with the semicircles, recording the exact loca
tions with blue pencil. After several markings on both
sides of the meridian line, with a straightedge draw accu
rat,,; chords and bisect each separately, taking the mean as
a correction to your trial nort:,-and-south line. To this
line set your telescope with care, proving on the stars,

Determining the meridian bv obsen'ations of PolufI' at
upper or lower culmination. may be done with precision by

I consulting the Nautical Almanac (Tables I and VI), or by
noting the instant when Mizar, (~Urs. Maj. ), the fine nak
ed-eve double in the handle of the Great Dipper, stands di
rectly in line with cCass., either above or below the Pole,
8S seen on two plumb-lines adjusted a few feet apart, one
behind the other, faintly illuminated. A line drawn be
tween the two plummets will mark the true meridian.

LATITUDE calculations may be made at the same time;
for, since the altitude of the true Pole indicates the observ
er's latitude, by adding 1° 6' to the circle-readings in decli
nation on Polaris, (the distance from the true Pole, south
ward along the plumb-line at lower culmination 1, the lati
tude is found with precision., This assumes that the instru- (
ment is in alignment; that the working parts are true, and
that when trained on an equatorial star, (1\ Orionis, ~ or
1] Virginis, or ex Aquarii, allowing for the few mins. of arc de
viation from the true Equator), the Decl. circle reads Zero.

Both the Latitude and Longitude of your observing sta
~ion may be Ifound approximately without observations or
Instruments bther than a finely-diVided steel rule and nee
dle-point compasses. Geodetic Survey, and other official
maps, of almost every region are extant, giving chart boun
daries to a precision of a tenth-degree or less- a linear dis
tance of less than seven miles. This may even be skill
fully subdivided down to a few hundred feet. Choosing

, the nearest meridian, one computes the distance in miles

~Hi If" ...;:
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M -:;fthe Vernal Equinox-say, AI':!e:''lr[ln, the first-mug. star
" in Taurus--and from your point of v'mtage draw an im-

aginary line straight thru that star t.o the point of imer- :----
section with the Celestial Equator. fhe angular cbrnnce P.L
of that point from the Vernal Equinox, as mea~urcdcast- / i" /7 '
ward along t~e ~elestial Equator, c<AlStitutes Aldebaran's (" .1/
Right AscensIOn. 4 h., 31m., 25 s, cPO s-
To LOCATE ANY STAR E. OR W. OF YOUR MERIDIAN:- /'1

To compute theR. A. and Dec. of any unit not on the t;ne- /=1?~ ~",
ridian reqUIres: I. Circles readmg Hrs. -Mll1s., I to XXIV r ~
on polar axis; and Degs. - Mins., 0 to 90, reading both ways, -r J. .Js.<. ..:
on dcclination axi~.. 2. A timepiece set to sidereal time re- ~ •
duced from Mcan rime, (See 1 ables, p. (66); or, by adding 0~
togcther two hrs. for each monrh and four mins. for each .
day that have elapsed since the preceding nnd. of March, ______
plus also the hrs. and mins. since noon of the current day,
verifying on some culminating star as seen in these Charts. '. i?

Example: Wanted, Sidereal Time, 9 p. m., October 25. ~o,
t.1arch 22 to October 21.: 7 mos., >( 2hrs. = 14 hrs. "-u.",,,L.;;~ """
October 22 to 25: 3 ds. X 4 mins., = I ~ mins. ~ J
Noon to 9 p. m., observing hour, October 2?: 9 hrs. t..j. ,
Total: 23 hrs., 12 mll1s., Sidereal Time, or Right Ascension~
of any objccts on obscf\'er's true Meridian at that hour. ~~

Chart 24C.. shows th"t Double-star, <jJ Aquarii, 23li09,~ '""
culminates within 1min. of that time. Its tr~nsit t~ru the 31J4A."
telescopic field affords :J correction for your sIdereal clock. s: ("'.. _

(For accuracy to sees.. and (jecimals, see Nautical-Almanac. p. 7(0). 7~
With timepiecc cillr;;;t;;d~ndcircles accuratelv set vou

may locate .an~ unit east or west,9f your merjdi~n si;nply
by subtractll1g Its known R. A:, orsidere3~ time, from that
of your own as indicated by you'r clock. This gives the
Hour. Anglc of that objcct; and swinging the tclescope till X
the Circle-readings correspond to the time-calculation ad-
justing in declination, behold your star! If neccs~ary, 1
add 24hrs. to your clock-time in orecr to m'lke the subtrac-
tion. Hrs. 0 to 12 indicate fields to w"stward of tl....·: merid-
ian, and Hrs. 12 to 24 fields to eastward. Remember:
Hour Angle equals Sidereal Time minus RiGht .\~cension.

To identify any celestial unit visible: re:Jd off its Hour
~gle ~rom the polar circle, also note its + or - position
In.decImatIOn. Subtract the Hour Angle rC:Jding from the
R!ght. Ascension, or sidereal time, of your meridian. This
Will ~Ive the object's apparent location, its identity made ~

~
osslble by reference to the corresponu ch,;-t,~/

~..eev..-<!ftJ17r-~~" d:-:t. 1'~
..a. ~~ {~~ () () W;l-.A.j1:-( If. ~-?O~ ,

;..L-~./' at·~ ~ ,;to
i4 / :L~ c:::. 5', r

2{'> ,
Ii - _-_--:.--:..;::::...-.::---..:....--:.-=--_--:...:.-:_;-__

~'.., and decimals to the observing station, adding'if it lies west
,<:,>-'/ and subtracting if it lies east of the meridian, reducing to

~ . '(> f time units. A corresponding measurement may be made
~SJ \. ; in latitude; but with this difference in the reduction: a de
"~~ , gree of latitude is everywhere about sixty-nine miles in ex-

J
tent, while degrees in longitude diminish with increased
distance from the Equator. A degree of longitude any
wher~ within the mid-latitudes of the United States may

$
be faIrly computed at fifty-four miles. Thus, I' long. equals

'\ 47F ft.; I" equals 79.2 ft. For greater accuracy the calcu-
"""" ~ lations may .be checked by ascertaining apparent local time

'- . by observatIOns of the Sun, and Greenwich meridian time

'

for that instant, longitude being the time interval of the
l' mean Sun in traversing the arc between stations as seenr .' ~) from the Pole and measured along the Equator.'r ~\. :~ RIGHT ASCENSION AND DECLINATION: - The angular

,~ distance of any celestial object from the Vernal Equinox,
as viewed from the Pole and measured eastward alon er the

~ Celestial Equator, represents rtsRlg scei1sion. Th:tob
~ ject's sition north or south of the Celestial Equator con-

~
stltutes itsDeclinatioo. TFie Celestial Pole is merely the
projection of the terrestrial Pole into the star sphere; and

, the Celestial Equator corresponds to the earth's Equator
'I as applied to the Great Circle.

Right Ascension is computed in hoars, minutes and sec
onds; Declination in degrees, minutes and seconds. As a
unit of time represents fifteen times that unit of arc, then
Ihr. of time = [5° of arc; I min. = [5'; I sec. = 15". Like
wise, 1° of arc = 4min. in time; [' = 4sec.; [" = 0.066sec.

To visualize the method of determining star-p05itions,
imagine yourself at the north polar point at about the
hour of nine, P. M., during the midweek of Novenober. OJ1
Polaris stands directly overhead. At a distance of goO from
the Pole Star describe a great circle in the heavens. This
will represent the Celestial Equator. It will be found to cut X
many familiar constellations containing many bright stars, . 'K\
among them three almost on a direct north-and-south line:~'\
~Cass., aAndrom., and yPeg,. the last two bounding the ,'t S
Great Square of Pegasus on the east, and all three lying \l~ '0
close along the Equinoctial Colure. Where this line inter-
sect the Celestial Equator is fixed the Vernal Equinox: P.. A. -

\) Ohr., Omin" Osec.,; Decl. 0°, 0' 0". At this point the Sun"'\
crosses the line on Mar. 22, of each year, and from this sta- '-J
tion all Right Ascensions are computed eastward along the
equatorial belt. Now, choose any bright star east or ;"est

J{",y tf-.k 4ft/ctt:: /7 d~~l~ y;t)V\. 1/311.:. !;$<..
f 1~ }C :3 '5'1 1/;; b 7 ' r" . P!~ U?'
EST :: / I: / ~ am, 'I ~ tJ0.--
// ~'{r; .: L:J hI" le?n. ~7 1 ~ ,OfF. /2. 1<) ,
Z. If'A,vz, -;L 3~~ r~ "71 Li/r ~~



RESOL\' G DOUBLE STARS:-
~uster' formula approximates the resolving power of lens or mirror

go figure, whereby a close pai of nearlY equal m~gnitU es may be>
separated: Divide 5.03 by the aperture. Thu.;, a 2-in. objective s auld
resolve the components of a binary sy:.stem 2".5 aplnt. .1}.. 4-in. should
separate double-stars 1".25 apart, etc.• as per the following list:-

APPROXIMATE CENTER OF CONSTELLATIONS
Location Chart Number, and Date of Culmination, 9 P. M.

ANDRO\.1. 0'<'38 I-B Nov.V LACERTA 222543 2J-B Oct.14
AQUARIUS 222{1f; 23-0 Oct. 14 LEO 103015 II-B Apr. 14
AQUILA 193002 20-B Aug.29 LEO Min. 102033 II·B Apr. 14
ARIES 023020 3-B Dec. 14 LEPUS 052520 6'0 jan 28
AURIGA 060042 7-B Feb. 12 LIBRA HlO14 16-0 june29
BoOTES 143530 15-B june 14 LYNX 075045 8-B Feb.28
CAMELOP. 054070 6-A jan. 28 LYRA 184536 Ig'B Aug.II
CANCER 083020 9-B Mar. IS MONOC. 070003 8'0 Feb.28
CANES Ven. 130040 14-B May 30 OPHIUCHUS 17/001 18'0 july30
CANIS \.1aj. 064021 7-0 Feb. 12 ORION 052003 6-0 jan.28
CANIS Min. 073006 8-0 Feb. 28 PEGASUS 223017 23'B Oct. 14
CAPRICOR. 205020 21-0 Sept.U PERSEUS 032042 4'B Dec.29
CASSIO? 010060 2-A Nov.29 PISCES 002010 1.0 Nov.]]
CEPHEUS 220070 23-A Oct. U PISCIS AUS. 2U03222-e Oct.1I
CETUS 011512 1-0 Nov.29 PUPPIS 074032 8-0 Feb.28
roMA BER. 124027 IJ-B May IS SAGITTA 19501820-B Aug.29
COR. BOR. 154030 I6-B june29 SAGITTAR. 190025,0-0 Aug.29
CORVUS 123018 1]-0 MayIS SCORPIO 162026 17-0 july15
CRATER U20H 12-0 Apr.30 SCUT.SOB. 18301019-0 Aug.U
CYGNUS 203040 2I-B Sept. U SERPENS 153508 16-0 june29
IDELPHIN. 203512 2I-B Sept.U SEXTANS 101001 11-0 Apr.U
I:>RAm 160060 17-A julyH TAURUS 043018 5-B Dec.29
E<:}UULEUS 211006 22-0 Sept.29 TRIANG. 020032 ]-B Dec.U
ERIDANUS 035030 4·0 Dec.29 URSA Maj. 110058 I2-A Apr.30
GEMINI 070024 8-B Feb.28 URSA Min. 154078 I6-A june29
HERCULES 171027 18'B july 30 VIRGO IJ2002 14-0 May30
HYI:>RA 11001212-0 Apr.30 VULPEC. 201025 11-B Sept.14

DEGREES .1 k.. A. Converted into Hrs., and Mins.
h.m. h.m. h.m. h.m.

I· =0 I 70" = 440 170· = 11 20 270· = 1800
2· o 8 80' 5 :.'0 180' 1200 280· 1810
5· 020 SO° 600 190' 1240 %90° I'J 20

10· 040 100· 640 :>:00' 1320 300· 2000
IS· 100 110' 720 210· 1400 310· 2040
20· 120 120' 800 220' U4() 320· 2120
30· 200 130' 840 230' 15 20' :!30 o 2200
(0· 240 140' 920 240· 1600 • 340· 2210
SO· 320 150· 10 00 250' 1640 350· 2320
60· 400 160· 1040 260· 1120 360' 2400

fU 1
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APERTURE SEPARATION
in Inches: in Sees. of Arc:

B 0",63
9 0".56

10 0".50
11 0".46
12 0".42
36 Lick Obs. 0".14

STELLAR MAGNITUDES:
The absolute scale of stellar mags. aC:"pts the fifth root of 100 -I. e .•

2.512-8S the uniform light ratio; so that, approximately, a star of any
given is mag. 1.% times brighter than one below it, in the scale, and 1¥:J

times fainter than one above it. This factor is assumed on the hypoth
esis that 100 stars of the sixth mag. equal one of the first; each magni
tude being also div:ided into tenths on both ascending and descending
scale. Thus Aldebaran, mag. 1.1, is 21;2 times fainter than Vega, mag.
0.1; and 2% times brighter than Polaris. mag. 2.1 After passing the
zero mark, they take the negative sign. Thus, Sirius becomes mag.
-1.6; jupiter, at opposition, mag. -2.0; the Sun, mag. -26.3.

POWERS OF TELESCOPES of Various Apertures:--
Argelander's Scale: Multiply the log. of aperture in inches by 5. then

add 9.2. The result approximates the iowest-magnitudestarvisiblewith
that aperture. Example: Four-inch lens or mirror-

Log. 4 = 0.602 X 5 = 3.01 + 9.2 = 12.21: Mag. smallest Star.
Under favorable conditions. the following scale is fairly reliable: -

APERTURE MAG. APERTURE MAG. APERTURE MAG_
2-lnch- 10.07 5-Inch - 12.69 8-lnch - 13.71
3 .. - 11.58 6" - 13.09 9" -13.97
4 .• - 12.21 7" -- 13.42 10 .• - 14.20

APERTURE SEPARATION
in Inches: in Sees of Arc:

2 2".51
-3 1".67

4 1".25
5 1".00
6 0".84-- ... V-'" '"
7 0".12

It is a curious physiological fact that Jow-magnitude stars and diffi·
cult doubles which defy direct vision may very often be glimpsed by
an averted glance - that is, the direct gaze focused upon some spot
a little to the right or teft of the object sou/lht, the star thus viewed
obliquely at the same time. Experience will soon demonstrate that
many factors enter into the art of observing - location. climatic and
seasonal conditions, and above all the perso~al cquation-foi while the
stars seldom ap/-,ear »redse!y the sar~le. so no two persons ob.~erve ex·
Bctly aiike: all of which calls for patience and con~entrationto attflin
proficiency. I
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Co:or. Scales,-Fa. I-fagen's 5::lIe for Stan;. narticu1:l.:-1y Vari·
lbles, 1S often cmj>loyed. and runs £ro111-1 for the blue-white
s~ars to 10 for the dark red. The intermediate units bf the s:ale
gIve 0, for the white; I, for the yellow-white; 2, white-yellow;
3, yellow; 4. Q,angc-ycllow; 5. yelloN .. orange; 6, o:-ange; 7, T·ed.
o"ange: S. 0r'lnge·red; 9, reel; and 10, as stated, for the deep
lonr-d reu carbon stars.

ABBREV IAT IOI'\S.

D-Double star. Neb.-Nebula: diff., diffuse;
" f pI., planetary; spl., spiral.Sep. _Separation in 0 arc.

Pr,
.m.- Primary of system. Cl.- Cluster: op., open, ex

tended; glcb., globular.
B in. -Binary. Vis. -visual.

I. y. - Light years.
Sp.-spectroscopic. p. m.-Stars proper motion.

'" = lvlean separation of vis-
ual binary components. r. v. -Radial velocity, Ap-

I f proach, -; recession, +.
ped~-=-Jee~~~~of AI:; ~~~~n ~o Par. - Parallax in "of arc.

m;n. brightness an:l return A. u.-Astronomical units-
to max. of variable star. dist. Earth EB to Sun O.

Spc.-Spectral class, Parsec-," of iHC=3.261. y.
T r - T ripie system. 1 p.-Low power ocular.
Mul.-Multiple. h. p.- High power ocular.

DIRECTlO:--J OF OBJECT FRO'vl KEy·STAR: - p signifies
ths object precedes st'lr-i. e. its R. A. is less th3n the star
as charted; f, object follows star-i. e. its R. A. is greater
th'm the star; n p sifnifies rorth-\=rcceding; n f, north
followin.~; s p south-pre:eding; an:] sf. south-following.

GREEK ALPHABET:-
<l Alpha 2 Epsilon t I:>ta V Nu p Rho <p Phi

~ Beta :~ Zeta Y. Kappa ~ Xi (J Sigma 'X. Chi
or Gamma'r; Eta t, Lamb:la 0 Omicron T Tau \ji Psi

3 Delta 0 Theta \L Mu " Pi U Upsilon to) Omega

AUT'=:ORITIE3: 1:- F. Struve 01:-0. Struve OOI:-Pulkowa
~-Burnham H- Wm. Herschel h-John Herschel 1\1-Messier
Variable Stars: HarvarJ College O:Os, Annals, Vol. 79, Part 3, (1928).

MAIN DIVISIONS OF STELLAR SPECTRA.

A knowledge of spectral types ·leads to an appreciation of the vast
diversity of celestial objecC" as to size, distance, motion and physical
~tructure,without which the observer foregoes one of the chief charms
of the science. See Brief Digests and chapter on the Spectroscope.

o Wolf-Rayet stars, along axis of Milky Way. White. Spectrum in
dicates gaseous nebulae, with bright bands of unknown origin.

Planetary nebulae give similar spectra. Approximate Temp., '2. Jooo' C.

B Orion type. Blue-whiteheli.umstars. Small proper motions. Low
density. Vast proportions. Very remote. No binaries of known'

orbits. Early stage of stcilar evohJtion. Faintest units in excess of 3000
parsecs. Surface temperature, 16000° C.

A Sirian. Hydrogen type. Brilliant. Very numerous. Measurable par-
. allax. Many binaries. Greater proper motions. Temp., J JOOO°C. I

F Capellan. Sirian-Solar type; Large p. m. Measurable par. Binaries '
frequen~. ,Calcium lines, Hand K, and those due to metals, increase. '

G Solar. Characterized by dark Ijnes due to metaliic vapors. Widely
distributed. Swifter mo\,jng, more dense. J-I 3l'!d K l:nes prominent. ,

Chiefly dwarfs, 1800 times more nun~erousthanB-type. Temp.,5600°C.

K Arcturian. Red-Solar type. Decreased intensity of continuous spec
trum in the violet and blue. Bands due to hydrocarbons appear. '

Surface temperature. 3500'"

M Antarean. Resembles solar type, but vAtl1 hroad bands or flutings. :
Ruby color. Rapid proper motior-s. Often variabie, the long-peri- '

(Jet variable.s of this c!as~ h<n-·in~ an angular diamc':.er ioo to 200 times
our Sun. M-gia!1t~ youngest or all luminous stars. Temp. 270o°C.

N Similar !.o ~1-type. but further cna:-aci.:.er:zed by banded spectra due
tn carbon ~bsorpti{..Jn. D.?ep red. inJicai:.~ngpossib!e extinction.

, 5:11al I letter. a - e, or No. I - 10, in text denotes Sub-group of Class.

Stellar temperatures are usually given Centigrade. To convert to
Fahrenheit, approximately, multiply by nine-fifths. Ex.: Sun, 6000°C.
equals IIJ8UU"F. Fahrenheit to Centigrade, multiply by five-ninths.

Absolute temperature, .. K" is reckoned in degrees Cent., from Ab
solute Zero, which is 273 ° below Cent. Zero,

Radial Velocity, (r. v.) is usually given in kilometers: unit, 0.621 mi.
To determine Diam. of Field of Telescope: Watch in hand, count

number of sees.. required for an equatorial star to traverse diam. of
field, multiplying by 15. Ex.: l;.ime of transit of Delta Orionis, 50 sees.
times 15 equals 750 sees., or 121)2', diam. of field.

Polaris and the Big Dipper offer a convenient year-round yardstick
for approximating stellar distances. Polaris to Mizar 35°. To Delta
Cass., 28". BowlofD;.pper: Alpha to Beta, Urs. Maj., (pointing di
rectly to North Star), 5°. Alpha to Delta, 10°. Delta to Gamma. ,0.
Beta to Gamma, 8°. Handle of Dipper: Delta to Epsilon, 5°. Epsilon
to Zeta (Mizar), 4°. Zeta to Eta, r.
·An~lIlar Diam of Sun. (mean): 31' 59".3. Moon, 31' 5". Mercury,

4" - - . "If (\ Yenuc;, 9/1 .9 _64", Mars, 3".5 - 25"'.1. Jupiter, 30".5-
Q ';J!ur' 1+"7 .. 20".5. Uranus. 3".4-4",2. Ntptune.2".2-2".4.
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SIGNS Of' THE ZODlAC:-
rrARIES Q LEO
'lj'TAURUS ItfVlRGO
lrGE'vIlNI ,D,UBRA

Q9CAN::ER mSCORPIO

d'SAGITTARIUS
fQCAPRICORNUS
=AQUARlUS
XPlSCES



CEPHEUS:
Region rather sparing of features to Chart I-A
the unaIdej eye; but under patient

scrutiny, cven with small powers, the constellation of the
mythological Ethiopian monarch discloses many gems.
LJ 005381 Var. 7.0-9.0. Per., Id., 11.8h. Spc. Ao.
~2 000379 Vis. bin., 6.8-7.1. a=OU.55. Spc. A].

Per. 166.2 yrs.
~13 001176 D: 6.6-7.1 Sep.0".5.
CASSIOPEIA:

The" starred Ethiop queen" is one of the most beautI
ful and familiar configurations of the northern heavcns, be
ing "always with us" as a low-lying w or a vaulting M.
dervishing daily about the Pole S~ar dlfect.lv opposite the
Big Dipper. a line drawn from 1; Cass., to l, Ursae MaJons.
_Mizar-passing directly through the north polar pomt..
tv1any striking diversities abound here- binaries, clus
tcrs. ncbulae and vari-tinted units, - with 11 grand stellar
hi"hway from .( s w to ~ Cass., well worth traversing leis
urely. Of the eighty-mne. constellatlo~s In both hemls.,.
pheres, not many offer richer fields for mghtly cxploratlon. i

'I. UU2862 Cl. Set in gorgeous framing of varied forms.

78 003661 Notablecl., midway bet. l'. and I Casso
,005160 Mag. 2.2. II-mag. companion an easy test.

~ 000458 Mag. 2.4, with faint comites. A noble
star! Dist., 5.71. y. A mag. 7-S Double, and also
an 8-mag. Triangle in a scintillating field.

"tJ 004457 Vis. bin. 3.6-7.9. Spc. F8. a =12",21.
Per. 507.6yrs. Orangc and gold. Mass of pair, 0.9 X
'sun. 'sep., 61 ast. units.

IX Shedir q036?6 Var. Mag, 2.2:2.8. Dist. 47 I. y,
Large dlff. Ncb., and Quintuple. f. arrest attention.

A 002754 D: 5.6-5.9. Sep.0·.5.
f u:l\stron.omy offers onc of. t~o.se .pleasures which rol1O\v!I the law

o ,1Oc~eaSmg rather than dlmlOlShlng returns. The more )'OU de
v: op It. the m~rc you know about it. There is nu season in tho
y ar .when the lOtercst ceases; and ou tinll: uf Ii Ie. 50 lung os siaut
remalDS, when we are too old to enJoy it."-Vis~uunt Grey_
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7t Casso 003746 Mag. 502. Sp. bin. Chart I-B
Per. 1.7 ds. Spc. A5.

ANDROMEDA:
No part of th's exalted constelJation is ever dull, even

with low power and only fair seeing; and repeated explora
tions through its rich arcana of mysteries and surprises
never fail of enlightenment and inspirarion. The Great
Nebula itself demanis periodical observations under vary
ina conditions to unfold the true glory of this celestial par
ag~n, and \\ ill repay the observer for all his patience and
skill, requiting him for any possible early disappOIntments.

~79 005544 D: 6-7. Sep. 7".6.
HI8 003641 Diff. neb., large, oval, pearl white.
u 004440 Mag. 4.4. Sp. bin. Per. 4.28ds. Spc. B3 ..
t'v131 003840 Great Nebula. 6' r; Ard. J\'c2rfst
of the 's"pirals,--<;OO,CCO I. y. Diam., 50 ,COO 1. y.
Fairly defined naked-eye s!)Cctacle; but in a telescope of
low power and wide range, an object of increasing interest
and wonder. *
7t 003133 0: 4.4-8. S:;p.36".0. Prim. Sp. bin.

Per. 143.7 ds. Spc. B]. Fine Doublet, p, mag., 6-9.

o 003530 Mag., 3.5. Fnint 28" di5t.

01: Alpheratz 000428 Mag. 2.2. Sp. bin. Per. 96.67d.
Spc. A. N. E. star of Gt. Square of Pegasus.

~ 004323 Sp. bin., mag. 4.3. Per. 17.76ds. Spc. K.
36 004923 2° '1). Vis. bin., mag. 6.1-6.7. Spc.

Ko. a = 0.94. Per. 109.07 yrs.
PISCES:

A few quite noteworthy features in this meridinn area.

55 003521 D: 5-8.2. Sep. 6"A.
PEGASUS:

East boundnry d the Greilt Squme.

"( Algenib 000914 Mag. 2.9. S. E. star of Gt. Sq.
"The c3tm. rcmo:e nncJ srcular ('h:Jr:~ctcr of astronumic.l1 {ac~,
~~ us to a subiimc nl'3cc."-flllf'rHJII.

• Sec !'-:o:c on Great Ncbula, page 17. Lick 01;,. phJll'. 111. ~cc.
::i
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PISCES:
35-41 001008 A region of spl~~clorsl Chart I-C
35 Pisco 0: mag. 6-7. Sep. 11 .5.
o 004407 Mag. 4.6. . .

Superb sweeping. with 60 and 62 PISC.. mag. ±6, 10 field.

CETUS:
The "Whale" requires rather high power to disclose its
ny brilliants to advantage. A broad·ranged equatorial

:~tellationfinely placed for leisurely gem-hunting.

13 003004 Vis. bin., mag, 5.2-6.4. a = 0".24. Per.
6.88 yrs. Spc. F. Prim. Sp bin. Per. 2.08 cis.
Interesting low-mag. double-doubles 10 field.

S 002009 Var. Mag. 8.2-13.9. Per.. 3202 cis.
1'1-2-1-4 00401 I Royal procession of stellar nobles.

mag. ±6, approx. E ancl W.
~ 003918 Mag. 2.2. Vibrating, colorful star

GKEAT NEBULA OF ANDROMEDA Most distinguished
and apparently closest member of a countless and wholly
mysterious class abounding in remote extra-galactic space
deeps, but save a few exceptions. like the Andromeda. be
yond the reach of any save high-power instruments of re
search. Indeed, although the mammoth hundred-inch re
flector at Mt. Wilson has disclosed the presence of hundreds
of thousands of these objects at distances estimated at hun
dreds of millions of light years, science now looks forward
to the completion of the two-hundred-inch super-giant tel
escope already in prospect. to assure us a better knowledge
of these" Island Universes." of which our own galactic sys
tem is possibly a prototype. For. as Dr. Campbell points
out, "while we do not know that our stellar system is now
a spiral nebula, or that it is the developed product of a spi
ral of ages past, it does seem to have most of the known at
tributes of a spiral." Thus were we located at the million
light-year distance of the Great Nebula. our Galaxy, with
all its billions of suns, clusters and nebulae. might appear
m~ch.as the Andromeda prodigv-commands our awe today,
WIth Its total luminosity cne billion and a half times that of
our Sun, and a rotational perio:! of seventeen mill ion years!
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POLARIS' I ex Ursae Minoris

CRAll'!' 2-A
CULMINATION 9 P. M .. NOV. 29 URSA MINOR: Chart 2-A

A limited aster ism receiving its chief
dignity from the location here of the most observed

f all the "fixed stars" of the northern heavens, dist., 10 6'
from the true Pole, about which it revolves every twenty
four hours and to~ardwhich it gra,::it~tesso that abou~ A.
D 2095 Polaris wIll be less than ~ dISt., from that POInt.
Thence it will draw away on its 25,600-year circuit about
the pole of the Ecliptic; and 6000 years hence a:Cephei,
and 12,000 years hence Vega, in L~ra, will succce~ to that
hi 17h historical office, as Thuban, In Draco, held It at the
ti;;;e of the building of the Pyramids of Egypt, B. C. 2170 .
7 Polaris 013488 Mag. 2.1. Cepheid var. Spc. F8.

Par. 0".017= 1901.y. Mag.g come, dist., 18*.3.
Two spec. companions: per. 3.96ds. and 11.9 yrs. Sep.
0*.13 and 0".35. Luminosity of Polaris, 2570 X o.

CASSIOPEIA:
Almost every phase of celestial phenomena represented.

~191 015673 0: 6.2-8.5. Sep. 5".6.

48 015370 Vis. bin., mag. 4.7-7.2. Per. 52.95 yrs.
. a = 0".61. Sp. A2.

.~ 012067 Trip., 4.4-8.9-9.5. Sep. 32".0 and 3*.0.
A patience test, with good seeing.

~163 014564 D: 6.2-8. Sep. 35".0. Colorscontrasty.

: 014963 Mag. 3.4. Entire region radiant.

H31 014060 and 46 n f. Two cis. Outlying doubles.
M103 012760 1° f O. Vivid d., in grand setting.
~ 012159 Mag. 2.8. A teeming expanse n
H42 011457 Massed jewels ~ Topaz :p, mag. 5, close f.
PERSEUS:

The "Champion .. discloses here some stellar prodigies.

U 015354 Doub.-var., 7.5-11: 8. O. Per. 320 ds.
M76 013751 Doub. spir. neb., joined, with ring.
'i' ()J3t)50 Val'. mag., 4.2. Doub. spec. bi:l. Per.

126.5 and 63.2 ds. ~pc. Bp. '''Presents puzzles
and problems still unsolved'"

• Van Rhijn. Barron comnute" d'-:-is-t-,,-I-=P-o-Ia-n-,-al-"-(""-'-l-,,,-h,-y-t.'ars.
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CULMINATION-9 P. M .. NOV 29 J

A D({OMEDA.. h 2 n
S I absorbingly interestmg features C .art -
_evera - bl d bl

in this area, includIng a ~ota e o~: ct.
~ 010446 D. 4.9-6.) Sep. 06. Two blacing suns'

'( 015941 D. 2.3-5.4 Sep 10".3. Companio;: L1

-r bin system. Per. 55.0 yt'S CI. = 0" 346. Spc / .
Gorgeous colorings-burnished gold and cerulean blue.

H32 015337 1 ebulo'.Js unit. Curious groupings.

56 015136 D. 5.7-5.8. Sep. 181" ..7 W s p H32.
;S179 0: 6.7-7.7 in field, makIng an Imposll1g spect"lclc-

~ 010535 Mag. 2.4. A lone monarch in rather isolated
re/i(ion, bold against a background of low-mag stars.

TRIANGULA.
. "The Triangle" begins here-a limited but well-p!:lced

Slsterism, with at least one feature of superlati e interest

M33 012930 Faint spl. neb, Over 7'2 0 in extent, with
crossps, rifts and nebulous conden~ations in a s<"a of glo
ry! The recessional speed of this whirling mass throu7h
.:;osmic deeps is upwards of 400 mi. per sec. ; and its peri
od of revolution 160,000 yrs. Outlying regions disclose
condensed swarms of stars - suns and systems in th~

making Dist. 900,000 light years.

a: 014729 Mag. 3.5. Sp. bin. Per. 1.7 ds. Sp~ :5.
ARIES:

"The Ram" begins between these hours-quite th<" most
engaging portion of an otherwise indifferent constellation.

A 01533 0: 4.7-6.7. S~p. 37".9
~ 014920 Sp. bin. Mag. 2.7. Per 107 ds. 5p-:: .A 5.
y 014918 0: 4.2-44. Sep. 8"0. Famous pair, disc

by Hooke, 1664. N~b. H112, I Vz' , wJrth whil~.

PISCES:
~ather ~arren of the more commanding phenomena, but

frUitful of mtcrest in vicinity of x, and especially f "tJ Fisc.

.~I·'·l 010121 Amazing sequence, with X in field
1) 01.2714 Mag. 3.7; Mag. J !comes, dist., I ".n.

Chiefly conspi;;uous for luminous field, n f inc\. CI. M74.
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;; 1'i I 012009 Neb. Fairly bright, with Chari 2-C
. I condensation, 10 Isolated region.

ccnrra S 2~" .'
. 010907 D: 4.2-5.3. cp. ")'. _ ..
'. Colorful pair. Primary var.: 4.2:6. Astride the EcliptiC.

-- 010104 D: 5.9-6.8. Sep.32".8. Fine prospecT
II S 3" 6

Ol r702 D: 2.8-3.9. ep. .' Weird coloring
:J. ) "
~186 015001 Vis. bin. Mag. 7.0-70 a = 1 - 1

Per. 136 yrs. Spc. Go.

CETUS:
42 011500 D: 6.2-7.2. Sep 1",2.
~91 010302 D: 6.7-7.5. Sep. 3".9.
I§l 013704 Dark neb. Type of prevalent star,ccJrrlec
engrossing the minds of scientists from the tIme Hel schd
<:alled these ink-black irregular blotches" holes In the sky.
until the genius of Barnard, aided by photography, demon
strated them to be actual dark nebulae- vast opaque area'
that obscure the stellar regions beyond like a curtain prov
ing Bessel's contention that" luminosity is not a necessa ry
property of cosmical bodies...

Notwithstanding the cosmical cloud in inl.crste!lar spa:.;e, :'~C~:ll
ordinarily no appreciable absorption or sca~tering or th~ ~- ~l .. ;~:r,.

on its way to us.

HIOO 012707 Spl. neb. Bright nucleus ChieA <)1

interest because cf its stupendous space-velccity, notwith
standing its probable galactic size-1240 rY'i. per sec.- tre
record speed of any known celestial object I What supernal
forces combined to give this vast aggregation its initial n'o
mentum, or what counter forces could halt or even swerve
it from is course thru the ages, challenges all conjecture.

"Thirty years ago we did not know the radial motion of any s:at
in the heavens; yet in this intervening period the radial velocitie~
.f more thaD. thousand stars have been determined. These ·veloci.
t!el will enable us, both alone and in combination with proper rna·
tiOD and parallaxes, to solve many of the fundamental problems oj
stellar astronomy; not suddellly, but by rapid approximations to the
truth."-campbell.

~1163 012007 D: 6-6.2. Sep, 0".2. Excellent test

iii 014810 Dark neb. ~ Ceti I' s p toward x.
y) 010410 Mag. 4. Royal arch of suns north-eastward.

X 014511 D: 5.-7,5. Wide. r; Ceti, mag. 3.9,1° n f.
13
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CASSIOPEIA:
t 022267 Tr: 4.2-7.1-8.1 Sep. Chart 3-A
I".9-7".6. Not difficult; very fine.

~306 024460 D:7.1-9. Sep.2".1. CL66, Wnp.

O~~26 021359 D: 6. 1-6.6. Sep. 63".5. Gold-green.

PERSEUS:
A vast stellar revelation, especially inspiring vic. X Pers.

h227 022757 Wide cl. Field shot with diamond-dust!

HVI33-34 021556 Two splendid naked-eye Cis.
Midway bet. o:Persei and rCass. Diam. of each Cluster
about 100 I y., but overlapping so as to appear physical
ly connected. Dist .• 7500 I y. Stars blue-white and in
tense, with temp. from 15000 to 25000 C. Many exceed
by a hundred times the brightnes.s of our Sun. Rad. vel.,
-28mi.-sec. VIvid ruby Var. In CI. 34. (TrumpIer).

9 021655 D:5.5-12. Sep.12". Difficult; region rich.

a 024455 D: 4.-8.5 Sep. 28". Five faint comites.

~314 024752 D:6.9-7. Sep.1."5. ymag.3.1,lonf.
NO "EMPTINESS" IN SPACE.

An ord.mary region, observes Eddington, where there is no ob
servable nebulosity in the highest vacuum existing-within the lim~

its of the stellar system, at least-there still remains about oue
atom to svery cubic inch. It depends on our point of view whether
we regard this as an amazing fullness or an amazing emptiness of
space. Perhaps it is the fullness that impresses us most. The atom
can find no place of real solitude within the system of the stars;
wherever it goes it can nod to a colleague not more than an inch
away. I think there can be no doubt that research demonstrates the
existence of a cosmic cloud pervading the stellar system. The full·
ness of in~ers~c!lar space becozr.e3 a fact of observation and no
longer a theoretical conjecture. The system of the stars is floating
in an ocean-not merely an ocean of space, not merely an ocean of
ether-but an ocean that is so far ma~erial that one ato·n or there
abonts occurs in every cubic inch. According to the modern theory
of gravita:ion, a globe of the size of Betelgeuze (almost con~ained
in the orbit of :Mars), and of the same mean density as our Sun,
would have some remarkable properties. Owing to the in~cnsity of
its gravi:a~ion, light itself would be unable to escape, and any rays
sho~ out would fall back a1ain to the 'star by their own weight.

"Science has its competition as keen as that which is the life of
co.mmerce. But its rivalries arc over the question, 'Vho shall con·
tnbute the most and the best to the sum to:al of knowledge-who
~hall give, nnt who shall take,- the most? and its anima:ing spirit
IS the love of truth; i:s pride is to do the grea1est good to the great
est number."--Newcomb.

1'j'r**~ 3 14
50' t, 1 I I 1 I \ \~O'
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Chart 3-B
6.4-7.3.
Spc. Fa.

A DROMEDA.
II 023948 T r.: 4-10-10.
~228 020747 Vis. bin
0'.97 Per. 204.7 yrs.

PERSEUS:
M34 023642 CI. 'A celestial aegis hung aloft in splendor!'

"Globular clusters range in distance from 7000 parsecs----=-ov~r 20,
. ht ears - to values nearly ten times as great. Their dtame...

~ ~~e or the order of a ~undred parsecs; ..and their brightest stars
are a thousand times as bright as OUf sun. -Shapley.

12 023739 Wide Tr. :6-7.5-8.2. Guide-startoCl. 156.

H 156 023538 eb. Lenticular, bright, 5' long,
\\ith nucleus. Object worth deep study. 1° s l2Pers.
II Spirals have sp.~ce v~locities of the order of 1400 km. - over 800

miles - per second. -SlJpher.

20 024737 Vis. bin.: 5.6-6.7. Per. 33.3 yrs. a =
0".16. Sp. Fa. l6Pers., mag. 4. Yz0p, very effective.

TRIANGULA:
~ 020534 Mag. 3.1. Fruitful region s e toward il and

y, Trian.. mags. 5 and 4, presenting a dazzling outlook.

t 020729 D: 5.6-6.4. Sep. 3".6. Sapphire and gold.

ARIES:
41 024326 T r. 4-11-12. Small but bright. Use h p.

Q: Hamal 020223 Mag. 2.2. Theshepherd's star.

025421 D: 5.7-6. Sep. 1".2;
't 024317 Tr. 5.3-8.4-10.2 Sep.3."3-25". Prim- a

Sp. bin. Per. 3.85ds. Spc.85.
UThe problems of astronomy are not separate and independent i

but are rather the parts of one great problem: that of increasing
our knowledge of the universe in its widest sense."-Newcomb.

"These problems are so vast that we might despair of any com
pleted result of our tasks were it not for the wonderful correlation
rfeve~led among apparently disjointed investigations. That' every
act IS a valuable factor in the mighty whole should encourage each

worker, remembering Argelander's words when making an earnest
pl!8 for more zealous observations of the variable stars, 'Each step
brlDgs us nearet: the goal. If we cannot reach it, we can at least:h0rk so that posterity shall not reproach us for being idle, or say
O at we .have not made an effort to prepare the way for them! ,,_

r. Annle J. Cannon.
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CETUS:
"The Whale" presents some fine though Chart 3- C

scattered gems aside from majestic Mira.

IX 025803 Mag. 2.8. Or.-red K-type. Fainter than ~.

r 023902 0: 3-6.8. Sep,2".6. Colorful pair.

\1177 023800 Spl. neb. Faint, but interesting.

H23 02230/ Two faint diff. neb.
o 021503 Mira, the" Wonder Star. ..

Mag variabl.: 1.7 to 9.6. Per., 332 ds. Par., 0".02. Dist.,
163 I:Y. Temp., 2400K to l700K. Spc., M7c. Has a ~enth.mag.
comes, discovered spe~troscoPlcall'y by Joy, B.t Mt. WIls?o, and
verified visually by Aitken, at LIck. Ang. dlam. determlOed b)
Pease with Michelson interferometer attached to lOO·in. Hooker
telescope: 0" .056. Mira was recorded by Fabricius, 1596, but was
doubtless known to the Chaldean sheph.erd.astr~nomers ond othl?rs
of ancient times who regarded changes In celestIal phenomena wIth
superstitious <twe, as, witness, Algol, "the demon star."

Diameter of Mira, 550 times our Sun, second only to Antares. II
set in Sun's place in our system, Mira's boundaries would extend
beyond the orbit of Mars, and Earth's orbit would lie about mid·
way between center and circumference. If its mass were propor·
tionate to our Sun's it would weigh 25,000,000 times as much j and,
according to Einstein's theory, its own gravitation would be so
great that its light would be unable to leave its surface, as thus to
us would be forever invisible t However, its density is only one
ten.thousandth that of our own atmosphere at sea-level-a vast ago
gregation of nothingness in whose torrid temperature of 2000° Cent.
we might imagine a soul wandering for ages and never know he had
arrived. The periodical pulsations of !\tlira-cause unknown-ex·
pand and contract its radius to the extent of twenty percent of its
volume, or about thirty million miles, producing great changes in
temperature and consequent light variation.

Any theory holds good until another, seemingly wiser and more
in accord with the immutable laws of nature supercedes it. The
nebular hypothesis, which, among other contentions, held that it
was impossible for any subject body to move in any course except
that in which its principal moved (such as a moon orbitin,
around a planet in any other motion than that provided by its
parent unit), suffered a shock when Herschel discovered that the
mOODS of Uranus moved in elliptical orbits retrograde to the
p~aDet's motion; Pickering, in 1898, discovered the same in the
nInth s~tel1ite of Saturn; and Melotte, in 1908, and Nicholson, in
1914, dIscovered the same of the two remote moons of Jupiter.

:'Science .would be writing its own epitaph did it not, as occasion
arlst:s, review old and apparently established hypotheses with •
~ea~1DeS8 to relinquish them in favor of newcomers; but equally
'18 It. the duty of science to walk warily and with circumspection
eat It leave the solid track."
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PLANETS ALONE SUSTAIN LIFE.
According to Prof. jeans, if the age of the earth be computed <1t

seventy years, then humanity itself may be assumed as a babe three
days old, by no means aware of the extent and meaning of the uni·
verse in which it finds itself. According to his argument, on an)
soheme of cosmogony, life must be limited to an exceedingly small
comer of the universe. To this babe's wonderings whether other
world-cradles and other babies exist in them, the answer appears
to be that there can at best be very few such cradles, whether ten·
anted or not. The planets are the only places where we know that
life can exist. The stars are too hot, even their atoms broken up
by intense heat. Even if there were solid bodies in the nebulae,
they would be so drenched with highly penetrating radiations as to
make life in any form such as we could conceive it, impossible.
Only in rare instances would special accidents produce bodies such8. t?u~ earth, formed of a special cool ash which no longer produces
radiation, where life is possible. From present observation it does
Dot ~ppear as tbough Nature had designed the universe primarily
for hf~, the normal star and normal nebula having nothing to do
1I',th hie except to make it possible, Lile then would seem to he
the !l0d of a chain of by-products-the accident-and only the tor
rential deh.lges of Iife~destroying radiation the essential. In any
cue, b~maoity, t~e tbree~d3ys~0Id infant, cannot be very confident
of adoy InterpretatIon it puts 00 the universe which it only discoy ..
ere, 81 it were, a minute or two ago.

EPHEUS: .

C ~460 03560 0: 5.2-6.1 Sep. Chart 4-A
0".9. Strong pair in isolated glory.

CAMELOPARDUS: . .
Most inviting portion of this mammoth constellatIon.

'r 034271 Mag.4 7. Brightbeacon~star to neb.,. 2° s f.
356 035969 Diff. neb. WIde, brIght, lace-lJke.

"Nebulosity seems to consIst of clouds of matter, mole-

I -dust or perhaps even larger particles, not hot enough
cu es, . 'bl b '1' h 't dbto be self-luminous, but VISl e ecause oc Ig ~. exci e y
or reflected from involved or nelghbonng stars. - Hubble.

O~52 031065 0: 6.4-7. Sep.0".5.
O~~36 033863 0: 6.3-7.3. Sep 45".8.
O:E67 035061 0: 5.-8.3. Sep. 1 ".7. Greenandgold

~385 032259 0: 4.7-9. Sep.2".4. Areal gem-field I

~400 032859 0: 7-8. Sep. 1".5
~396 032758 0: 63·8. Sep, 20"4. Superb zone, n

O~~ 39 034256 0: 5.9-6.6. Sep. 58".6.
~390'032355 0: 4.8·Q.2. Sep. 15".

III

Magnitude,
and Symbol,,:

*Mag.O'1
Or

brighter

*1-2
*2-3

*3-4

*4-5

*5-6

*6-7.0'
fainter

@Cluster

10° [g]Nebula

o Nova

@OarkNebula

RtoZ-Varia·
ble Stars

See .. Abbrevia·
tions, .. Etc.,
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PERSEUS:
The heart of this imperial domain lies bet.

hI'S. I II-IV, with princely Mirfak throned in Chart 4-B
the midst of a truly royal council of stars.
1% 031849 Mag. 1,9. Sp. bin. Per. 4.09d. Spc. F5.
H25 030946 Congeries of low-mag. stars
O~~ 37 033244 D: 6.2-6.5. On direct line a s-e to y

y 034042 Mag. 4. 12-mag. comes. Rather difficult.
~ ALGOL. the Ghoul, or Demon-Star 030340 Var: 2.2-3.2·
. Once every 2 ds.• 20.8 hI'S., this remari<able star suffers

partial eclipse by reason of a companion. mag. 5 2, re
volving about a common center of gravity in the line of
si!!ht. losing five-sixths of its light thereby for about 20

min., and recovering normality in about 3~ hI'S. Hence
the leader of a type of Variable so named, of which there
are nearly two hundred under observation to date. Al
gol also a Spec. bin. Per. 1.899 yrs. Spc. 88. Light of
Algol, 160 times sun. Mass. %sun. .. An enormously
complex system. still only partially understood, "--Aitken.

Easily located when high in the heavens by drawing an imaginary
letter F northward from the Pleiades thru Zeta and Xi, Per., to Epsi
lon. turning sharply thence westerly along 40':' decl., to Beta-Algol.

41

035239 D: 3.1-8.3. Sep. 8".8. Not an easy double·

~ 035435 Mag. 4.05. Sp. bin. Per, 6.9d. Spc.Oe5.
o 033831 0: 3.9-8.5. Prim sp. bin, Per.4.4ds.
~ 034931 Mag. 2.7, Three interesting comites.
ARIES:
52 030024 Trip.: mag. 6,-6.-10.8. Sep. 0".7-5".2.
TAURUS:
'I) Alcyone 034323 Mag. 3, Lucida of the classic Plei
a.des. Blue-white. of vast size probably many thousand
tl!'T1es larger than our own Sun, but so remote and dimmed
~Ith the nebulosity which involves the entire cluster that
It appears .only a little brighter than the other fair daugh
;ers of PlelOne-Caleno, Electra, Maia. Merope, Stereope
Snd.Tageta-eachof whose mass nevertheless exceeds our

un s some eight hundred times. (See photo and note. III. Sec.

thUEvery day of life grows more interesting to that man who reads
e message of the stars."
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ERIDANUS: ,
Th UL ~uatorial areas here not especlal- Chart 4-C

es LJ'"'-"t d ' h ff'notable for wizar nes, too ermg some ,
~oad sweepings in dear skIes, The south-flow'!1g ~onstel
I r, of the classic River Po reaches down to wit hm 30~
oft~h~ pole, beaconed by the flashing super-sun, Achernar,

~422 033200 D: 6,-8,2, Sep, 6",1.
32 035003 D: 4,-6. Sep, 6",7, Emerald and tap~

gems-one of the redeeming features of this somber re
gion, Low-mag, doubles and multiples far and wide,

HIV60 03222' PI. neb, Quite vivid, flanked by stars,
't' 6-7-8-9 014023 70ne of jewels of ~any hues and geo

metrieal formations; w,th clear hOrizon a fine pageant.

THE LIGHT YEAR,-From man's earliest appreciation
of themiracleof his existence he was under the illusion that
light, which was apparently infinite in extent, was also in
stantaneous in speed, even to the uttermost space deeps,
It was not until [075 that a young Dane, Olaus Roemer,
while studying the phenomena of Jupiter's moons. discov
ered that there was a discrepancy of some seventeen min
utes in time between the Clbserved eclipses of Jupiter's sat
ellites when both Jupite" ",,:J Earth were on the same side
of the sun, and the computed time when the sun stood be
tween them: that is, that light was not instantaneous, but
required a definite amount of time to span earth's orbit,
Roemer thus computed the speed of light at about 500 sec
onds for ('ln~ astroflomical unit-distance Sun to Eanh
or as since revised by refined lacoratory tests, a positive
speed-rate in spHce of [86,300 mL per sec. The light equa
tion of any celestial o~iect then deals with its position and
character, r.ot as seen at the instant of observation, but at
the instant when the light-ray so obs~rved started on its
hitherward journey: in the case of the planets from three
minutes to four hours; of the stars from four years upward;
of remote spiral nebulae to the possible limit of a million
or more light years, having begun their space-voyages when
Earth was possibly in its plastic state, aeons before the ap
pearance of the most rudimentary forms of life on this
planet,{ And yet, miracle to behoid, this far beacon-light
has never dimmed, for all its incalculable remoteness, nor
falter~ in its incredible ~peed thru all the ages! Thus in
explormg the celestial we are ever engaged upon a survey of
COntemporary as well as the most ancient of historv,
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Varied region s e,
Prim. Sp. bin.

v CHART 5-A
CULMINATION 9 P. M., JAN. 13

I

·LJ.--l...!-!:-::Ii~:-w~ttr'~·

---AMELOPARDUS:

C In the area bet. Decl. 50° and 60° Chari 5-A
will be found many dazzling gems.

044466 Sp. bin. Mag. 4.3. Spc. B. Per. 79 ds.
:618 045663 D: 7-7.3. Sep 32".0. Vivid8-8doub.s.

f-:53 040160 PI. neb. Small. curious. with star center.

. 04'5660 Mag, 4.7. A monarch in lone splendor.

11-12 0-1:5858 Wide do..l~. Sep. 10".3.
I 042553 D: 5.1-6.2. Sep. 10".1.
7 044953 D: 4.4-11.3.Sep. 25".6.

Spc. A. Per. 3.8 ds.

PERSEUS:
1-:61 040951 Radiant CI. Entire zone truly inspiring.

m;~47 041450 D: 6.5·7.2. Sep. 74".6. Eachsunhas
a low-mag. corne.. Striking expanse p.

b 041050 Sp. bin. Mag. 4.5. Spc. A2, Per. 1.5 ds.
I§I 043050 Dark nebulous region. A vast obscuring
sweep of formless meteoric or other absorbing media that

. obscures a possible wealth of celestial treasures lying in re
moter regions beyond-wonders which have never yet en
tered the mind of man, nor probably ever wilL Contem
plating such a bleak and forbidding barrage, one wonders
if with the lifting of the black veil, (or with the discovery
of some new cosmic ray that would enable us to pierce it).
there might not stand revealed some sidereal Rosetta Stone
which would aid us in deciphering many a heavenly hiero
glyph that has hitherto remained a sealed oracle to us.

The stars may be regarded as heat engines in the physicist's
~ense of the word-on an enormOUG scale. They are drawing upon
Internal energy of some sort, transforming it into heat and radiat-
ina it away into apace. What becomes of the heat? Is any of it
"u.ed" and if so, what fraction?

If we are to count as energy "used." only that fraction which fans
Oft other known bodies. the efficiency of a star-and in particular
o! t!'e Sun-il limoIt incredibly small. Of the whole flux of ra·
dth.ation from the Sun only one part in 230 millions is caught by In

e plane.t8 together. The rest goes out into interstellar 6pace.
The mction intercepted by the other stars must be excessively mi·
Da~. Far more is taken up by the dark nebulae-on account of
theU' OBonnoua aize--than by all other known bodies together. But:heD thd.elC: cover but a moderate part of the heavens, and most of

• n latioD passes out beyond them into the unknown.
47



PERSEUS~

:J, 040748 D: 4.2-12. Sep. 15".1. Chart 5-B
. Prim. Sp. bin. Spc G. Per. 284 ds.

Interesting cluster, H60, 2° n p.
57 042742 Wide D: 5.2-6.2. Sep. 113'.7
58043141 Mag. 5.5. Two pretty pairs near by.

o~531 040237 D:6.5-8-2. Sep. 4".5. Gems, sand".

56 041933 D: 6.8.8. Sep.4".5 Impresllive environs.

AURIGA:
Be<1ins abt. midway bet. hrs. IV and V. Fruitful fields'

a 04"5643 Conspicuous Var. 3:4.5
w 045337 D: 4-7.9. Sep.6".5.
t 045133 Mag. 2.9. Superb sun in lone grandure.

TAURUS:
The constellation of the Bull discloses here a treasure re

gion. including that blazing V-shaped open Clu9Ccr-the
Hyades-a hundred blue ·white Class A suns. golden s::J!ar
and red Antarean giants. Diam., 10 parsecs. Dist. 130 I Y

tp 041527 D: 5-8. Sep. 53 ".6
H21 045923 Nebulo'..ls Cl, Entire zone appears en

veloped in lambent clouds of cosmic dust..

"': 043622 Vivid D: 4.3-7.2. Sep. 62".5. Prim. Sp.
bin. Spc. 85. Per. 1. 5 ds.

x l
-' 042022 D: 5-6, Sep. 5".5. Resplendentrangesp.

H8 044118 Impressive Cl. About 2° n f Aldebaran.

a: Aldebaran 043116 Mag. 1.6. Par. 0".057. Dist., 571 y.
Ang. diam., 40,000,000 miles! Spc. K5. Mag II comes.

63 041716 Mag. 5.6. Sp. bin. Spc. A2. Per. 8.4ds.
55 041416 Vis. bin. 7.5-9.3. Go. 0".57. Per. 89ys.
o 042415 Naked-eye D: 4-7.5. Sep. 5' 37".4.
al

-
1 043415 Wide D: 5.2-5.7. Close s f Aldebaran.

m::82 041714 Vis. bin. 8-9.5. Go. 0".94. Per. 98y.
~552 044613 Vis. bin. 7-10. F5. 0".53. Per. 56yrs.
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TAURUS: "' ~ " Chart 5-C
88 O·HlJO 0: 4-/.). Sep.69.2-
47 040909 0: 5-8. Sep. 0".9 Close n P IJ. Tauri.

9-mag. corres, dist. 31 ".5.

46 040907 0: 5.8-6.1. Sep.O".I. 1° s p [). Tauri.

ORION:
West boundary of the imperial constellation of the firma

ment I For who would acquire a knowledge of the heavens
in little, let him give up his days and nights to the marvels
of Orion, Here may be found evcry conceivable variati"n
of celestial phenomena: stars, giants and dwarfs; valia
bles doubles, triples, multiples; binaries visual ani sp~c

t~pic; clusters wide and condensed; mysterious rayless
rifts and nebulae in boundless variety, with the supreme
wonder of all supernal wonders at its heart - the Grear
Nebula-before which the learned and the laymen alike
have stood silent in awe and reverence since the first lens
unfolded to man's gaze its true vastness and intricacy; find
which offers abundant field for all the geniuses of science,
with their super-refinements of means and methods, for gen
erations to come. To know Orion is to know astronomy!

"When all the Temple is prepared within,
Why nods the drowsy worshipper outside."-Rubaiyat.

~883 044510 Vis. bin. 7.9-7.9. Sep. 0".19. Per
16.61 yrs. Spc. Fi5.

1t"f 044902 Mag. 3.8. Spec. bin. B3. Per. 3.7 ds.
ERIDANUS:

Delta of the River Po which winds upward from sub
horizon regions as far as Rigel, in Orion; and tho Ivw in
our latitudes, with good seeing, offers some real surprises
~403 042102 0: 7-8.5. Sep.2".0.
62 045205 0: 6-8. Sep. 66".0. Other D's in rare zone

?~ 041007 D: 4-9.4. Sep. 82".3. Com. Vis. bin. 94-
10 8 ac = 4" 79. Per. 180 y. Group apparently concrete

55 043908 0: 6.2-6.7. Sep.9".1.
E570 043109 0: 7-8. Sep. 12".8.
H26 041012 Bright plan. neb., with central star.

Unique, visible with low powers Well worth the search
~576 043413 0: 6.7-7.2. Sep. 12".3.
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Magnitude~

and Symboh_

*
Mag'O'1

or
brighter

*1.2
*2.3

* 3-4

* 6-7. 0'

fair.te r

@Ctust6r

129 Nebula

o Nova

IQl DarkNobuli.

R to Z-Varia·
ble Stars

See II AhhreviR
tion.;; .. Etc.
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- AMELOPARDUS: Chari 6-A

C 1:6340509790: 4.5-8. Sep 34".
1:780054365 Trip.: 6.7-7.Y-10.9. Colorful,

AURIGA:
Vast area, southern expanse a limitless exploration field.

1) 055354 Mag. 2.1. ~ Aur.. and two fine stars n.

DoUBLE STARS. BINARIES. - Two stars in apparent prox
imity may in reality be so remote from ('ach other as to ex
ert no reciprocal mAuence-optlcal doubles as differentia
ted from the bmaries whose components are so close as to
come within each other's gravitational pull, moving in an
elliptical orbit about a common center, making the circuit
sometimes in a few hours or days, more often in years-even
hundreds or thousands. The orbits and elements cf vis
ual binary systems are determined by precision microme
tersattached to powerful clock-driven telescopes; but if the
companion-star defies visual detection, the wonder-work
ing spectroscope takes up the burden of the problem.

Of the hundred thousand stars of mag. 9, and brighter.
it is estimated that one in eighteen is a close visual double.
Oftheseover 5000 have been catalogued: and the elements
of nearly 300 visual and spectroscopic binaries computed.
Every third star of mag. 5.5, or brighter, is a spectroscop·
ic binary, many being triple or even multiple! Thus our
Sun as a lone sidereal unit is almost in the nature of 8 ce
lestial anomaly; and one cannot help speculating on what
would have been the course of terrestrial evolution had it
been otherwise! .

The Greeks determined star places within 10' of arc-oDe-third
the diameter 01 the Moon. Tycbo Brabe (1546-1601) reduced the
mealurements to the accuracy of 57". Now double stars are meas
ared with a probable error 01 0" .001.

"Theories of the evolution of the solar svstem or of the universe
are Dot theories of creation. They are theories of the eternal processes
~iDg OD and of eternal change. To assert that stars are suns, that
lanl have evolved Irom clouds 01 gas called nebulae, that nebulae
have originated by the close approach of two suns, and that in a
Ipi-:al nebulae may be seen processes in operation which in a long
penod of time would give solar systems like our own, with cen~ra'
I~D. and possible planets, is not to offer a theory of creation, gene
III, or original beginnings i but rather to state our conviction as to
Itages in the eternal process. This is evolution as the astronomer
lees it."-Prof. Linsley.
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CHAH'.l' 6 - B

CULMINATION-9P.M .. JAN 28 V

;;

~ 052121 Mag. 3. Sp. bin. Per. 138 ds. Spc B3 .
126053616 D:6-6.2. Sep.0".3. Sweepseandnw'

~176 053815 0: 6-8.8. Sep.9".6 .
XO;i~~~ 055520 Luriousgeom. formation of mag. 5-9 suns.

AURIGA: Chart 6-B
'l. Capell~ 051145 Mag. 0.21. Spc, G.
,'df 0 '.075. Disc. 43 I y. Sp. bin. Sep. 0".045. Per.
iO-~ds. 33XSun·sbrightness. Ang. diam. 10 million mi.

Temp, 12,600°F. Abs. mag.,-0.5. Rad. vel., +30.2. Alobot.

05 5-144 Ma.~. 2.7. Var. Sp. bin. Per. 3. 96d. Spc.
\p.Par.O n .34. Vel.-1SI. Comb.mass,17xSun.

;. ;93 055938 tvfag. 5.3. Sp. bin. Per.2S.2d. Spc.A.
13S 052335 Open CI. in form of an oblique cross.

Commanding semicircle of CIs., units and multiples, s.

1-1: 050832 Tr.:5.1-7.2-11. Prim.Sp.bin. Per.3.S,'.
.\ [37 054732 A diamond sunburst' 20,000 stars.
, 052632 Mag.4.8. Sp. bin. Per. 655 .16ds. Spc. r
i6 053330 D: 5.8-8. Sep. 12".3. Faint comites .
rAURUS:

Fairly bristles with phenomena of a rare order of interest

?, 052128 Mag. 1.8. Super-giant in kingly isolation.

136 054727 Mag. 4.5. Sp. bin. Per. 5.9ds. Spc. A
125 053325 Mag. 5. Sp.bin. Per.27.8ds. Spc.B].
118 052425 D: 5.8-66. Sep.4".7. Blue-white.

MI 052922 Famous "Crab "Sebula" of Lord Rosse (the
analogy presupposed a strong Irish imagination) . fairly de
fined tho rale. easily found 1° n p ::, Tauri. "Bears resem
blance to planetary class in some respects, and to irregular
gaseous nebulae in others, with central star of Wolf-Rayet
type." Reynolds. First obj~ct to induce Messier, in 1758, to
compile his immortal ('atalog with a 2Y2-in. comet-sweeper'

"Far less power will rew'al a celes~ial object that 'was required
fC?T its discovery. Far more depends upon the man behind the eye~
pat"ee than upon any instrument however perfect or efficient in
practice."
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ORION: Chart 6-C .
H rV34 053709 PI. Neb. Clear. bluish.

',.053009 D: 5-9. Sep. 4".2. :pH sand sf in field.
:x Betelgeuse 055107 Mag.0".9. Sp.bin Per.6yr.Aitken.
Spc.Ma Temp.9000°F. Par.. 0".022 Yerkes. Dist.192Iy.
Brightness. 1000; vol, 50 rr.dhon X Sun. Eddington Densl
tV 1-1000 of air. Hale, First Michelson interferorr.etertest:
Ang par. ,0".047: 250 million miles, or nearly 300 X diam_of
Suni R. v.• +21. 3km-sec. Abbot. Irreg, Var.. Yzmg. Cannon.
52 054306 0: 6.2-6.2. Sep. 1".7. 2° s P ClOrionis.
1 Bellatrix-FemaleWarrior052 106 Mag. 1.7. B2. 0".002.
32 052605 0: 5.2-6.7. Sep. 1".0. Impressive pair!

M78 054200 Weird gas. neb. North edge clean-cut.
south portIon diffuse. Interesting I Sweep e from cOrL
~ 052800 0 :2-6.8. Sep.52".0. Par. 0".006. Spc. B.
Prim. Sp. bin. Per. 5.7 ds. Greenish; slightly variable.

a 053201 Mag. 1.8. Spc. Bo. Central sun in O's belt.

~ 0537020: 2.-5.7 Sep.2". Spc.Bo. Par. 0".008.
~ 053402 Quad. 4-10:7.5-7. Thrilling neb. region!

1) 051902 0: 3.4-5. Sep. I ".0. Prim. Sp. bin. Per.
8ds. Spc. B I. Helium stars involved in calcium clouds.

6-M41 053105 GreatNebula l Dist. 6501y; diam. 5
to6ly: Joto4omillionmillionmi. Bailey. Surfacearea.+
500,000 ast. units; depth likewise. Enough matter to form a
star cluster! Russell. (Cont·d. p_ 59. See Lick Obs. photo. III Sec)
t 053006 Neb. 0: 2.8-7.3. Sep. I I". Prim.Sp.bin.
Per. 29ds. Spc. Oe5. ~ 747 close f. 0: 5.6-65. Sep.36'.

~Rigel 050908 Mag. 0.3 Spc.B8. Par.0.006. Dist_
5431 y. Blue-white. Temp. l6,000C. 13.000 XSun's bright
ness. Ang. diam., 17 million mi. R. v.• +22.6km-sec. 8th.
mag. comes. Qist.,9". Arab., Rijl-e1-Janza: Leg of the Giant.

""Saiph 054309 Mag. 2.2. Spc. Bo. Par. 0".0069.*
LEPUS: Tho low in our latitudes, the asterism of "The
Hare"offers a feast of bounties with fair seeing. especialIy
fine sweeping vic. ClLeporis,052917, 0: 2.7-9.5. Sep. 35 '.4.

• ).10 light years-I" ofarc-divided by parallax gives Star's distance.
>7
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rAMELOPARDUS: Chart
l .~973 065375 0: 6.6-7.6, Sep.12".
"'---" ~1006 065962. 0: 7-8. Sep. 30" 6.

LYNX:
A scattering constellation with few conspicuous u~its

but "the beauty of its pairs will reward perseverance.

14 064659 0: 5.7-9.1. Sep.0".9, Field inviting.

4 061559 0: 6.4-7,9, Sep. 0".8.
12 063959 Superb Tr,: 5.2-61-7.4. Sep. 1".5-8".7.
5 062058 Mag. 5.5. A pendant ruby!

1:936 063258 D: 7-8.7. Sep.3".4.
R 065555 Var. 8: 13.8. Per. 379.3d.

GREAT NEBULA OF ORION. (Cont'd from p. 57).
Disc. by Huygens, 1756. "Chiefly a superficial flores

cence of, gaseous elements in a small region of an incon
ceivably great cloud of cosmic dust driven to and fro in
never-ceasing currents." Hale. Most primitive form of mat
ter known, as Aitken says, "in seething and well-nigh cha
otic turmoil." Shapley records some hundred Variables as
sociated with the Nebula as a whole. Delicate emerald
The famous Trapezium, comprising four involved giants
mag. 6, 7, 7.'> and 8, respectively-thrilling beyond words I

Study this Nebula well during Orion's winter culminations.
The surface areas of diffuse nebulae are enormous, and the

depth probably accordingly. If but one·millionth of the density
of our atmosphere, so vast are they that they would exert all
appreciabie gravitational effect upon neighboring stars; but
since no such effect is discernible, the tenuity of nebuloL.s
masses must be beyond our comprehension, presenting one of
the. greatest unsolved problems in astrophysics. If the small
re~ldual air-content contained in a common electric light bulb
-Itself almost a vacuum-were expanded to the size of the capi
tol at Washington, it would scarcely express the tenuity of a
nebulous mass as seen in the immensity of Orion.

The two green lines attributed to the nehuleum in the spectrum
are not due to the presence of a gas to which there is no terrestrial
!lna.logy, but rather to known gases in "forbidden" combinations:
IODIzed nitrogen, ionized oxygen and doubly ionized oxygen.

Gaseous nebulae are extremely tenuous, observes Eddington.
When there is space enough to put a pin's head be\:ween adjacen:
atoms we can begin to talk about a "real vacuum." At the center
of dthe Orion Nebula that degree of rarefaction is probably reached
an surpassed•
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Chart 7-8AURIGA:
41 060548 D: 5.2-6.4. Sep.8".
~941 063341 D: 7-8. Sep.8".
RT 062330 Algol type Var. 5:5.6. Per.3.75d.
54 063428 0: 6-7.8. Sep. 2". Environs enticing.

GEMINI:
The constellation of The Twins begins about the sixth

hour, R. A..-an embarrassment of riches in every quarter.

= 063625 D: 3-9.5. Sep. 110".6. Blue and white.

M35 060324 Cl. "Strikingly beautiful'" Sweep s-e_

4 060523 D: 6.3-6.4. Sep. 0".4. Close n P lJ Gem.

y: 061022 Var. 3.2:4. Per. 231d. Mag. 10 comes., "
\l. 061822 D: 3· il. Sep. 73 . Difficult. Region rich.

15 062320 D: 6-8. Sep.29". I' n vGem.

y 062420 D: 4.2-8. Sep. 112".6. Double comites.

~ 065820 Ceph. var. 3.7-4.5. Per. 10 15d- Sp.G.
20 062717 D: 6-6.9. Sep.20".
vAlhena.theCirclet 063316 Mag, 1,9. Sp.bin. Spc,A.
Long per. : 2 I 75 d. - 6yrs. I Par. 0."05. Framed in jewels

ORION:
v 060114 Spec. bin. Mag.4.4 SpC.82. Per.13Id.
HVI [[ 24 060413 Cl Triangular, with 6-mag. D. and
other beautiful features. Worth study. Close s vOrioni~.

MONOCEROS:
Unaided visually, the constellation of the LTnicorn. be

~nning at this hr, appears unimpressive: but astronomi
cally it holds an important place in the annals of galactic
research, proving that the more farrous constellations have
no monoroly of stellar marvels. This one presents varied
beauties and complexities. Even random sweeping charrrs.

uUnexpected by-produc~s of observations are scarcely less im·
portant than the foreseen results."-Campbell.

15 063610 Striking Tr. 6-9-11. Very colorful.
f H~he work of a scientist is discovery. All research has discovery.:r.. 1

b
ts bairn, if not for its end. Discovery is merely scientific work

I~ as the good fortune to produce definite resu' .s."-Curtis.
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8 061904 D: 4-6.7. Sep.14". Chart 7-C
HVI I2 062804 Pearl CI. Mag.-6star
almost involved in naked-eye sunburst.

HVI27 064700 Cruciform Cl, Amazingly bright
V 061702 Var.7.2-13. Per. 334.7 d.
X 063206 Plaskett's monster Double! Mag. 6.6. Mass.
7~.6and63.2XSlIn. Per.14.4d.. Sp:08. Dist. 10,0001 y.

"Mo t ffid...;sive and. absolutely the bngh~est star whose elements. are
known with fair certamty. Temp.. 28,000 C. Every square centime
ter of surface emits sufficient energy to run a locomotive at full speed
for millions of years I" (J eans)

II 062406 D: 5-'1.6. Sep.7". Herschel's wonder!

M 50 065908 Fine Cl, Blood-ruby star in center.
CA IS MAJOR:

The main features of The Greater Dog lie within these
hours-a rather limited domain, nevertheless charming.

\l. 065213 D: 4.7-8. Sep, 3". Ruby-topaz. CL 1410f.
IXSirius.theScorcher 064016 Vis. bin. -16-8.5. IX=

7",5. Per. 49,3y. Par. 0",37, Dist, 8.91y, Spc, Ao.
Mass of Sirius, 2.56, and brightness, 30 X Sun. Weight. I
ton per cubic inch I Eddington. Inconceivably high velocity
in space, yet has moved only the lVoon's breadth since the
time of Ptolemy. Surface temp. 18,000°F Were it as close
to us as our Sun, it would consume the earth instantly'

But the "white dwarf" companion to Sirius presents the
SUpreme celestial paradox. Only thrice Earth's diameter,
its mass exceeds it 250,000 times; density, 4000 times lead,
50.000 times water; and surface gravity, 35000 Earth·s. A
man 01' this eigJ--th-mag. star would weigh over 2600 tons'
Sirius and its companion "presents facts which, as Camp
bell says, 'we are at present powerless to explain.... Aitken

~ 061818 Sp. bin. Mag. 1.9. Spc. Bl. Per.6yrs.
,,1-1-

3 063218 Fine group, 'lID: 5.7-8. Sep. 17".5.
t\141 064320 Naked-eye Cl. Truly imposing, even
~Ith low power. Ruby central star. Probably faintest ob
J~ct recorded in classical antiquity-Aristotle, B. C. 320.
4 almost due s from Sirius.

1.: 1-'-3 2° f, another gorgeous grouping.
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C
AMELOPARDUS:
~ 1127 07 3964 ~_pl:asing T r. :
62-8-9.2. Sep.) II .3.

LYNX:
19 071655 0: 5.3-6.6. Sep. 14".7.
20 071650 0: 6.6-6.8. Sep. 15". Most requiting re
gion of this odd and rather featureless constellation.

OBSERVATIONAL HANDICAPS.
We live at the bottom of an air-ocean 200 miles in de[Jth

but only as deep. by comparison, as the varn ish on a ne \\' go.lf
ball. Proceedln~ upward, temperatuye f~l1s one flegre~ wlt;h
every 300 feet till the vast enclos.ll1g lsother~nal reg 1011 15
reached--60 degrees below zero, varyIng only slightly S"Jmmer
and winter. At ten miles, total darkness ~t noonday. At thirty
miles is encountered the zone of eternal sIlence. Oxygen ceases
to exist. At fifty miles, nitrogen; at two hundred, hydrogell
and helium. Etheric vIbrations transform into heat, light and
electrical energy only when they encounter air) dust-motes and
vapor in suspension. And yet these molecules of infinite v;:r'
ety and size are shifting) sworling, pulsating in swarms an<l
clouds and eddying currents through all this enveloping ocean;
and it is through this refractive complexity that we must strain
our eyes to glimpse the glories of the firmament beyoncl.! 1t is
no wonder that as we increase the powers of magnification we
likewise compound our difficulties. In my ten-inch reflector Mars
at opposition is like a great floating pearl in a sea of cerulean
glory, webbed with faint bands and nubbed with a snowcapped
pole. In the great Lick refractor it looms up a vast, flaming.
pUlsinl!' blurr of blinding crimson-like a bloody aegis of the
Olympian war·gods, majestic but terrifying, a true god of battle
with all his placid front emblazoned and distorted by this sea
c;»f tr4?ubles through which the human brain must perforce pro
Ject Itself to gather even enough material whereon to hang a
theory and start a controversy. No wonder we seek high plat
eaus and remoter crags to mitigate this hardship; but a thous
~n~ hPelions piled on Ossas, even could mortal man survive the

C:Ig t, would no more than soften the sentence: it would in no
~Ise set the prisoner free. So, after all, there is compensation
In ~odest equipment) humble housetops and lowly open spaces,
leaving to providence and a good imagination the fulfilment of
Our d,~eams of spacial conquest and "the evidence of things not
seen.

fo~'1t would t~e ten journeys round the world to reach the moon j

jonr hundred Journeys to the moon to reach the sun; twenty·eight
Ne l1leya to the sun to reach Neptune; ten thousand journeys to.r1tune to reach the nearest star; and ten thousand journeys to the
starr:- atar ~ould not carry us to the bounds of the universe of
obj~ ~t thIS prodigious expanse of space is alive with interesting
• "e.lth orb h1ch we continually receivc> light messages which tell

"TIt 0 owledge about the celestial denizens. "-Abbott.
denton:tr"ti°.rk of science is to substitute facts for appearances and

a onl for impressions."-Ruskin.
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GEMINI: Chari 8 - B
Richest region of the zodiacal" Twins," a

dazzling exploration field for the gem-hemter.
IX Castor 072932 Vis. 0: 2-2.8. Sep 5" Per. 346.8 y.
Each a Spec. Bin. Pers. 2.92 and 9.21ds Spc. A.
Foremost of the Doubles in Herschel's list -" the one in

which the fact of orbital motion was first demonstrated."
A'tken Each component six times more brilliant than our
S~n ~ould at a like distance- vastly larger tho ,inconceiv
ably less dense. Rad. vel., 7. 14 km.-sec. Par.o .86. A'den.
Dist. 38 It. yrs. Beautiful orange-blue pair for small glass.

p 072431 0: 4.~-12.5. Sep. 2".8. ,·pCastor.

a 073729 Sp. bin. Mag. 4.6. Sp. K. Per. 19.6d.
~ Pollux 073928 Mag. 1.2. Spc. Ko. Par. O. "095.
Lundmark. Dist., 341 y. Approx. d,am., 14mdhonml. Stetson

1:1037 070727 0: 7-7. Sep.l ". Cl. 40G·em. IW p.

ll. 073924 0: 4-8.5. Sep.6". Impressive region!

T 074423 Var. 8:13. Per. 288d.
:E1I08 072823 0: 6.7-8.5. Sep.l1"6.
R 070222 Var. 6.4: 13. Per. 370 d_
a 071522 0: 3.2-8.2. Sep. 7"
U 074922 Irreg. var. 8.9: 14. "An enigmatic star!"'
Furness. Constantly watched for sharp and thrilling changes.

HVI I 073321 Wide Cl. Myriads of low-mag stars.

HV45 072421 Neb. unit. "Very rerl)arkablephenom
enon," worth many returns. 2° sf oGemin. A gem-field!

A 071316 0: 3.2-10. Sep. 9".6. Contrasty colors,
STELLAR GIANTS. .

Gia;nt stars are vast, seething globes of gas gradually con
~actJng under gravitational pressure, their energy converted
lDfto heat of inconceivable temperature mounting into millions
o degrees, Centigrade. Small stars never rise to these high
rm~ratures, their internal energy being iI)sufficient. Our Sun,
or lJ~s~ance, probably never achieved a Sirian degree of heat

or
t
• brtlllancy, the majority of stars ranging from ten to thirty
ames Sun's mass. The higher the degree of incandescence,

the, more we discover of the composition of stars, the giants of
ferlDg .the least, and the dwarfs the most, difficult problems as
toltntthelr composition and the various factors of their internal
• cture. It would take a million earths to make one S11n; but
1t would take ten million suns to make one Betelgeuse, and
.orty to make one Antares.
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CHAnT s-c YIIVIII CULMINATION 9 P. M .• FEB. 28

CANIS MI OR: Chart 8- C
" The Lesser Dog" is a compact asterism,

lying almost wholly b~tween these Hrs.. bounded on the
sOuth by the Celestial Equator. Many worthies to look up.

~ 072208 Mag. 3.1. Prince of a resplendent court of
I suns of high and low degree, finely placed for leisurely study.

1) 072307 0: 5.7-11. Sep. 4" Gh05tly nebulous'
a;Procyon 073505 Bin.: 0.5-13.5. Q=l3"5 Sp F5
Par.• of Procyon, 0".3 15. Dist. 10.6 I y. Closest of hil2h
mag. stars save Sirius. Luminosity,7XSun. Surfacetemp.,
8300· C. Rad. vel. ,-3.5 km-sec. Pale topaz. Companion
visible only in the larger telescopes-disc at Lick Obs . '96.

"The interior temperature of a star is surprising-from two to
twenty million defrees. Cent.• at the centerl Do not imag:ne
that this degree 0 heat is so vast that ordinary conceptions of
temperature have broken clown. These temperatures are to be
taken literally. Temperature is a mode of describing the spfOed
of motion of the ultimate particles of matter."-Eddington.

14 075402 Notable Tr.: 6-8-9.
PUPPIS:

The poop of the good ship Argo is brilliantly beaconed
in this quarter and on southward as far as your latitude
insures fair seeing, high altitudes having great advantage.

HVI37 075610 Colossal silvery star-cloud. Seen
best with low power ocular. "Vicinity gorgeous'" Webb.

5 074412 0: 5.3-7.4. Sep. 3".3. Sapphire and gold.
9 (~IOI) 074713 Vis. bin.: 5.8-6.4. a=0".69. Sp.
Go. Per.23.34y. Barely one in twenty of the visual bin
aries shows this stupendous speed about a common center.

M46 073814 Annular star-cloud, ]0' in diam.
HVIII38 073214 Broad integration of mag. 5-9
suns. Colorful units abound. A majestic zone thruout.

2409 072817 Wide CI. L p. for these fine sweepings.
HIV64 073818 PI. Neb. Curious bright opal.

.J0b
•

DD
Barer. (1603). was the first to introduce the Greek alpha

alph .ys~em 10 denominating the stars in the order of magnitude,
pqc: eta, gamma, etc., instead of distinguishing them hy the
.... • thb ey occupied in the consteHations, (Oculus Tauri, for in.

ee, ecame alpha Taud), and the method still obtains.
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-------AMELOPAROUS: _ Chart 9· A

C H 1288 084478 Neb. Conspicu-
ous in a dull expanse, with faint nucleus.

~1193 081272 0: 6.9. Sep.44/'.
URSA MAJOR:

Most familiar of the circumpolar constellations, enclosing
'thin its spacious confines the B,g Dipper which occupIes

W~vertheless a mere tenth part of the Great E ear's extend
~ domain. "Offers a large field to the persevering observ
er," Webb.

A circle of stars whose r.adius is ab~u~ for~y degrees.. with the
orth Pote at it.s center,. IS always vls~ble In our .latItudes.. A

."milar circle WIth the South Pole at Its center, IS never VIS
ible here. The re.mainder of .the celestial sphere is observable
during rotatIOnal Intervals.

o 082360 Mag. 3.5, with faint comes, dist. 7".
1:1234 082755Lyncis 0:7-8.3. Sep.20".8.

COLLECTING AN ASTRO·PHOTO LIBRARY.
"Since none but the rich can possess themselves of 'Old Mas

ters'," remarked a famous painter, "the next best thin1f is to
sarround one's self with good photographs of the same.' And
bis fine collection of reproductions of the leading schools of an
cient and modern art attested the wisdom of his observation.
So, too, with the lay-astronomer: since he cannot avail him~elf
of the advantages of great telescopes, like those of Harvard,
Yerkes, Mt. Wilson, or Lick, it is still possible to secure pho
tographs of celestial phenomena by such masters of the art as
Barnard, Bond, Curtis, Richey, Duncan, Ellerman, Keelet-, and
a host of others including the products of foreign observatories
-striking enlargements showing intricate details and a thou~·
and and one refinements of celestial splendors beyond the reach
of ordinary instruments. These prints may be had at lo'v
cost; and although there is nothing that gives quite the thrill
of some far-distant phenomenon glimpsed with one's own tele
IC?pe-especially the product of one's own handicraft-these
triumphs of celestial photography are not only beautiful as
~ks. of art but are constant helps in observational work.

at IS known as "the kno',vledge after the fact" is very valu
ab]~h for a fine photograph will point out obscure feature~
whle. may be looked for visually. and perhaps c1iscovered, sinceore 18 coached as to the exact location and general aspect. By
a~ means let the observer secure from time to time excellent
:hotographs of clusters, nebulae, star-clouds and other remote
OC enom~na, as well as the closer units of our system, eclipses,
Ihcu: ta!lOns. aUT<?ral displays and cometary visitants. and in ;]
bror time he will have gathered together a very valuable Ii .•o:~y fOf hiS personal edification and profit as well as a rare

u Ce 0 entertalnment for his interested friends.
trainM: must know that science is beautiful-to those who will

emselves to appreciate it."-Bowley.
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t 085348 0:3.10. Sep.8".3. Difficult. Chart 9-B
~ 085847 0:4-42. Sep.0".2. Jewels!

LY X:
O~~93 081942 0:6-8. Sep.76".6. Azure and gold.

1:1274 084438 0: 7-8.7. Sep.8".9.
~1282 084535 0: 7-7. Sep.3".4.
LEO MINOR:
HI200 084733 Neb. mass. Quite interesting, but with
abounding exploration fields to southward in Cancer.

CANCER:
Unaided, the Crab is not a stirring asterism, confined

almost wholly within the bounds of this charted area; but
aside from historic Presepe, offers many allurements.

:;' 084930 0:6-6.4. Sep.1 ".5, Likeoneellipticalstar

~ 084129 0:4.4.6.5. Sep. 30". Crocus and violet.

~' 082227 0: 6.6-6.5, Sep.4/'.6.
·,0821240:6-7 Sep.5.8.
M44 Presepe 083520 WideCI. Par0 1l024, Oist.70
light yrs. Area, 2,84 sq deg. 3(:·3 suns-mag. (:- to 12-of
which 173 be:ong to ( luster rroper and have common mo
tion in space-O".03 57 per annum. Wassink. Galileo count
ed 36 stars in the" Bee Hive" with his two-inch "optick
tube'" Noted by Aratus and -, heophrastus (B C. 300),
as aiding weather prophecy, dimming at approach of storm.
Many doubles, triples, multiples, stars of varied hues, etc.

U 083119 \lar.:9.4:13.8, Per.304.Sd,
: 080117 Vis. Bin.: 5.3:6.3. a=0".856. Per. 60y,
Spc. Go, A third star revolves with this binary in a much
larger orbit, with an invisit.le companion. making it a quad
ruple system. Aitken. Disc. by Mayer, 1756. A test-object.

V 081717 Var. 77: 12.7. Per. 252.4d.
l 085412 0:4.5-11. Sep. 11".4.
:Y167 082612 Cl. Vivid, rich typeofits exalted class.

R 081212 Var.6.8: I 1.2, Per. 360d,
"The mind that comprehends the mechanism of the heavens ha!

l'roved tha~ it resembles that of the Being who fashioned and placed
It there."-Cicero.
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HYDRA: Chart 9-C
The limited pentagonal area comprised in

he Chart is qUIte the most compellmg section of the myth
~cal monster which drags its dull length from this point
~uth and eastward nearly a third of the distance around
the celestial sphere. It would be strange mdeed If so vast
a recinct were not relieved here and there with some ver
itfble highlights, available m our latitudes with fair seemg.
El245 083106 D: 6-7. Sep. 10".3. 0 Hydrae 1° s .

E 084106 Vis. Bin.: 3.7:52. 0=0 " 23. Per.15.3y
Spc F8. Primary an unique l. p. Sp. Bin. Period,5588ds.
-15yrs.+ Par. 0".025. Dist. 1351 y. Mass, 3Yz XSun.

p 084406 0:5-12. Sep. 12". s,', p.o,crand 'f)Hydrae.
In same field, with lesser lights, present a brilliant pageant.

S 084903 Var.: 7.9:12.8. Per. 256d.
MONOCEROS:
HVII 22 080905 Cl. Isolated, but bright and curious.

THydrae 085208 Var.: 7.9: 12.9. Per. 289.3 d.
E1l83 080209 0: 5.5-7.8. Sep. 31".
TIiE GIANT-DWARF THEORY.

"Stars are of two races-giants and dwarfs. The giants are
J.arge, bright and tenuous; the dwarfs small, faint and con
densed. Our glorious Sun is only a dwarf; but practicalll all
tbe naked-eye fixed stars are giants. The diameters 0 the
large8t giants are hundreds of times as great as those of the
dwarf_. and their volumes are accordingly millions of times as
great. If the densities were the same, the giants would be
millions of times as massive as the dwarfs, but this is far from
being true. Indeed, there is evidence that the giants are only
two to ten times as massive as the Sun. If ten times the mass
of a dwarf star were spread over a million times the volume,
th

U
• !Ienlity would go down to the fraction: ten divided by one

ID
tbe

h
S
on. or 1/100,000. A giant bears the same relationship to
un that a soap bubble six inches in diameter bears to a

£l!bdnle of gold one thirty-second of an inch in diameter; but
.... ensity is only one·hundredth, or even, in extreme cases.
one-thousandth as great. To the question, What is a star? the
;=iii~er might reply, A giant star is a red·hot vacuum!"-

tit":!!! cannot 'say that the number of stars does not exceed

..~;I'" GrAforty hillions, hut we can certainly say it is not much
8 - bbot.

~amlIi8rity with these mighty concepts most certainly does nol
..... ::ntel!lpt, does not dull our awe at the mightiness of the uni·
.. til which we play so small a part. It is very doubtful if anj

iL:!08
f

• who are seriously studying the heavens ever lose their feel·
o reverence for this supremely wonderful universe, and for

er or Whatever DlUst be behind it."-Curtis.
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Chart IO-A--URSA MAJOR:
HI78 094372 Neb. Bright.

M81.82 094969 Two Neb. Argent, 30' apart.
n1'ke in size, structure and glow. Worth the search.

UM81 was the first of the nebulae in which internal motions
were detected and measured by a comparative study of pho
tog-aphs. Goodacre.

"Bvery effort of the pioneers, whether a success or B failure, is an
. des pointing the way of success to the observers who follow
:;:.......~ampbell.

IP 090367 0: 5-8. Sep.4".6. Many brilliants in vic.

23 092563 D: 38-9. Sep.22/l 8 Neb. 260 close s.

~ 094554 Vis bin.: 5-5.6. a=O'l32. Per.99.7y. A2
HI205 091651 Neb. Oval, lambent, with clear nucleus

.,.,

REPORTING DISCOVERIES.
If perchance in your casual sweepings of the heavens you

,1impse some unfami!iar 1?henomenq!1-some unaccustomed star
or puzzling atom of Itght 1D any regIOn of the heavens-consult
10ur star-map or other authority at once. If this gives you no
clew, do not hesitate to apply without delay to your nearest
astronomical station,_Eiving as accurate data as possible. and
await instructions. Have no fear that your query or informa
tion will go unregarded. Professional astronomers are too often
beholden to laymen for the discovery of new celestial wonders;
and while a score of chances to one your sudden "find" will

~id~ef;c:a:ea;~i/rth~sufil~~:r~~~o~~c~l:,ofo~d s~dg:~s n~~~ ~vror~~:
grom comet, as scores of signal instances attest. No danger in
these days of intellectual alertness and international rivalry
that your letter or telegram will be "pigeon-holed for future
reference," as was Adams' computations leading to the discov
ery of an eighth planet was sidetracked by the Astronomer
ROyal of his day, and the honor aud glory of the finding of
Neptune was lost forever to England. Observatories now, as
the late Prof. Pickering said of Harvard, "adopt a policy which
~y be stated to consist of advancing astronomy in every pos
81bl-: war" independent of local conditions or personal consid·
e!J,':t1ons;' and literally thousands can attest the friendly help
!' 1m he gave freely to his unknown yet eager correspondents
In all parts of the world who appealed to him for guidance.
n~. to that element of personal inspiration or genius which en.
~ lDd.to much of true discovery: it is by no means an indispensable

..e lent. There have been many instances where 'genius' has ap.
\*Ired to be the determining factor; and it would be easy to find
=c:h of discovery made by observers of mediocre ability, in
1"-.-... e 'divine fire' was replaced by mere plodding patience."
""ural.

re:.r'Nothing i~ more agreeable to man who has made science his ca
lo ftalh to IOcrease the number of discoveries; but his cup of joy
tied " ,~n pthe result of his observation is put to immediate prac.

ale. - 8lteur.
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LYNX:Chart 10·B
39091749 D: 6.5-8.3. Sep.6/1.1
2-!84 [Boss] 091047 Sp.bin.:5.7. Per.1598d A2,
-!I 092345 D: 5.6-7.8. Sep.82.5.
!:1338 091638 D: 7-7.2. Sep. 1/1.8.
38 091337 0:4-6.7. Sep.2/1.7. Vivid stellar horseshoe.

~1333 091335 D: 6.6-6.9. Sep. 1/1.4.
rz 40 091634 Mag. 3.3. Low-mag. attendants.
R Leo Min. 094134 Val'. 7: 128. Per. 37!.8,d.

Ulf we really understood the causes of stellar variability. we
should probably have advanced a long way toward the solution
of the whole problem of stellar evolution, if not have solved it
completely. But, in spite of the great number of variable stars.
the variety of the phenomena which they represent, and the
accuracy with which they can now be observed, the humiliating
admission must be made that no even tolerably satisfactory
theory of the causes of the variation exists, except for the
eclipsing variables; and in this case ,it is ~ased on the proposi
tion that, except for the accident of eclipse, the components are
not variable at all !"-Russell.

CANCER:
El311 090223 0:67-7. Sep.7".2.
1(,090211 Sp.bin. Mag.5.!. Per.6.39d. Spc.B8.
LEO:
E 094124 Mag. 3.1. Alluring adventure field.

HI 56 092721 Neb. Elongated, faint, with double nuclei.

V 095521 Var.: 9: 13.8. Per. 273.2d.
I§J 093717 Dark nebulous region.
R .094311 Var.: 5.9: 10.1. Per. 313 d. A fiery, pul
sating~acon! One of the finest of its most mysterious class,
d~rytngof special investigation. Webb.
h It 'ke clearly evident that the amateur variable star observer

as t.a en, and is continuing to take, an important part in the
SOlutIon. of the variable star problem. Even with very moder·
••~ ~qUlpment there are numerous stars which demand the un·
tUld~ efforts of the amateur. The professional astronomer can
bar hY get along without the valuable data now being obtained

"I I e amateur observer."-Leon Campbell.

o 093510 Spc. bin.: 3.76. Per. 14.49d. Spc. F5p.
ar;'Tbe. heavens are a great book whose letters are stars wherein
Deua:~i~r:~ h~ny strange things for such as can read them."-
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(tl 092309 Vis. bin.: 5.9-6.7. Spc. Chart IO-C
Go. a=0".844. Per. 116.74yrs.
~1347 091903Hyd. D: 6.7-8. Sep. 21 ".3.
't" 092502 0: 5.5-8.5. Sep.3".
8 (A.C.5) Sextantis 094707 Vis.bin.:5.8-6.1. a=
0".41. Per. 72.76yrs. Spc. A2.
~ 092308 Mag.,2.2. Par.O".OI4. Dist.226Iy. K2.
ASTRONOMICAL PROGRESS.

Be not under the delusion that in astronomy-any more than
in any other field of man's interest and endeavor-everything
il fixed and settled. Controversy is in the air and camps are
divided into partisan groups in stellar research as in the do
main of politics, theo}oKY or social science. It was so in the
time of Hipparchus, of Copernicus, of Newton and Le Verrier:
it will be so till the end of time. Even now there are groups
conspiring to pull down what have been long regarded as the
basic fundamentals; and textbooks of a past generation are re
ceiving such drastic revision as to make the dictum of a decade
gone as obsolete as astrology. Ever with greater problems
solved, new and still greater arise; and the impossible, once
written big and final in the palimpsest of science, fades utterly
under the golden testimonies of the new dispensation. Every
day, almost every hour, the boundaries have been pushed back
into space deeps: the parallax of remotest suns re-revised;
amazing anomalies accounted for; puzzling phenomena ex
plained away; new elements cited, analyzed, classified; ne~

depths plumbed and the deep-sea mysteries of space brought to
book by the modern magic of mirror and prism and lens. And
far from remaining whispered secrets among the elect, these
wonders are being reduced to first principles for the edification
of the million-compressed within the compass of the average
intelligence that the oum-total of a nation's treasury of knowl·
edlre may be increased, the individual outlook immeasurably
wiClened. and man's capacity. for pure intellectual enjoyment
deepened and satisfied. WhIle it may be true, as the present
Astronomer Royal says, that "there is much better practical
&e9,uaintance with the constellations among the uncivilized
tribes of Asia and Africa than among the people who are in the
foremost files of time," nevertheless, in the case of the former,
Wl
b

th a mere recital of the constellations their education ends;
uut with the fewer perhaps of the civilized nations such a

Joh
practical acquaintance" is the veriest heginning. As Dr.

Daon says, "Sir, you have perhaps no man who knows as
IJII'Chkmathematics as Newton; but you have many more men
WIlO now mathematics!"

J;lr. Campbell estimates that it would take more than two
billion earths placed in the form of a spherical shell around the
SUd 8

h
t Earth's present dbitance to receive the total output of light

... eat from that luminarv. Hence. Earth receives less than
~De two-billionth of the Sun's total energy. And if this enormous
bfbt-hheat waste is true of our own comparatively cool Sun, what
o ot ~rs whose surface temoerature excet>ds it two to ten-fold,
aDd \Vhic~1 were tbey situated -as close to ·us as OUf Sun, would con.
IUlDe us lOto ,-apor almost instantly?
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NO "LAST WORD" IN ASTRONOMY.
Recelltly over the radio three distinguished authorities, dur

ing their astronomical talks, one in the M.idule \Vest, one iI,
Boston and the third in San Francisco, gave three different
estimates of the distance of Polaris. One placed it at seventy
five light· years, the second at ninety, and the third at one hun·
dred and fifty. Now, I had long accepted Young's dictum that
the parallax of Polaris was 0".074, which corresponds to a dis
tance of forty-four light-years, plus. But recently the parallax
measurements of all the brighter stars have undergone revision
by ever-more intricate methods, so that with this one star we
have no less than nine estimates, each differing from the others
by sundry light-years from forty-four to two hundred and twen·
ty! There would be little excuse for a corps of engineers who
estimated the distance of San Francisco from New York as
anywhere from Omaha to Tokio; but the discrepancies of many
hundreds of billions of miles in the estimated distance of Po·
laris is merely taken as evidence of the extreme difficulty en·
countered in making celestial measurements of even the bright
er stars, with all the refinements of instrumental means an..]
perfection of method. No sooner is a "last word in astronorp.y"
pU!>Ii~hed to the world, than a corps of revisionists set to work
brlllgl11g it up to the minute in the light of new discoveries,
new deductions and new theories. While a generation ago
earnest w?rkers in this gigantic field numbered at most a fev,
score, traIned searchers for the absolute in celestial matters
now number many thousand: some world·famous but most of
them obscure, yet all "dedicated spirits" in some profound by
ray of stellar research. Thus while one may verify his fact~
rom many avenues of approach, the ink may scarcely he dry
Up~n ,~he paper befo'-e some new voice "thunders in the ora·
!fh'les .and makes tIle current dictum as dead as Urban's Lull.

ere I~ no "last v"ord" in astronomy-there never was and
~.ver wItl be. Indeed, the first word is scarcely yet spoken in

1S golden era of i " promising infancv.
h "Science is the foundation. and research the ultimate means which

ave created our civiliL;ation."-Steinmetz.

8>

Chart" .A-
D

RACO:
Hl79 101073 Neb. Nucleus
Neb 283, 1-1,0 n f, also worth lnSpectlOn.

URSA MAJOR:
R 103769 Var.:7:13. Per.302d.
30H 101966 Sp. bin. 4.9. Per 11.58d. Spc.A.
lDubhe 105862 [vlag.2. Par.0".047. Dist.70I.y. Ko
'I-mag. comes, dist. 0"9, difficult.

267-8 105758 Double Pi. neb. Closenp~L:rs.!vIaj.
Diam" 3' of arc = 7 times Neptune's orbit I Disc. in 1781.

3 105657 Sp.bin. I'vfag.2.4. Per. 0.31d. Spc.Ao.
Par. 0".054 = 60 It yrs. dist. Three faint neb, in vicinity.
A line drawn from ~ thru C1. L'rs. I'v ai., points to Pole Star.

See •• Abbrevia
tions.. , Etc.
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~

). 101243 Mag.3.5. [J., 3.2, sf. Chart l!-B
III 104843 Sp.bin. 4.8. Per.15.8d. A.

LEO MI OR:
~ 30 102337 0: 4.4-6.5. Sep .O".4;, Neb. 164 5' f.
Lalande 211 85 105936 7.6. Par. 0 .41 =7.9It yrs.
Spc. Mb. Interesting, being the fcurth nearest known star'
HI86 102229 Neb. Bright, oval; starry nucleus.

LEO:
v 101223 Wide 0: 3.6-6. Sep. 5'. D: 5-11 infield s.

; 101620 D: 2.6-3.5. Sep. 2".5. Orange-pale yellow.

HII7-18,etc. 104313 A nest of Nebulae' Twofairly
bright, with starry centers, others fainter but interesting,
in a region scarce of bnght stars. Appear as spirals on rhe
photographic plate, but are not so seen visually with ordi
nary apertures. Goodacre. Worth many adventures.
IIResulus 100412 Wide 0: 1.3-8.4. Sep.3'. Spc.88.
Par 0'.045 = 72. 41t. yrs. dist. A noble sun, at the end of
the Sickle handle, and close to the path of the planets.
Approx. diam., 3 million miles-about 3.5 X Sun. Stetson.

SECULAR CHANGES.
If Hipparchus, "father of practical astronomy,'~ should returu

to Nicea and review his familiar heavens, he would find only
slight changes in the lapse of two thousand years. Even Arc·
turus, with its proper motion of nearly four hundred miles per
second, would appear shifted only the length of a foot-rule seen
at the distance of fifty miles. He would find the plane of the
Ecliptic drawn toward that of the Equator by only one-quarter
of a degree, and the day shortened by one two-hundredth of a
second of time. He would note that the Moon moves slightl)
f'!Ster around the Earth, and Jupiter slightly faster in his or·
bit around the Sun, Saturn somewhat slower. Doubtless he
w~uld find other changes far more important; for the man who)
w!thout lens, mirror or prism, with only peep-sights on a yard·
ItlC~ and a prodigious brain, discovered the precession of the
eqtliu.lnoxes; divided the heavens into constellations and named

edtT principal stars·; determined planetary parallax; measureo
a eRT~e on the earth's surface within a few feet; calculated
thefjecltpses, and laid the foundations of trigonometry. could be
Cl?n dently relied upon to enrich the science his name adorns.

t
a•de.d and abetted by the perfected modern instruments of pene·
rahon and precision.
~houlandl of years have passed _since man first looked upon the
Ii •• Yet we know that their order has apparently changed but
ki~e .n an that time. Probably there would be little change of any
ij,n.-

k
amhng them that the sharpest naked eye observer could note,a. ! e t e. legendary Wandering Jew, he had lived from the time of

.. natkuntd now. Stars that were brightest then are brightest now,
we now on the best of grounds."-Abbot_
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P 102709 Sp. bin. :3.8. Per. 12.3 d. Bp. Chart 11. C
SEXTANS
15 103905 0:6.1-7.2. Sep.6".7.
HI3-4 100903 Neb. Faint. Neighborhood superb!

HII63 100107 Neb. Glowing center.

YDRA:
IV27 102018 Neb. One of the most amazing of the

etary class-elliptical, pale steely blue, 45" in diam.,
Wolf-Rayet star-nucleus framed in double rings.

E MAGIC NUMBER.-A radian is the semi-diameter of
circle measured along its circumference. It is determined

dividing the circumference by 2-Pi, and represents an arc
1 to about 57 deg., or 3438 min., or 206,264.8 sec. This lasl

the astronomer's "lVlagic Number," and should be firmly fixed
mind, for it performs an important office in celestial compu
ons. To ilL1Slrate; Tmagine yourself transported to somt

t celestial point. Gazing back toward the earth, with
e suitable measuring device you determine accurately its
it around the Sun. Now if the radius of that orbit is seen
subtend an angle represented by one second of arc, you
w that yo~ are at a distance 206,264.8 times the radius of

t orbit-one astronomical unit, 92 millions of miles, or ap·
ately six trillion miles-6 Jollowed by twelve ciphers
light-years, since light, traveling at the rate of 186,400

per second, requires a little over three and one-quarter
to traverse the distance. But there is no object in sidere·
e as close to us as that, so that you would be compelled

travel further to find a stellar foothold, as it were, say to
nearest star (save one, its companion), alpha Centauri.

e you would find the semi-diameter of Earth's orbit repre
ts an arc of 0".76; which, divided into 3.26, equalling one
t-year, gives that star's distance as 4.3 light-years. Bui

you proceed further to the next nearest, which you dis·
• r to be Barnard's Star in the constellation Ophiuchus.
ch shows 0".53 of are, corresponding to 6.1 light· years dis

• And still on to stars of hundredths and thousandths of
Dds of are, like Rigel, in Orion, which shows 0".006, equal

543 light-years distance, or- Canopus, in Argus, the super
:, whose parallax is 0".005, equal to more thall 650 light·

d
Dce we cannot transport ourselves to these distant ports
!to compute Earth's annual revolution about the Sun to de
Ine

l
. their parallax and hence their distance, astronomer:

mp Ish the same end by measuring these star-places at in
als of SI.X months, using the diameter of the Earth's orbit

a conyenlent base line. But wonderfully intricate and pre
as IS the parallactic method whereby an object no larg-er

th a quart~r-dollar can be measured from a distance as far
e AtlantIc from the Pacific, there is a limit to even these

~a1te'dents; and here is where the spectroscope take.;; up the
;thnn et problem and carries on where even the wizard mi·

"Ae er meets defeat.
~ oit:hDomy will eventually be the chief educator and emancipa·

e human race."-Edwin Arnold.
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RAeo: Chart 12.A

D ~794 114874 Vis. bin. 7-83.
cx= 1".345. Per.42y. Spc. F8.

~1573 1144670:6.-7.6. Sep.II" 2Ws A,mag.4

U~SA MAJOR:. . _ "
01:235 112661 Vls.bln.: ).8-71. cx=O .78. Per.71.9
yrs, Spc. F5· South and east, a veritable wonder-zone I

01:1544 1126600:7-8. Sep.12.5.
HV46 110556 Neb. region in excelsis !
M97 111055 'Owl' Neb.' Sweep 2 0 s e from ~ Ursa

faj. Largest of the planetaries.:diam. 3'-7000·ast. units I

Double formation. Gaseous. Five faint central stars. Re
gion abounds in nebulae. See Lick photo, III Sec.

r 114954 Mag. 2.5. Relative par.,-O".002, Spc.Ao.

HI223 115551 Sp.Neb. Edgewise,4'X20", Peculiar.

ESTIMATING REMOTE OBJECTS.
Spectroacopic determination of stellar distances may be called

the indirect method; and so appalhng are Its mathematIcal In'
tm:aciea that there are perhaps not more than a dozen living
authorities whose dicta may be taken without reservations. In
a Jeneral way it may be stated as a combination of several
fdtora, such as proper motion, the intensity of certain lines in
die stellar spectrum, the star's apparent as well as absolute
J!l8IIlitude (that is. removed to a standard distance of ten
pneea, or 32.60 li(:'ht-years), and other terms of the equation
IJeariq upon the Individual instances under discussion. The
spectroscopic method has developed from the discovery some
rean ago by Dr. Adams, of 1\1t. Wilson, that in stars of known
paranaxea the intensities Of certain lines in the spectra vary
1rith tbeir true luminosity, If then a star of unknown parallax

~
ilI flt:ight enough to give an appreciable spectrum, and the in·t,. of certain lines are found to be in consonance with
.....,_. Jines in the spectrum of a star of known parallax, then
.-.... difference in absolute magnitude would Indicate their
~~! distance. With both apparent and absolute magnitude
ta Ined, spectral identities and other factors deduced, cer
",,;.DJabtbematical formulae permit the calculation of the reo
dia 0 ject's parallax with reasonable accuracy, even to the

lance of a million light·years. But the varied complexities
~te.:ed with each individual computation places this branch
the L-~dlen~e in a class by itself; and though by this method
and UUIU1 arIes of space have been pushed back toward infinity,.
re •~ whole horizon immeasurably widened (demanding the
1'ab~lon) of all our textbooks and categorical treatises on the::d'J:t' there are few of this or any other generation willing
noaa a. e t'? undertake the prodigious labor involved, and prog·
kindr1d th~s profound branch of the science, involving many
-e.~ s("l~nces as well, will be necessarily slow.

er,. IClence has prevision for its obj ect."-Comte.
89



TII'S ISOLATION VISUALIZED.
Berschel's illustration of planetary dimensions: "On a wide,

el field Jllace a globe two feet in diameter. This will rep·
nt the Sun. Draw around it a circle 164 feet in diameter
place upon it a mustard-seed-which represents Mercury.
d this circle another, diameter 284 feet, and place upon it

pea to represent Venus. Still another circle, 430 feet in diam·
• and upon it another pea-the Earth. Mars, represented
a large pinhead, takes a circle 654 feet; Jupiter, represented
au. oran,e, takes a circle half a mile across; Saturn, a tiny
ge. a cIrcle four·fifths of a mile; Uranus, a large cherry, a

Ie whose diameter is a full mile; and lastly Neptune, a
..sized plum, a circle more than two and one-half miles in

ter." To continue, if this same level field were located
here in the central part of Kansas, the nearest star to our

-Alpha Centauri-would be located more than 8000 miles
-somewhere, let us say, off the Australian coast. Now, if Alpha

• uri has a planetary family the smallest of whose members is of
- ofJupiter-itself over! 400 times Earth's volume·- shining by

light, it would require a telescope of twenty-six feet apertu re
three times larger than the largest on earth--even to glimpse it!

~e place which telescopes and observatories have taken in astro
leal history is by no means proportional to their dimensions.

any. great instrument has been a mere toy in the hands of its
or. Many a small instrument has become famous.-Newcomb.

91

65 115146 Tr. 6-8.3-9. Sep.3".7-0".3. Chart 12-B
HI 194 112144 Neb. Large, oblong,

. ~7 112439 D.5.2-8.2. Sep.5".4. Neb.HI2l9sp.

/ 1830 Groombridge 114738 Mag. 6.6. Par.O."1 'i. Dist.
21.71 y. Spaceveloc., 138.2mi.persec. Speed of this
"Runaway Star" eLJual to our moon's circuit of the earth
in twO minutes; yet at a distance of two million astronom
ical units, apparently moves a moon's breadth in 300 yrs.!

E 111532 D: 4.4-4.9. Sep.2".9. Per. 60 'Irs. First
binary star whose orbit was computed on gravitational
principles. Ball.

LEO:
'93 114220 D.: 4.5-8.4. Sep.74". Prim. a Sp. bin.
Per. 71.7 d. Spc. F8. Field peppered with faint neb.

B 110920 2.6. Double : 9-9.3. Difficult.

15 111817 Neb. Quite luminous.

1145142.2. Par.0".13. Dist.25Iy. Spc. A2.
66-67 and HI 29 Circa 111413 Sp. neb. Very cu

and mystifying. Worth diligent study. 2° s aLeo, 3.4.

112010 0: 4-7. Sep. 2".2. Amber-turquoise.
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J.ijE AMATEUR . '
We in this generatIon no longer despIse the amateur. \Ve are

_ much beholden to him. To the amateur in art, music and
enee we are indebted far beyond our ability to repay for

rations of indifference, hindrance and ridicule. Take pho
phy for instance. It has made portraiture perfection; it
mad~ our great magazines possible, manifolding to infinity
outr.ut of the press and widening immeasurably the horizoIJ

~ur earning:; it has brought the iOfinitely great and the in
telf little Into the compass of man's appreciation; It has
de Itself an indispensible ally of nine·tenths at our arts and

cel, and all our industries. The miracles of the clinic and
the modern observatory all pass through the ruby alchemy

e dark room. It has searched out the invisible and made
'shable, Let us thank God for the amateur! Without his early

ia8ms, his inventive genius, and his often scant though
y-expended means, this noble art would still be among the

hoped for but never attained-would be still creeping on
s where now it has attained the full stature and d;g
an international institution. The word amateur means
of the thing done." Not the thing bought and paid for,

ed, rented or faken on debt or sufferance; but the thing
ally achieved, "faithfully established at the hand of a

lervant of a high calling." It implies an emotion which
ing money-bought, rented, or stolen ever imparts-an en·
"aam without which nothing truly worth while is ever at·

• As "the musical world would -'ollapse without the sue·
amateur: the support of all worthy musical efforts; who

his intelligence, culture and sound taste helps to foster a
and keen-spirited public opinion;" so the time is coming
a million public and private observatories will cap the

lpps and dot the open spaces throughout the land; and
II DOW said of the amateur in music will also be said of

amateur in astronomy, to the individual's abiding delight
a nation's intellectual enrichment.
"ence i~ nothing more or less than the most accurate and

fjaatl!enttcated information that exists, subject to constant
W.' 1\:,on and amplication. It includes all the careful and
""",,,,a knowledge we have about anything of which we can
~ to now something."-Robinson.

"'ft. chiefest charm as well as intellectual profit that comes to
ri':i-searc:her is the opportunity offered to rediscover: gn>at

,.. tru.ths for himself. Astronomical records will enlighten__e.:acerntng what others have achieved through generations of
.....aat·earch 8n~ skilful deduction; but it remains for your own
... ~ obiervattonf;, so far 8S possible, to clinch these certitudes
telaite e t .em truly your own. For, every observation with a

purpose becomes a new adventure."-The HajL

~ '1

~

110506 Var. 10:13.9 Per. 189.. 5 Chart 12-C
'I' 112403 D: 5.2-7, Sep.94".8
I-.n 13 110100 Neb. Oval, 6'X45', star center.

VIRGO: . f h V . b . . h h ldThe constellation 0 t e Irgm, egmnmg ere, 0 s more
nebulae than any equal area in the northern heavens.

a114602 3.8. A gem, almost on the Ecliptic.
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C
AMELOPAROUS: Chart 13-A
~1694 1248830:5-6. Sep.22".
O~~117 120782 D:6-8. Sep. 65".1.

1:1625 121280 0: 6.5-7. Sep.14".3.
DRACO:
HI 275-8 121075 Awildernessofvariform leb.
J, 123070 3.9. Notable, 'mid glowing environs.
URSA MAJOR:
T 123160 Var.: 8: 12.8. Per. 256.7 d.
E 125056 Mag. 1.68. Spc. Ao. Par. 0".058. Oist
561 y. Sp. bin. Per. 4.15 yrs. R. v. -19mi-sec
~1603 120455 0:69-7.3. Sep.22'/4.
~ALL INSfRUMI:::.ITS IN MAS1ER HANDS.

Do not despise small instruments; for in the hands of tht
_ster they may become mighty engines of research and pro·
cress. Argelander mapped his immortal Durchmusterung 01
over three hundred thousand stars with a two and one·hall
Inch telescope! The great Huygens used a refractor that gave a

-magnification of only 1001 Pickering photographed Orion witt
a two and one·half inch portrait lens; and Barnard's remark·
able photographs of that nebulae were achieved with an even
maller lens from a cheap projecting lantern. Messier made

his immortal catalogue of clusters and nebulae (that will beal
his name for all time), with a t\:vo-foot comet-seeker; whilt
Tyche Brahe achieved the apparently impossible in celestial
measurements without the aid of lens, mirror or prism at all ~
:The history of the science is replete with the achievements of
great observers handicapped with simple, often home-buill
equipment with which they attained eminence, and in some in
stances immortality. "If we are not all mathematicians or ex
perimental physicists, and do not share in the use of largt
telescopes, we may still find an ample encouragement in tht
hi8tor~ of astronomical progress. \~re have only to recall thf
IJIlendld results obtained by systematic observations witt
&!nalI telescopes by such men as Burnham, Barnard and Car
"r1kngton, or those derived, also with small instruments, by mel

e Huggins, Secchi, and the pioneers in astronomical pho
tography."-Hale.

U'fhe. bistory of scientific discovery affords many instances when
.. WIth some strange gift of intuition have looked ahead from

ger data, and bave glimpsed truths wbich have been fully veri.
only after the lapse of centuries."--Curtis.

,clt is. the. astronomer's duty to discover the truth about hj~
~rroundmgs ID. space and m~kc it a part of the know~cdgc of hh
• y. an~ generatIOn. The ~ltlmate and real value of hiS work lie!:.:ats mfluence upon the 1rves of the people of the world, in the
_d ~es {or t~e better which it induces in their modes of thought.
C"""JbelJ.he Impulse which it gives to advancing civilization."-

95
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CANES VE ATI~I:. . Chart 13-B
The .. Hunting Dogs, begmnmg here, of-

fer exceptional quames for the adventurous.
HI198 122642 Neb. Oval, finely placed n p (1, mg. 4.3.

M94 124741 Sp. Neb. Small but bright-comet-like_

1:1606 120640 0:63-7. Sep. 1".4.
(ZCorCoroli 1251380:29-5.7. Sep.19".9. 2.9aSp
bin. Per. 5.5 d. Spc. Ap.
T 122532 Var. 9.3: 12.3. Per. 290 d.
HV42 123832 Neb. Long, arrowy: possibly two joined.
'tX)MA BEl< EllCES:

1 124827 Mag. 5. I Astronomically of interest since it
eswithin8'ofthetrue N. Galactic Pole: 12h. 40m., +28°.
7 122426 0 ..J..8-6 Sep.272'. Prim. also double.
1639 122026 0:6.7-7.9. Sep. 1".2.
V24 123226 Sp. Neb. Seen edgewise, with bulbous
terand long 20' bifurcated luminous body. Unique!

I 121826 0: 4.5-8.5. Sep.66". Heart of constella
on in the midst of a brilliant congress of stars.

64 125222 Sp. Neb. Oneofthe grandest intheheav
-like a colossal pendent abalone pearl in rayless void.
120221 0: 6-7.5. Sep. 3".7.

5 124921 0: 5-7.8. Sep. 1".4.
123118 0: 5.2-6.2. Sep.20".4. Fine! Or.-blue.
124817 0: 5.3-6.1. Sep.3X'.

IRGO:
99 121414 Sp. Neb. Bright,circular,nucleusuncon

'lensed, bordering on Coma Ber. Holds attention

M88 122814 Sp. Neb. Foreshortened. Region a vast
&rgOSSO Sea of star-illumined cosmic matter.

"Man may be, as has been claimed, only the latest develop.
_nt of the whirling star mist; bnt the fact that he has intelli.
Bence enough to trace his own evolution stands unexplained,
::chept by the presence in Nature of an intelligence far superior

IS own."-Bailey.

e 125811 Mag.3. Vindemiatrix, Roman vintage-star.
97
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WRITE THEIR OWN AUTOGRAPHS.
aves of light-and precisely what they are we do not know
ing trillions of oscillations per second, started on their

journey across space towards us ten thousand years ago.
what is the medium, if there be one, which carried them

this expanse we do not know. Much diminished in
gth but still perceptible, an infinitesimal portion of these
tions finish their ten·thousand-year journey, entering our

pe, and, so far as we know, with Just as many oscilla
per second as when tbey started, and beat for several
upon the silver grains imprisoned in the film of our

lP'aphic plate. Here, too, we do not know the precise
nism of the countless blows they inflict upon the silver

n: but finally, after some simple chemical manipulation, we
D the autograph of unnumbered suns quadrillions of miles

7. Modem magic!"-Curtis.
••peetacle which greets the upturned eye on a clear night i.
OUI ODe, incomparable in sheer physical beauty and enriched

..
words by the grandeur 01 the actualities revealed through

.orte of generations of patient observers. One of the most in
~ ideas of science is that this mental vision is inherently

of indefinite enlargement. It seems reasonable to believe
.... knowledge of the nature of the stars will grow at an ever

g rate in the future as it has in the past."-f\1errill.
e:h the universe infinite in extent, and the stars equally scat

rough all space, the whole heavens would blaze with light
..,bIDtles. millions of distant stars separately invisible even with

te escope."-Newcomb.

49 122508 Notable Neb., bet. Chart 13- C
wo 6-mag. stars.

123307 Var.:6.9:11.4 Per.145.4d
7 121805 0: 6.2-9. Sep.19".3. Contrasty. 2Neb. sf.

U 124204 Var.: 8.5: 13. Per. 436d.
122001 Var.: 8.3-12.5.

123601 Vis. bin.: 3.6-3.7. a=0".78. Per. 182.3 y.
.F. Oneof the finest pairs visible! Disc., 1718.

627 121403 0: 5.9-6.4. Sep.20".1.
RVUS:

.. Raven" is a limi ted asterism: but for full measure
bounties, with clear skies, a real multum in pan·u.

22516 0: 3-8.5. Sep.24".3.
121418 Var.7.4:13.0. Per.317.4d. Neb.65.6'f.

123022 2.8. Dull-gold star. secor. of the quadrangle.

68 Hydrae 123526 Glob. CI. . Imposing.
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U
RSA MINOR: Chart 14-A
T 133273 Var. 9.1 :13.4. 315d.
DRACO:

o~I:123 132465 0:6.4-6.8. Sep.70". Commanding'

URSA MAJOR:
HI256 134660 Neb. Bright:centerof3innw-serow.

• Mizar 132055 0: 21-4.2. Sep. 14".4. Prim. a Sp.
fin. Per. shortest known-20.23ds. Spc. A. Par.
Or.040=80 1y dist. Pioneerstar: first double discovered,
by Riccioli, 1662: first photographed, by Bond, 1857; first
determined a spectroscopic binary, by Pickering, 1889.

Alcor, the mag.-5 companion of Mizar, 14'.5 dist., is no
longer the eye-test of ancient days. The pair, so happily
placed in the crook of the Big Dipper's handle, never fail to
inspire awe, however frequently observed.

REDUCING ERROR PERCE TAGES.
The march of progress in the elimination of errors in celestial

measurements has been amazing. The star-places of the Greeks
were within a possible ten minutes of arc-one-third the diam
eter of the moon. -Tycho Brahe·s errors in measuring neighbor
ing stars approximated one minute. lVlodern micrometric meas
ures are in error only about one-tenth of a second. Photographic
parallax error, 0".005 to 0".010. But the wonderful Michelson
mterferometer seems to be the last word of human accuracy
aince it measured the components of Capella with a probable
error of only O".OOI-which corresponds to the angular diameter
of a quarter-dollar as seen across the American continent from
the Atlantic to the Pacific. And the end is not yet!

ISCOVERIES NOW OF INSTANT WORLD-WIDE INTEREST.
~stronomical progress is no longer marked by sudden mete

orIC .bursts of glory followed by trails of wayward light wast
~ Into long periods of darkness. It is rather like the descent
v& the "holy fire from heaven" through the chapel of the Holy
Sepulcher at Jerusalem to the thousands of waiting worshippers
eaC)1 holding his sheaf of candles ready to receive the light as
It II passed from hand to hand till the whole vast edifice is
~azht and carried thence to far countries as an inspiration

th
ope-an illuminating presence of the divine, a solace for

e darker hours, bringing
"Authentic tidings of invisible things
Of ebb and flow and ever-during power,
And central peace subsisting at the heart."

...~'Tb0.e bappy souls - the first to contemplate these migbty
UICIIIesf For well may we believe that they were lifted in spirit
:ad truth far above human vices and a baser world. Their minds
I ere !ree from wasting ambitions, void even of the envy of bound.
::a k:lcbes. Honor them, for they brought far·distant worlds within
..';.d.en, and the firmament itself was made subj ect to their under·

109. In this way do mortals achieve the 5ublime."-Ovid.
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1, IH449 1.9. PaLO".03=108Iy. B3· Chart 14-B
CANES VENATICI :

f 51 132647 Sp. Neb. Transcendent' Whirlpool Neb
ula' of Lord Rosse, resembling more an eternal question
mark-a supernal celestial enigma which in very truth it
is. Diam., probably twenty times orbit of Neptune; and
tho whirling at incredible speed. requires 45,000 years to
make a single revolution! Van Maanan. 3° s p q Ursae Maj.
(See Mt Wilson Obs. photo. [11. Se~

R 134440 Var. 6.1: 12.7. Per. 326d.
Boss 35 I 1 133037 Sp. bin. 4.9. Short per. 1.61 d. F.
25 133336 Vis. bin.: 5.-5.8. a= I ".12. Per. nOy Fa
01:269 132835 Vis. bin.: 7.2-7.7 a=0".325. Per.
48yrs. Spc. Aj.
01:261 130832 0: 6.9-7.4. Sep, 1".6.
M3 133828 Glob. Cl. Pre-eminent in its class, visible
unaided in a clear sky. Several hundred thousand suns,
compact in center, scattering at circumference. Distance,
13,900 parsecs = 3000 million ast. units-60,OOOlt. yrs. It
requires light 65 years to span its angular diameter. Our
Sun in its midst would be too faint even to photograph by
two magnitudes. Shapley. Nearly 100 short-per. Cepheid
variables found by Prof. Bailey. 30' east of BComae Ber.

·'About 80 globular clusters are known, with distances ranging
from 20,000 to 200,000 light years."

42ComaeBer. 130518 Vis. bin.: 5.2-5,2. a=0".674.
Per. 25.33 y. Spc. F j. Plane of orbit in line of sight
inclination = 90°-occultations thus occurring every 13 yrs.

BOOTES:
The" Plowman" constellation is rich, notably in doubles.

1:1785 134427 Vis. bin.: 7.6-8. a= 1".06. Per. 199
YJ's. Spc. K2.
01:1:126 134721 0: 6.3-6.8. Sep.85".9.
'IJ 134918 Sp. bin.: 2,8. Per. 497.1 d,
'612

S
133411 Vis. bin.: 6.3-6.3. a=0",225. PeL23

YJ's. pc. F2.
103
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AKED-EYE ASTKONOMY.
stronomy without a, telescope may be pursued with a eer.

D profit, no doubt, as likewise, engineering without a tran.
the drama without a stage, navigation without a sextant,
without crayon or brush, or music without an instrument.

once knew a young man who became proficient as a lino
r with only a card chart for a keyboard; and who, when

became possessed of a machine, became a speed-fiend. But
without these instrumental aids would pursue them from

ice? Naked-eye astronomy is like doing the Vatican with
. ed sandals, or in-door gardening with a seed catalogue.

, one may take_ observations in an hour which may call for
eek's study and calculation; but who would forego the in
ation and incentive of the instrumental achievement save

compulsion? More than any other nation we are accused
taking our pleasures and often our education, by proxy;
that we so keenly enjoy a professional ball-game arg-ues

t we are born sportsmen; a boxing match that we are born
a; grand opera that wc are all more or less musical;

Icanning the horizon for every new sensation in sciencea.se ever.y man is a scientist in embryo. Everyone does
1n some particular field wherein his heart is where a few

excellently or even achieve distinction. These few we look
to-protagonists of time. taking their dicta without reserv

I, for they have arrived. But the One who enjoys the
the. keenest, who achieves the more intimate knowledge.

carries others alollg in the spirit of his progress is the'"tand investigator of things actual-the true observer. not
': the onlooker. Even though his equipment be modest

hlShskill limited, his plea~ures and profit far outdistance
d W kO. take all things on tradition or sufferance. He has

a lngdom and made it his own.

t~e. affairs of life how wide is the difference between hav
a b

t
Ing done for us and doing it ourselves! In the latt~r

, ~w great. is t.he interest awakened, how much more th01.'
I '~ en eX:I.mlnatlOn, how much more perfect the acquaint

- raper.

VIRGO: Chart 14-C
84 133903 0: 5.8-8,2. Sep.3/1.4.
t 133000 Mag, 3.4. 13' south of Celestial Equator.

V 132202 Var. 8.6: 13.9. Per. 250d.
8 130505 0: 4-9. Sep. 7/1.1.

132706 Var.7: 12.3. Per. 376.3.
11333070:7.5-7.5. Sep, 2/1.7.
Spica 132110 1,2. Par.O/l.On. Oist, 1501y. Spc.
J. Sp. bin. Sep. 12 million mi. Mass, 15~. and luminos
y. 4000 XSun.

Hydrae 132422 Var.4.2:9.5. Per. 405d,
1138 131326 Neb. Smd, but bight. High pO\\'er~
Ics~ nucleus.
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- AMELOPARDUS Chart 15-A
C.R 142584 Var. 8.3: 13.1. Per.

2712d.
URSA MINOR:
~ 145174 2.2. Par. 0".014=230 I y dist. Spc. K5
Ar. Kochab, 'Guardian of the Pole.' Pole Star, A.D. 140

DRACO:
aThuban 140264 3.64. Sp. bin. Per. 51.38d. Spc. A.

"There is no doubt that Thuban was the Pole Srar when
the Great Pyramid of Egypt was built. The latter has an
Inclined gallery directed to a point 3,° 42' below the Pole...
erommelin. As Thuban was approximately the PolarIS of
that day, it isonly necessary to compute the time elapsed
(or the true Pole to describe the arc between them at the
precessional rate of 50".2 per annum to ascertain the approx
Imate age of the Great Pyramid: 2750 years, plus the span
ofthe Christian era. I myself. some years ago, crept down
Into the sepulchral chambers deep in the bowels of solid ma
sonry in this most ancient of tomb-observatorIes, and gaz
ing obliquely up through the murky rift, beheld a rectongu·
tar patch of blue Egyptian sky where Thubi'm once reigned
in solemn grandure-a thrilling moment I Well has the Brit
ish savant further observed: "The early progress of astro
nomical knowledge is worthy of the minutest study on the
part of all devotees of the science. Contempt for these pio
neers is quite a misplaced sentiment. The great advance
that has been made in modem times was rendered possible
by the patient labors of our predecessors. The fl"lundation
is the most important part of the edifice; and the found8tion
stone of the lofty structure of astronomical science was well
tmd truly laid in the distant past."

BObTIS:
8 142252 0: 4-12. Sep 68".8. Two others. 1Wp.
It 141052 5.1-7.2, Sep. 12".6; and t, 141351,4.9
7.5. Sep. 38 ".1.

'I~tar observing is charming and enlightening alwaysj but it is th ...
lel'ious, consecutive and definitely-planned outlook that really coun~~

::rn~r,ings results to the observer and to the science he would

, •·'The true philosopher will always remain a man of sympathy with
II f~lIow men. Speculative truth will never be alienated from

Pl'achcal wisdom."-Coleridge.
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~e majesty of the heavens I confess has under all circumstances
IRlver-ending charm for me. The simple thought that the celestial
tI are far beyond and above anything earthly; the realization

eb!erything of this world in comparison fades from view and
IIDself utterly insignificant-his fate, his pleasures, his de

• Engrossed in the _plcndors of this wonder-drama of nature.
could stray far frol! he paths of rectitude who had been ac

....D1e
ll
d to live amids~ such profound conceptions and frequently

....,e UPon tbem."-Von l-!umboldt.
-ff5-

loj

144749 0: 5.8-6.5. Sep.3".7. Chart 15-8
1:285 144142 Vis. bin. 7.5-8.0. a=
rJ4. Per. 97.93 yrs. Sp. F5 .

141335 Sp. bin. 4.83 Per. 211.95 d. Spc. G5·
1850 142528 0:6.1-6,7, Sep, 25",7,

143227 Var, 7.1: 12.3. Per. 223,2d.
144127 0:3-6.3. Sep. 2",6. Goldandbluetest-star.
150525 Sp. bin. 4.8 Per. 9.6 d. Sp. F5.

1884 144424 0: 6.2-7.8. Sep. 1".2.
(1888) 144619 Vis. bin.: 4,8-6.4. Per, 159.54y. G5 .
Arcturus 141219 0.2. Par,0".105=311ydist. Spc.
o. R.v.. -3.9km.-sec, Lineardiam., 21 mill. mi.

" 24Yz XSun! Density, 0.0002-(Water= l,)
p.m.. 2".28= 53mi.-sec, =2Yz XMoon'sdisc in2000yrs. r

Humboldt. Continuing the curve in the handle of the Big
r 40° marks Arcturus. Gk. The Bearkeeper. Muller.

"It may now be said that within the first quarter of the
entieth century, a greater knowledge has been acquired of

distance, size, luminosity, mass, classification, composition,
ocity, variability, magnitude and distribution of stars than

8 been acquired in all previous centuries !':-Dean.
'"There is abundant room for the development of new and
"Iliant methods of attacking the larger astronomical problems.

general, however, it appears probable that future advances
11 depend upon the accumulation of many discoveries COll*

ing the units of a class of objects, and upon careful and
stematic analysis of these facts for the basic truths of stellar
lution."-Aitken.

143716 0:4.9-6. Sep.5".8.
288 144916 0:6.4-7.1. Sep.O".7.

143614 Vis. bin. :4.4-4.8. a=O ".6. Per. 130y. A2.
1879 144110 Vis. bin.: 7.8-8.8. a= I ".06. Per. 238

. Spc. F8. Sweep due westward from 0Serpentis.
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555045 «J 3530 25 20 1510 5

IGHTS UNCHANGEABLE CHARACTER.
e effect of the great distances of the stars is to diminish
tensity of their light; but the character of the light ap·
to be ·absolutely unchanged by its long journey through

If it is red or blue when it leaves the star, it is red or
when it arrives at the Earth, hundreds or even thousands

s later; and the minutest spectral details are accudHely
ed and analysed by the spectroscope just as if it came

.a laboratory source ten feet away!"-Merrill.
_not doubt that all the stars, all the nebulae, all the dark
:.ible bodies which must exist in profusion throughout space
~f. aU tangible bodies making up our sidereal universe--are
10 accordance with definite laws. Will astronomers ever be
tell their fellow men how each bright star in turn is moving,
. groups of stars-great groups as well as small ones-ar8
to ODe another? Will the starry heavens be reduced to a
a. the Sun, planets, satellites and comets have fitted into

system? The methods of today, truly remarkable in their
, are contributing to this purpose and ambition; but time

- tell the outcome."-Campbell.
"%rs bind together all men and all periods of the world'.

...
. I. they have seen all from the beginning of time, so shall

a I that will come herealter."-Von Humboldt•
• III

35 141908 0: 5.5-6.8. Sep.6".1. Chart 15-C
111 141808 Vis. bin. 7.4-7.4. a=
.26. Per. 44.3 yrs. Spc. Ao. In field with above.

GO:
144202 3.8. Conspicuously fine Double field.

70 142505 Neb. Beautiful lacery of nebulous stars.

40810 4.3. Blazing region to westward.
RA:
5608 Algol Var. 4.8-6.2 Per. 2.327 d Dura
of eclipse, 13 hrs. Spc. A. A very notable object.

44413 0: 5.5-6.3. Sep. 1".5.
150: 2.9-6. Wide,closetoEcliptic-Sun·spath.

RA:
1441250: 6-7.5. Sep.9". A legionofvari-tinted

pIes. quite bewildering tho low in our latitudes.
ing southward, stellar aggregations appear to in

in prevalence and size, culminating in the five gigan-
usters lying near the Magellanic Cloud, which show a

corresponding to 110,000 light years distance from
em, while the Great Cloud itself gives an angular di
of no less than 15,000 light years!
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ACTION LAWs:-Observers who have watched the
or setting sun or moon must have noted a curious

or flattening of the poles of the solar or luna r
When one considers how difficult it is to see an im
istorted through a few feet of clear still water. one
the immensity of the barrier involved in a hundred
th of shifting, convolving. vapor-laden air-currents.
wonder is that the distortion is not even greater

is. Not only is the integrity of the image comprom
t the celestial unit is elevated out of its true place to

that nullifies all calculations that do not take re
laws into the accounting. While this amounts to
lIy zero when the celestial object is close to the ze
ith every degree toward the horizon the displace-

reases until at the junction of earth and sky the
's apparent place is more than half a degree above its

ce in the heavens. For that reason a Table of Re
is always consulted for corrections in the matter

calculations. Some of these tables are infinitely
with allowances for barometric and thermometric de

, et cetera; but the following table is reasonably ac
and practicaL Refraction elevates a celestial object

true place by thcse given fJrrOuntS:-
• 14' Elevation 10°-5'.4 Elevation 00°-13*

1°_21' 15°_3'.> 700-21"
2'-/8' 20°-2'.6 80°-/0"
)°_14' 30'-/'.7 Zenith. 90°-00"

5°-9'.6 40'-1'.0 Cold and high Bar.
7' ~ '.; -f'?'" increase Refraction.

fut~re of our civilization dept"nds upon the widening spread
eOlDg hold of the scientific habit of mind."

L 9

RSA MINOR: Chart 16-A
'It 153380 0: 6.-7. Sep.30".
'It' 154580 Vis.bin.:7-8.a:=0".42. Per.l15y.

3378 Var. 8.3: 11.5. Per. 322.5 d.
CO:

155859 Trip.: 7.5-7.7-9. Sep. 1".6, 43".5.
359 3.5. Index star to Neb. H1215.

5 154056 Neb. Bright,9'X30'. Two others, n f.
154953 0:6.2-8.5. Sep.6".6.

*6-7. or
fai'lter

Magnituct"
an,i Symbol".

*
vtag o.1,

Or
brighter

*1-2
*2-3

* 3-4

*4-5

*5-6

-:g Cluster

~Nebull

o NOVI

[QJ Dark ~cbull

RtoZ-Varil-
ble Stars

See .. Abbre....
tion•. " Etc.,

Page 21
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"TES: Chart 16-B
(~1909) 150048 Vis. bin.: 5.3-6.2.
3".58. Per. 204.74 yrs. Spc. Go.
152841 D: 5.5-5.5. Sep. 0 ".1. With V1 a fine duo.
298 153240 Vis. bin.: 7-7.3. a=0".88. Per. 56.

. Spc. Ko.
154639 Var. 7.8: 11.3. Per. 357.5 d.

921 1509380: 7-7.2. Sep.30".3. Central of 3 D·s.
(1:1938) 152137 DoubleD: 4-6.5; Sep.l08"5.

Vis. bin.: 7.2-7.8. a=0".88. Per. 244,37y. Ko.
of the pre-eminent quadruple systems.
51233 D: 3.2-7.4. Sep. 105 If.

RONA BOREALIS:
53636 0:4.1-5. Sep.9", Vivid pair. Another,sp.
51731 Var. 7.0: 12.8. Per. 361.2.
51930 Vis. bin.: 5.6-6. a=0".9 Per.41.5y. Go.
52429 Sp. bin.: 3.70. Per. 40.9: 490.8 d. Fo.
154428 Var. 5.9: 15.0. Per. Irreg. Famous of its
-surprising type. "Merits careful attention." Furness.

32 151427 0: 5.5-6.1. Sep. 1".6.
153027 2.3. Sp. bin. Per. 17.36d. Par.O"

=621 y dist. Spc. Ao.
53826 Vis. bin.: 4-7. a=0".73. Per. 87.8y. Ao.
o152625 D': 6.7: 8.1. Sep.3 If. Gold- turquoise.

ENS:
3819 0: 5-5. Sep. 0".2. Astellar Golconda south.
54518 4.3. Center of vivid trapezium: serpent's head.
54615 Var. 6.9: 13. Per. 357.2d.

f54215 0: 3.7-9.1. Sep. 30".6. Amber-amethyst.
51714 Var.8.5:13.6. Per. 366.4d.
53110 D: 3-4. Sep. 2".7. Strikingly placed.

1 151410 0:6.2-7.6. Sep.13".1.
115
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'L~erefore, if astronomy must destroy theology, it will not
IiJIIt rather deepen, religion. There is no man in whom the
~eDs have not excited religious emotion; whatever may be
lea most suitable to his mind, under some form or other

lot hell' worshipping when under this canopy of 'The Cathe
..lDm.enslty.' However various the dialects and formulas intoLa.emotion may be translated, the emotion itself is constant;

t Man, gazing upward at the stars, will, in the depths of
I' "-Ct soul, echo the Psalmist: 'The heavens declare the glory

omte.

2 1534080: 63-6.4. Sep. 11".8. Commanding I

1209 2.5. Pale emerald unit, resembling Uranus.

190: 5-9. Sep.57". Wide guide-stars to Cl. 19.

9 151220 Glob. Cl. A universc of remote suns.
e period required for a single circuit of a star through a
ar cluster is of the order of a million years; and the stars
ich clusters are composed are several thousand million
of age."-Moulton.

1520 Var. 8.5: 12.3. Per. 192.2.
RPIO:

southeastward sweep of the zodiacal Scorpion be
re-the most commanding of the Summer constella

with burning Antares at its heart. The graceful cup
curve of the tail dipping out of the horizon, ending

scorpion's sting represented by two flashing stars, ).
• presents a prospect that, as Dr. Aitken observes, is

s&riking...
dark nebulae of Scorpio and Ophiuchus are distant from

t 100 to ISO parsecs-326 to 480 light-years. Those in Orion
er still: about 200 parsecs--640 light years. The mass,

is in the form of cosmic dust less than O.lmm. in diam
is nevertheless sufficient to form hundreds of stars of

de. visible from earth!

54006 2.8. Par. 0".038=861 y. Chart 16-C
(Librae) 151502 Cl. Closenp5

mg. 5. Glowing compress of 9-14mag. stars. Con
-'many short-period Cephids. Dist.,40,OOO It. yrs.

503 3.6. Bright unit in insular field. Mg. 6 comes.
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RSA MINOR: Chart /7-A
& 1656824.4. Sp.bin. Per,39.5d.
1) 161975 5.0. Makes pretty triangle with 19-20.

CO:
162261 D:2.9-8.1. Sep.4".7.

163453 D:5-6. Sep.3".7.

WN ELEMENTS OF SPECTROSCOPIC BiNARIES.
vert in the most powerful telescopes, a star appears only
twinkling point of light, the planets alone presenting a
of steady glow and measurable angular diameter. But
the breaking up of a star's beams by the prism of a
roscope, a multiplicity of lines are disclosed, depend

upon the intensity of the spectrum. the composition ot
star and other factors. But when these spectral lines
seen t<J shift periodically, now toward the violet, now
rd the red, it is almost certain proof of the star's du

'ty. even if the companion star itself is invisible:., The
ods of these oscillations give a clew to the orbital mo

of the visible primary and its unseen comes about a
n gravitational center, enabling the computer to de

ine the elements-orbit, mass, velccity, magnitudes,
nee, etc. Thus, curiously enough, the difficulties en
tered in computing the elements of a visual binary are

. ted in the case of the spectDscopic binary-the sci.
of the seen quite outranked by the science of the un
-the direct method outclassed by the indirect. For
reason the known elements of the spectroscopic bina

outnumber those of the visual binaries nearly two toone

RICHEST STAR-FIELDS.
o the prospector with modest equipment, the regions in
galactic north polar areas present the best fields for the

ion of individual features; but the vast expanse to the
hward from Cygnus is the most impressive for leisure

sweeping, some loeations disclnsing sixty thousand suns
the square degree, till the Ie wer latitudes are reached

re obscuring nebulous masses thin out the visible star-
to less than four hundred to the same area. As Dr.

~ey saYS, .. if the obstructing material were removed,
!nIght see. near the galactic plane, clouds of faint Milky

cay stars stili mure dazzling than those observed, and glob-
r clusters still more distant than those now kncwn, and
~ find that the greatest diameter of the galactic svs
IS ev('n larger than now assigned-approximately 100,

parsecs" or more than 326,000 light years!
119



RCULES: Chart 17- B
"The Mighty One" discloses many rari-

in radiant fields to the south and southeast.

50 164447 PI. Neb. Sea-green in starry triangle.

2 164646 Tr. :5-9-9. Sep. I ".8-0".2. Difficult.

164039 3.6. Guide-star to great Cluster, 2· s toward ~.

163137 Var. 8.2:13.5 Per. 279.5d.
13 163836 Glob. CI. Conceded to be the finest of
class in the northern heavens. Forty-five thousand suns
acompact spheroidal mass, every unit of which exceeds

Sun by at least two magnitudes (and in whose midst our
of day would be quite invisible), the majority of them
tentohundredsof times more massive. Diam., 350,

distance 35,000, light years. And yet, according to Dr.
pley, M 13 is oneof the nearest of the clusters! A naked
object on a clear moonless mght, In a small glass a cu

olivine blurr, often resolvable; but viewed with aper
of increased light-gathering power, a blazing pano

of suns of varied tints and staggering brilliancy. Good
tographs of such majestic prodigies-of which there are
too few visible in our hemisphere-are always a great

Ip. (See Lick photo, Iii Sec) Sweep 2· due s from 1j Herc.
r.Bar. 1612340.:5-6.1. Sep.5".4.

or. Bar. 161933 0.: 4.8-5.1. Wide. Sep. 371".9.
163731 Vis. bin.: 3-6.5. a= 1".35 Per. 34.46vrs.

pleted three revolutions since disc. by Herschel, 1782.
165631 3.9. Sp. bin. Per.4.0d. Spc. A.
107 164728 Vis.bin.:7-8.5. a=0".85. Per. 221.
yrs. Spc. F 5.

160625 Var. 7.9:13.7. Per. 478d.
164123 Pl.neb. Bright. Oiam.8". Blue-green.

62521 2.81. Sp. bin. Per.410d. Spc. K.
161819 D. :3.8-8.2. Sep.40".5.
162119 Var. 7.6: 12.3. Per. 406.2d.

5 163117 0.:6.2-7.5. Wide. Sep.156".2.
164715 Var.7.5:12.2. Per.307d.
~e average distance of naked-eye stars is estimated at 321

-years; those of the 12th mag., at about 1COO.
/21
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OPHIUCHUS: Chart l7-C
The Snake 8earer begins at this meridian,

and is unsurpassed for sweeping-fields and sensations.

~2106 164709 0:6.7-8.4, Sep. 1",0. WithZ:2114
D: 6.2-7.4, finely placed e-w of y"Oph., 165409, 3.4.
36 163604 0.:6-7. Sep.69".7.
).. 162802 Vis. bin. 4-6.1. a=0".99. Per. 134y. Ao.
MI2 164301 Cl. "Intermediate between globular and
diffuse galactic type. " Oistinguished surroundings.

MIO 165204 Cl. Silvery massed ±12-mg. suns.
~ Scorp .. 51 Lib. 160011 0: 4.9-5.3. Sep.l ".19. 45 y.
HVI40 162812 Cl. Pale but fine l. p. star-swarm.
V 162112 Var.7.4:1O.2. Per. 297d. 11'ps, 2.7.
p 162123 0:6-6. Sep.4".I. Region of dark neb.
MI9 165726 A bewilderment of loose Cis., accen
tuated by encompassing black rayless space-deeps.
SCORPIO:
y 160719 0.:4.1-7. Sep.48".8. Both O's are doubles.

~ 160819 O. :2-4. Sep. 13 ".1. Intense, colorful.

M80 161222 Noble CI. Richest in the heavens. Herschel.

a 161525 D.: 3-8. Prim. Sp. bin. Per. 0.247 d. 81.
Probably a Cepheid triple system-a case unique. Henroteau.

IX Antares 162426 1.2. ·'RivalofMars." Par.0".017
=190 I y dist. Spc. Ma. Ang. diam., 382 mill. mi.,

nearly 500 x Sun I Density, 0.00001- water= 1.
.~his fire-bright prodigy not only has as a companion a

\'Ivld emerald comes emitting one-two hundredth of its own
~ffulgency. but is so vast th3t six hundred million worlds like
iOUrscould crowd within its confines ! If our Sun were at its
C~ter. the orbit of the Earth would lie buried deep within its

rcumference, and Mars itself scarcely more than skim the
SUrface of this mammoth globe of incandescent gas.

M4 161826 Dim but interesting star-cloud.
RR 165030 Var. 6:11.5. Per. 279.3 d.
M62 165630 Striking Cl., dark neb. abounding.
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D
RACO: Chart /8-A
,~ 174372 D:4-5.2. Sep. 30/1.9.
w 173768 4.87. Sp. bin. Per.5.28d.

HIV37 175866 PI. neb. Diam.35/1. Luminousblue.
Famous as being the first planetary nebula to reveal its gas
us nature to that master spectroscopist, Huggins, in 1864,

leading up to many triumphs of research regarding these en
atieal bodies. Much smaller but brighter than the Owl

eb., in Ursa Majar. Magnification discloses star center.
Planetary nebulae resemble somewhat the· ball-and-ring

t of the planet Saturn. They are ellipsoidal shells of
~~OUSCOI,',ent at high temperature, incompositionsimilar to

diffuse, with helium disclosed in the central portions, hy
rogenand nebulium-the element to which there is no ter-

trial analogy-in the outer regions. They rotate at vari
s rates of speed, increasing toward the central zones nucle

about a star of the Wolf-Rayet type, with a mass veloc
y in space of about twenty-four miles per second. Fewer

200 planetaries have been catalogued to date, although
y belong to our system, averaging about 1000 light years

stance. "Planetary nebulae are probably wrecks of an-
ent collisions among stars, and may form into future solar
stems similar to our own," Campbell.

About II's of HI V37, on the 18th. meridian, the Solsticial
lure. is located the Pole of the Ecliptic. No conspicuous

lestial unit approximates its place to an observer such as
laris at the Pole of the Equatorial system: but it is an im
rtant point in astronomica I calculations and should be 10
ted for its bearing on many practical problems.

170865 3.2. Strong, with two doubles in field.
173055 D: 4.6-4.6. Sep. 1'+. Exceptionally fine.
170354 D.: 5-5.1. Sep.3/1.2.
1754512.4. Par. 0.044=74 1vdist. K5. Agem!

Time was \-"hen in order to determine star-speed, intervals of
to fifty years ~vere necessary between ca!culations based on ~i.
observation. But photography has revised all that, red~cll1g

e time-interval necessary to determine proper motion to a sm~le
y. Barnard's Star the swiftest moving sun in space so far diS

".ered, has a pro~er motion of a little more than 10" yearly,
....ieh means the Moon's breadth in about 180 years; but there are

ubtless fleeter suns in space than even this phenomenon, as fu
ro determination by photography will disclose.
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ERCULES: Chart '8 - B
M92 171443 Cl. Diam.7'. Bright.

p 172037 D.: 4-5.1. Sep. 3 ".6. With 'it - 69 fme Tr.

b8 171333 4.8 Var. Sp. bin. Per. 2.05 d. Spc. B3·

174227 3.5-9.5. Vis. bin. a= I ".30. Per. 43.23 y.
. Mb. Amber-blue. 9.5 also bin. "Most interest
system," according to Dr. Aitken, "showing that fre-

uently it is the smaller or fainter star of a wide pair which
itself a close binary." Disc. by Alvan Clark, 1856.

172726 4.5. ApexofSun·sway. Herschel.
If you describe an equilateral triangle from a Lyrae due

h about 20° to III Here., thence northwest a like dis
to 0 Here., and so back to Vega, within these con

are located the various Apices of the Sun's Way as de-
rmined by distinguished authorities, from Herschel (1783)
Adams and Stromberg (1920), including Boss, Campbell

Kapteyn. The Sun with his planet-family is moving
ward this region at the rate of about twelve miles per

nd, this star-drift having been determined by the ap
rent opening out of the star-fields as we advance, and
eir closing in as they recede, like forest-trees to a pur.
inghunter. The motions of thousands of stars were com
ted to arrive at these approximations; and one can but
rvel at the genius of Herschel whose conclusions were
brilliantly verified by time.
171124 0 : 3-8.1. Sep. 26".1. A study in color.

S 171723 Var. 7.9:12.5. Per. 218.5 d.

5 1758210.: 4.9-4.9 Sep. 6". Beryl-sardonyx.
1711140.:3.1-6.1. Sep.4".6. Prim.var.:3.1:3.9.
ar. 0'.15 =21.71 y dist. Approximate diam., 185,
00,000 mi. Stetson.

PHrUCHUS:
1730122.1. Par.0·.052=60Iydist. Spc.A5.
2166 172411 0: 5.6-7.4 Sep.27".5.

..~7be man or woman whose thoughts are for the moment lifted
118, of dth~ humdrum eoncern for the petty sordid things that beset
_ 8!' Into the marvels of that limitless time and space which
• ~titu!e t!te subject matter of astronomical research, experience.
.. ID'PI~ation .and exaltation that is in no sense fleeting. The
titi": ab

f
.des; It leaves him or her a better and broader-minded

en or that experience."-Benfield.
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OPHIUCHUS: Chari 18-C
~ 1739042.9; :r,4.4;and "3.7, hold
forth brilliantly, with 61 Oph., 174002 D.: 5.5-5.8

p. 20".6, closeP " noteworthy .
unich 15040 175404 Mg. 9.4. Par. 0'.53 =6.30

Ydist. Spc, Mb. Luminosity, 0,0005 X Sun. P, m"
~0'.3 per annum. Next to " Centau ri, our nearest star!

171401 Var.8.1:12.5 Per. 349d.
2173 172501 Vis. bin.: 5.9-6.2. a= 1".06. Per. 46

. Spc.G.
14 173303 Cl. Extended-like blown star-dust.
172105 Sp. bin. 4.6. Per. 26.27 d. Spc. F.

175708 Vis. bin. : 5.3-6. a= 1".3. Per.223.82y. F.
170215 Var.7.6:13.8. Per.302.2d. CloseplJ.
9171418 Cl. Small but scintillant and clear.
23 175219 Blazing wilderness of starry jewels I

171324 D.: 5.5-6. Sep. 10".6. Dark regions f.
1710260.:6-6. Sep.4".2. Rapidpm-l'.27 an.

ERPENS:
2204 174113 D.: 7-7.2. Sep. 14.3.
173115 3.6. Sp. bin. Per. 2.29d. Spc.A5.
GITTARIUS:
21 175922 Neb. Beautiful, in a nest of nebulae.
.20 175723 Neb. Famous Trifid. A dark-night reve-

• Ion, even in modest apertures. Bulbous image trisected
th dark rifts of interposing opaque cosmic dust-clouds.

-exposure photo-enlargements of such interesting phe
. na aid one greatly to appreciate their immensities. Out
IJlg areas rich in stars in cruciform and other symmetries.
eeLick Obs., photo an~ note, III, Sec.

~8 175924 Cl. Myriads of low-mag. stars, and a few
~~ter units resembling somewhat the Pleiades, involved
f1.~~dewastes of incandescent hydrogen and helium, over
"""Jg with dark absorbing patches. A naked-eye wonder.
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DRACO: Chart /9-A
40 180680 C' 54-6 SC-p.20 'l

50 184975 Sp.bin. 5.37. Per.4.12d. Sp_·.A
"1. 182272 Sp. bin. 3.6. Per. 281.8 d. Spc. F8.
f 182171 0:4.8-6.5. Sep.0".5. Infield with above.

o 185059 D.: 4.6-7.6. Sep. 30 ".3. w-se trailof suns.

39 182258 Tr.: 4.7-7.7-7. Wide. Impressive,colorful

48 185558 Vis.bin.:6.8-7.4. a=0".53. 223y. A2.
46 184155 0.:5-9. Wide. Radiantblueandtopas.

OTHER INHABITED WORLDS.
If there are other worlds orbiting around other suns in

space, it will be many years hence, perhaps centuncs, if
ever, before we mortals shall be able to gather the sli~ht
est clew, by any direct method at present devised or in im
mediate prospect, as to thei r mere existence, to say noth
ing of their intricate elemental details with which, in our
own solar system, we are so familiar. Even should one of
the very nearest of suns possess a planetary family, each of
the mass of Jupiter- itself larger than all the other planets
combined-it would require a telescope of twenty-five feel
aperture or over to make us even dimly aware of their exis
tence.. ;As the difficult art of lens-making and mounting
has about reached a limit in our great modern refractors, to
build a reflector three times the size of the hundred-inch at
Mt. Wilson would be to encounter mechanical difficulties
well nigh insurmountable, and the cost would run into the
millions. However, Dr. Pease, of that famous observatory,
and others high in authority, l-e1ieve it can be done; and
when one regards the colossal achievements in the last dec
ade alone in all branches of research and engineering, the
word 'impossible' seems to have slipped utterly from our
lexicons of science; and a new generation may have ocular
evidence of things invisible about which at present we can
but speculate and dream. Then will all our fascinating the
?ries regarding 'other worlds than ours' be condemned or
Justified in the fierce light-gathering powers of the telescopc
of the future, with all truth and solemnity. Until then we
!11ust 'hold opinion' with Abbot who contends that "there
IS great probability of there being indeed many worlds like°hrs ; and there is no reason either to affirm or to doubt that
t ey Contain as intelligent beings as ourselves...

1]1



~971 184549 D. :6. 5-8. 5. Sep. 0 /I. 5. Chart /9-B
LYRA:
sH 184139 DoubleD.: 4.6-6.3: 4,9-5,2, Many low
mag. stars bet. -possibly one complex interrelated system.

III Vega 183438 0.1. Par, 0 /1.134= 241 y dist. Spc. A.
Resembles an old-mine Brazilian brilliant of purest water

~ified to infinity! 80X Sun's luminosity. 1500 Vegas
uld give more starlight than all the stars in our heavens!

184137 Sp. bin.: 4.3. Per. 4.3 d. Spc. F.
185036 D.: 4.5-6.5. Prim. a Sp. bin. Per. 245 d.
181136 Var. 7.7: 12.3. Per. 196.4d.

1: 525 185133 Tr. :5-7-9.5. Sep. 1/1. :45".5. Yari-col.

184633 D. :3.6-7. Sep.45/1.8. Prim. Sp. bin. Per.
2.9d. Spc. B2p.
648 185332 Vis. bin.: 5.2-8.7. a= 1/1.04. Per. 45.
yrs. Spc. Go. Probable Tr. system. Region thrilling'

57 185132 Pl.Neb. Famous "Ring," 60"x80". Fin
of the annular type. With h. p., ring becomes a globe of
'nous gas, receiving its effulgence from a central star. A

rdinal unit, Easily sighted, s f ~Lyr. (See photo. III. SeelJ

ERCLJLES:
180531 Var.:7.8:12.8. Per.165d.
180330 Vis. bin. :5.2-10. a= I " 1. Per. 53.5y. F8.

8 181729 Sp. bin.: 5,5, Per. 5.5 d. Spc. A.
180426 D,: 5.9-5.9. Sep, 13/1.8. Exquisite.

2401 184521 D.:7-8.6. Sep.4/1.1.
1:358 1832160.:6.8-7.2. Sep.2/1.
Ova Ophiu., 1919 180911 13.5. Test for a 6-in. glass.
"There is little doubt that the principal new stars of recent years
...~een the results of collisions or of close approaches, either of
~rk bodies, or of a dark massive body and invisible resisting

tensls. The suddenness with which the intense brilliancy is gen~
would seem to call for the former; but the latter is vastly

probable, in view of mBny facts."-Campbell.

QUILA:
185614 3.5. Clearamber. DaintyTr.f- Fie1dsupreme.

b2404 184710 D.: 5.8-7. Sep.3",7 Azure and gold.

2024 - 6709 185310 Two CIs. Alluring expanse f.
I1J
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OPHIUCHUS: Chart /9- C
X 183308 Var.:6.6:8.8. Per. 335.4d.

E6 180806 Neb. A curious, bright, gaseous unit.
~akes isos. trio with two 8-mg. stars. Diam.6". Bluish.

180102 Vis. bin. :4.1-6, a=4".56, Per.87.8y. K.
ts puzzlesand problems still unsolved, offering the best

portunities for discoveries which may advance our know1
of the forces at work in the stellar systems. If it were

t for these, our interest in the systems themselves would
;but there is always a new problem to spur us on. Aitken.

RPENS:

I I I 72 182406 CI. Superlative! Grand star-clouds L

375 184105 0.6.2-6. Sep.2".2.

185204 D, :4-4.2. Imperial pair in regal setting I

QUILA:

ova III, '<:)18 184300 Mag. vaL, bet. 10.5 and 11.5.
i1y glimpsed. (See Mt. Wilson photo. with note III. Sec.

184201 D,: 5.6-7.4. Sep. 13".

88 183303 Vis. bin.: 7.2-7.2. a=0".176. Per. 12.
yrs. Spc F8,

Scuti 184205 Var.: 4.5 :9. Per. 146d.(?) Irreg.

I I 184606 Cl. Fan-shaped, bright star at apex.
GITTARIUS:

17 181616 Neb. "Horseshoe." In brightest portion
Milky Way. Curiously arched. Interesting with 1. p., but

increased magnification an exquisite object. Legions
. south, withM24181318, giant CI. Dark region p.

25 183019 Neb. Somewhat diffuse, but strong.
180721 4.0. Sp, bin, Per, 180,2 d. Spc. S8p,

22 183124 Cl. Another Colossus, ± Yz. in extent larg-
and brighter than M 13 Here., tho less condensed. 70,COO

,absolutel1'g.,+5to-1.8. (Sun=+4.9). Nf)"Sag.
185630 Vil>. bin. :4-5. a=0".56. Per, 2J.17v. A2.
"ID the whole history of science none bears witness to P~th05 of

e and the heroic .lives of its devotees as does astronomy."-
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RACO: Chart 20-A
~ 194870 O. :4-7.6 Sep.2",8.
l:I44 1931590.:5-7. Sep.76".6. Gold-blue.

YGNUS:
graceful star-imagery of the Swan, with its six high
'tude brilliants slanting a cross athwart the north

heavens, is the very ganglion of the Galaxy, making the
ch for reputed features rather difficult, since on every

there is such a bewilderment of stellar riches.

ovaIII, 1920 195553 ±11.5, Burstfrommag.15to
. 1.9 within ten days, passing then:e thru characteristic
tral stages. (See photo and note, p, 190).

There fire only three or fouf more of these won jrous objects to be
bed with modest instrumental equipment, notably Nova Per

i 1901,032443, mag. 12·14; Nova Oph., 1919, 180911, mg. 13.5; and
• d Aquil. [II, 184300, mg. 10.2 to 10.9, anyone of which may be

psed with a telescope of three inch aperture. It is well to
y these amazing paradoxes of the spheres not only because

y have been known to recover a portion of their brightness
er a period of years, but to the discoverers of novae there is
reward of sundry gold medals and world-wide fame; and cu
sly enough, the honor in almost every instance has gone to
e hitherto "mute and inglorious" amateur rather than some

ined professional in one of the world's great observatories.
'The term new star, or nova, is actually a misnomer. There
no evidence that the birth of a new star has ever been wit-
sed. Even the term 'temporary star' often used, is not ex
• for novae appear' to be permanent. They are really stars
ich are temporarily bright. In several cases photographs show
previous existence of a faint star in the very same position

upied by the nova. And furthermore, the nova alWaYS fades
becomes an inconspicuous star again after a few years.':

non.
M'he investigation at Iiarvard under Prof. Bailey:s direction

the frequency of galactic novae brought out the remarkable
t that at least fifteen novae, brighter than the tenth mag

tude at maximum, have appeared every year during the last
ee decades. If the frequency of even one-fifth that amount

been maintained throughout the hundreds of millions of

\
8 !Jf approximately constant solar radiation (shown by the
oglcal records), more novae have occurred than there are
wn stars. Our sun, however, which has certainly escaped
only disasters of this kind, but even less serious disturb
pi~y~pparentlY moves in an uneventful region of space."-

195352 D.: 5-7.5. Sep.3".3.
1!29 191952 0.: 6.3-6.3. Sep.0".3.

73 194250 PI. Neb. Diam, 20"; star center.
6 193850 0.: 5.3-5.3. Sep.37".3 .

137

[Q) Dark "'buk

RtoZ-Varia
ble Stars

See "Abbrevil'
tions." EtGo.
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Z 195849 Var. 88:13.3 Per. 262.4d. Chart 20-B
R 193449 Var.7A: 13.9. Per.425.5d
RT 194048 Var.7.3:11.8 Per. 190.4.
a 194244 0.: 3-7.9. Sep. 1".9. Faint ruby comes.

2578 194235 O. :6-7.4. Sep.14".8.
l:~191 1942340.:6-8. Sep.38".1. Exceptional

194632 Var. 5.1-13.3. Per. 406.6d. "These variables
nong period are red stars, generally of class M in spectrum,

ving also glowing lines of hydrogen at maximum and of
at minimum - young giants at the beginning of the se
eeof star life. xCygni is predicted to be larger than
Mira, oCeti, itself over 250 million miles in diameter!

variation of nearly ten magnitudes corresponds to a ten
usand-fold change in light. .. Cannon.

Albireo 192727 0.:3-5.3. Sep.34".5 Thrillingpair!

525 192327 Vis, bin. :8.2-8.2. a=0".95. Per. 243
yrs. Spc. F8. Interesting. Sweep due west from ~.

YRA:
191237 Wide 0.: 5-8. A fascinating field.

56 191330 Semi-glob. Cl. Neighborhood radiant.

PECULA:
~181 1916260.:62-6.3. Sep. 54".6. Charming.

195824 0.: 5.8-6.2. Sep. 0".6. Guide-starstoNeb.

27 195622 PI. Neb. Giant "Dumb-bell," so called on
t of its resemblance with low powers; but with high

magnification the likeness vanishes, as in the case of most
tial analogies to terrestrial commonplaces. Largest of

planetaries-major axis about II' of arc. Faint nucle
I many stars enmeshed like pearls caught in swirls of lace.

etary stage of nova of remote ages. (See photo, p. 199).

CITTA: .
194418 Vis.bin.:5.4-6.4. a=0".3. Per.25.2y. A2.
71195018 Cl. Oazzlingsweepofstar-ciouds l

~ILA: . .

1944110.:6-6.8. Sep.l".5. Color-test.
194110 2.8. Topaz. p~r. 0"29= 112 I y dist. Spc. K2.

119
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AQUILA: Chart 20-C
R 190108 Var. 6: 11.4. Per. 329.3d
Gl Altair 194608 0.9. Par. 0".214= 15.41 y dist. Spc.
A5. R. v .. -27mi.-sec. Mg. 10 comes. White
9XSun's brightness. Central of three stars representmg an
eagle in flight-one of the few skiey similitudes that seems
to be even remotely justified.

"Much less than one per cent. of the starlight is scattered
while traveling for one thousand years through space. Blue and
yellow light travel with the same velocity with an .uncertaInty
of less than one part in ten thousand million years."-Shapley.

15 190704 0.: 6-7. Sep. 37". Gems in a royal crown.

W 191007 Var. 8.4: 14. Per. 493 d.
571950080.:5.1-6 Sep.35".6. A color variant.

SAGITTARIUS:
HIV 51 194014 PI. neb. Like a monster fish-eye.

"With th"e exception of some difficult and doubtful cases,
each galactic nebula has associated with it one or more stars
of a type comformable to its own spectral type. This definite
relation between the spectra of the nebulae and of the associ·
ated stars suggests that the source of luminosity of the nebu
lae is the radiation from those stars. According to this view,
the nebulosity has no intrinsic luminosity, but either is excited
to emission by light from a star of earlier type, or merely re
flects light from a star of later type. From a demonstration of
the nebulosity around Rigel, it appears tIht this luminosity
may be excited at a distance of twenty Iight·years."-Hubble.

U 191916 6.03. Rapid Sp. bin. Per. 7.39 d. Spc. A.
Masses of components, 260 and 54 X Sun. Ludendorf. Under
constant observation, presenting many anomalies.

T 191017 VaL 8: 12.8. Per. 390.2 d.
R 191019 Var. 7.3: 12.7. Per. 269d.

"Though it seems somewhat paradoxical, there is a great
deal of truth in the saying that any good theory brings with it
more problems than it removes. In a like manner, each great

b
advance in modern astronomical theory has brought with it a
ost of new problems, and has opened up new fields of vast ex·

tent. We have seen our concepts of the size of the stellar uni
vd~rse steadily increase. 'Where once we doubtingly discussed

Istanee of a few thousand light·years, we now confidently
I!0stulate distances of hundreds of thousands or millions of
Iilrht·years. With the aid of the methods contributed by the allied
IClences, our field of astronomical discovery has expanded in
li~ke.reater ratio; like our subject matter, it is infinite."-

th ''We should elways keep our minds open to the possibility that
e unexpected may happen, and we should be prepared to observe

tad record Whatever is seen, however unexpected."-Frost.
14/
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('IlAHT 21- A
CULM IN. 9 ~" SEPT 14

Chart 2/-ACEPHEUS:
'X. 2011780.:4.8. Sep.7".4.
~2751 2059560.:6-7. Sep.l".9.

CYGNUS:
1:2658201152 Tr.:7-9-IO.I. Sep.5 1 .5-32".I.
1:2741 205550 0.: 6-7.3. Sep. 1".9.
A!>"TRONOMY AND MATHEMATICS.

When, some years ago a traveler in Egypt. I climbed the Great Pyra·
mid, says my friend, the Hadji, a giant sheik had hold of my
right hand, another gripped my left, and a diminutive imp, all
brawn and sinev.... , closed in at the rear to boost. As each ledge
of ancient masonry just met my chin, and to climb this sky
ward steep would have been impossible for me without assist
ance, I was willing to pay the price; and the way I went aviat
lag upward, dragged and boosted with such skill and agility
that I only touched the high spots, was epical of old Egypt;
and before I realized it I stood on the rectangular open space
~t the top, quite triumphant, and settled down to survey the
historic scene-

"the blear white stretch of sand
With a palm at either hand,"

aad the far·flowing silver ribbon of the Nile fading in the dis·
nee.
About the time of my swift and comparatively easy ascension,
young Oxford man-a powerful athlete-undertook the same

!fOurney hand over foot, ·scorning these costly assistants; and
e passed him quarter-way up, still going strong, game to the:

ast. Poring over my little volume of Egyptian history on
hat remote pinnacle for nearly an hour, I had quite forgottetl

e doughty Briton, when suddenly I saw his blazing face and
ishevelJed torso straining up over the last parapet, with jus'

Gugh breath left in his body to utter a college yell of victol')
a. he rolled over beside me too exhausted to enjoy the fruits of

is enterprise. "There! Dido:t I tell you I could do it withoul
~ of these bally ratters to help me?" he exclaimed.
This experience may be very remote from anything a5trono
ical and more so from mathematics; but I could not help com

eng the man who would scale the heights of science, and wh..
ails himself of all the help at hand with that other who, witl'

I his courage and native strength, goes it alone. The laUe!
y get there-and often does, as history proves; but the mal

ho has geometry at his right hand, trigonometry on his left
d a little of the calculus to boost, is sure to arrive at the pin
ete with swiftness and comparative ease, and be able to en·
y the spectacle from the summits far more than the one who
s, exhausted his strength and zeal in the struggles of an un
alsted journey. A venerable mathematician who had spe1lt

I
y years in the science once said to me, "I fear that I kno\\

t~le or nothing of mathematics. I am like the old German
hdtlologist who, on his death-bed, exclaimed, 'Ach, Gatt! If]
a only spent my whole life on the dative case.'" Now l

there was a great deal about those doughty sheiks that I did
IlOt know, but I do know that they got me to the top strong.:f;..and grateful. with ample time to gather the full significance of the
100' tY, prospect before me which I might have missed utterly had I

lnslSted on .. going it alone."
14J
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201647 Var. 7:10.6. Per.464d. Chart 2/-B
20114;6 Tr. :3.7-5-6.5. Wide.

Deneb 203845 0.:1.3-12. Sep.75".4. Par.0".012
2721 y. R. v., -4mi.-sec. SpC.A2. A super sun!

204744 Sp. bin. 4.7. Per. 2.3d. Spc. B].
410 203740 Tr.: 6.4-6.7-7.7. Sep.0".7-69".
III 56 202040 Open CI. A pageant of splendors!

201940 2.3 Par. 0 ".006= 5401 y dist. Spc. F8p.
200938 Var. 7.2:8.9. Per.413d.

204436 D.: 5-6.3. Sep.O".7.
4333 2.6. Marks eastern arm of "Northern Cross."

203431 Wide 0.: 6-6.1. Sep.3'. Regal domain!

ulpec. 204727 Var. Sp. bin. Per. 4Ad. Spc. F.
Vulpec. 205923 Var.8-12.6. Per. 136.8 d.

gittae 200620 Tr. :6-7.1-83. Sep.II"A-70".7.
LPHINUS:
e constellation of the Dolphin-sometimes called Job's
n, tho like sundry other celestial facetiae, without logi

explanation-is a dainty asterism to the eastward a lit
rth of Aquila; and for all its limitation in size, will be

dquite a varied treasury, particularly for the ambitious
tor of variables. The Eagle and Arrow form with it a
'ently located triangle offairly bright naked-eyestars

204016 Var. 9.4:14.8. Per. 332d.
03816 Var. 9:1404. Per. 277.2d.
04315 D.:4-5. Sep.II".9. Rich duo, gold-green.

103314 Vis.bin.:4-5. a=0",48. Per. 26.8y. F5.
90 202710 0.:7-7.2. Sep. 14".1. Faintquad.sys.
. • is a continuous succession of causes and effects. There is
lDorrow, no yesterday, no today. Life is one. \Ve humans
bave divided them into degrees. Therefore, let each hour he

toward another more beautiful one; let each lost joy pre-
-other greater one; let each failure prepare you for new suc

Let the great joys and the great pains make you strong.
the. Course of your days and create for yourself a sublime des

• }Ive your life in closest contact with your science; and may
.0 hYoU find his own truth, for each one of us is carrying it

IlDlelf."-Bourdelle.
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I. 201008 Var. 84-13.4 284d. Chart 21-C
103 203007 Neb. Vast, lustrous.

ULEUS:
Colt is another limited depository of stellar curios to
theast of the Dolphin, not quite so conspicuous for
, but a lively region for random sweeping.

58060.:7.-7.1. Sep. 2".6. Exceptional.

52051040.:6.7-7.7. Sep.2".1. Crocus-lilac.

403 Vis.bin.:5.8-6.3. a=0".61. 97.4y. F5.
202Aquilae 201006 0.:6.9-7.3. Sep.43".4.
ARIUS.
Water Bearer, the eleventh zodiacal sign, is a vast reo
ith a few scattered objects of moment. and these are
rth consideration. Good prospecting to eastward.

405 Var.:7.6: 12.9. Per.202.5d.
705 Vis. bin.: 6.3-7.6. a=O".64. 135.6 y. F.
I 205911 PI. neb. Prodigious! Ang.diam. 25" X
b:lut equal to orbit of Uranus. Huggins found it gas-

Elliptical, pale blue, said to resemble planet Venus.
y Herschel who assigned to it a class unique.

ICORNUS:
Sea-goat, tenth z:ldiacal sign, the ancients' Southern
y of the .sun, opens widely here; and while somewhat

than Aquarius in this merid ional area, offers few high
aside from its two superb doubles, recorded in ancient

at least one surpassing cluster, M )0, to eastward.

313 0.:3.2-4.1. Sep. 376".1. Magnificent!

515 Wide D.: 3.2-6. Sep.205".3. Prim. Sp.
longest period 1isted-1375.3d! Spc. Gp.
15 0.: 5.5-6.7. Scp.O".1.

'418 D.: 5-7.1. Sep.2".7. Primrose-plum.
.• likely that a part 01 the mass lost by a star through
'" replaced by meteoric inial!. The Sun absorbs at leost

n million meteors a second, or more than a thousand tons
, 1D

1
agnesium. silicon and oxygen, though it is situated in

o space free from nebulosity. But in the case of stars
n~bulous clouds, or even in lighter nebulosity like the

b t
l

e radiative degradation of a star's energy may be re..
a anced, or possibly even reversed. (Shapl".)
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XXII
CHART 22- A

CULM1N. 9 P. M., SEPT. 29

80· ~O·

s

EPHEUS: Chart 22-A
S 213678 V.:8.1 :Il.3. 485.8d.
~ 212770 3-7. Prim. Sp bin. Per.0.19d. BI.

10868 Var.6.1: 1O.1. Per. 387d.
1662 2.6 Par.0".091 =361 y dist. Spc. A5·

210959 D.: 6.1-7.1. Sep. 1".1.
14158 Var. 4:5. lrreg. Hscurious "garnetsidus.··

16 213657 Tr.: 6.3-7.9-8. Sep. 11".7-19".
2149550.:6-7. Sep.19'l Very fine. Cl.sf.

ION AND STAR-PLACEs.-One would imagine that
tof stars in R. A.. and Decl., amounting to no more
a moon's breadth in half a normal lifetime would not
prime importance in the consideration of stellar ad
nts. And yet this slow backward drift of celestial

ude, with the consequent advance of star-places to
ent of 5074/1 of arc yearly, compels a ten-year revis-

our star-maps, and in more precise calculations, with
ter accuracy. If the Ecliptic and the Celestial

or were coincident, star-places would stand una Iter
roUg!l:;ut the ages; but since their poles stand 23 Yz.
one near Polaris, the other in the constellation Draco,
roscopic motion causes the slipping westward of the
tial points less than a minute of arc a year, yet suf

to swing around the entire circumference in 25,900
About 2000 B. c., this intersectional point-the

1Equinox-stood in the constellation Taurus; in the
Hipparchus, its discoverer, B. C. 150, in Aries; until
present day it stands in the western regions of Pis
m which point all right ascensions are computed. In

charts the Epoch 1920 is employed, although many of
r-places are corrected to the current period. The en-
ory of Precession, from its discovery by the amaz

'an to its rn:1sterly elucidation by ewton, reads like
the romances of celestial mechanics that cha!!enc;e

I~~~ for interest. See Book List. Also Polaris, p 29, and Thu-

t Upon .it, nothing is haphazard, things are not left to
ve~thIng is amenable to law and order. Everything

to • ratIOnal.plan, of which we know neither the beginning
eod, but toward which we can help. In face of all that, shall

Ourselves to squabble about trivialities! Or shall we real-
1I'e are the heir of all the ages, that the destiny of mankind
Partly entrusted to us, and that humanity bas a potential

oDd Our wildest dreamsl"

149



YG US: Chart 22-B
M39 212949 Cl. Grand open type.

213843 Var. 8.1-12. Very irregular. Sp. peculiar.
ost popular star with Variable observers. Disc. at Har

vard, 1896. Fairly faint star which at intervals from twenty
ninety days suddenly brightens up a hundred fold, almost
ching the eighth mag. Its rise to maximum is almost un

redictable, and also the speed with which it increases in
. t intensity is variable'. To-night it may be barely visible

a four-inch telescope, tomorrow night it may be at full
'ghtness-the brightest in the field. At other times it
y consume a week or more in attaining its maximum. Is

any wonder that scores of amateurs vie with one another
be the first to catch SSCygni on its rise to maximum?-

Campbell.

210243 eb. Vast, very curious, sharp so. area.
:E447 213641 Tr. 7-7.9-11. Sep.30"-15".
1 210338 0.:5.3-5.9. Sep.15".3. Par.ofprimary,
'.30= 1O.91y. Lum., .06Sun. Pm., 527". SpcK5.

of the four nearest stars in the northern heavens, the
rthree being: Munich 15040, Oph., 6.2 light years dis-

t; Lalande 21185, Leo Minor., 7.9; and Procyon, Canis
inor., 10.9. In the southern hemisphere there are seven

as near to our solar system as 61 Cygni, or nearer.
Our nearest object among tbe stars is the small companion

the visual binary, Alpha Centauri, itself 41·3 light-years
.tant. This ll-mag. star is called Proxima Centauri, with a
oJler motion of 3".90, which value leads to a parallax of
.l!O-4.075 light-years (Luyten). Proxima is tbus computed to
one~sixteenth nearer our system than Alpha, with a period
revolution about its primary measured in bundreds of thous

of years! (Aitken's 'Binary Stars.') Proxima's color index denotes
eme redness; and, intrinsically, is by far the faintest star

which we have any definite knowledge.

211037 Vis.bin.:3.8-8. a=0".91. Per. 47y. Fa.
214028 O. :4-5. Sep. 1".4. Bin. Redgold-purple'

EGASUS: '
214025 Vis.bin.:5-5.1. a=0".2S/ .....Per.l1.3y. F5.
EquuI: 210812 Var.9.1 :14.2. Per. 262d.
15 212611 Glob. Cl.

~~'f>oe wonld think the atmospbere wa. made transparent with thi.
.. : to give man in the beavenly bodies the perpetual presence

e lublime.u-Emerson.
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ePeg. 214009Tr.:25-8.8-11.5. Sep. Chart 22-C
81 ".4-140".3. Contrasty colors.
3 213306 D.: 6-7.4. Sep. 39.1. Others in field.
EQUULEUS:
y 210609 Tr.: 4.1-5.7-11. Sep. 2".1. Attractive.

a 210909 Vis. bin.: 5.3-5.4. a=O".27. Per. 5.7y. F 5.
AQUARIUS:
M2 212902 Glob. CI. Diam. 6'+. Thousands of suns
oompressed into a glowing opalescent mass.

~ 2127053.0. Test mag. 9.9comes,dist. 35".

a 2141163.0. Par.0".11O=29.6Iydist. Spc..A5.
M 30Capricorni 213523 CI. A fairly luminous naked
eye aggregation of ± 12-mg. stars, recorded by Aratus and

her classic historian-Qbservers. N p 41 Capricomi, mag. 5.

.IROUND PLAN OF THE STELLAR SYSTEM.
An observer near the center of one of the remote gigan

'c spirals, contemplating the heavens with its radiant riv
of stars cutting the blue in twain, with here and there
glomerate masses, elongated rifts, shimmering irregular
ts and black blotches, would view somewhat of the spec

Ie presented to us in our familiar Milky Way. As seen
rom a like distance, our galactic spiral might also disclose

rved anTIS and knotted antennae, like a great pin-wheel
ruck motionless; but from a point near the axis, survey

the periphery, these extended arms might possibly be
ured in convolving star-clouds, the entire structure tak

the form of a broad variegated ribbon of light a~dinst a
rk background, the spiral detail, so conspicuoLls from a

. ance. quite nullified by reasons of perspective. In the
tance of r:ur Milky Way, the north polar point situate in
cons':ellation Coma Berenices and the south in Sculptor.

~ central plane cuts the Ecliptic at opposing points
r the solstices at an angle of 60°. This plane, as Her
I observes, "is to the sidereal universe what the plane

V the Ecliptic is to the solar system - a plane of ultimate
Itferencc, the ground plan of the stellar system." - ..

~arlier bas found tbat tbe line of intersection of the invariable
II ..e of the solar system with the central plane of the Milky Way

apparently shifting easterly among tbe stars by 0.35" of arc per
tu
M

ry• A literal interpretation of this result favors a rotation of
• . ilky Way system westerly at the slow rate quoted. Tbe sub

eat 11 extremely difficult and the discovery is for the future to
e·-Campbell.
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Chart 23-A

CRAHT 2:3- A .
XXIII CULMIN.9P.M .. OCT 14 X XII
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See ff Abbrtva..
tions"- Etc.

POlle 21

C
EPHEUS:
I 2873 2201820:6.2-7. 14.

1:2893 221172 0: 5.5-6.2. Sep.29".
~ 220164 D.: 4.7-6.5. Sep.5".6. Fine sequence s.

l:2872 220558 Tr.: 7.1-8-8. Richly diverse region f.

a222658 Prototype of the Cepheid class of short
period Variables-mag., 3.6:4.3. Per. 5d-8h-48m.
Sp. bin. Spc. G. Two lambent Cis. in field.

What the first violin is to the full orchestra, Delta Cephei is
to the full complement of variables. While of short period, the
Cepheids, which l\1iss Cannon calls "the timekeepers of the
heavens," widely distributed and vastly numerous, differ from
the eclipsing short· period variables of the Algol type in that
the light fluctuations are due not to a dark body passing before
a brighter in the line of sight, but to internal pulsations-vast
upheavals in the stellar atmosphere which rise and fall with
amazing regularity, a maximum to minimum often occupying
but three or four hours of time. Cepheids are of giant dimen
sions-probably from one hundred to tln thousand times OUI
Sun's mass-very remote and of exceeding luminosity; hence
their value in determining the distance of clusters in which
they may be located, for there is discovered to be a direct re
lation between veriodicity and absolute magnitude, so that hav
ing found the parallax of the nearer stars of this class, the
dis ..ance of remoter members become computable. By this
method Dr. Shapley has determined the distance of far globular
'Clusters in which Cepheicls have been found, thus revising and
broadening our whole theory regarding these outposts of space.

Krueger 60 222457 Vis. bin,: 9.3-108. a=2".86.
Per. 54.9 yrs. Spc. Ma. Par. 0".256= 12.51 y.
. A faint but remarkable double, being one of the nearest to u~
!n point of location, in consequence of which we have a more
Intimate kno\"1ledge of the two reciprocal masses. Both units
are small, one but one·thil-d and the other one-seventh of our
Sun; but with density far greater, leading Russell to contend
that both stars are "nearing the very end of their evolutionary
period." According to Aitken. the faint companion of Kreuger
60 is of the smallest. mass so far established for any star; and
thboe phenomenally rapid orbital motion of the two tiny suns
... ~t a common gravitational center make them objects of ex
""tPtIOl1al astronomical interest. Ninth-magnitude stars are usu
a Iy at a distance approximating 400 light years which, in the
~se of a binary of such small mass, would make the computa·
bon of its elements impossible by any modern methods. Kreu
ller

d
60, being only 12.5 light years distant, makes this possibl'

an altogether unique. -
"Adams has shown that matter at least 2000 times denser than

platinum is not only possible, but actually exists in the stellar uni
'\"erse."-Eddi1lgtoll.
I uTo make observations carefully, to keep accurate records, to
.:~ave nothing to chance, and to pass over no point of differenCE
,,::out. seeking a reason for the discrepancy, are all fundamental

ora In scientific discovery."-Curtis. .
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CERTA: Chart 23-B
e constellation of the Lizard is a con-
usly placed modern asterism, being banked on the

s, and w, by Ceph., Andr., Pegas., and Cyg., almost
'lly within the confines of the accompanying chart, and
recorded by Hevelius,in 1790. Though it displays no
'81 units brighter than the fourth magnitude, as an

gation half enclosed in the Milky Way, it offers a no
field for explorations.

11175 221249 CI. Massed star-jewels.
21646 4.6. Sp. bin. Per. 2.6d. Spc. B5.
223841 Var.:8.3:14.6 Per. 299.4d.
223739 5.1. Sp. bin. Per.0.193d. SpC.82.
23239 Double-D.:6.5-6.5:8.5-1O. Superb I

22439 Var. 8.2:12.9. Per. 240d.
attered through all our ~alactic space there are not only
Ie stars and nebulae, brIght and dark, but there is also

matter, which, in the aggregate mass, has been estimat·
be greater than is contained in all the stars. There are

supposed to be more dark, invisible stars than luminous
"-Dean.

ASUS:
220632 4.4-51. Fine wide pair.

23829 3. I. L. p. Sp. bin. Per. 818 d. Spc. G.
225927 2.2. Var. giant. Par. 0".026= 125

ist. Spc. Mb. Angular diameter, 81 million miles.
t's vast luminous circumference would thus enclose
than 94 of our Suns within its confines.

202243.6 Sp.bin. Per.1O.21d. Spc.F5.
24624 3.7. With ),Peg., s p, a colorful prospect.
t of Our big facts seem to fall into a consistent whole. He

~ be a rash fool who would dare to maintain tbat the scheme
is is surely the true one. Discovery has followed discovery at

• pace of late that another decade may well find evidences of a
~dferent tenor. The problem of the evolution of the uni.
IS too large to be exhausted in a few generations. Even il
gth the foundations of its solution shall seem to be estab·

it will doubtless occupy a thousand years of astronomical
f to fill out the noble outlines of the structure. and reveal
ull beauty the grand system of celestial hosts.-Abbot.

rAatronomy gives us a new scale of measurement and a new or.
of Ideas. Even a world-war seems only a local affair of some

erned asylum in the presence of this ordered march of illim.
trorlds."-Aitken.
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222504 0.: 5.8-7.2. Sep. 1".2. Chart 23-C
UARIUS:
20100 Mag. 3.2.
224000.:4-4.1. Sep. 2".5. Incenterofcross.

4 224304 Tr.: 7-7.5-8. Sep.4".1-55".8.
221905 D.: 5.6-5.7. Sep.O".7.
224314 D.: 6-9. With -r;1 s p, very sightly.
222216 0.: 6-6. Sep.7"4.
25120 Var.: 8.2: 14. Per. 279.7 d.
. c. Aus. 225330 1.3. Par. 0'.128=25.5 Iy dist.
.A]. The constellation Piscis Australis-the South
Fish-lies too low on the horizon in our latitudes to

rage extensive observation: but this bright particular
(Fom-al-hut. the Fish's mouth), is a 'very sightly autumn

t from the southland, the eighteenth in the order of
'sl brilliants.

SPEED.~Ancbserveron the platform c fa trans-conti
llimited might find it beyond his powers to estimate,

any degree of exactness, the speed and direction of oth-
ing trains, motorcars, aeroplanes, or humbler vehi

some moving in the same direetion, some tangent, and
apparently backward. and all at varying velocities.

what of the computer of stellar motions on his eighteen
per-second observation car-the Earth-in its orbit

the Sun, itself speeding at a twelve-mile-per-second
toward an indefinite point in the constellation Hercules!
rentIy swirling at random like swarming bees, these

"5warms have been found to be moving in mass forma
in a preferential way along the great celestial thorough

And these swarms include not only stars of every spec
"type, from the white-hot super-suns to the dwarf car-
stars,but clusters and nebulae. the slow~movinggiants
ing along at a 21 km.-sec. snail-pace, the dwarfs plung

precipitously through space-deeps at an average rate of
• and some of them far swifter. "No douht," observes

t, .. this remarkable procession of stars and other celes-
objects has a profound bearing on the great subject of

Cf..~lutionof the universe. All the hosts of heaven seem
.-ucar one allegiance to. and to be governed by, one princi-

of.order. Though there is infinite variety ofdetail, there
tire unity of organization. The Universe is one••~
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EPHEUS: Chart 24-A

7r 230573 0.:5-7.5. Sep.l".!.
'l'Cephei, mag. 3.4, holding forth brilliantly 1° to the

northeast, completes the classic configuration of the 'starred
Ethiopian monarch' comprised in CIt, ~, 0, t, and 'It Ceph.

02315670.:5.1-77 Sep.2".6. Their primrose and
lilac tints seem to appear stronger with relatively poor see
ing, or thru a faint aurora, as is the case with circumpolar
stars in particular. The sharpest skies are not always the
best for comparative observation.

CASSIOPEIA:
One of the richest constellations of the northern galactic

'lrea, beginning at this hour and extending majestically to
ward the northeast, comprising some of the noblest ob
jects to lure the explorer: famous groups, clusters and vari
colored units of great brilliancy in the clear blue of the po
lar skies, with a Variable-field scarcely surpassed in any
constellation of equal area, there being more than a score
of both the long and short period under close observation
and annotation by zealous observers in various parts of the
world. This constellation alone is worthy of years of in
tensive research.

E3053 235865 0.:6-7.3. Sep.15".!.
62344610.:5.7-7.9. Sep.I".7. Orange-gold.

M52 232061 Cl. Extended center, fairly clear.

3037234160 Tr.:7-8.5-9. Sep.3"-29". Contrasty.

V 230759 Var.7.8:12.4. Per. 228.8d.
E496 232558 Mult.:4.8-10:7.4-8.9. Prim. aSp.

bin. Per. 6 d. Spc. B3. Neighborhood truly dazzling.

J30ss6142 2350566.5. Sp.bin. Per.l3.4ld. p II'n.
H30 235356 Cl. Radiant. Pronounced 'Most superb!'

a 235455 D.: 5.4-7.5. Sep. 3". Teeming with jewels.

R 235350 Var. 7.1-12.9. Per. 43!.4d.
la"The man 01 science spends his lile trying to discern the work
togs of nature's law in order that thought and deed may conform
beeaature's harmony. The more he investigates~he more sure he
h ornes that order prevails, and that there is no supernatural

Cenomens, nor ever have been. But we must hasten to add that
~ ~now. lull well that only part 01 nature i. or can be revealed
I.- lID; and that beyond what he knows as science is a vast realm
-yond the reach of experiment."-CockereU.
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GREATEST OF ALL TELESCOPES NOW BUILDING.
dom has the world been thrilled with the prospect of a new en~
of science as by the announcement that a 200~in. reflector
the size and four times the power of the Mt. \Vilson giant

be, within the next few years, an accomplished fact. The mod·
made, the necessary millions in money pledged, the staff 01
c~ors, foremost men in their various specialty in the world,

ized, and a proper site omv being sought. The mirror, 16 ft.
cter (about 240 sq. ft. of area), will penetrate space deeps
all imagining, picking up billions of new stars of the 25th

and less, and uIsland Universes" at a distance of 400,000,000
years, revealing to us the secrets of their size, velocities in

composition, temperature and other facts wrung from these
t celestial units by the wonder-working spectrograph and

camera in master hands. In solar and planetary research the
8 to be conferred cannot be estimated nor predicted, with
present problems solved and doubtless new ones encountered.

te are we of this generation who may live to see the fruits
new miracle of man's ingenuity in the eternal quest of truth.

e astronomers equipped with more powerful instru
and probably with more effective methods, will carryon

8
th
tars fainter and more distant. It is by taking successive

be
at great problems eventually reach their solution." 

11.
is abundant room for the development of new and brilli·

.etho~s of attacking astronomy's larger probleIJ.1s. In general,
, It appears probable that future odvances WIn depend upon

-;mulation of many discoveries concerning the units of any
~ object!il, aod upon the careful and systematic analysis of

ta for the basic truths of stellar evolution."-Curtis.
.J63

ROMEOA: Chart 24-B
231248 5.0. Rose-jewel, comes.
233245 4.0. Sp. bin. Per. 20.54 d. Spc. K.
500 233343 0 :6.1-7. Sep.0".5. 3'h.And.
V 18 232242 PI. neb. Bright, bluish green, elliptic
Diam.,20". Var. nucleus and two oval rings.

231341 ,5.9. Sp. bin. Per. 3 22 d. Spc. Az.
050 235533 O. :6-6. Sep.2".0.
GASUS:
2318310.:5.5-7.5. Sep.O".5.
235526 Vis. bin. 5.8-11. a=0".82. Per. 26.4y. G.
231425 Var. 8.1:12.7. Per. 342.7d.
rkab 230114 2.6. Dist., 2721 y. 5 w cor. of Great D.

tSquare of Pegasus: From Alpha (Markab) n 12' to Beta (Scheat);
e 13' to Alpha And., (Alpheratz). on the Equinoctial Colure;
s 12' to Gamma Peg., (Algenib); and back 15' to Markab.

2348110.:6.9-7.3. Sep 18".6.
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ETERNAL MYSTERY OF SPACE.
catalogue and classify with exactness the faunas of the Five

and let to confess only a vague theory as to the nature of the
·um in which they live, would be a serious challenge to science.

while of various celestial units we have reasonably exact
"ledge, of space itself we have only vague hypotheses. Whole

ies have been written upon its mysteries, many abandoning
dimensional reasoning entirely. employing metageometrical

ods of 8tt8ck-a fourth, fifth or sixth-dimensional argument,
·ng the same relation to Euclidean geometry that metaphysics
• to pure physics-vague and imponderable. Still, a few facts
quite within our grasp: namely, that interstellar space is

Ie, 8S Einstein proves; that its te:nperature is absolute zero;
it is not "emptyt" as Eddington shows, supporting at least
material atom to every cubic centimefer of its content; that,

rding to Lodge, its functions arc gravitation, cohesion, light,
• tion and clectro-dynamics-"a vast storehouse of energy in a
tioDal ether which only, or mainly. manifests itself in localized
·ons apprehended by us as particles or waves. II The term
er," as Prof. Born points out, is only a compromise, uno

denoting a substance with its traditional attributes;" and
el8Dn recently contended that the actual existence of an ether
rs to be l:inconsistent with the theory of relativity; yet with ..

• medium of some sort, how can the propagation of light-waves
lained?" Truly, as Nc","cornb remarked years ago, "Progress

in the solution of the greatest problems when measured by
me want to k11OW. Some questions may require centuries,
thousands of years for their answer."

e fundamental basis on which science rests is the orderliness
e universe. That it is not a chaos has been confirmed by an
ous amount of experience, and the principle that it is orderly

80W universally accepted. This principle is completed in a fun.
_tal respect by the doctrine of evolution. According to the

ental principle of science the universe was orderly yesterday,
. erly today, and will be orderly tomorrow. According to then.e of evolution, the order of yesterday changed into that of

ID a continuous and lawful manner; and the order of today
&!» Over into that of tomorrow continuously and systematically.fAll, the universe is not only systematic and orderly in space,

10 in time."-Moulton.
165

231508 Var.:8:[3.3. Per.318.8d. Chart 24-C
QUARIUS:
3008 231908 0.:7-8. Sep.7".5.
993 230909 0.: 7-8. Sep. 25 ".6. Field diverse.
2311090.:4-8.5 Sep.46".6. Pairs abound.
231413 0.: 5.2-7.2. Sep. 13".4. Colorful.
233815 Var. 6.4: [0.3 Per. 386.8 d .
Ceti 235715 Var. 7.4:[4.5. Per. 351.2d.
7 234119 0.: 5.3-6.5. Sep,5".6.
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-------Special Chart Index
SELECTED LIST OF LEADING CELESTIAL FEATURES Neb. Page Neb. Page Cis. Page Cis. Page

-
- Aurig;~' I -cM-onoe.Index to Constellations, page 19- Eridani HV51141

H60 45 M24 135 M38 55 HVI2763
I ::'tar Page Star Page IStar Page Star Page Star P;;;;- H26 51 Sf;xtantis M37 55 M50 63I --- ----- --- --=..

HVl1263Androm. CassifJp. y 125 BRigel 57 ~ Merak83 Herculis HI3-4 67 Caneri
0; 25 0; Shedir 23 lJ 119 ,Bellat·57 y 89 HV50121 HI63 87 M44 OphiuchiI.:>Alpheratz B 23 Geminor. It Saiph 57 Phecda ~5 121 Tauri Presere H40 123
'Y. 31 23 0; Castor 67 Pegasi 0 95 Hydrae H21 49 M67 73 MIO 123y
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0 ·29 BPollux 67 0; 163 HIV1787 MI 55 Can. Yen. MI2 123
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E 29 y 61
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M3 103 M9 129

0; 159
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General Chart Index -- 47 HV42 97 13 27 Cygni

Androm. 94 165 54 61 ~ - 41 1\151 103 5 27
25 R 165 69 ex 145

ex Bootis r, 41 R 103 42 33 139
~ 31 W 165 69 ~

41 3511 103 91 33 145
107 16-; ex 109 Capric. .y

y 31 41 25 103 MIOO 33 139
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TYPFS OF

ILLUSTRATION SECTION

CELESTIAL PHENOMENA

Ji;

THE c;REAT NEBULA OF ORION-Messier 42-Most impre,..
ive or the tlifTuse type, enveloping the rare multiple star. Theta Orionis.
Proto reve31s much of the nebula's internal stru(:ture and the location
o the aorgeous Trapezium, easily seen with a 3", or over. Receding as
a whole at the rate or 17.5 km.-see., with a probable revolutionary peri
od of 300,000 years. The unknowngr6en spectral lines of unebuleum"ak:,ryo\\' hclie.veJ lO he known e1ernents under Jouhle and triple iunize..
t In a medium inCOnl'l.:lvuhl \' rare - one millionth of a billionth of vur
8tmosMere - at which ratc or" rroportlon one~tenthof our earth's mass
COUld fill a globe as lar>\" as ,he orhit of Neptune' Nevenheless. the

fear Onon Nebula (ont~m:, cnuu!.l.h matter to form a cluster of 10,000
"Un~II\';JI!It1~nllr()Wn SeeC-hnfl"(' r"''' 'i7anJiQ (LlckObs.f'hoto).
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NOVA AQUILAE Ill. 1918. About the middle of the eighth centuryf·
A. 0 .. (seven hundred and thirty-odd years befOle the discovery 0

America by Columbus). a mild>ty catastrophy took place in the heart of
the constellation of Aquila. the Eagle. A star of the II tho ma~Oltude
(8 hundred times fainter than visible with the naked eye. tho fairly cor
parable with Durown Sun in actual size), either exploded utterly or e se
encountered another, perhaps a massive burned-out sun, or a vagrant
nebula, in its swift space-flight. Within a few hours it flamed up to a
maximum rivalled by Sirius alone. 400.000 times the luminosity of our
Sun I Now. of the millions of people abroad on the earth in that far daY
1160 years ap;o, not one made note of it, nor even beheld it, for the rea·
son that the tidings of that celestial cataclysm. travelling earth

w3ud ht

the constant rate of 186)00 miles per second, did not reach us tI ~ e
night of the seventh of June. 1915. Here a new world. 3 new gener3tlO~
of investigators and a new astronomy greeted it with tools of tCsisrty
of which they of that dark era had not the vaguest conception. . oW f
then this flaming aegis of the sky paled to the lusterless proportIOns ~I
1\ planetary nebula. after the manner of its class, resuming Its or~lnva
magnitude. with occasional brightening variations. At prese~~ . °di_
Aquilae III is of mag. 10.5. surrounded by a nebulous sheathdIS" 'nuth
ameeer Easily glimpsed with moderate powers, 10° west an SO otO
of Altair. mag. 0.9. The tiny circle on the upper margin of the ph e"
represents the comparative size of the Nova a few days bt:

fore
the Wfl

plosion, which, jfthat distant sun had a system of planets llkeqOCT ~3g~
must have destroyed them all almost instantly' See Chart 1 - ,
135. (Photo by Dr. Hubble. Mt. Wilson. Exoosure 45min)
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GLOBULAR CI USTER'·· .exam Ie . ~ , nJ eSSIer 13, 111 Hercules. Most notable
hithel? ~ Its type. Forty-five thousand suns whose light-journey
hundr:dal h began before the rla':"tl of civilization on earth over a
hall not t dousand years ago. Dlam., 10 parsecs :32 light years. A
and' Ant: 15Chof blaz~ng su1?s: red super giants rivaling Betelgeuse
OUr own SS. lue:-wl11te UnIts and myriads .of .fainter ,yellow like
Total I .un ,wInch would be utterly lost In Its brillIant mazes
tnassed bmmoslty, 50,000 times Sun·s. Center appears den;el;
by rna' ~t nu~lear stars doubtless are separated from one another
Coverede ~ an ,,0,000 astronomical units. No internal motion dis
plus S· t °c Clusters as a class have a radial velocity of 100 mi·sec

'. ee hart l7-B, p 121. (Lick photo). .,
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Partially condensed type of SPIRAL NEBULA, M 81, in Ursh:'~~:
jor, some of the peripheral condensations appe~nn~of ~ft3g~dfscloses
ter, the spectrum being of t~e solar type. Incllna~lonI ~ dial vcloci
the presence of dark obscunng matter. t'v1ean residua f? tWO

ty (recessional l, about 400 mi.les per sec, Estimated d7'7tan(phoLO,
million light years! For locatIon, see Chart to-A, page .
Mt. v..'i1son Obs. 60" reAector: exposure ·P;' hrs.)

, f the spirals
"We must think of our Galaxy as a companlO11 0 to our

seen in the telescope; and that we are prob,~blr as near
nearest spirals as they are to olle another. -Dean.
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TRI FID .'\EB"CLA, lHessier 20, in Sagittarius. r\ conspicuous
naked-eyed phenomenon in the densest central at"eas of the :Milky
Way. Dark lanes of obscuring cosmi.c matter lie between us and
the Rare of luminous dust-clouds that veil the massive suns incitin~
lhe radiation, since a star of even the first magnitude will illuminein ar~a Over twenty light years in radius, ann thel-e must be many
ar bnghter, of various spectral types from 0, (hlue-white) to h.
(red-solar). \Vhole mass probably in a high state of -expansive tur
bulence that has required millions of years to attain its present size:
and aspect. Messier 20 and its rich environs are worth v of long
~nLd _patient study, For location, etc" see Chart l1\-r. Jl 129,

Ick Ohs. photo. Exposure, 3 hc'i.)
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DI,.TUSE NEBULA. Messier 8, in Sagittarius, Irregular type, 'w~f
in the gala:tic equatorial region. the densest area~ of the MilkY fitS
system. Din-:ens:ons, several square degrees: merging mto othersd~rflll
class which a~Jounj in this bewil:ierinz cO'11am, notably thi won eding
Trifid Nebula and M. 21, on the north. Distance, probab y ex~~~s io
100,000 parsecs (326.000 light years). Small propermot1Ch~'i1rusioO of
"'olved, from mags. t to 13, r.adlatlng en~rgy which ~lves t otherwise
set f-Iuminous incandescence In the cosmiC cloud which wOl.!l~s of giant
be as dark as its blackest rifts that doubtless obscure myna will be,
suns in remoter. space deeps, never yet seen by man and Fevelocatiol1,
Very impressive with clear seeing and low power ocular. 0:hrs)
etc" see Chart 18-C, p. 129. (Lick Obs, photo. Exposure, .
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THE WHIRLPOOL NEBULA, Messier 81, in Canes Venatlci. First
~b.UL.l that,determined Spirals to be of a distinct clagg. On account of
their ~ast distance, (Curtis finds by comparison of galactic Novae with

Ose .1": Spirals that the latter objects lie at a distance approximating
~ m,lilion light years!) these extra-galactic wonders are disclosed in all

Ut a;r.ge ~pertures as misty blotches in dark sparse fields. But higher
:fgOlficatlOn reveals them in their true splendor as seen above-colos
up sUd and world-building prodigies in vorticose motion that requires
cesw.ar s of a hundred thousand years to complete one revolution 1 Re
theSI0':l~1 velo::ity: 620 km.-sec. Prof. Jeans observes in such spirals as
incrWhirlpool Nebula a slow development from the globular type under
srageashd urge of motion until it becomes lenticular, at which critical
fror: ~ e arms begin to condense at the periphery, finally separating
(M~ eW~arent body under tidal action from outside sources.

. Iison Obs. photo Exposure, 10hr. 45min.)
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GRE'" I ~1:Bl;LA Uf' I\NDROMEDA-Messler 11, Inclin~d Il'
to line of sight. Leng,tL,l'", Dial11_. 14.000 rar~ec~ (nearly "lO.O~
light yr.ars Nuclear mass equal ~o seve~1ty n1.llllon Sun'" lIke ollrlo~h.
Solar type spectrum. Outer regions thick with gUtnt star.,. N~lg81
bonnR nehulae belong to the parent system, being of like recession
radial velocity: 286 miles per second d

About fifty variable stars. thirty-six of which are Ccphdds. ~~n.
eighty Novae, have been observed by Hubble in the s~~ldy or t~~~~'id!l
dro:neda Nebula, rerc'rb Dr. AJams, of Mt. Wil~on. I hese l l~ ~nd
establish a good r-er iou-luminosity curve for periods between

h
ttcph"

seventy days. At the (h:-.tance of the Nebula indicated by t ~ d~ of
cids (neady a miliion light years), the mean absolut~ m81?k ltU cao
the Novae is -5 2 beside which our own Sun would shine It e a
die amid a blaze ;'f arc-lights! See Chart I-B, ps. 25 - 27.
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~ARK ,NEBULA in Orion, Rara illustration of occulting clourls
ce~~dilc matter whic:h abound in the galactic regions, obscuring:

d ng to Prof. Bailey, upwards of 10,000 suns to every square
t:greel Indeed, the entit'e Milky Way is apparently divided into
12~oftar-streams by a vast longitud~nal ,sweep of .opaque material,
on rom Cygnus to Centaurus, which, If torn aSide would reveal
ea.~ ~nbroken band of light from millions of suns 'now eternally
hftnal~edJ mat~y perhaps far more brilliant than those now seen
by j)',ng the silvery garment of the Galaxy. See ps. 3J,47 (Photo

uncan J }rh. \Vilson. Exp, 3 hr5.)
/8/
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THE PLEIADES. in Taurus, renowned in classical anJ Holy Writ·51fO
Dbscrved with moderate powers. Finest of the open cluster type· dl
sufls:md photographically (tho probably remoter and thus finre1a~ysi:
2000 more. Cluster, according toOt. Hale, comprises "a de nltef~'per
cal group of common origin anJ movement in ~ace" 8~ the ra~io white
century-a Moon's breadth in 5400 years. B-type giants, ue-'ghth:
gold and violet. (in whose midst our own Sun would sh1r:te as an ~ass or
magnitude unit only), involved in far-reaching nebulOSity, the ld AI.
each of the five brightest exceeding ourluminary eight hundred fo ture of
cyone, the super-giant IUcida of the group, has a surface D"PT~mpler,
12,000· to 15,OOO·C., (Sun: 6000·C ), as determined by r. Pleiades
.. causing light emission of great intensity:' Diameter of the than the
group, 10 '- y" and distance, 325 '- y. -five times more rem

k
otObs )

Hyades, See Chart 4-B, p. 43. (Photo by Barnard, Yer es '
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"DUMB-BELL" NEBULA, M27, Vulpec. A vast pearl·white
~lipsoidal unit of great interest, several stars of low magnitude
Illumining an exceedingly tenuous globe of gas comparable in con
tent to a cubic foot of air expanded to a cuhic mile. Probably in
rotation with a period of several thousand years. Diameter, about
9~OO astronomical units. Parallax, .002. Over 1600 light years
distant. Notwithstanding extreme tenuity contains enough suh
stance to ultimately form a star cluster. See location, Chart 20 B,
p. 1.19.
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SPIRAL NEBULA, HV24. Comae Ber. Typical of its lenticuly
form, bulging midway and fad~ng along the exten~ing a~ms, 3

f
i~~

of dark obscuring matter slashing- the nuclear section. ,ytth a tall
star at center A test ohject for a six·inch. Spirals are Incalcu at~ e
in numher, s~attered thrc:>t1.14hottt the regions of the pateh.~f r~:
Milky Way. Perhaps ortgInally globular, they assume t ell ~
sent for:ns under the stress of gr~vita~ion ~~1d hi~h.speed ~~ti~~IO~i
Inconceivably remote and vast In SIze. POSSible reser of
future galaxies, if not in.deed alre3:dy. C(':)tllPo~!ng Syc~:;;~ 13,
innumerable stars too far distant to diSCriminate. See

p. 97. . like while
The central unresolved parts of spirals are somethmg t pecked

dwarfs of eno~mous size, where the atoms are as closefY ~rBV.
08 in the interior of the companion of Sirius, whose Th aC~otions
ity is 35,000 times greater than ~hat on t~e Earth.. 1 :main un·
in the spiral arms of these vast Island UnIverses stl1 r
explained on the basis of Newton's law. (Jeans.)

1114

OWL NEBULA, M97, Drs, Maj. One of the most remarkable
of the planetary type. Mag. 12 central star quite discernible with
good seeing, and two others fainter involved in gaseous envelope',
with apparently totally encit-cling outer ring. Diameter, 200" of
arc, probably ten times the orbit of Neptune. Perhaps a giant
solar system in the making. For location, see Chart 12 A, p. 89..

. Planetary nebulae are so called because each presents a disc
Instead of a point of light, like a star, although they are of stell.ar
structure at their centers. S01netimes the starry nucleus IS qUite
absent, but in the case of the Owl N chula it is quite bright in
contrast with the silvery lustre of the surprising configuration in
which it appears involved. The central star is of 'Type 0, denoting
a very high temperature, probably thirty thousand degrees, Cent.
Though there is apparent density, nevertheless more distant stars
are sometimes seen through more than a hundred billion miles of
!he nebular content surrounding the nucleus, giving evidence of
It~ extreme tenuity. These objects are extremely remote, with
hlR'~ velocity in space for all their size calculated to be from five
to eight hundred times the diameter of the earth'~ orhit.

18J



RING NEBULA, M57, in Constellation Lyra. One of the most
beautiful and unique of the planetaries, easily sighted and .strong
enough in outline to be examined. Only annular type ![hmpsed
with ordinary telescopes. The nuclear star, about mag. 12.), se~ms
brighter because of its spectacular framing, and with good seetng,
even the fainter star, s f, may be glimpsed. A vast and very rem,:,te
globe of gas whose central star might enclose our S';1n and e~t.lrt
solar system Elliptical, 83" by 59". The planetanes, of W 1I~ 1

there are fe~er than one hundred and fifty, tend to congregate In

the Milky Way where stars are found in greatest numbers" APi
paTently revolving on their axes, and of,exceeding}y con~phca;l~\
structure, they are complex forms and show certalll motlo~? fon
accounted fqr by gravitational laws, but due perhaps ~o ra lt~~cls
pressure or other forces as yet unknown to us. Curtis c.on rity
that the planetaries, owing. to. their high space v.eloc~ty, their ;:!i{es,
and other factors, do not IndIcate stellar evolutIOn In earl>:, s 'ery
but are sporadic cases of collisions or celestial cataclysms. A v
puzzling class." See Chart 19 B, p. 133.

NUBECULAR MINOR, Small Magellanic Cloud, .004873
Tucanae. Area about ten square degrees. Distance, over 100,000
hght ~ears. High recessional speed. Over <a quarter of a million
stars In this Cloud are each a hundred times brighter than our
. ur.t,. which, in their midst, would be an object of about mag. 23,
tJ.1VISlble in our greatest telescopes. Whole region surpassinglyd.ch, particularly in Cepheid variables by which the distance ofdCloud was determined by shapely, super·giant stars, globularin open clusters, diffuse nebulae, etc. Globular Clusters, 47
a "da!,a~, lies in field as photographed at Harvard Arequipa station,

n 1S Itself a stupendous object, milk white with ruddy center.
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THE SOUTHERN CROSS in the Constellation of the Centaur,:~~:
30 0 from the South Pole, (in.dicated by white lines, t,:-,rntng~:'arnoIJ5
wise), with vast sweep of t tffuse Neb. at extreme right. t. 4~ It.
"Coal Sack" in center. and Alpha Ce.nt.. our nearest st~r. (~ls~~i1lianr.
yr5.) at extreme left. The So. Cross IS small but exceptlona Y
Har;,'ard Obs, photo, Arequipa Station.
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THE SOLAR SYSTEM
While the stars and other" fixed" celestial units lend themselves to

arts of the cartographer, to map tf Ie positions of the Moon and plan
(save day by day and even hour hy hour), would be manifestly im-

ssible. Current positions and configurations are given in the severa I
thly publications listed in ~he Appendix, and with exact notation

for every day in the American, British and other Nautical Almanacs.

Annular Eclipse, April 28, 1930, Photo by Ansel Easton Adams, at
Camptcnville, California.
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THE SUN

SYMBOL 0

SUN-SPOT Maxima Periods, ahout a decade apart, may
be called the Jubilee Years of Apollowhen, from an as
tronomer'~ standpoint, he holds forth most brilliantly.

Still, there is seldom an interval between when one or more'
of these stupendous outbursts in the Sun's photosphere are'
not visible, and even the thrill-proof celestial campaigner is
often awed and spellbound before some sudden solar cata
clysm that merits world-wide record. For the amateur a
~ystematic survey of the Sun, whiTe never-failing in impress
iveness, frequently brings important scientific results. Par
ti:ularly is this true if the telescope is supplemented with a
camera' for making permanent record. (See eliapterson Astra
photograrhy and The Spectroscope. Also the detailed description of
Dr Hale'sSpectrohelioseope for Amateurs).

SUNSPOTS - Direct Photogniph and Hydro/len SpectroheliOg
raph

.
SOLAR PROMINENCES, Mt. W!lson Obs.
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miies.

.: Mean apparent, 32' 4". In miles, 866,500. Surface Area-:
12,0CI0 times Earth's.

5: 33~,OOO times Earth's. Volume: 1,300,000 time, Earth·s.
slty: O..255-about ~ne:-Quarter e£ Earth:s density, ene -and

one-half limes the denSIty of water. Surface Gravity: 27.6
A 2OCJ-pound man would weigh over two and tllree-quaner tOllS
on the SUI1.

Rotation: 27.25 days, synodic; 25.35 days, sidereal.

Photo by Wm. Henry. Brooklyn, N. Y.

lterature: Surface, 7000° C., or 12,000° F. Interior temper
e estimated in millions.

'8 Gravitational Pull: Equal to a steel rod 30CO miles ill di
eter, extending from Earth to Sun. Light: Equals s:x hUll

ed thousand Moons, or fifty billion first-magnitude stars.
e~t: If equally distributed, would ill one year melt a shell

• ICe one hundred and fourteen feet thick surroulldillg the en
..!e Earth. Perpendicular enel gy reilresents three horsepo,\ier
....,r square yard of space on Earth's surface.
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Principal Solar Features: Photosphe~e, chromosphere and co
rona. Photosphere is the source of.ltght and hc:;at, where SUn.
spots and faculae abound. Above lS, the reversIng layer, Com.

p03ed of incandescent gases, som~\vt1at cooler, about a thollS_

TOTAL ECLIPSE OF THE SUN. PhotJ by Wm Henry, Brooklyn, N Y

and miles in depth, in which the spectr<;lscope d}scloses many
of t~Ie elements found on Earth, ~nclo.slllg all IS the ch;dm~f
sphere possibly ten thousand miles In depth, compos
glowin'g gases chie~)' hydrogen; and lastly the vast outer
sheath of the ~orona which extends outw.ard i!lto space ~~;~~
mill;on~ of,m:les, see'\ only on t)le occaSiOn ot a toti1 e~IO~;l,
when the Intenser photosphere IS blotted o.ut by t le ("f a')hi
and the other solar features may be exal!Il1\ed photoe,r I

cally, and more. im:)Qr:t~ant_still, spectroscOI~tcally. e uire
Light Sun to Earth, 500 seconds-8m., 20s. Sound would r Qners
foul~teen years; an aeroplan~, on~ hundred; and relay run.
seven hundred to CO\'er a ltk~ dlstance. . Moon

[f Sun were a hollow sphere, With Earth at ltS center, the and
would describe a circle half way between the center
Sun's circumference. tic energy,

Sunspots: Colossal storm-centers of solar and magne f miles in
ranging from a few hundred to many thousands 1 phere.
diameter, at various .levels,. some deep in the p IOtb~' com
some at higher elevat~ons, wlth a dark umbra (Ol~]Y cloud 
parison), and converglng fllame':1ts of photosphdr~cncircle the
sources of magnetic energy suffiCient to reach an
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Earth and account for many disturbing phenomena. General
distribution of sunspots between Lat, 5° and 40°, N. or S ..,
few near the Equator and none at the Poles. No true theory
of sunspots es.ta,blished: whether causes or effects, of external
or internal OrIgm.

We do not believe that the magnetic fields in sunspots can di~
y affect the earth. The best existing evidence points to the

·ew that auroras and terrestrial magnetic storms are caused by
ectrified particles shot out from eruptive regions which usually
rround Rctive spots. Thus very huge Quiet spots, with intense
gaetic fields, may cross the disc without producing magnetic
nus on the earth. Such eruptions can easily be seen with the

trohelioscope.-Dr. Hale.
"Hale's measurements of the flow of hydrogen in the vicinity of

spot vortices have afforded new evidence in support of his pre-
U8 conclusions that the law of gyratory storms in the solar at
phere is the same as the terrestrial law of cyclonic storms.H



Jams.

Photo by Wm. Henry.

Earth's diameter as viewed from Sun, 17".6 of an arc. All the
nets together receive but one hundred millionths of Sun's
at energy. The remainder is lost in space, Each square foot
Sun's surface radiates energy of 10,000 horsepower per min·

If Earth fell into the Sun, it would supply heat for ninety
e years, and the whole planetary system for 46,000 years. If
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Sun were fed only by cosmic bodies drawn into it, the Earth too
would receive meteoric matter to the weight of fifty tons an
nually per square mile, its axis changed and day lengthened_
a manifest. absurdity. If Sun's internal combustion is kept up
by consuming Itself, even If It were pure coal, It would not last
5000 years-a mere instant in the star's. life-history. If by can.
vection-the outer components fallIng Iota and feeding the in.
ternal furnace-since from the size of Neptune's orbit the Sun
has shrunken to its present proportions, it would have burned
out in a mere fifteen million years. The whole question then
What keeps up the Sun's mighty forces? is as much a corr.ple~
mystery as ever; but the answer at last seems dimly foreshad_
owed in the progressive discoveries of radioactive elements
whose disintegrations yield a maximum amount of enerp'"y to a
minimum loss, or transmutation, of these elements-the break
ing up of atoms into electrons under inconceivable pressure and
of heat millions of degrees beyond anything producible by lab
oratory methods. Here is a problem we would all love to live
to see solved.

Observations of the Sun are always replete with interest,
particularly during a sunspot maximum; but it is seldom t~;at

there is not to be found at least one sunspot on the solar diSC,
either elongated at the limb or sharply facing the observer,
with dark umbra and round, ragged-edged penumbra very well
defined even in a small glass. The presence of sunspots, as
well as their approximate location in longitude, is best seen
preliminarily by focussing the entire image of t~e Sun on a
sheet of white cardboard held a foot or two behind the low
power ocular, and the relative position of the spots noted. An
other she~t of cardboard through which the upper end of the
telescope extends will aid in taking the glare {.rom the lower
sheet. As for viewing the spots individually With the ~ye at
the ocular, it is needless to caution the observer that thiS con
centrated glare is more than any human eye could stand, and
might be a very dangerous experiment. A densely dark screen
is necessary, preferably of blue o~ green ~Iass; b~t the o~
server may make his own by smoking a stnp of th~n lanten'
slide glass and a~xing another strip of glass over l.t, separ~t~
ing them by a thm sheet of cardboard. Even then, If held ;
fore the ocular too long in one spot, the glass may. crack; so ~ ~
best method is to make a regular Herschel solar diagonal, whlc
can be done very effectively with small expense by. folloTh'g
instructions given in the instrument-building sectlo~. \i
makes observation very easy, eliminates danger to eye~lgh~oa;s
prolongs the pleasure of solar study. The early mo:nlllg s in
are best for viewing sunspots, the heat and glare being les
tense and the images sharper. h

Solar radiation, according to Russell, converted int? power ag~ t of
low rate of Ic per kilowatt hour, represents a dire wast~ rep.
$478,000,000.00 per second! AppaIling as this l?s~ appearsh1'5 un"
resents merely one part in over two thousand millions of t e were
total energy radiating prodigaIly into space deeps. II thhSun vould
encased in a shell of ice forty feet thick, the inte~ior . eaJ. :neter
melt it in one minute; and a column of ice two miles ID Id'ation
extending from Earth. to Sun ~ould melt. in .the total sdolar ::e i
in one second, and disappear In vapor 10 eight seeon s m e

h Sun-w
The stupendous radiative energy of our own s!ar-~'liion other

bave fairly weIl computed; but what of the. 1~lrty I
h

ndred or
suns in the firmament, some smaller, but ffillhons a U ate ra·
ev... a tbousand-fold larger: what becomes of their aggreg
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ia:ion continually pouring into space from these vast storehousei
of energy? Whither it goes, or is destined to go in a possible

nite, fpace, as Lodge says, no one has yet been able to hazard a
tauslble. guess. ~ndeed,. Prof Jeans contends that space itself is

va.st 10 companson. With the matter it contains, for all the in ..
ncelvable energy of Its masses, that to discuss the ultimate fate

f stellar radiation is like discussing the fate of a few graiol of
gar dropped into the Atlantic!

THE ZODIACAL LIGHT.-This beautiful solar phenomenon is best
seen in the Sp'ringtime twilight when the Pleiades ride high in the
heavens, marking the apex of a weird, cone-shaped effulgence that
spr~ads up\\~ar~ from the sunse~ horizon in soft amber gradations to the
semth. ThiS. IS not of terrestnal. but of solar origin. due to the fact
that the Sun IS the center of a vast lens-shaped cloud of meteoric dust

hich sweeps beyond. the boundaries of Venus's orbit, and visible only
at these opportune times, or in the eastern heavens before sunrise in
.utumn. Instead of dimming the stars seen thru it the Zodiacal

ight seems rather to enhance their color effects. impa~ting a sort of
ghostly glow. as in the case of an aurora. The spectrum is contin.

US'.

Tbe nature and origi? of the Zodiacal Light is regarded as more
Jess a mystery.-Elthu. Thompson.

Albedo.-Lat.:. whiteness. The amount of sunlight which a
anet .or satelltte reflects as compared with the amount which
receives. Thus, the Moon reflects a little more than one

."th ~f the ltght It receIves from the Sun; Mercury about one
th, Venus, one·half; Mars, one·quarter; Jupiter, three

tbs; Saturn, one-half; Uranus, three-fifths' Neptune less
an one-half; and the planetoid Vesta, the 'hi hest ot' all
arly three-q~arters. By comparison, the coefficfent of reflec
n of ma;rnesJ1.~m carbonate is nearly ninety per cent.; of so
t fihlonde, elghty.-two; snow, seventl-eight (Zollner); cloud,
y. ve (Abbot): . The high albedo 0 some planets has sug-

~~ed the P?sslbtltty of their being partially self-Iuminous
tt~r, for Instance~but there is no proof of internal heat
Clent to augment Its natural albedo.

. h of SuSn's Way. Approximate point of the heavens toward
'lc2 o.ur un and attendant planets are moving at the rate

ml. per sec. (127)

"j;" SA point i? an elliptical orbit furthest from or nearest

he un-aphellOn.or penhelton-the Line of Apsides joining
e tree. (Gk. haPSIS, wheel).

10Dllaly . Augular distance of a planet from its perihelion as
cu ated from the Sun's center.

hel~on. A planet's furthest orbital position from Sun. (Ap
ay rom; opposed to peri-close to).

UU~ion. Two celestial b~dies having the same long., or
Dds i gare, to. yoke). Infenor C., when Venus or Mercury
e n Ime With the Sun on the near side, and Superior C.

n on the far SIde. as seen from Earth. '

Sitlohn'
E

An outer planet's position 180 in longitude from
,Wit arth between.

':~ox.. Equal night and day. The Sun's position at the
sectIOn of the plane of the Equator with that of the EcIip-

;:~ Centrifugal: direction away from center. (Fugio, the
Ie). m). Centripetal: tendency toward the center. (Peto, to
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THE MOON
SYMBOL: <C

O· UR knowledge of sefenology has widenedgreatTy In re- 
cent years with the work of astrophysicists who have

. met the lunar problem from new points of attack and
gre'atfy spirited our scientific interest in our nearest celes
tial neighbor. Refinements of research methods tend to
disprove many fheories long held inviolate, to the conclu
5ion that our satellite is not such a dead, airless, vaporless.
and eternally changeless bodv as we supposed, but yield
ing evidences of recent eruptive disturbances and even of a
low form of vegetable life in its spacious ravines. presuppos
in~ air and moisture fed from the interior. At any rate,lun
ar study is evolving out of its long period of neglect, and i~

"0\'/ commanding the skill and genius of some of the world'~

I..:.':ding investigators whose dicta mefit profound respect.

Dist. from Earth: Mean, 238,840 miles-iS0.3 times Earth's equa-
torial radius.

Diam.: 2163 miles-3l' 7" of arc--{).273 of Earth's diam.
Surface Area: One-fourteenth of Earth's; Volume; one forty~

ninth ..
Mass: One eighty-one and five-tenth. that of the Earth. Den,

sity: 0.61 compared with Earth; 3.4 the dens.ity of water.
(Earth's den"ity, 5.53.) Gravity~ One-s.ixth of Earth's. A 200
pound man would weigh 33.31 pounds on the Moon.

Orbital Velocity: 2287 miles per hour; 3350 feet per sec. Angu
lar Velocity: 33' per hour-about Moon'", breadth-13° 11' per
day. Complete circuit twenty-seven and one-third days-one
sidereal month. Synodic Period: 29d. l2h. 44m. 2.s6s. (new
Moon to new Moon), varying about two per cent.

Libltation in Long., enables us to see alternately nearly eight
degrees- more of eastern and western limhs; and Librati~n in.
Lat.~ to glimpse over six degrees more of both polar regions.

Atmosphere: Not more than one one-thousanth of our atTmh'
sphere, if any. Temperature~ Lunar night, minus 200° F. e
fourteen days; of constant sunlight must raise this temperature
very c(Y11Soiderably, but it is soon lost.

Albedo: 0.0174-surface reflects only one·sixth of Sun's light ..
Not only does the Moon's ·nearness vouchsafe us a more in~~~

mate knowledge of its topography than that of any other f a
lestial body, but the absence of enveloping vapors, even 0 "er
refracting atmosphere, makes the work of selenC?'graphers eaThe
than the !turface of Earth's to our own geodetiC survey. eas.
vast and waterless Dead Seas of the Moon have !:>een large
ured as with transit and leveling.rod. The craters, some sub
enough to enclose a municipality, others no bigg.er than d"rnen 
u~ban ha?dke~chief-garden, ~ave been" reduced to exact"i~ to
SlQns: LikeWise the mountains encloslog them" often rIi c~ne9
the height of the Catskills or Coast Range, With centra Wash'
lifting from the depths to pinnacles taller than a dozen
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ington Monuments piled end on end-all yielding to the refine
ments· of triangulation; and mountains-the lunar Alps, Apen·
nines, Pyrenees and Caucasus, challenging their terrestrial or·
iginals for towering peaks and rugged splendor, to say naught
of the dread duplicates of Grand Canyons, mimic Death Val
leys and Lihyan deserts. Everywhere is the evidences of
prime~~l volca?ic convulsion whose relics no storm nor quake
nor dlsll1tegratll1g agency has leveled or perhaps even disturbed
its inchoate aspect. It is the same today as it was ten million
years before the first star-watchers of Chaldea, save perhaps
the soft reddish-grey mantle of dust that overspreads it from
the meteoric harage of ages.

Comparatively low power will give the moon-student all the
detail he will require for making succeeding observations as the
thin crescent widens to full moon, and the elongated shadows
of the lunar mountain ranges flatten out to apparent level of a
burnished disc. A good lunar map, with the principal objects
designated, may be had very reasonably; and the following of
these spectacular features in the lunar landscape in the ever
changeful light, and familiarity with the major units, will be
found a charming and worth-while adventure. For tnose who
wish to delve deeper into lunar lore, let there be no illusion.
that our satellite's problems are all unsealed oracles. As Good
acre says, "Our present knowedge of the Moon is only fairly
complete. the result of so much strenuous and persistent work
spread over the last hundred years, in which the work of ama·
teurs forms the larger part. But there still remain many enig·
mas. which we can only hope will be solved by the continued
ellorts of lunar observers of the present and future generations."

OCCULTATIONS.-One of the most interesting phenomena,
occurring periodically, which the star-student seldom misses if
conditions are favorable, is the occultation of the fixed stars
and planets by the passage of the moon before them in the
more or less direct line of sight. Sooner or later every star of
the zod iacal constellations is eclipsed by the moon, stars of the
third, fourth and fifth magnitude at the rate of a hundred or
more per month (quite within the detection of small apertures),
and occasionally one of the first or second, like Aldebaran,
Spica, or of the Pleiades. But the most impressive of all is the
rarer occultation of a planet like Jupiter, Saturn or Mars in a
clear sky when the planet seems to hover"an instant at the
cIar~ eastern limb of the moon, then plunge instantly into ob
lCur.ty, to emerge as suddenly on the western limb a few min·
utes or even an hour !lr more later, depending upon the chord
of the arc which it cuts behind the moon's disc. Stop-watch
records of these phenomena are valuable. The Ephemeris gives
the elements for the prediction of occultations of the planets
and stars down to the sixth magnitude for every day in the
l'ear. Occultations have played an imjlortant part in the pro
foul\dly difficult constructlOn of Lunar Tables, problems of nav
'Cabon, parallax, etc.; and the instantaneous immersion and

ersion of a star behind its disc, without the slightest sign of
hdalo.or appreciable refraction, proves that the moon is utterly

evold of any atmosphere or trace of water-vapor at its surface.

.~ecently Dr. Brown, of Yale, world authority on lunar motions and
-"p,ler of Lunar Tables, has rent out a call to all obrervers, ama
~r as well as professional, to send in their records of occulta tions
.of theductiO~ and permanen.t ~abulation to the bett~r understanding
p e . moon 5 complex variations and the laws which govern them.

ere IS a definite program for the layman, eminently worth while.
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· . I' h st peak) ..(D-Dlameter. Alt.-From depth of Crater or Walled Plam to ug?>f e ImbrtUr.
A-Mare Crisium, 281x355 mi. B-Mare Seremtatis, 433x424 mi. C-;- a~ F-IJ"~
50,000 sq. mi. D-Oceanus Procellarum. E--Mare Humorum, d. 280G~~aldi, d. 1-'
Nubium. G-Mare Fecunditatis. I-Tycho, d. 54 mi., alt. 17,000 ft. 2- .rls d. 62 lll'
mi. 3-Plato, d. 60 mi., alt. 7000. 4-Aristillus, d. 34 mi. 5_POSldontU ,

6--Copernicus, d. 56 mi., alt., 24,000 ft. 7-Kepler, d. 22 mi. . Obs. pboto-
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ubium. B-Mare Humorum, 280 mi. wide. C-Oceanus Procellarum. D-Dor
~OOO ft. l--Albategnius, d. 71 mi., alt. 9000 ft. Z-Ptolemaeus, d. 102 mi.,

t!. 3/I~honsus, d. 75 mi., alt. 3900 ft. 4-Arzachel, d. 65 mi., alt. 13,600 ft.
f mi., 9000 ft. deep. 6--Davy, d. 23 mi., alt. 4100 ft. 7-Bullialdus, d. 38
Iti 8-Campanus, d. 30 mi., alt. 5500 ft. 9-Pilatus and Hesoid. lo--Purbach,

-Delaunay. lZ--Werner, d. 45 mi., alt. 16,50.0 ft. 13-Aliacensis. 14
dUss 15-:-Walter, d. 93 mi., alt. 9200 ft. 16--Stoefler, d. 90 mi., alt. 11,400 ft.,

alt' 9 4 mI., alt. 17,000 ft. 19-Maginus, d. 133 mi., alt. 8000 ft. Zo--Heinsius,
.. 100 ft. ZI-Longomoritanus, d. 90 mi., alt. 13,700 ft.> 22-Clavius, d. 142

Oft. 23-Schiller, d. 131 mi., alt. 8400 ft. 24-Moretus, d. 78 mi., alt. 15,000ft
199 Mt. Wilson Obs. Photo."



(D-Diameter. Alt.-From depth of Crater or Walled Plain to highest pea~!.:-AIPS' h~
A-Mare Imbrium, 50,000 sq. mi. B-SlIlus Indum. C-Mare Fngolls. . alt 10,60

14,000 ft. I-Copernicus, d. 56 mi., alt. 24,000 ft. 2-Eratosthenes, d. 37 <fit. s:-Auifi
ft. 3-The Apennines, alt. 18,000 ft. 4--Archlmedes, d. 50 ml., alt. 650 Cassini, d..
lycus, d. 33 mi., alt. 8,800 ft. 6-Aristillus, d. 34 mi., 11,000 ft. deep.. 7- Obs. phOto.
mi., alt. 3000 ft. 8-Plato, d. 59 mi., alt. 4880 ft. Mt. Wilson
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de }m;)l"ium, ':-0,000 sq. mi. B-Mare Nubium. C-Carpathian Mts. I-Copel.
IIli. 06 mi., alt. 24,000 ft. 2--Eratosthenes, d. 37 mi., alt. 10,600 ft. 3-Reinholrl.

400' a!t. 2135 ft. 4-Lansburg, d. 28 mi., alt. 9700 ft. 5-Flamsteed, d. 16 mi.,
•.ft. 6-Ptolemaeus, d. 102 mi., alt. 9400 ft. 7-Alphonsus, d. 75 mi., alt. 39011

• Icoll<t. 9--Kep!er, d. 21 mi., 10,000 ft. deep. IO---Tobias Mayer, 9700 ft. deep.
"'''!, d. 19 mi., ait. 6200 ft. 12-Lambert, d. 19 mi., alt. 2000 ft. I 3-Timochari 5,

I., alt. 3200 ft. 14--Pytheas, d. 12 mi., alt. 4400 ft. Mt. Wilson Obs. Photo,
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The above Relief Map, by Dr. Edison Pettit, of Mt. Wilson
Obs., shows the circles of equal temperatures on the Moon, with
the Sun in the zenith. It is based on calculations made with the
aid of the Hooker hundred-inch telescope combined with the most
delicate of precision instruments, the thermocouple, so sensitive
that it could record the heat from a candle at a distance of one
hundred miles, if there were no atmosphere to interfere.

Only thirteen percent of the Sun's radiation is reflected by the
Moon, the balance being absorbed and raising the temperature
of that body to about that of boiling water when the Sun is direct
ly overhead, falling to lower points, as seen on the chart, as the
Sun sinks below the Moon's horizon. Lunar nights are therefore
excessively cold, approaching the temperature of the Moon's dark
side which is about -214 degrees F. As the lunar nights are four
teen days long, the constant ·temperature during that period must
be about that of liquid air! rhe changes of such wide range are
due to the fact that, unlike the situation on the Earth, there is
no water-vapor present to pass through, but retaining all but a
small percentage, as is the case on our planet.

Mt. Wilson Obs. photo.202

(D-Diameter. AIt.--FtOm depth of Crater or Walled Plain to highest peak).. alt.
(Hold sidewise). I-Copel mcus, d. 56 ml., alt. 24,000 ft. 2-Kepler, d. 21 ITH., all.

10,000 ft. 3-Aristarchus, d. 27 mi., alt. 6400 ft. 4-Eratosthenes, d. 37 ~';OO ft.
10,600 ft. 5-F\amsteed, d. IS mi., alt. 1370 ft. 6-Reiner, d. 21 mi., alt.
7-Riccioli, d. 100 mi., alt. 10,300 ft.



MERCURY
SYMBOL: ~

BEING" Inferior Planets," and thus never orbiting far
afield from the parental fireside of the Sun, Mercury
and Venus are no objects for night-long vigils as in

the case of the" Superior," being on display to best advan_
tagejust after sunset as evening, and just before sunrise as
morning, stars: and then, in the case of ~lercury, for only
a few precious minutes, and for Venus at best an hour or
two, both at crescent stage, like the Moon at quadrature.
Rut even in small telescopes they ilff )rd a thrill that is cer
t lin to lead one to a deeper study of their classic mvsteries.

Dist. from Sun: At aphelion, 43 million miles; at perihelion 28
million; mean, 36 million. '

Dist. from Earth: At inferior conjunction ~between Earth anc
Sun), 57 million miles; at superior conjunction (Sun betwee,;
Earth and Mercury), 129 million; mean, 93 million.

Diam.: 3000 miles-only 9CO miles larger than our Moon. Sur.
face Area: one·seventh of Earth's-about equalling that of
Asia and Africa combined.

Mass: One·eighteenth of Earth's; density, two·thirds; gravity,
one·quarter.

Orbital Velocity: At perihelion, 35 miles per sec.; at aphelion.
23.

Eccentricity: .20560. Inclination to Ecliptic: 7° plus.
Year: 88ds., 23 hrs. Axial Rotation: Unknown. Probably same

as mercurial year-that is, keeps same face toward Sun as our
Moon towards Earth. Owing to Iibration, one-eighth of Mer
cury's surface is alternately in sunlight and darkness.

Temperature: On ~de toward Sun, 300° C.; on dark side, abso·
lute zero, i.e., -275° C., or -449.4 0 F. Mercury receives seven
times as much light and heat from the Sun as Earth, and six
thousand times more than Neptune.

Light: Sun to Mercury, 4 min.
Mercury's Exception to other Planets: Nearest the Sun; most

light and heat; swiftest orbital motion; most eccentric orbit:
greatest inclination to Ecliptic; lowest albedo; smallest di
ameter and least mass, the planetoids excepted.
Sun's corona, elliptical in shape and filled with highly re

sistant media, extends outward as far as Mercury's orbit. re·
tarding the planet's speed and accounting for its extreme eccen'
tricity. (Moreaux.)

Even in full daylight Mercury is sometimes visible in a sma~i
glass or mirror of good definition, and the faint dusky mar

b


ings descried. But observers who have glimpsed them are d Y
no means of one accord with regard to these outline~, an 1;
map of Mercury's surface areas is a desideratum whIch kOf r
the far future may vouchsafe us. Here is some great wor ~ 0

the planetarian enthusiast.

Transits of Mercury across the face of the Sun are Quite fre
uent compared with the transits of Venus; the next one occur
ing on Nov. 8, 1927, and one following ten years later-May to,
37. Watching the progress of the little black dot across the
lazing disc is a memorable event.
bedo: Only O.13-Iowest of the planets, owing presumably to
dark rock formation.
Mercury is best seen when he reaches his greatest apparent

longation east or "vest of the Sun, rising or setting about two
ours before or after. Spring is best for viewing him as an
veuing star, autumn as a morning star, his declination north
t the~e times being an advantage. Owing to low horizon and

ilight, scintillation often -makes him difficult to differentiate
om a star. There are only a dozen or more times in the year
hen he is on observation, even for so short a time; and it is
id that many astronomers, even the great Copernicus, never

limpsed him at all. Calculating the times of Mercury's most
vorable appearance from the Ephemeris, (or as noted in the

arious bulletins), he is an object of great beauty and interest;
nd even a small glass will show his phases very distinctly,
tmospheric conditions being reasonably favorable.
First recorded observations of Mercury. B. C. 264.
"Mercury may not be, in himself, one of the more splendid
jects in nature, but he often forms one of the chief brilliants
real sky pictures of charming character. There is here a
y valuable piece of observational work awaiting some capa

e student. It is chiefly amateurs who investigate the physi·
1 aspect of the planets, and they should especially direct their
tention to Mercury and the determination of his rotational

iod. A marking which would aid the solution of the prob
m might present itself at any time. It should be carefully
latched." (Denning.)
Authorities agree that daylight observations of Mercury as well as

Venus are the best for essaying the rather difficult but
rming task of glimpsing and perhaps making a drawing of
surface markings. Dazzling brilliancies against a dark sky

pear to bewilder the optic nerves and quickly fatigue them,
en giving rise to phantom objec.ts \vhich subsequent observa
ns prove illusory. Many an enthusiast \vhose ardor over

.lanced discretion has announced and staggered the world
lth "discoveries" which were later proved to be the fictions of

overwrought brain, strained nerves, faulty equipment, (Jr all
ee combined. 'Vitness the glimpsing of an intra-Mercurial

et; of mountains on Venus twice the height of Mt. Ever
and a bursting volcano at the heart of Mercury during a

!1~it! Still, that is no argument against the imminent pos
blhty of still greater actual features being discovered by rea

of more perfect equipment and superior intelligence and
eper knowledge. The planetary branch of astronomy is greatly
glected; and w.hile the terrestrial planets do not offer as bril·
nt a field for sustained study as do the major, nevertheless,
e who has achieved all there is to be known of these nearer
netary neighbors cannot but be accounted a man of learning

enterprise.
~e noblest and most exalted consideration of infinite space is

.of Newton, who calls it 'the sensorium of the Godhead.' For
DUe space gives room to infinite knowledge, and is, as it were,
olilan of omniscience."-Addison.
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VI::.0-US
SYMBOL: <fl

OUR lovely twtn-planet typifies an eternal question'.
mark" hung aloft the night," being our nearest mem..
ber and closest paradigm in the Sun's family, and yet

the one whose very fundamental elerrentsstilJ defy our pro
foundest research. However, here are a few racts of which,
until a greater light dawns, we may be reas::>nably certain.
Dist. from Sun: Moan, 67.2 milliol1 miles.
Dist. from Earth: At inferior cDnjunction, 26, and at superior ..

160 million miles.
Diam.: 7700 miles, to Earth's 7918. Surface Area: 0.91 Earth's.
Mass: 0.82 Earth's. Density, 0.94.· Gravity: 0.90.
Orbital Velocity: 22 miles per sec. Orbit almost circular.
Eccentricity: 0.OO7-smallest in system. Inclinatfon: 30 $'.
Year: 224.7ds. Axial Rotation: Unknown. Probably same a.

the Venusian year, although some recent determin~tionsby English
observers, as well as Pettit and Nicholson, of Mt,. WIlson, would lead
to the conclusion that Venus has a short-day period ef rotation.

temperature: Receives about twice as much heat from the Sun
as Earth.

Albedo: O.76-highest of the planets owing to cloud-sheath which
surrounds it to the depth of many miles, obSCUrIng. Its sur
face. It is this highly-reflecting vaprous en.velope !hat make.
Venus at its brightest no less than twenty times bnghter ~han
Aldebaran nine times brighter than Sirius, and five ttme9
brighter than Jupiter at opposition.

h d b t' of both Mer-Two noteworthy facts in t e stu cnt 0 serva IOn b
cury and Venus are, first, Ihat the best drawings of t ds.urg
face markings by various astronomers ~ave ~en made a~:~~.
daylight; and, second, that these have Invariably been
plished with telescopes of small aperture. . d

As for daylight observation, if the. telescope is not pr('t;~:m
with circles so that the planet's posItion may be computeeionga.
the Ephemeris at any hour, when Venus IS at we.ster.n lear
tion as ~ morning star, it ,may be l?cated very easIly In it c and
sky a little before sunnse, the lnstrument set upon . the'
moved in right ascension irom time to time so thatfellen lei and
full morning sunlight it is still visible and may he a owe
studied thence for hours.

. b f less thanThe combined mass of all the. AsteroIds must e ar nearest
that of our Moon, haVIng ~o disturblng effect UpO,l1 the erratiCt
neighboring planets. TheIr courses are exceedlrg1i· orbit9
like schools of salmo~ i.n a sea of whales. Some Of bel~onfil1e9
are circular, some ellIptical; and some sweep out 0 t e
of the Zodiac by as much as fifty degrees.
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ARS. drawn by G. H. Hamilton: showing surface changes within five days

MARS
SYMBOL: r3'

CONTROVERSY which agitated the scientific world
for a generation following the discovery and map
ping of the so-called martian "canals"-which en-'

gineering feat appeared to offer us the first visual proof of
extra-mundanr intelligence of human or superhuman order
-has settled back into a "plausible but not proven" atti
tude or mind in which all parties are satisfied to retain their
convictions, since subsequent and very favorable opposi
tions have neither substantiated nor nullified them. Nev
ertheless, every advance in enlightenment concernir.g our
brother-planet whose physical aspects much resemble the
Earth's should be given the deepest consideration; for the
piling up of facts and theories year by year may lead to su
perlative results within the next generation, and the observ
ant amateur may be one to receive the highest honors.
Dist. from Sun: Mean. 141.500,000 miles. On account of extreme

eccentricity, radius vector varies more than 26 million mdes.
Dist. from Earth: Mean, 48,600,000 miles. Nearest approach, 35

million; at superior conjunction, 234,000,000 miles.
Diam.: 4200 miles. Surface Area: Two·sevenths, and Volume

one-seventh Earth's. .

Mass: One· ninth Earth's. Density: 0.73, and Gravity, 0.38 com
pared with Earth, so that a man weighing two hundred pounds
here, and a quarter of a ton on Jupiter, would weigh only
f,eventy~six pounds on Mars.

Orbital Velocity: 15 miles per sec.
Eccentricity: Large-Q.93. Inclfnatlon: Small-l o 51'.
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-----------------------
Year: 687 terrestrial, and 669 Martian, days. Seasons double

our own.
Axial Rotation: 24h., 37m., 22.65 sec.-Martian sidereal day.
Temperature: Mean, 48 0 F. Boiling point of water on Mars

111 0 F. (Lowell). '
Light: Sun to Mars, 12min., plus.
Albedo: Low-Q.26-0wing to tenuous, cloudless atmosphere and

dark surface areas.
Mars receives only four-ninths of the Sun's light and heat that

Earth does and theoretically should be much colder than sci
ence has p~oven it to be. vVhence this heat, external or in.
ternal, still an unsolved problem.

Moons: Two-Mag. 12.(}-Deimos, the outer satellite, being only
ten miles in diam., and Phohos, the Inner, only thirty-six
miles. (Lowell.) The latter, only 6000 miles distant, has ape.
riod of revolution one-third of the planet's own day; hence
Phobos rises in the west and sets in the east, making this re:
trograde revolution about every seven and one-half hours.

Mean Opposition Magnitude: 2.25, over three times brightness
of a first-magnitude star.

Water-vapor has been found in trace~ on Mars by Slipher, at
Flagstaff; but Campbell, on. Mt. Whltn~)", found not even the
faintest water-vapor bands 111 the planet"s spectrum. (Jacoby).
Dr. Stoney has shown that water-vapor cannot be held by a
body whose mass is .less than one:quarter th7 mass of the
Earth--Mars' mass beIng only one-ninth. (~spIn). P.oor con
tends that "the spectmscope fails to establIsh anythllig defi
nite with regard to atmosphere on Mars."
As Earth in its orbit around the Sun overtakes and passes

relatively close to Mars every t~vo years and two m~nth~, the
times of most favorable observatlOn of the planet. WhIC~ m f~;
physical aspects most resembles our own, makes It P?ss~ble
the enthusiast of Martian phenomena to keep up hiS mterest
both visually and statistically. For, although there are whole
libraries on Martian discoveries and controversies, no near ar
proach of thlC planet goes by without .some. new and t;>ften /tsa:b:
ling revelations leading to new theOries, either r.efutlng 0 'f
stantiating the dicta of a :vhole army ?f MartIan 3:u~hon\~ili
Even modest equipment, wIth good se~Ing at OPPOSItIOn,s et
di<::c1ose many of its surface configurat!ons, polar snowcti{e 'ob.
cetera; and the constant chang~s over ~ts su~facc: ket?P1 eriod.
"crver ever alert for new surprIses dUrIng thiS biennia . .Ph the
You, too, as Prof. \i\Taterfield say~, may ~'leave Mars WI\now ,
memory of some things seen certainly: fil.sts and c.loudes{se that
water, vegetation and deser!s. But there IS somethT~s darkly.
we cannot forget-a somethIng seen as through a gal - away
Fat' outlined upon the sand of the desert and stretc 11ni: _the
int~ the regio!1s of fertility we have. foun~ stral~,ge trac 5

£ootpri11ts, may be, of an unknown Intelh~ence.. under the
"Knowing as we do how on the earth hfe eXlsti t where

most diverse conditions, it would appear that on a P anesence of
the surface conditions are so s~milar to .o.ur own, the p;~\V. II·
intelligent life involves no improbablltty whatever.
Pickering. . . . bareh' eighty

The first telescopes Increased human VISion by !.
times i the latest by no less than two hundred thousand.
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TI--IE ASTEROIDS

SEARCHING for a missing planet and ultimately dis
covering a thousand, more or less: this is one of the sur
prises of a science whose perennial charm is this very

element of the unexpected. When Titius, in 1772, deduced
a mathematical sequence for all the known planets from the
Sun outward, leaving only the open space between Mars
and Jupiter unaccounted for, remembering the honors and
emoluments accruing to Herschel for his discovery of Uran
us, all the astronomers of Europe combined in 1789 in a sys
tematic hunt for the hypothetical planet in agreement with
this, known as, Bode·s empirical law. It was not until the
first night of the new century that' pay dirt· was struck, to
use a gold-prospector's phrase, in the locating of an eighth
magnitude planetoid, afterwards named Ceres, by Piazzi, in
Sicily. Thereafter "they came not single spies. but in bat
talias,·· -- a vagrom swarm of interweaving worlds, some a
hundred or more miles in diameter, myriads of them mere
boulders. Aside from being mathematical test-objects, as
well as illustrating Newton·s majestic law of universal at
traction, planetoid-hunting is a very worth while branch of
a science that never palls. where earnest effort may lead to
new theories and advanced conclusions.

Here is the mathc'llatical sequence of Titius-Bode's Law -that
amazed Europe at the close or the 18th. century, and is quite as un
.explainable today as it ever was:-
To each of the following Numbers-

o 3 6 12 24 48 96 192 348
Add 4. giving- 4 7 10 16 28 52 100 196 352

~ ~ 8 0' (? ) 2j. It 0 W
/rue f{atio.·-· 3.9 7.2 10 15.2 27.7 52 95.4 191.8 300.5

The Titius ratios of distance from the Sun are truly remarkable in
their approximations, falling down most decisively in the instance of
Neptune. But it is no won jer lhat rhe great celestial interrogation·
point. in the fifth place of the series, quickeneJ the imaginations of the
scientists of that day as nothing short of a miracle could do.

The Asteroids were probably bodies thrown off by the Sun in
the form of a ring, somewhat like those of Saturn, which, owing
to the perturbations of the giant Jupiter, never coalesced intoToe homogeneous mass-in other words, a single planetary unit.

!Ie result is a swarm of probably many millions of these ot
hUed particles, only the largest of which have ever been de
!ected. Ceres is the leader, though less than five hundred miles
fin dIameter; with Pallas three hundred, Vesta two hundred and

fty, Juno about a hundred, down to Eros, the most interesting
of them all, barely twenty miles across. Owing to its extreme
eccentricity and inclination, Eros periodically swirls into the
c.nfines of the orbit of Mars, coming between us and that
P anet at a distance of about fourteen million miles!
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EVEN the symbol representing Zeus is evidence of the
exalted rank bestowed b~ the ancients on this chief of
the planetary clan. For, w:lile the origin of some of

the symbols is in doubt, this one seerrsjustified, since even
the lensless observers of old must have gauged) upi ter's ap
parent preeminence over any oLher' wanderer' of thezodia
cal highway; and his perceptible flatness at the poles might
have given them a clew to his inordinate speed of rotation.
Indeed. those keen-visi:ned shepherd-starlTen of Chaldea
mi~hteven have glimps~d [0 and Europa if not all four ma
jor satellites -a feat claimed in more than one modern in
stance-though it was reserved for Galileo to see them in
their true relation to their primary, and deduce the epochal
truths which required centuries for an inflexible intelligence
to accept.' And while to this day our knowledge of the)ov
ian mystery is at best tentative and abridged for lack of ev
idence, the movements of the moons, their vivid transits
and occultations as well as the deep-dyed floating archipel
ago of spots along Jupiter's noble expanse, make repeated
and prolonged vigils a delight and a source of profit always.
Dist. from Sun: Mean, 483 million miles.
Dlst. from Earth: At opposition (near side of Sun), 390 million;

at conjunction (far side), 576 million; mean, 483 million miles.
Diam.: Polar, 84,000; equatorial, 90,000; mean, 87,000, miles.
Mass: 317 times Earth's. Surface Area: 122 times Earth's.
Volume: Nearly 1400 times that of the Earth-greater than all

the other planets combined. Density: 0.23-that is, less than
one-quarter of Earth's! Interior probably solid; exterior, semi
liquid, with gases and metallic vapors under octupIe layers of
dense cloud 1000 miles in depth, each with Q different rate of
rotation. Specific Gravity: 2.64 times Earth;s, so that a man
weighing two hundred pounds here would weigh a quarter of
a ton on Jupiter.

Orbital Velocity: 8 miles per sec.
Eccentricity: 0.048. Inclination to Ecliptic: 10 19'.
~ear: 11.86 terrestrial years. Day: 9hr., 53m., shortest in solar

system.
Temperature: Probably 200 0 F., but internal heat immense,

though insufficient to make planet self-luminous.
Albedo: 0.62 (Zollner), owing to its enveloping cloud-sheath

which gives back more than one-half the light it receives
from the Sun.

Objects at Jupiter's equator move at the rate of eight miles per
second-28,OOO miles per bourl

lIoons : Nine. Four visible with small apertures, their recurrent
transits and occultations being given in the Am. Ephemeris
and Evening Sky Map so that these interesting objects may
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JUPITER
SYMBOL: '2l.

'ff . f the Great
Photo,:ST"'PilS of Jupiter showing two dt et-ent VIews 0 d the

ned Spot ~vhich, since its discoverJ: in 1878, ,has appeirewa~sdes
only permanent marking on the dIsk. At dtsc?very b graY,
CI-ibed as a brick red spot, but mor~ r~cent1y It ha..s e~~ 6,300
until 1926 when it appeared as a pInkIsh spot 19,,01 S of p.)
miles in size. (Photograph hy E. C. Shpher. Courtesy . .
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E:quatorial Zone

5.5. Temp. Zone
5. Temp. Zone
5. Trap. Zone-

be studied nightly whenever the planet is visible. Satellite·
10 is about the size of our Moon; Europa, sltghtly smaller
Ganymede challenges Venus, and Callisto almost matches Mer:
cury. These four were discovered by Galileo. The others are
ineffectual as objects of interest, ranging from about forty to
a few hundred miles in diameter. All moons probably keep'
same face to planet. lVotions of 8th and 4th moons rel rograde.

Surface markings, including the famous Great Red Spot (at one
time 30',000 miles long and 7000 wide), shifting and changeful.
proving that the planet itself has never yet been VIsIble. Ow
ing to Jupiter's terrific orbital velocity,. ?is surface a~eas must
be in constant and stupendous turmoil, spots having been
seen to drift by one another at the rate of hundreds of miles
per hour through oceans of metallic vapor~! Enonnous gravi
tational power must hold down elements lighter than those 0111
Earth and unknown to us; and the spectroscope reveals uni
dentified constituents, besides the spectrum of ordinary re·
fleeted sunlight.

Light: Sun to Jupiter, 43min. Earth receives seventy-five per
cent more light and heat from the Sun than Jupiter. Light
travels from planet to Earth in from 33 to 5~min., depending:
on positions in respective orbits.

In order that observers making notes of the changi.ng phenomena
seen almost hourly along the various zones ?f the Javian. planet,.
the diagram below, (adapted from the Jupiter Sec., Brit. Ast.
Assn.), wi~l aid in SJ:'st~matic.study: of .the forms, c?Lo~s and ?ther
features. Also will aId In an Investtgatton of the dnft 10 longltude
of the spots and other de~nite markings to ascertai~ the rotational
velocities in different latItudes, et cetera. Drawmgs should be
made, (preferably in color), within an ellipse to r~present the
planet's disc the ratio of the polar to the equatorial diameter
being about '15 to 1&. Reflecting telescopes give the best color
values, and good seeIng c.ondItt0t:s are mOTe ess.enbal t?an hIgh
powers. It will be found mteresttng and hIghly InstructIve work.

South Polar Regions

~
-5.5. Temp. Belt
-5. Temp. Belt

5. Equatorial Belt

Equatorial Band

•••••••••••••• .Equatorial Belt
N.TropicaIZone- _N.Temp.Belt

. Te'l1p Zone- -N N. Te;npe r-
N. N. Tem.Zone- . ate Belt

~
North Polar Regions
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SATURN
SYMBOL: Q

BEHOLD, the supreme appeal in all the solar symphony
-"the most purely beautiful object in all inanimate
nature!" Whatever his position in the visible heav

s, or the aspect of the rings: broadened out like a cardi-
aI's hat or flattened to a dagger-edge, Saturn never fails
~guicken the admiration and pique the curiosity of the no
tlate or to fire the speculative zeal of the veteran observer.

Dist. from Sun: Mean, 887 million miles-twice Jupiter's and
ten times Earth's, distance.
!stance from Earth: 'Mean, 900 million miles.

kean Diarn.: 7;,000 miles-about nine times Earth's. Most ob
late of the planets, the equatorial being about 7000 miles
greater than the polar diameter. Surface Area: 86 and Volume
800 times Earth's. '

lI:ass: 95 times th~t of Earth. Density: One-eighth of Earth's, or
only two-third that of water; so that, as has often been said
and pictured, if only there were an ocean big enough Saturn
would float! Gravity: 1.2 times Earth's. '

Orbital Velocity: 6 miles per sec. Eccentricity: 0.056. Inclina
tion to Ecliptic: 2° 30'.
ear: 29.46 of our years. Axial Rotation: lOh., 15m. Saturn's
seasons are of seven years: duration .

telll
f

perature: About _300° F. Saturn receives but one-ninetieth
o . the lIght and heat of the Sun that Earth does, light re
qthUlrtng 1hr. 20m. to make the journey. Albedo: 0.52--ab!lut

at of Venus.
thSurface of planet probably liquid in a less turbulent state
Poan on Jupiter, superimposed by cloud-masses of metallic va

rs. Spectrum discloses bands of unknown origin, elements to
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which there is no terrestrial analogy. Disc is beltedl~
ter, with shifting tinted areas and local bright or dark UPI_
which have given a clew to Saturn's rotational period. SPOts.

It is Saturn's Ring System, however, that makes him the In
spectacular and unique of the Sun's augus-t family. These th OSt
flat, concentric rings in the J?lane. of t~e planet's equator, P/be
ably not more than fifty mdes In thickness, extend outw a .
from a distance ~f eight thot15a.nd miles. from !he planet circ:rd

ference to a radius of 86,000' mdes-. Being neither ltquid ga rn·
(!lUS nor solid y it. is as i,f in remote ages.a m<?On ,nad been c'rushsee.
to powder and hurled IntO' s-pace, each InfinitesImal particle takd

~ng up an in?epende.nt ~rbit around its principal,. which motio~
It has ever Since maIntaIned. '

If these' rings- were" homogeneeus-, the outer rim-s would rnov _
£aster than the inner; but Keeler proved spectroscopically tha~
the reverse is the case. When seen edge-on, as is the case every
fifteen years when the plaIr of the planet's- equator coincides
with our point of view, the rings become a thin line, all but in
visible. At aU otheF times, whether viewed from below the
plane or above it, it is one of the most bewilderingly beautiful
objects in tne heaven.
Moons: Ten. The largest, Titan, is easily picked up with a

small glass, being about the size of our own Moon. Two oth
ers. Rhea and Iapetus, are each about 1000 miles in diameter'
five others ranging from 800 down to 200 miles; and two s;
small as to be beyond visuat range, being photographic object>
only. All proceed in regular orbital order save one af the lat·
ter, which moves retrograde-a celes-tiaf inconsistency which
science is powerless to explain.

THEORIES OF WORLD·BUILDING
During the latter part of the eighteenth century" Swed'enborg Bnd

Kant,- philosophically, and Laplace, mathematica'11y, offered the
nebular hypothesis: briefly, that tens of minions of years ago the
masses of all the solar-system components were in the form of one
vast moving cloud of gas and cosmic dust. This, under the stress
of gravitation, contraction and cooling, gradually resolved itself
into a concrete unit, which, under swift rotation, finally separated.
portions of its surface mass by centrifugal force, forming rings
like those of Saturn. These final1y condensed into individual
planetary forms, the giant of them aU, the Sun, at its center. ThiS
theory held for several generations until the progress of astr~·
physics made the hypothesis untenable. A practical reverse of thiS
process is contained in the Cbamberlin~Moulton theory of Uplanetes..
mals." This conception assumes the planet~building procedure 8:
having resulted from nothing more or less than the near appro8C
of a wandering star to our Sun-an accident which may oc~ur ~o
any star once in several million years. The force of this gigiRUC

impact dragged the surface Sun-substance into space in the o~m
of planetesmals. or tiny planets. which assumed elliptical orbltf
about their primary, thence coalescing into solid bodies (Mer~uryJ
Venus. Earth and Mars) in the nearer confines, and the ,qUit
and gaseous (Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune), in theu out:..
regions. More recently Prof. Jeans, revising the theor~ of dY:h•
mic encounter." attributes to tidal forces the elongation of r
liquid parent mass till that critical state is reached whe~ vast IP:e:
tions become detached in isolated units, later condensing ,nth P Sun
tary configurations and given rotational courses about t e tar;
The subj ect is of profoundest interest to all students. of tbi Lisl.)
(See fIIorks by Chamberlin. Moullon,]eans atld olhers '" Boo
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URANUS

SYMBOL: (5

AVE for ,the reward of patience in having located con
clusively this tiny emerald gem in the solar cirdet, and
coaching up on its very romantic history for so modest

ember of 50 brilliant a family, the seventh planet of the
tem does not enthuse one to sustained interest, Never
less, what little is known of "the 'star" that set the in
ectual world a-flame ,. in Herschel's time is worthy of se-

consideration, and an occasional greeting is a <Ieliglit:.
8 Phillips remarks, what the discovery of America was ta
-world Europe~ such was the discovery of Uranus to celestial
nee, quadrupling the area af the Sun's planetary dominions.

from Sun: One and three·quarter billion miles, pIus.
.: 31.,(X)() miles. Volume: Forty-seven times Earth's.
: 14.6 times Earth's. Density, 0.31 of the Earth; a'nd Grav

I 1.11.
ital Velocity: Slowest save Neptune-4,2 miles per sec.
atrlclty: About same as Jupiter's-{),048-Sun being 83,000 000

ites out of ce"ter of orbit. Inclination to Ecliptic: '00 46' 20"
allest of the planets.
: 84 yrs., 7 ds. Axial Rotation: 10hr., 45min. (?). Temper
e: Unknown, but probably close to absolute zero-minus

.40 F.-as there is no evidence of internal heat, and planet
eivcs Gnly one~three hundred and sixtieth of the Sun's

ght and heat that we receive.
do: High by comparison-{).62-about equal to Jupiter's, else

anet would be invisible. As it is. Uranus is seen even in
all telescopes to be a slightly flattened sea-green disc,
ut four seconds of arc in diameter, with (under higher mag

ification) a white streak through the center between two
b8ky belts almost perpendicular to the line of vision.
u: Four-Ariel, Umbriel, Titania and Oberon, in order Qut

ard from planet, all small (200 to 500 miles in diam.), com
.ratively close to their principal; and. as their orbits are in
Ined to the Ecliptic at more than a right angle-97° .8--their
otion is retrograde.

leulsting inconceivable things, testing conclusions by ever
observations, astronomers gather data for those who shall come

With their eyes on celestial obj ects unimaginable millions of
•• away, they may meet disappointments today and tomorrow;
they Ao on building for futures a score or a hundred centurie's
me, almost daily uncovering facts which illumine our knowledge

.of the heavens alone, hut of the planet upon which we live.
hopes may often suffer eclipse; but their work is founded

IOmething more than chance; and they press on, content if
t fthey do endures and proves a safe foundation for the builders

ol1ow."
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-NEPTUNE
SYMBOL: W

WHILE Uranus, once located, mav be espied witho
optical aid by keen vision aided b\' favorable C0nJ-

t

tions-being only a little beiow the sixth maO" th
l


accepled limit of naked-eve visibility- the outpost pi~nc~
Neptune. IS a telescopic object only, being less than 1112g:
e!ght. However, as Neptune occupies each of the zodiacal
constellations for a year or more in succession, once located
hiS march amongst the stars may be followed with intt:rcst.

Dist. from Sun: Mean, two and three-quarter million miles, plus.
Diam.: 33,000 miles-2".2 of arc-visual mag., 8.5, visible in tele-

scopes of modest aperture, but more difficult than Uranus
having less albedo as well as being a billion miles more dis:
tant, though slightly larger.

Mass: Seventeen times Earth's. Volume. fifty-three times. Den
sity, 0.34, and Surface Gravity, one arid one-fourth times
Earth's.

Orbital Velocity: Lowest of the planets-3.4 miles per sec.
Eccentricity: Only 0.OOO9-orbit almost circular. Inclination:

10 45'.
Year: 164.9 terrestrial years. Axial Rotation: Doubtful-about

7h., SSm.
Albedo: 0.46 (Zollner)-slightly less than Saturn.
Sun's Light and Heat: Only one nine-hundredth of that whicl)

Earth receives, still equal to about seven hundred full moons;
and requires over four hours to make the journey.

Moon: Only one. so far as known. about the size of our Moon
and approximately the same distance frnm the planet, but
with a period of less than six days, and motion retrog:-ade.
No fiction could match the story of the triumph of mind ov~r

Nature's most secret and stubborn laws as was exemplified bn

the simultaneous, though independent, discovery of N,eptu,ne Y
mathematical deductions leading. to a visual verificatIOn In thd
mid 'forties of the last century. It fairly electrified EUTC?pe'lal ll _

incidentally led up to one of the bitterest wars of the lI1te eC
tual giants that the world has ever known, whose distant ,ruIUd
bles are echoing still. The perturbations of Uranus, belJeli~"
due to an outer planet, had long been known; but only two 't
ing men had the courage and skill to attempt to locate I n
Adams, of England, and Le Verrier, of France, both Y,oung moers'
unknown to each other. After months of most exacttng lab 'h~
Adams sent his calculations to the Astronomer Roya, t wan
promptly pigeonholed them, afterwards passing them °ler ~hile
incompetent for visual verification, without success. 1\h eaF\~nch
the young Frenchman presented his calculations to t he Berlin
Academy, then wrote to the eminent Dr. Galle, of t e rtain
Observatory, asking him to direct his telescope to a ce new
point in the constellation Aquarius, where he wouldffinhd ~a1cu
and uncharted planet. vVithin less than a degree 0 t e
lated place, Neptune was found!
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PLUTO

t'
Bnght star below, Delta Gemini

(Flagstaff Obs photo. Courtesy Evening Sky Map).

Ninth (first trans-Neptunian) planet of our Solar System,
Discovered lVlarch, 1930, at Lowell Obs. Flagstaff Arizona on

thotographic plates of regions calculated' by the iate Pel-~ival
d,owell as the possible location of this and perhaps other more
lstant members of the Sun's family.

b
,l?istance from Sun, nearly 40 ast, units, or approximately three
1Ihon, seven hundred million miles.

Mag., 14--barely visible with ten-inch telescope.
Plutonian year, two and one-half centuries, ~Io\-es only tl1l"ee

apparent Moon-breadths in a year.
Mass, probably approximatoing that of Mars,

t Orbit, more elliptical than any other major planet, inclined 17 0

o the plane of the ecliptic. all others lying within 7 0
• Center of
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orbit, just outside that of Saturn; hence, apparently, at perihelion
Pluto's orbit lies slightly within that of Neptune. '

Probable surface temperature, Absolute Zero (-273 Cent.)
Mass, about three-quarters Earth's.
Color, yellow, resembling inner planets. (Uranus and Neptune

are blueish).
Albedo, about two-fifths that of the Moon, resembling somewhat

the ~Ioon's darker areas.

-9-
C-_.

o

Illustration adapted from a diagram prepared by Mr. F .. L.
'¥hipple, showing the orbits of the planets. Earth, l\1~rs, JUPlr~~;
Saturn Uranus Neptune and Pluto. The Innermost Circle dep'l
the orbit of the' Earth, 1 '''astronomical unit," 01" 93,000,000 ro t :

5

in radius The planets all revolve around the Sun from west 0

east-that is in a counter-clockwise direction. To make the r~pr~'
sentation of 'Pluto's orbit more realistic, the plane in which

d
If' I~

drawn should be rotated from left to right about the dotte . ;ndAB, through an angle of 17 degrees to the plane ?f the pn1nea
page. 2The orbits of all the other planets shown, he near~~itions
common plane, represented by that of the paper. The p d The
of the planets on vanous dates from 1784 to 1989 ar.e m,,:rke i the

'center of Pluto's orbit is indicated by a cross, lyIng J~Sh .0 9 5
right of the circle representing the orbit of Saturn, WhiS If P .
"astronomical units" in radius. A. . 0
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COMETS AND METEORS
comet-Sweeping is a branch of practical astronomy that has

occupied the attention of some of the ablest observers; and
many, like l\'Iessier himself, beginning as humble comet·hunters,
have developed into professionals whose work has displayed
skill and patience amounting to genius. Nlany great names are
among those who have served cometary apprenticeship, and
there are corporate societies whose members make a specialty
of adding to our treasury of comet· lore. These gigantic and
Vagrom objects, so terrifying to behold, yet many of whose
actual contents you could gather up in a pint-cup, generally be
long to one of the planetary ufamilies" of comets, Jupiter's
mostly, since he has dragged the greater number of them out of
space-deeps and sent them bowling periodically about the Sun,
though all the planets have from two to thirty captures to their
credit. The return of these comets is predicted with fair accu·
racy, usually picked up by the great telescopes and announced
in the astronomical periodicals (and also the general press),
long before tJle observer with modest equipment could hope to
glimpse them. But as the comet approaches, by setting the in
strument in the proper position, and by a careful sidewise and
slow upward movement across the field a few degrees in extent
(using a low-power ocular), the approaching visitant may be
glimpsed, and its onward march toward perihelion calculated
and watched night by night until lost in the sun's obliterating
blaze. After its half turn around the Sun (having possibly lost
a portion of its element, or at least suffered a change in form,
if not utterly torn to shreds by its violent proximity), the comet
may be picked up again and watched on its swift passing into
spacial infinitudes till it becomes the merest dot of vanishing
light. If a small cloud of vapor passed before a star, it would
dim or even blot out its light entirely; but through the whole
length of a cumet, nucleus to tail-tip, a star may be seen with
undiminished brightness as through a mere aurora, showing that
a comet's most solid content must be in the form of dust of in
conceivable fineness, with hydrogen and carbon, and a trace of
other elements, in a high state of incandescence. Nevertheless
they are very beautiful and interesting celestial phenomena;
and whenever one is announced within the range of the obser
ver's glass, it is worth all time and patience required to locate
it and watch its progress through the constellations.

Meteor-hunting is anotber department of the science which
has be,en found so appealing to the sense of the miraculous and
beautiful that societies have been formed for the exchange of
visual data and of prints of these elusive visitants, for of course
~hotography now plays an important role in stalking meteors_
The photograpbic instruments employed are usually small cam
eras with wide-angled lenses, shielded by dew-caps, fixed on
the sky in the approximate locations of the radiant-the point
of radiation named after the constellation in which the shower
is predicted. Thu. the Leonids emanate from the constellation
Leo, about the middle of November; the Lyrids from Lyra. in
April; the Aquariids, in May; and the Orion ids, in October.
SOmetimes the patient watcher will be rewarded with one or
two bright streaks across his photographic plate; sometimes for
hours there will be none. Still again the plate will be slashed
with lines of various degrees of sharpness and directional vari
ation; and it is the work of the observer to record as nearly as
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=-I ass.ble the altitude of the visitor, its line of progress am
the stars, and seconds of time of flight. These records are of~ng
o~ great value. As ~enning s~ys, '~Only those who have DC en
pled ,themselves considerably t,n thIs work can realize the cu
tractlveness of meteor observatlOl1. Others who are fresh to tit
study and lacking experience can hardly appreciate the pleas le
which the habitual observer feels in its pursuit." Ure

~1eteor swarms, being the remains of disintegrated Comet
preserve their original orbits around the Sun, the Earth cutti Sf

throuhg them at the orbital intersections. Here is a fine fie1 g

for the visual or photographic investigator; and for full i d
structions in the work, maps and blanks, interested observe

n


are advised to address The American Meteor Society C pS
Olivier, Pres., Flower Obs .. Univ. of Penna.. Upper Darby. Pa.•

TABLE OF DATES OF METEOR SHOWERS. (Denning).

Quadrantids --jan 3 1230"+52. Slow, long paths
Lyrids April 21 270"+33< Swift. streaks.
Y) Aquarids May 2-t> 338"- 2" Swift, very long.
Draconids june 28 228"+54" Very slow, short.

Aquarids jul. 23-30 339"-12" Slow. long paths.
a!Capric 'nidsI july 25 303° -I 0°, Slow, bright, long.
Perseids Aug.l! 45"+5r'Swift,streaks.
Orionids Oct. 19 920 + 15° Ditto
Leonids I Nov.14 151°+23° Very swift, streaks.
Andr'medids Nov. 17 25° +440 Slow, short, train.
Ceminids Dec. 11 110.+33° Short, swift, white.

The rocky material of meteorites is mixed with meta1ic iron1
pure or in compounds, a small per cent almost pure iron mixed
with nickle. Thirty of the known elemef1ts have been found in
meteorites, hut none new to science. The very perfect crystal.
izatioJ1, as well as their fractures and re-cementations, says Dr.
Moulton. indicate that these fragments came from mttsses of wor'ld.
like dimensions. If they. were ejected from the Sun, o~ from
volcanoes on Earth or Moon. they would cool Quickly add be
glassy instead of crystallirte. Chamberlain suggests that they may
be frdgmettt! of f)lanets of a pre-solar system period; but at any
rate they are proven to be of extra·terrestrial origin.

1£ the earth-structure was built uI' of large and smal1 accretions!
of meteoric motter through cout1t1ess ages. as the J'ldnetes~d.
hY'Pothesis assumes, it may be said that the process is 5tH! gOing
on, for upwards of twenty million foreign bodies collide WIth ouf
planet d:lily. 11 these aggregations were massed, they would bredal<
through the barrier of atmosphere and bring a frequent toll of . e·
struction; but being scattered. under a speed of perhaps forty ro l .

les
t'er sec-omt friction in Earth's atmosphere turns the greater portllirf
of them to vapor and ashes. though the evidence of some of trU Y
mount~inous size (notably ifl Arizona and Siberia). as well hS

ot~ers weighin, a few. pounds or many tons j convinces us. that t e~
skley bombardment sttllgoes 00, and Earth IS slowly growIng larg II
thereby. Only a beneficent atmosphere saves us from many
tragedy. .

"Handling a meteorite, we can be sure that it is something a~~~
to the material the nucleus of a comet is built up of, if dot ac
sill' d piece of d disintegrated comet!'-Bobrovnikoff·
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PART II:
INSTRUMENT, BUILDING

,
THE REFLECTOR - THE REFRACTOR

MOUNTINGS-OCULARS-PRISMS
SPECTROSCOPES - ASTRO-PHO

TOGRAPHY - THE SUN DIAL
DRIV INC CLOCKS-THE OB
SERVATORY,ETCETERA

the observatory is the most
l

sublime.It-Emerson.

"Without the telescope, astronomy could have advanced but little
ond the pre·Galilean epoch. Science, like civilization itself. is •
tter of tools."-Curtis.

"The pupil of the human eye is about one-fifth of an inch in
·aOleter. It brings to a focus on the retina only so many rays

light as fall within such an area. If it were an inch in di.
•. ter and could bring to a focus all the rays entering it, our

Ion would be twenty·five hmes as strong. If six inches we
uld see an object nine hundred times as faint as those vi~ible
th the unaided eye. We cannot regulate the pupils of our
es at will, but we can build an artificial pupil that serves
e same purpose.-namely, the telescope!'-Showalter.

''The' character of the true philosopher is to hope all things not
reasonable. He who has seen obscurities which appeared impene.
'&te in mathematical and physical science dispelled, and the most

• n and unpromising fields of inquiry converted as if by in.
rati~m ~nto.. rich and inexhaustible springs of knowledge and
er wlIl surely' be the last to yield to any dispiriting prospects of

the present or the future destinies of mankind. On the other
d. the boundless views of intellectual and moral relations which

to him on every hand in the course of these pursuits the

d
"'ledge of the t~ivial place .he occupies. in the .scale of cre'ation
.the sense contInually· pressed upon hIm of hIS own weakness

d tncapacity to su·spend or: even modify the slightest movement of
"!8st machinery he sees in action around him, must effectually

QVln~e him that humility of pretension. no less than confidence of
pe, IS what b~st beqomes his character."-Sir John Herschel.
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URS is the golden age of self-help-the rone_
, hand era, We enjoy most that which gives

us a chance to play our part- if not a first
violin, at least the humble" traps;" and the best
game is the one in which we are both observer and
participant, Every hour beholds its own miracle
of unheralded genius in unexpected places. A new
discovery in science falls to the honor of an' un
familiar name; a great book bursts the barriers of
a remote wilderness; a new record is established
by a hitherto unknown contestant; and gold med
als of honor cross the seas to discoverers of novae
or comets who never saw the inside of a great ob
servatory. Truly, in these times, perhaps even
more than in ages remote, •.• the race is not to
the swift, nor favor to men of skill; hut time and
chance happeneth to them all."

That which affords the keenest thrill as well
as the most lasting advantange is the product of
one's own ingenious handicraft - the expression
of one's own constructive individuality. A pur
chased instrument inspires at best a subjective in
terest; but one's own finished product is an objec
tive experience which gives a deeper insight into
values and relations than is otherwise possible.
Let him buy then who has neither time nor skill,
patience nor assiduity to achieve this personal tri
\lrnph; but his knowledge and enthusiasm-with
out which nothing worth while was ever mastered
..- will never match his whose labor of love is both
a problem and a pastime; whose. workshop J5

his classroom and his playground, Not that the
great masters wiII be equalled or rivalled (though
miracles still abound); but at least the earnest
worker may achieve a~ instrument that will be as
open windows into new realms boundless as beau
tiful, and one of which the giants of Coperni~rl
and Galilean days might well have been prou '

zzz

THE REFLECTOR

T is fortu
nate, in a
way, that a
ecting teles

is cheaper
thestand

int of initial
day, as well
. r to con

ruct, than a
rector. But

hile the point
economy is

II taken, let
re benoillu

ons concern
the produc

on of a good
ass-the onl y
ind that will

uite your la
r and insure
rmanent sat

faction. Any
e can pro

uce a mirror;
t the accom

ishment of a TEN-INCH HOME-BUILT REFLECTOR.
ec u I u m of Focal length, 90 in. Tube, 11' galvanized iron ir-

fi d rigation pipe, Axes, Ph' machine-threaded pipe.
gure an. Four ball-bearings from discarded motor-cars. Cir-

rfect defim- cles on 8"x2" weighted pulley-wheels. Base. sunken
n is nothing box filled with stone and concrete. Ocular, Huy-

f ghenian, Ph" e. f.. in rack-and-pinion cell. Defi-
rt, 0 a per- nit ion brilliant. Total cost of materials, $26,80.

triumph. .
Byron said of Italian-" the most beautiful and easiest

languages to learn, the most difficult to master.·· Be
t satisfied, therefore, with half measures, short cuts and
rtial success, Nothing but your best will bring the re-
rei that your labors entitle you to-riches beyond price.

Unless handicapped by difficulties in securing good glass
a Suitable mounting for the larger sizes, anything small
t~an an eight-inch speculum is rarely advisable, and a
-Inch is better still. Beyond that size difficulties in-
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crease in a ratio that discourages even the trained prof~

ional at times; but a six-inch glass requires almost as much
time and labor as a larger mirror which gives far greatersat_
isfaction fr~m the sta;-tdpoint of li~ht-gathering power, a
ten-mch glvmg not tWIce but four times the observing val_
ye of a five-inch glass. The ideal combination, it would
seem, is a ten-inch reflector and a four-inch refractor auxil.
iary, both of the observer's own construction.

Another preliminary recommendation concerns the at
tack on the mounting problems simultaneously with tit
work on the speculum. This may seem a little prematur;'
but the reason is the very human one that as the mirror a~
proaches completion, though other tests are important
nothing gives quite the thrill of satisfaction as when on~
slips the unsilvered speculum into the tube and gives it a
real" tryout" with a low-power ocular on the moon. Be
sides this, the leisurely construction of the mounting will
be found a grateful change. from the rather monotonous
labor over the grinding-post.

With the relative merits of reflectors and refractors and
the laws which govern their optical principles, as well as the
variations of the Newtonian type of reflector-Cassegrain
ian, Gregorian, Herschelian, etc.,-we need not deal with
here, but concern ourselves only with the practical con
struction of the simple Newtonian. This form was devised
by Sir Isaac Newton, about 1668, the first model built by
his own hand, and of less than two-inch aperture. being
still preserved. - - .. . _

Having decided upon the size of your instrument, the
first step is ,the procuring of your speculum-blank and the
glass "tool" of the ,same diameter but-relatively thinper.
(See Appendix: Where to Buy) As only the surface retIe.ct,ion
is required, and no rays pass th rough the glass 'as In the
case of a lens, glass of optical fineness is not necessary,
though it should be of high-grade commercial plate, free
from cracks and surface tIaws, perfectly circular, grot,ln~Iat
the edges ane:I as thick a disc as possible for your par~lcU
lar requirements-at least an inch for every six of, aper
ture. Thus a 1:Ji-inch disc will suffice for a ten-inch~
ulum, but nothing lighter is recommended.

As you value peace in the family, do not attempt s~cl;
tum-grinding in your weli groomed apartments; for, ~a.
the drippings 0: carborundcl'TI cmd emery and the ~~econ
live pervasion oi red oxide, the immediate region of ...~
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quest of idea over form, as weI! as the lone combatant's r
sonal presence, for all his enveloping apron and gaUnt~8
will resemble the close of a busy day in Flanders. Choos~
rather a shed. outhouse, attic or cellar, p.eferably before an
open window or door affordbg light and cheer, for the work
grows tedious as the hours drag on. for .all one's enthusiasm
and delight in visible progress. Even most city homes of
fer at least one solitary refuge where the instrument build_
er may hold forth in grimy glory, and solve his problems
without criticism or hindrance. If so. fortune favors him,

MIRROR, TOOl.
and GRINDING
POST at comple
tion of fine-grind
ing. The Tool Is
cemented to the
top of a 20-gal, oil
drum, fiHed with
water and ~upport·

cd on a solid stand
ard of convenient
height. with ample
spar::e for optician
to move around it
durjn~thegrjnding

operation. eareful
levelling of the tool
and perfect rigidi
tyof the mountinll
a re imperative.

A template for testing the curvature of your mirror is
easily made, and is quite indispensable. Having decided
on a ten-inch speculum of ninety inches focal length, let US
say (a deeper curve may be desired. a ratio. say, oHive or
six-to-one, though nine-to-one gives a wide. flat field), on a
bare floor lay down a batten twice the focal length of your
mirror: i. e., 180 in. from a nail driven in the upper end to

ZZ6

rve as a fulcrum, to another sharp nail. or awl, driven thru
the lower end of the battan to serve as a scriber. Under

th this scriber tack a flat sheet of zinc. carefully mark
ing thereon the line of curvature, cutting it out with tin

r's shears and filing true. As your mirror-grinding pro
ceeds, by !"tanding this gauge across its center, your pro

may be noted; and when you have reached the point
where the template fits the concavity of the mirror. rough

, ding may cease. and fine-grinding and polishing pro-

Another method of determining your progress is by cov
'ng the face of your mirror with tepid water and project

the image of the sun upon a wall or sheet of white paper
at the exact focal distance. As grinding proceeds the im

e will be seen to grow smaller and smaller until at last it
mes a burning bright disc about the size of a quarter

liar, at which point the optician prcceeds to polish and
rabolize,
In the matter of abrasives, corborundum will usually
found best for rough grinding. emery for the fine. Both

e in various degrees of fineness. from Grade 40 to 300
d even finer, for the corborundum, and Grades M30 I to
303Y2 for the Wellsworthemery which is standard for ex
lienee. Two hours' grinding with each of four or five

rades of corborundum, mixed to a thin paste with distilled
ater, ought to bring the mirror to proper curvature --- per
ps in even less time than that --- using just enough abra

've to cover the disc scantily, and working from tweny min
tes toa half-hour at each session --- rarely more. At each
ange of grade be sure to sponge off every trace of the pre
ing grade. both on mirror. tool, and everywhere about
grinding-post. shaking out apron and gauntlets, for a
I~ rougher grain may drive you back to a previous grade

gnnding, quite discouraging but easily avoided.
!"fost novices complain that while they find bringing tht'
reor to acceptable curve. with a fine velvety texture of
dace. is comparatively easy, the polishing process is slow

laborious beyond all reason. This should not be; and
reason usually is because fine-grinding is not carried far
ugh. The finest grades of Wellsworth emery ought to

uce a surface that makes polishing easy and sure. This
ry is used by leading lens-workers, washed free of grit
foreign particles, and not used in suspension unless the

rker so desires, in which cp<e a quantity is placed in a
glass jar half filled with distilled water, well shaken
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;!lnd allowed to settle a half-hour, only the water Wit;;;:;
minutest particles thus In suspension being used. This af
fords so fine a surface that lens-makers often bring the gl •
t9 a brilliant polish with ,only broadcloth and rouge. ass

,It is curious to note ho.w'quickly the ingenious workman
will acqUire his own individual way of doing things, once he
has mastered first pnnclples and got possession ofthe main
Idea. It IS due partly perhaps to man's natural rebellion
against set rules, but still mOre to the urge of feeling h'
way along and working out his salvation on his own linels

In the matter of grinding and polishing, for instance, hS~
may ~ adVised to use three half-diameter circular strokes
~o the nght to one three-quarter stroke straight across, twirl
mgthemlrror slightly by the handle between strokes, mean
y.-hIle movmg left~ard step by step around the post, mak
mg the complete Circuit every twenty,or thirty strokes, no
two strokes over exactly thj': same area. While this pro,
cedure IS In a general way trustworthy, the operator is sure
~o adopt vanatl<~ns of hiS own. as conditions arise-which
IS; one of the faSCinatIOns of glass-working in that it affords
such latitude for original methods. Grubb, who produced
many wonderful mirrors and lenses in his day, affirmed that
each attack on a blank of glass was a new problem and a
distinct adventure.

DIAGRAM OF
GRINDING POST.

A- The glass speculum.
(Curve greatly exag
gerated to show ef·
fect of abrasion).

B - Abrasive.
C - The glass "tool".
0- Grinding post.
E - Cement. F- Wood.,

en disc. G Handle,

The puzzling phenomenon of increased concavity as the
two flat glass surfaces are abraded is explained when it is
observed that while with each circular stroke some part of
the speculum is off the rim of the tool, the grinding of the
central areas" goes on forever." This is illustrated in the·
above cross-section, though the degree of curvature as illus
trated represents an impracticably short focus. The depth
of curvature of a normal ten-inch speculum is only about
two milhmeters-an amount so small as to be easily over-,
done without repeated tests with the template.

Having achieved as good a surface as care and patience"
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the fine-grinding should reward you, the polishing pro
is next in order; and therein you have the experience of
y notable instrument-builders to profit by, so that mas

rv of this interesting branch of the art is only a question
(ollowing rules. Various polishers have been tried-pa
r tin and lead foil, cloth of all grades and textures, silk,
phite, starch, resin, shellac and paraffin-and whereas
e of these are recommended in special cases for lenses,

ts or prisms, the good old standby, Archangel, Wi/ming
, or any other good grade of commercial pi tch, fulfills
most exacting requirements, whatever shorter-cut expe
ts may be recommended. Snow's grafting-wax, a Cal

mia product, which has much the same base, while no
ter than pitch, is highly refined, of even texture and the
t consistency without tempering, holding up well at the

I-edge. I have used and recommended it with confidence
years.

Whatever medium is used, it should be melted and twice
rained through cheesecloth as a safeguard; and, if neces-

, tempered with turpentine so that when cold it can be
i1y dented with the thumbnail. While warm enough
flow, but not too hot, the pitch may be poured evenly
r the tool to the depth of a quarter-inch, and the mirror,

II wet with soapy distilled water, pressed firmly down
n it and moved around to afford a perfect union. Be
the pitch is quite cold, lay a straight-edge across the

I, and with a knife dipped in soapy water, cut V-shaped
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grooves clean across the face of the tool about an inch apart
then another series crosswise, making a series of squares th~
middle one of which falls a little off the true center. Brush
clean and cover with soapy water, replacing mirror under
moderate weight till pitch hardens. You are now ready for
the polishing process which should be done as far removed
from the region of the grinding-post as possible-even an
other room or a draftless basement; for one grain of em
ery or corborundum dust on your pitch tool will mar if not
ruin your speculum, and drive you back to fine-grinding
again.

Even the best of rouge [chem" iron sesquioxide], needs
"washing" so that onl y the finest of the fine particles touch
the glass. Place a half-pound of the" red oxide" in a clean
glass jar, fill with distilled water, shake well and let stand
over night. Pour off water, leaving about an inch to cover.
Spoon out the top portion, spreading it evenly and thinly
over the pitch squares. Place speculum on the rouged tool
and proceed to polish with a straight stroke, varying it oc
casionally with the circular, twirling the handle between
strokes, meanwhile moving about the post as in the grind
ing process. Within a very few minutes a change will be
seen. the central areas will brighten, and little by little, de
pending, an how far the previous fine-winding was carried,
the entire disc will ta:.ce on a brilliar t polish. If the opera
tor experiences any difficulty in attaining his ideal of a per
fect n;flectivesurface, he might finish polishing and parab
olizing with a thin coating of melted beeswax laid over the
squares with a camel's hair or surgical gauze brush. The
foundation-comb used by apiarists is refined and free from
t'oreign matter, but straining through muslin while very hOfis a snnple and wise precaution before usmg any kmd °
wax.

You have now a speculum ground and polished to perfect
spherical curvature, perhaps, but this is far from producmg
a perfect image, as Newton and his contemporary mlrror
makers saw and demonstrated mathematically. All the

r:.~.~~~1--.:.···'-,- ~

A spherical speculum with dotted line in~\icatin~ a deepe~;ng Ii
the central areas in the form of a parabola in Dreier to bflngd)
of the reflected rays to one focal point. (Curves exaggerate .

taYS which strike a spherical mirror in straight lines are re
flected back, distributing themselves along the focal plane.
These rays must all be brought to a single point, as near as
possible, at the eyepiece; hence the parabola which approx
imates this desideratum.

In order to accomplish this it is only necessary to alter the
pitch-pad on the tool by paring down the outer squares and
leaving the central areas intact; which. on resuming the pol
ishing function once more, will naturally wear down the cen
tral regions of the speculum, altering it from the spherical
to the parabolic form. When you realize that the difference
between the curves is computed in hundred-thousandths
of an inch-an amount so minute that no micrometer can
register it, and only repeated laboratory tests on an artific
ial star can prove it-the danger of over-parabolizing be
.comes apparent, Usually twelve to fifteen minutes' parab

lizing will bring the mirror to a point of readiness for a first
test, if not to complete parabolic curvature. It is much eas

r and safer to approach this condition slowly than to over
parabolize and be compelled to alter the pitch-pad in a re
verse form to bring the mirror back to normal curve again.

PARABOLIZING
TOOL.

Being the normal
Polishing Tool cut
down at the periph
ery to alter theform
of the mirror from
the spherical to the
parabolic, bringing
all the rays to one
focal point.

There have been innumerable lens and mirror tests, with
wand then an original one -or at least a modification
One long tried and found reasonably true in all the optic

al laboratories of the world since the time of its inventor,
n Foucault, about the middle of the last century. Tho

calls for no elaborate or expensive apparatus, the Fou-
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-~ult "knife"7dge" test will be found as much a test of pa
tience and sklll as of the product of your handicraft· but
let not that discourage you, for it is above all a very b~uti_
ful experiment.

In a curtained but not too dark a chamber set up Your
mirror vertically on a standard or low shelf against a wall
anchoring it there securely. Directly opposite, at the cen:
ter of curvature, as when scribing the template, place a small
table upon which stands a small tin coffee-can with an inch
hole in the side toward the mirror. Over this hole glue a
piece of black darkroom p3per in whose center you have
thrust a cambric needle, making a clean round hole. Di
rectly behind it in the can suspend a frosted electric glebe
or place a small oil-lamp, which thus makes of the pin-hol~
your artificial" te;st star."

{~~
DIAGRAM OF THE FOUCAULT" KNIFE-EDGE" TEST.

A- Enclosed lamp with pin-hole sight to imitate a star.
B-Observer's eye brought very close to upright knife-edge.
C- Razor-blade in focal plane, cutting cone of rays from mirror.
D- Speculum under test.

To the left of this point of light, on a level with it, set up
right on a moveable standard a safety-razor blade. or other
knife-edge. Bend close and bring your eye to the left of the
lamp, and by cautiously moving the latter, you will ~nd
a position in the focal plane where the light of the artific
ial star will illumine the entire mirror with a brilliant sheen
of light. Now, with due care move the knife-edge along to
a point where it cuts the cone of light· from the mirror, and
you wl11 note the typical parabolic shadow-a faint smoke
ring effect: one proof of a good speculum. See Appendix, P 291.

If. now, in place ofthe knife-edge we substitute a loW
power eyepiece, likewise placed in the exact focal plane, w~
shall see the image of the" star" reflected back as a sma f
burning bright disc; and wherever carried across the fifeld 0
the speculum, remains the same-clean and sharp 0 con
tour, like a bright new 'dime-dear to the mirror's edge.

But this is an ideal condition; and ten chances to on~
considerable labor still will be exacted of the operator befo

2'"

such perfection is reached. There may be certain zones
where faintly darkening shadows show slight elevations, or
others that denote slight depressions; or still again. inequal
ities near the periphery-all of which must be noted and
the mirror returned to the polishing-tool, slightly altered to
meet: he requirements, for correction. While this may ap
pt.ar to be difficult, it is >urprising 1-:(\\ saon the remedy for.
these faults will suggest themselves, and how amazingly the
glass responds to the lightest chastening, even with rouged
ball of the thumb or finger-tips. Figuring a mirror to per
fect paraboloid form is a very delicate if fascinating art; and
its chief feature is that it is so easily overdone. Volumes
have been written on this intricate subject; but the ablest
mentor of all is patient persistence in the test-room.

As you will doubtless avail yourself of the first opportun
ity to test the merits of your optical handiwork on the stars,
you will be grateful for the suggestion that you provide in
advance a mounting, however simple. for your precious
mirror, much as a proud mother has the cradle in waiting
for the new-born child. Any loose makeshifts may lead to
disappointment and the illusion that you have not succeed
edso well in your undertaking at all, when in reality theim
perfect performance of your mirror is wholly due to faulty
alignment of the optical train, improper focussing or ocular
of too high power. But well mounted, you will be surprised
at its unsilvered light-gathering power on some object like
the moon, though it is only the silvered and polished sur
face, giving eighty to ninety percent reflection, that brings
OUt the stars in their true beauty and majesty. This silver
ing process- all honor to Baron Leibig!-is not difficult;
and is one of the prettiest experiments in applied chemistry,

Anyone who has had even slight experience in darkroom
work-and who among this generation of experimenters
has not ?-will welcome this silvering episode as something
after his own heart, being somewhat in the nature of devel
oping a rare negative or print, save that in case of failure to
attain the highest results in the case of a silvered surface, he
can sponge off with nitric acid, wash we!! and begin again
and doubtless often will. But while no darkroom is neces
~, the same rules with regard to exact rreasurements,
chemically pure ingredients, regulations of temperature and
abohastve all cleanliness, obtain; and there should be neither

e nor guesswork. The formulae are standard; and as
given here and in the Appendix, offer quite a field for experi
ftlentation with view to attaining the best results.
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TE -r CH
SPECULUM

Banded with a wide
strip of paraffined
papertohold the sil
ver nitrate solution
during the <;i1vering

process - one of the
most interesting ex
periments in the drt

of Reflecting Teles
cope building.

( Other Silvering
Formulae are given
in the Appendix).

Clean four quart-bottles thoroughly, and label: A. B. C,
and D, as seen in the above cut.

Solution A-Nitrate of Silver, 175 gr. Distilled water,
10 oz.

SolutionB-Ammonium Nitrate. 262 gr. Distilled wa
ter, 10 oz.
. Solution C ··-Granulated sugar, Y:; oz, distilled water, 5oz.
Dissolve and add Tartaric Acid, 50 gr. Boil in glazed dish
ten minutes. Add pure grain Alcohol, I oz.. and water to
make 100z.

Solution D-Caustic Potash, purified by alcohol, loz.
Distilled water, 10 oz.

Lay speculum in large graniteware dish, face up. Cut a
three-foot strip of stout paper, about three inches wide. and
run it thru a shallow pan of melted paraffin. coating it well
on both sides. Wrap this strio tightly around the rim of
the speculum, securing it with several turns of strong cord.
This will serve as a container for the solution during the SlI
vering process.

With rubber gloves to protect the hands as well as the
mirror, with a wad of surgical gause dipped in pure mtrlC
acid, go over every square inch of the glass surface several
times with thoroughness and considerab'e pressure to InSure
absolute cleanliness, rinsing with distilled water betweJn
scrubbings. A saturated solution of stannous chlOrIde, (
luted one-half with distilled water, as a finis'ling cleanser,~s
advised; but all traces of this scouring agent must also e
eliminated. The insistence upon a perfectly receptive s~r:
face to the silvering agent cannot be too strongly ernp a

Z:1I

ed. After the final rinsing, cover the glass with distilled
atcr and let stand in the same temperature as the chemi
Is for several hours. At a temperature of 60· to 70· F.,

he silver deposits best. If warmer, the action is too rapid
d the metal deposit too soft to stand the polishing pro-

afterward. If too cold, the mirror coats slowly.
Place two measuring glasses side by side, Into one of
em pour an ounce of Solution A, adding an ounce of So
tion B. In the other glass mix likewise one ounce of Sc
ion C, and one of Solution D. You are now ready to
ver.
Pour off the water covering the face of the speculum, reo

lacing the latter in the graniteware dish. Pour contents of
e measuring glass into the other. The mixture will in
ntly turn straw-color, soon deepening to inky blackness.

t this instant flow the solution over the speculum, rock
the dish vigorously. Soon the metallic deposit will be

n to film over the entire disc, while muddy granules will
rm thnu the solution. Before these floating particles set
etoo thickly over the silver film, pour off the solution and

hover the mirror enough distilled water to cover, Mix
lutions A, B, C. and D, exactly as before, pour water from

speculum and flow over with the silvering mixture a sec
d time. This doubles the thickness of the film. Repeat

third time; and, if an extra heavy deposit of silver is re
'red, a fourth. It should be so that when held up to a

ow or an electric light, objects may be seen dimly out
through it. This accomplished, the mirror is returned

the di,sh, flowed with distilled water. and every inch of
e surface gone over very cautiously with a tuft of absorb
t eatton to clear away the muddy settlings of the chemi-
. Repeat two or three times till the silver is bright and

ean, taking care not to damage the tender film; then set
on edge in a sunny window to dry and harden.

If instructions regarding purity of chemicals, temperature,
above all cleanliness and caution in manipulation, were
rved, your mirror is doubtless very brilliant, even with

t polishing. Still, this process is quite simple and will add
eatly to its efficiency on the stars.
After a couple ofdays' hardening of the silver deposit, lay

speculum face up on a stove-shelf to warm. Spoon out
little of the washed rouge on a saucer, allowing it to beoome

e-dry over heat. [n a piece of soft new face-chamois wrap
.e lump of rouge, working into the chamois as much as it
11 take up;' discarding the rest. Place the mirror be-
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'rUBE OF TELESCOPE. showing door for capping and uncapping
the mirror, or foradjust'ments as occasion reqwires.

tion) , and covering the optical end during inclement weath
er, the instrument will retain fair adjustment for years. As
a further precaution against tarnishing, the speculum may
be flowed over with lacquer diluted six to one with amyl ac
etateand dried an edge. It isso transparent as not toimpair
the reflective values of the mirror to any appreciable degree.
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The plain «parallactic ladder" form cf mounting pic
tured on the preceding page may be elacorated into a more
permanent device with ingenuity and a little more expense,
as will recommend itself to the bui'der. Eut whether it
be of this model or the equatorial form illustrated else
where in this chapter, four things are paramount: rigid
ity, perfect alignment, smooth working parts and balance.

The reflector may I::e set up in any open space which com
mands a wide view, particularly of the southern hcavens. A
domed or s!iding.roofhousing for a reflector is not imperative
in our latitudes, though many have so provided, since by fit
tiog a tight felt-lined cap over the mirror, (reached througha
door at the lower end of the tube, as shown in the reproduc-

"English Equatorial" type of Reflector mounting.
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fore a window, wrap the rouged chamois around a wad of
cotton and begin polishing at the center, lightly, with circu_
lar motion, slowly advancing toward the circumference. A
full hour may be well spent in this occupation, for th~ re_
sults will fully justify the painstaking, and your speculum
will resemble a polished block of finest ebony.

Doubtless by this time the ambitious optician will be so
pleased with his handicraft and thrilled with the prospect
of givinq the results of so much labor a real try-out on the
stars that he will be thankful he had the foresight to carry
on the building of the mounting simultaneously with work
on the speculum, and now has it in readiness for this inter
esting event. However, many affairs may have intervened
to make this impossible, however desirable. [n that case he
is recommehded to construct a temporary mounting, as de
signed after the English model by Prof. Fullan, which may
be easily made, having all the merits of serviceability, rig
idity and low cost. The lower bearing may be set in con
crete, the wooden frame, properly oriented, in perfect bal
ance, permitting a full sweep of the telescope in Right As
cension and Declination for all the visible heavens save, of
course, the extreme circumpolar regions. But remember,
some of the greatest reflectors suffer that handicap as well.



Having chosen a spot with at least a free north and south
view of the heavens, set solidly in the ground an upright four
by four post about two feet above an eight-foot square plat
form. Around this post set a box of twelve-by-one inch lum
ber, squared with the points of the compass, and filled in
with crushed stone and concrete, topped with a heavy oak
platform for the telescope mounting, oriented, levelled and
made secure. A heavy hardwood wedge, sawed to an angle
equal to the latitude of this observing station, suppOrts the
polar axis, which, on looking through it, should show Polar
is in its exact fixed center.

Ordinary inch and one-half and two-inch galvanized iron
piping, machine-threaded for accuracy, serves very accepta
bly for polar and declination axes, the bearings being tight
fitting steel collars, or better still, discarded motor-car ball
bearings which are inexpensive and afford ease and smooth
ness of motion. Right ascension and declination Circles rr.ay
be marked off accurately on the flat faces of eight-inch pul
ley wheels, previously painted dead black, the former with
theHrs, and Mins., I to XXIV, and the latter in Degs. and
lvlins., running both ways from I° to 180°, the readings de
pending upon which side of the pier the telescope is swung.
Old clock-hands clamped to the tubing will serve very weil
for indicators. In the matter of adjustment for observation,
when the declination axis is horizontal, the right ascension
circle should be set at 0, or XXIV hrs.; and the declina
tion circle should read 0° 0' when telescope points to a
star on or near the celestial equator, -- II Orionis, ~ Virginis,
fJ Aquilae, or (X t\quarii, for instance, -- or 90° when fixed on
the North Star. '

The construction of the main tube will probably be del
egated to the practical metal-worker, tho here again per,~

haps the valiant experimeter will decide to "go it alone,
Galvanized iron irrigation pipe comes in various sizes, tho
a neater job may be done by building it specially, seam
ing it inside. Its diameter should be at least an inch larger
than that of the mirror, four or five inches longer than its
focal length, a revolving sleeve carrying the optical parts,
as seen in the illustrations. Reflectors up to six-inch aper
ture may revolve in their cradle supports, tube, mirror, op
tical parts and all; but for larger sizes a fixed tube with a
revolving sleeve that carries diagonal mechanism, eyepiece
mounting and finder, will be found a great convenience,
making observational adjustments quick, smooth and easy,
This sleeve should be large enough to support two quarter
inch iron rings on the inside which fit snugly against tWO
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her rings affixed to the outside of the tube, the sleeve
amped firmly with bands and revolving true,

REVOLVING
SLEEVE

lding the diagonal
t, ocular-tube and

er for quick and
sy adjustment on
her side of pillar,
owing steel wires
ich support tube
taining a sliding

r to whose further
is affixed the di

nal flat.

The sleeve thus removable makes it easy to arrange all
e details of the optical train: lengthening or shortening
e tube so that the focal point falls within the ocular sys
m after right-angled reflection from the diagonal. The
ntering and anchoring of the flat is also made easy, for
true image is possible without perfect alignment.

The diagonal may be cut out of a piece of good plate
ass, elliptical in shape, large enough to receive the image

t its proper station, and bevelled at both ends. It should
silvered as carefully and polished as brightly as the mir-

r itself, and offers a good subject for preliminary experi
ntal work along these lines before attacking the major

oblem of the mirror. A perfect diagonal is an achieve
em in itself.
While the great reflectors employ the diagonal flat, small
ones may use the right-angled prism with increased ad
ntage, since a silvered flat gives from eighty to ninety per
t reflection while a prism gives practically one hundred,

d moreover needs no after care save to keep clean. Still,
'sms arc rather expensive to buy, unless the worker de
d~s to undertake grinding and polishing his own according

Instructions given later on, in which effort he will find
other opportunity to prove his skill in the instructive
s of glass working.
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It is scarcely necessary to call attention to the fact that
counterweighing of both polar and declination axes is es
sential to insure smooth movement on the bearings dunng
observational hours. Most print-shops have .. hell-boxes"
for discarded type-metal, and a quantity of this may be
had at a reasonable outlay, melted and moulded into discs
that fit the iron piping of your axes, counterbalancing to
a nicety, without appearing cumbersome.

Another detail concerns the blackening of the inside walls
of the entire telescope tube to insure against cross-reflec_
tions. Vegetable black in lacquer thinned with wood alco
hol will be found efficient and fairly permanent.

The important matter of eyepieces and their construc
tion will be fO'Jnd elswehere, if the experirr.enter wishes to
pursue an interesting byway in optics instead of purchas
ing the finished product from a dealer. Sooner or later he
will probably take up this branch of the art anyway, and
so have a full battery of oculars for the price of one or two
of the professional kind.

A finder being merely a wide-angle field-lens with a pos
itive Ramsden eyepiece with cross-hairs, the glass-worker
may also undertake one of these, in the rr.eantime content
ing himself with an ordinary field-glass from which he has
removed the erecting train. Even with a good finder, just
plain sighting along the tube-length gives fair accuracy.

A convenient notebook at hand is recommended; for.
whatever operations are repeated at a later date - and
there are certain to be many - it is a source of satisfac
tion to be able to turn back to dates, hours given to each
successive function., materials used, etc.; and particular
data regarding every phase of the parabolizing, silvering
and polishing processes. This information may save much
time and avert many an error in subsequent operations.

As a passing admonition: do not suffer your passion for
insuumem-bullumg-and I have known It to becomeapos
itive obsession in more than one instance-to blind you to
the prime object in view: that of observing the heavens.
h is well sometimes to try to improve upon yourself, bl!t
this commendable enterprise may be overdone. I have In

mind several who started out with the genuine ambition to
become astronomers who were so enamored of the fine-art
of mirror and lens-making that they have done nothing else
since; and the glories of the heavens are still a scaled or~
cle to them. Perhaps a perusal of Part I, of this book, Will

stir them to a realization of what they are missing by tOO
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JT\uch devotion to the grinding-tool, and profit accordingly.
Remember that the best traveller is not he who makes un

due haste to reach his destination, but rather the one who
derives the utmost pleasure and profit from each day's un
hurried progress. In this work one may delve as deeply into
mathematics, optics and chemistry as one may wish, for the
field is vast and the rewards are great; but if each day's ado'
vance yields its own intellectual profit, ultimate triumph is
assured, even to those unskilled in the higher sciences.

As to the respective merits of reflectors and refractors, it
would seem that those who own them should be the most
competent to judge; tho, as Pope said of our consciences
and our watches, each is most inclined to .. believe his own."
Nevertheless, there area few facts relative to each that are
worth consideration by the prospective telescope-builder.

As to initial cost. the reflector has an immense advan
tage. A ten-inch speculum- blank and .. tool" cost about
eight dollars; the crown and flint optical discs of the same
size for a refractor, upwards of two hundred. The mount
ing of the former may be a very inexpensive home-built af
fair, while that of a large refractor is intricate and costly.

A ten-inch mirror may be ground and figured in ten to fif
teen hours; an achromatic lens of equal size \vould require
months of most exacting labor to bring to equal perfection.

Aperture for aperture, the ratio of power is about eight
and one-half to ten, in favor of the refractor. The latter
is rarely truly acnromatic, being more or less afflicted with
color aberration, while the reflector gives clean, sharp im
ages, tho liable to spherical distortion by reason of temper
atural changes, open-tube air currents and flexture. A re
fractor's tube being closed avoids these very largely.

Observations with the reflector are easy, even of objects
at high altitudes quite inconvenient to reach with a refrac
tor and star-diagonal, especially tiring for long sessions.

In astrophotography, and in some phases of spectoscopic
work, the reflector stands supreme; but in the field of vis
ual observation the ref ractor has never been supplanted.

Refractors of small aperture are handiest for quick ser
vice and short sessions, portable, easily adjusted, never de
tenating, and requiring no special care. Moreover, some
epochal work has been achieved with such instruments in
the hands of masters. Vide p. 95. As previously observed
then, the most efficient star-layman's equipment, it would
seem. IS a ten-mch reflector with a refractor of small aper
ture a~ a most valuable adjunct, both the products of his
OWn constnlctlYe genIus.
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Fixed Eyepiece mounting. with dou'""'e
prism system. Budt by 0. S. Marshall,
Springfield, Vt. (Below: close view).

·ext to optical perfec
tion is facility and ease in
observation. An)' inno
vation that mitigates the
fatigue o.f long sessions at
the eyepiece makes for ef
ficiency and pleasure in
the work at hand. In a
stationdr j ocular mount
ing, whik involving two
reflecticns of the image-
one at the diagcoaJ flat,
the other at the ,ncased
prism in the pOlar axis
.the inciident loss of light
jt negligible, while thea_
vantage of surveying the
entire heavens £ro.m one
pcsition is obviQus. This
particular mounting de
mands some considerable
mechanical .skill on the
part of the bwld_r.; but
aided by the fine olue
prints (which may be had
at mere cost from the de
signers), the task should
not be so very difficult.

Gas-pipe mounting for 8~n m;rror.
Coupling on oak shaft permit~ re
moval of optical parts. E: Eyepiece.
(V. M. Massey. S. Pasadena. Calif.)
(Left) "Auto" mounting, using. a
discarded driving shaft For mir
rors up to 10". (F M. Hicks).

as work progresses, so many
variations suggest themselves
to the better solution of the
mounting problem as he sees:
it. Few mountings work out
as originall y planned from the:
photos and specifications.
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While the methods em
ployed in mirror-making
do not admit of much lat
itude for such individual
variations as may present
themselves; with mount
ings the case is different.
Here the tngeflious crafts
man may choose from var
ious designs that whrch is
best suited to his require
ments, his skiH with t=ls,
his equipment, and mere
thanall, perhaps. his purse.
Even if he does elect to
follow some particular de
sign, the chances are that
he will depart more or less
from the original pattern



"Pas.adena Mounting." stationary eyepiece. for mirrors UP to I1 H .

DesIgned by F. M. Hicks, Pasadena, Calif. (Blue prints at cost).

Aside from the physical comfort of remaining seated at
the eyepiece during an enti re observing: se5sion, there are
other features of the fixed-eyepiece reRector that challenges
the refractor for readiness and adaptability While a find
er has alwavs been regarded as a prime necessity, whatever
the type of instrument, it is probably less frequently em
ploved with a mounting of this pattern, and some discard
it altogether, Sighting along the tube with the aid of ring
sights affords fair approximation, when with a low-power
ocular, giving a field of half a degree or more, the object
sought may be quickly centered, and a higher power sub
stituted, if desired. Again, graduated circles in right as
cension and declination in the fixed-eyepiece form are easy
to install, with the very distinct advantage of being always
within instant range of vision, and you are spared the ne
cessity of leaving your post to go gunning in the dark with
a Rashlamp to secure your bearings-alwavs a loss of val
uable time and sometimes dampening to enthusiasm. In
the case of variable star work, when it is desirable to make
as many magnitude estimates at a single session as possible,
often in widely separated celestial areas, the practical val
ue of circles right under your ocular, as it were, is obvious.
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Equatorial Mounting for 10" Reflector, by J. A. Johnson,
Fresno, California. (See also Driving Clock, in Appendix).

Thus the ambitious telescope-builder will decide upon
the mounting best suited to his needs, his dexterity with
tools, and of course his means. But whether it is of the
Simplest and most inexpensive design, or like some one of
those reproduced here and displaying rare craftsmanship,
be assured that the expenditure is amply justified. No en
thusiast in star study will cavil at his bargain, whatever it
be: and if he is over-cntical of his handiwork, it will be in
view of better, if not always bigger, results next time.
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THE LE, S CRL leER AT WORK

S-GRINDER'S BENCH, showing (left to right) Motor, rack-and-pinion
tar-tube, Notebooks, iron Grinding Tool, and vertica1 Lathe-head with four
optical Blank in process of fme-grinding. Full work1ing tnst.ructi<ms in 'tex't.

THE REFRACTOR

WHILE differing from each other in optical principle'S
and construction, between the reRector and refractor
there are many factors in common from the practi

cal optician's standpoint. Though in the refracting system
there are four surfaces to be ground and ngured as aga'inst
one in the reflector, the methods of attack are very similar
save that, owing to the smaller areas' to be worked, hand
power may be largely superceded by machine power, to the
great saving of time and gain in accuracy, Two glass discs
ground together by hand, as in the case of mirror-working,
would eventually bring them to curve; but iron "tools""
previously worked to form in a lathe, do the work in less
than half the time, and may be used repeatedly, even on
blanks of various sizes, with proper corrections,

Likewise in lens-work a system of templates is employed
(or gauging curvatures as in mirror-making; the abrasives
are the same; the squared-surface pitch-pads a re similar, as
are the strokes and general methods in practice, so that to
this point the successful speculum-worker will graduate into
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the refractor class by easy stages, nor feel far from home in
anyone of them. But here the similarity in appliances and
treatment ceases, for the figuring and testing methods em
ployed in lens-work are of a far more intricate and exact_
ing kind, though not beyond the skill of the average master
of the common tools applied to glass-working- perhaps the
simplest of home-built equipments in all the arts.

Given the requisite tools, the mere mechanical labor in
volved in producing two crown and two flint surfaces of
proper curvature to combine in an achromatic system is
surprisingly easy, calling for no involved mathematics nor
phenomenal manipulative skill. Indeed, some of the fin
est objectives have been achieved by masters of the craft
who relied almost wholly upon an intuitive sensp of mechan
ical fitness, as many build houses, or radios, or p'ay instru
ments, or write clever b80ks who were never schooled in the
subtilties of their craft-and were not accounted geniuses
either. By all mean~, bring all the mathematics you have,
or have time to acquire, to your lens work, to a better un
dcrstanding of what you do and why; but without an intui
tive sense of cause and effect-of optical values and pro
portions as well as limitations-you will miss the ideal you
set out to realize, just as with this fine enquiring ~ense un
aided you may attain it to your lasting satisraclion.

While a foot-power vertical lathe-head, (used by lens
.workers for a hundred years or more), is not to be despised
even now, electrical power is available in remotest places,
and simplifies grinding problems immensely. The bench
seen on the previous page displays a quarter-horsepower
motor, geared to slow speed, driving a wormscrew engag
ing a cogwheel attached to an upright steel shaft. This
shaft passes thru ball-bearings set flush with the bench-top,
and rests on ball-bearings set in concrete in perfect align
ment below. In a rigid metal cup-device, furnished with
set-screws for accurate centering, a four-inch optical blank
is cemented in a bed of shellac tempered with oil of cloves,.
the disc levelled and otherwise made ready while the shellac
is still warm.

Economy in many particulars may be commendable, but
in the matter of glass suitable for a telescope objective a~y

thing but the highest optical grade spells failure. In pOint
of fact, considering the difficulties and intricacies involved
in producing a flawless, homogencous disc of crown or flIOt,
free from bubbles, striae and other impcrfections, mce(cig
all the requirements of the exacting optician, the won er
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is that it can beproduced commercially at so reasonable
a pnce. Consldennii' too, the time, thought and labor which
must be spent upon It to bring it to its highest usefulness as
~ telescope obJective, even the novice at the ben:h c8uld
.affxd to take no chances with glass of inferior grade,or with
any not guaranteed by reputable makers. If there be any
hortcomlngs m the finished product, let not the lens.worker

reproach himself that he used inferior glass.
Properly matched crown and flint discs come from the

m:lkers with their characteristies diam8nd-scratched upon
~h~lr edges: Size, No, Melt, Type, value of D-line in spec
tru'l1. I. e., the mdex of refraction; the V-sign, or relative
~m )unt of refraction toa given amount of dispersion, etc.,
hemg also oversize to give plenty of latitude in working.

OBJECTIVE BLANKS-Four-Inch, Clear Aperture.
CROWN: FLI NT:

Type, C. Melt No 593 Type. FM3. Mdt No. 1637
Index for D-Line, 1.51823 Index for D-Line, 1.62071

v~59.8 y~362

. Many will wonder at the outset why it is that while a
SIngle crown lens may give a good terrestrial image under
test, a flint lens of reciprocal figuring to supplement it is so
essential on the stars. The answer is to be found in the
familiar phenomenon known as chromatic aberration where
by the star-image through a single lens is seen to be sur
rounded by a series of beautiful but embarassing rainbows
of color, impeding observational work very seriously. Be
C!!use of this difficulty, with no known methods of correc
tion, Newton and his colleagues temporarily abandoned the
refractor in favor of the reflector which presented no such
color problems. It was in 1758 that a practical optician,
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It is sometimes a pri vilege accorded the novice in the art
to be allowed to take the curves of some good objective of
the size decided upon, and whose capable performance he
would endeavor to dup icate. This simplifies matters some
"Ioat. insurinp greater accuracy and offering a criterion of
excellence for the final test. Taking the lenses from their
cell with due care, the curves may be measured and com
puted by the aid of a spherometer, which the clever worker

ZI1
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OPTI-:IAN'S
SPHEROMETER
for ~letermining the
rauius of curvature
of a lenstotheaccu
racy of 1-IOOth of a
millimeter, and with
convex and conC(lve

range of 15mm. lat
itude a bove and be
low plane.

m'lv construct witl;'! his own hands-an implement in con
stant use around trte optician's bench. It consists of a sol·
id metal table supported on three equi-spaced needle-point
steel legs A central screw, threaded fifty to the inch, is sur
mounted by a milled twirling nob, and provided with a met
al disc accuratelv graduated at the circumference, I to 100.
A millimeter-scale attached to the standard at the side runs
to 15mm. above plano-convex; and 5mm. below-concave.

In skilled hands the instrument
attains a' precision of 1-200mm.·

ACB represents circumference
ofa spherical surface whose Radi
us. OD or OA, is required.

Let AB=Diam. of cirtle indi
cated by the three leg-points of
spherometer whose central screw
point is at C, whose Radius AC is
expressed by r, and whose versed
sine, by h. Hence, the formula:

r'+ h'
Radius~

2h

-To illustrate: Belo.... are given two five-inch objective systems a'
-.Jopted by the famous Mantois. of Paris:-
Radius: Radius: •

Outside Crown. Plus, 20%' Outside Cro~. P!\", 1~,
Inside .• .. 17",' Inside •

.. Flint, Min., 17\4' .. FI!!'l. Min. 2''''.
Outside" .• 69' Outside b8'!S

Lenlo![h of Focu... · 7~" Short Focus.

(For Sharp's system for calculating radii, see Appendix).
ZIO

John DoUond, demons~rated that by placing a. p~ano-con~
cave flint lens, possessmg a different characteristic of dis
persion, in conjunction wit~ a d?uble-convex crown, chr~
matic aberration was partially If not wholly neutrahzed'
and thus was the so-called achromatic combination stand~
ardized for all time.

The novitiate's first reaction upon attacking an optical
blank is one of misgiving-even self-doubting reluctance.
But once launched upon the enterprise, deeply absorbed in
the fascinating work, doubt and hesitancy disappear; and
thereupon ar.ises an delusion of q'Jite an opposite character:
that is the easiest task imaginable, with an uncontrollable
impulse to hurry on to the end, forgetting that lens-work
admits of no short cuts, no rash advances nor prolonged
sessions at the grinding table. The best method is to have
fixed hours for slipping OI1.th.e apron and gauntlets, resting
a quarter-hour between half-h~urseanc~,limitingthe total
working-time to two hours dally. ThiS may be exceeded
during the process of rough grinding; but yo,:, will soon reach
a pass where you will choose to proceed wIth due caution
and reserve.

Opticians of many lands have experimented for years
with view to approximating the ideal conditions for ~ lens
that shall meet all requirements, visual, photographIc, et
cetera; but for all-round observational work there seems to
be nothing more reliable than the familiar combination of
the double-convex crown with the plano-concave fhnt, focal
ratio of the system about fifteen to one. Naturally as the
refractive and dispersive characteristics of glass vary, and
even melts d'ffer one with another, the maker's data will be
found the safest criterion; and his advice, always ch~erfully
given, the best guide in questions of doubt or expediency.

Of course, if one adopts the simple double-convex crown
(of equal curvature), and plano-concave system, there are
but two iron tools to be roughed up to reverse template
form, whereas with four surfaces to work. (as in the combi
nation diagrammed to scale on a succeeding page), there
are four tools to be prepared and kept true to form through
out the entire grinding process.-



Placed upon a perfectly flat surface~~

with the central screw carefully adjust_
ed the spherometer-reading should be
ze;o. Transferred to lens-surfaces, the
plus and minus readings should be taken.
several times and averaged for precIS
ion The next important step is to de
ter~ine the value of ' Y,' the radius of the
circle drawn thru the three outer leg
points of the spherometer. This is best
done by making micrometnc measure
ments of the distance between the cen
tralscrew-Ieg point and that of each out
er leg, taking the n',ean and recordmg It
for permanent referenc~. The valuesof
the curves in the four-lOch system dla
grarrmed on this ~age were calculated
from a standard obJective, and the tem
plates cut accordingly.

For each unlike surface to be manipu
lated separate tool is required. A flat
faced hardwood model may be turned
in a lathe, supplied with a boss: or han
dle. This pattern-too!, which IS of the
sarre diameter as the optical blank to be
worked must be cast in iron in quadru
plicate,' each boss threaded in a lathe,
and the surface of each turned to fit Its
particular template. This is quite a Job
in itself; but when one remerr,bers that
these tools may be used for years. With
occasional corrections, they are worth
doing well.

While the grinding is usually done on
the optical blank cerrented to the ver
tical lathe-head, in polishing the method
is sometimes reversed. For this reason

• • •• the boss on each tool is threaded so a5'
~ ~ ~ ~ to fit a coupling on the revolving lathe-
-0 M M 00 head, and the work progresses after th:
M +.... manner of mirror-gnndmg. Expenenc
+ + suggests the better method in each case.

The processes of rough and fine grinding as wcll as the;:;:
ishing are so far duplicates of the methods employed mrate
ror-work, (See p. 207, etscq.,l that the change IS only a g
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ful one of substituting a motor-driven lathe-head for a sta
tionary grinding-post. The vertical shaft should be provid
ed with ball-bearings, running perfectly true, and so geared
Clown that you can make ten or twelve hand-turns counter
wise with the tool, thus no two strokes passing over the same
area. It is surprising how quickly a curvature is reached;
and your template should always be at hand for testing to
guard against over-grinding. A variation of a hundredth of
a millimeter from your calculated curves will make a vast
difference in the focal length and working capacity of your
achromatic, so it pays to proceed with patience and caution.

OBJECTIVE BLANKS, shown on page 229, ground
and polished to achromatic curves l ready to place in
the cell for testing preliminary to the final figuring.

Having brought the surfaces of the crown and flint to
perfect spherical curves and given them high polish, you are
ready to seat them in their cell and proceed to test for correc
tion in chromatic and spherical aberration, definition, etc.

Lens-testing is a fine-art in itself-the most exacting with
which the optician has to deal as well as the most fascinat
ing to the enquiring student of the mysterious laws of light.
Every maker has his own peculiar, often secret, methods,
jealollsly guarded perhaps; but the main principles have be
come more and more the property of him who has the in
terest and zeal to dig for them, and like as not he will devel
op a few "secret" processes of his own. I never knew a
lens-worker who wasn't proudly mysterious about some
thing or other-probably an unconscious survival of the
spirit of ancient times when it meant death to disclose the
secrets of the craft. But while volumes have been written
on the subject, some of them involved in fairly Einsteinian
mathematics, great work has been done by men who never
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gests a return to the polishing table, repeated trials alone
indicating the afflicted areas and dictating the kind and
amount of correction necessary. A spherical surface is ex
tremely sensitive to chastening which can be easily over
done; for a few minutes' manipulation with a rouged ball
of the thumb is sufficient to change the direction of a light
ray and make or mar a good objective. Here is where the
wizardry of lens-figuring begins, and where practical ex
perience is more informing than many a learned treatise

The artificial star serves well in testing for spherical as
weU as chromatic aberration. In a perfectly centered sys
tem, viewed inside or outside the true focal point,a good
lens will show a series of quite sharply de-

..., d'O'80<l00 dn". 'he 00'"=e~ ~(llwhat fringed, but all of them symmetric- .?i§'\
ai, with no over-lapping, ellipticity or flare. ~.
AU corrections should be directed toward
attaining this desideratum, a trustworthy
ocular being used lest any faults observed Diffraction rings
be accountable to the eye-piece and not to surrounding star
the lens under test at all. Precise center- irJUl8lOina j!ood ob
ing is another important factor to avoid jective. the ocular
attributing to your objective shortcomings ;:;ci~~~,ghtlyout
of which it is entirely innocent.
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. a preliminary, in.placeof the artificial star, as suggest
in the foregoing, suspend a series of equi-spaced plumb

ines against a dark background at a suitable distance. If
he lines show straight and sharp clean to the rims of the

Id, the lens tests well; but the chances are that they will
ppcar slightly bowed one way or another, as seen. (much
agge.-ated) in the dl8gram below. Such a condItion sug

.--.-r

I

delved into these intricacies, but who pursued the commoll
methods with common sense and the determination to make
a good lens.

A moderately darkened chamber makes a good test-room
in an open window of which is set a solid screen. A hole i~

cut in this screen just the size of the lens under test, and the
latter set upright before it. At about the focal distance a
low-power ocular is mounted on a skeleton tripod in the ex
act focal plane.

Some fifty feet or more in the open beyond the window is.
set up your artificial star in the sunlight, preferablv against
a dark background. This" star" may be a steel ball, sil
vered bottle-stopper, or best of all a discarded electric-light
globe silvered on the inside, lined up accurately in the optic
al train. Now, if the artificial scar is first viewed thru the
crown lens alone with the carefully adjusted eyepiece, blue
and red rainbows will be seen to encircle the image. If the
ocular is pushed forward a little, the blue rings will fade and
the red flare up more brilliantly. Likewise when the eye-

L Lens under test. fTrue focus. I Inside. 0 Outside true fQCt.l.!.

piece is drawn back of the true focal point,. the red rings
will be seen to soften down and the blue to intenSIfy. It
is because a lens is an aggregation of prisms; and each col
or has a distinctive deviation constant, distributing along
the focal plane, the blue nearest and the red rays furthest
from the lens. By placing the flint lens behind the crow:'
and again examining the artificial star at the true focus: ~t
will be seen that the so-called chromatic aberration is m~tl

gated if not wholly neutralized by the different refracm,:e:
values of the two lenses and a clear image results. But thIS
ideal condition is seldom attained -only approximated by
even experienced workers; but it is by a close study of these:
spectral rings, both inside and outside the focal point, tha~
the optician determines the degree of under or over-correc
tion of his lens and takes measures accordingly.
. Spherical aberration reveals itself under varioUS tests.
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-----------------------
An auto-collimation method of test for spherical aber_ .

ration gives a refinement of results that is ~ratifying; but
demands an accurately planed fiat-not a sJmple achieve_
ment in itself, by any means-of the test-lens diameter,
or larger, and silvered on face. This resembles the Fou_
cault pin-hole speculum test somewhat, the source of light
being next to the eye, caught from a lamp overhead and
refle~ted from a steel ball set on a standard in the focal
plane. The "star"-image thus passes twice thru the test-

01

M

H
I

B.
. .-.........' ..:,---:-=--=---=..-....::...-=-~-=-....:;:...-------~J:.FF<=J--

L
M - Silvered optical flat. L - Lens under test. I - Lamp whose ray. dI
rected on steel ball (B) afford an artificial test-star. O-Ramsden ocular.

achromatic set up before the silvered fiat, doubling any ab
errational factors that may be disclosed. It is a highly rec
ommended test, and makes full returns for labor involved
in making a silvered optical flat, (see instructions un:ler a
later head), and which is a very valuable accessory to any
optician's bench.

There are many
photographic tests,
some of them sim
ple enough for the
non-professional to
undertake, others
highly technical, re
quiring special ap-

""";...~~~~~paratus. Familiar
geometrical or oth·

:o...:~-FoRRo"+-oIerdesigns, (like the
illustration on thiS
page), may be en
larged and ~ct upat
a distance for pho
togmphingthru the
system to discover

'- '-.;::=-Ii'Ir=::::::;;...~__-' any possible aber-

..otional defects and so determine the rational remedies
, Perhaps the long-established Hartmann test has received

fTlore modifications under procedure than any other, every
optician using it in some individual way to suit his precise
needs, for it is above all a precise test method. BaSically
it consists of making two comparison negatives, one inside
~md one outside the rational focal point, of a series of holes

ooocoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
.about I mm. in diameter, in a screen set upright behind the
lens system, crossing the field at its true center. Thru these
tiny holes the lens-system projects the incident light upon
the plates in the form of black discs, which, taken from the
tWO positions, are subjected to precise measurements. The

DIAGRAM OF HARTMANN TEST. h -Light source. D - Dia
phragm with series of holes, either equispaced across diameter of lens or
placed arbitrarily in zones. L - Lens under test. PI - Photographic
plate inside true focus. P2 - Same, outside. d - Distam.;e between the
two exposures. V -- Distance from the plate to intersection of marginal
beam with optical axis.

amount of deviation from true correspondence of the pat
tern on the two plates determines the amount of spherical
aberration present. If they coincide it is reasonable proof
that all rays striking the objective at equal distances from
its center are equally refracted, and the lens tests well.

It is worth while to remember that the human eye itself
functions very imperfectly at times, and achromatically the
judgment of some otherwise good observers is entirely un
trustworthy. {t is therefore unwise to accept anyone per
IOn's dictum on the merits or demerits of your handicraft
-even your own; for many a good lens has gone into the
discard thru imperfect methods of test, false alignment, un
reliable ocular or personal equation when it was in reality
a work of real promise and a credit to its maker,
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STAR DIAGONAL AND PRISM.

259

A rigid and serviceable
alt-azimuth mounting is
one of my home products,
seen in the cut, with its
ninety-two millimeter re
fractor set for meridional
observations. It is an all
iron tripod, the inch-pip
ing legs seating into the
standard, interchangeable
with shorter ones when so
desired. The vertical and
crossbars are of solid steel,
c1arrping firmly; and the
triangular reinforcing ta
ble serves as a convenient
shelf for a battery of eye
pieces. The sliding coun
terweight and crossbar are
quickl y removable, and
the optical parts taken in
doors while the standard
may remain in the open,
carefully levelled and an
chored. A protractor dec
Iination-(:ircle may easily
be installed to facilitate
meridian observation.

The value of a star~i
agonal is best realized by
those who have endured IRON TRIPOD MOUNT, Home-
long hours of observing in built, for 92 mm. Telescope.

all sorts of tramped posi
tions and then found reI ie
in one of these prism ac
cessories that make high
altitude observing so easy
and delightful. Perhaps
the high cost of so slight a
mechanism deters many,
( the professional kind are
priced from twelve to for
ty dollars) ;but when one
like that shown in the il
lustration may be pUt to-

As for lens-cells, I have turned and polished some very
satisfactory ones in hard maple and burl-redwood; but af
terward used them for models for castmg In brass, lathed
true and threaded, at moderate cost. As the centering of
an achromatic is of prime importance, Side-screws in the
flange-coupling on the telescope tube is r~commended tho
not irrperative if tbe seatmg ofthe lens IS tru~. Neither
is the cementing of crown and flmt dlsss with Canada bal
sam (as is often done with can' era and other small sys
tem~) at all necessary. If the inner surfaces are truly re-

, ciprocal theseparationaf_
forded by tiny strips of
postage stamps affixed to
the rim will suffice. If a
" ghost" interferes with
the vision;owing to inter
nal refle:tions, balsaming
will obviate it.

A good lens is worthy
of a good rrounting. One
of the professional kind
may cost anywhere from
fifty dollarsup; buta very
serviceable and accurate
equatorial mounting may
be constructed for a third
of that figure by using an
oak standard (bevelled to
the meridian), surmount
ing a concrete pillar, the
polar and declination ax
es madeof hand-threaded
wrought-ironpipe and au
tomobile shafting, ball
bearings, et cetera, after
the reflector method ex
plained on p. 217. Brass
protractors of sui tab Ie
size serve excellently for
circles, and clock-handsEQUATORIAL, Tripod Mount, set d

on Zemth 'tar In true Mendlan and for pointers, giving rea 
observed With Star-dlagonal. ings to a few minutes of

arc I worked almost nightly for three years with suc,h ai
e ~ipment, with marked success and with onlyoccaslO~~_
riadjustments. Only those who strive can know the POSy
bilides of simple tools and modest means-plus mgenult ..
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A SERVICEABLE GRINDING HEAD FOR SMALL LENSES

THE EYEPIECE

JUST why the successful objective and mirror-maker
should pass up the daintier art of ocular construction
and thereby miss one of the most fascinating branch

es of optical bench work is a mystery. It cannot be that
he regards it as beneath his consideration, for it is quite as
exacting in its way as work of a more pretentious order.
Neither can it be charged to economy, for oculars which
ordinarily cost from six to twenty dollars may be built for
a fifth of this outlay, once the tools are in hand; and one
may grind and !"rount a whole battery of eyepieces in the
time required to grind and figure a speculum or objective
of size. Eesides, the field for experimentation in this en
chanting realm of optics is limitless, and leads to the pro
duction of lenses for other uses: the spectroscope, micro
SCope, astro·photographic camera and projection devices_
In fact, the field is as wide-(anged as it is inviting to the
student explorer in the mysteries of light.

To be sure, if one elects to make a real professional job
of it, constructing the mountings of brass or other metal,
the advantage of a good threading lathe is obvious. But
in these halcyon days of the experimenter when almost ev
ery crossroad garage is so equipped, assistance in this par
tiCular is not hard to find if one must forego the pleasures
and profit of having one's own at convenient hand. But
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gether for less than a dollar, this aid to vision may easily
be added to any equipment. One-mch boro-siltcate Cf<?Wlll
prism-blanks cost about seventy-five cents; and after grInd

ing and polishing to
true 90° angle, may be
mounted against two>
hardwood blocks set
at right angles to each
other, one-inch holes.
opposite the faces of
the prism, the whole'
boxed inwith polished
hard rubber. While
there is an incident

STAR AND SOLAR DIAGONALS loss of fight-barely
ten per <tent - the offsetting advantages in. observing ze-
nith stars horizontally and those at high altit~des obltque
Iy downward are such asto justify its ad.optlOn. The re
flection being total, sdvenng the surfaces IS unnecessary_

For those who observe sun
spots and other solar phenome
na directly, the Herscheltan so
lar diagonal is indispensable and
quite as easily constructed. The
prism unit, however, instead of
being right-angled, is merely a
wedge-shaped slab of glass set in
the mount-
ing,at anan-
gle of 45° to
the telescop-
;c axis. Thus A
while only a
low percent-
age of light . T be fittins
reflects in t 0 Diagram of Herschel Solar DIagonal: A- u ieee.

1
into Telescope. B--Sltt Tube for capped eyep

the 0 c u a r .., I to
(which is carefully covered with a 11SC of dark 1as:e of
avoid injury to the eye), It IS all-sufficient; the ?a an
the intense radiation escaping tnru the holes cut In the ca~
at the end of the axis tube. Violet, blue or neutral-tlnle t
glass dis::s on the ocular may be tried out to find themosv
suitable for clear-seeing and safety. The wedge-flat mi~
be made of commercial plate, ground to about a 10° an~h;
This deviation from the two-flat surface form averts
objectionable d@uble image,
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'mountings of seasoned and well-turned hardwood are by
no means to be despised if the lenses are perfectly seated
at their calculated distances apart; and I have seen many
that might do very exacting professional duty if so required.

Of course, a grinding head, as shown in the illustration
on the previous page, (quite inexpensive and interchange_
able for many glass, metal and wood-working utilities) is
essential, foot-driven, or better still, powered by a s~all
motor geared down to slow speed. A chuck on the end of
the spindle holds the tool for shaping to curve, and later
the block whereon the lens-blank is cemented, (as also seen
in the illustration), for grinding to template form and im
parting a brilliant polish.

If the. optical mechanism of the human eye gave seeing
values corresponding to an inch or more instead of a mere
fifth of an inch, and very imperfect at that, we might not
need enlarging aids to vision at all. For all an ocular does
is tomagnify the image as seen at the focal point. There
fore, the matter of oculars is one of permnal equation; and
while some demand complicated and high-power systems
-always at the expense of light-others may be content
with Ii single-lens ocular, as in the case of the great Her
schel who held in contempt those observers who would sac
rifice sharp delinition to increased magnification, claiming.
that objects seen indifferently or not at all with high-pow
er oculars often came clearly to view with a single lens.

Whatever else is true, high powers magnify faults as ~ ell
as virtues: lens-astigmatism, atmospheric disturbances and
personal defects ot' vision; and while the ambitious lens
worker will likely try his hand at various complex systems,
for steady observational work he will revert to first prin
ciples and consistent combinations. No photographer
would think of trying to cover an eight-by-ten plate with
a four-by-five lens; and yet some there are who would ex
pect an objective or mIrror to do the like impossible.

The method ot" grinding and polishing eyepieces is prac
tically the same as that employed in objective work save
that the horizontal grinding-head spindle is substituted fol'
the vertical shaft; and the motion being swifter, the abra
sivcs and polishing agents work faster. Templates are as
much in evidence in this work, too, to avoid errors of curv
ature; but faults and even breakage are not so serious as
t.he cost of the working material is negligible by compari
son, <lnd one may make a dozen discards in experiment
ing without much monetary loss·. Indeed, the chances are
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that the optical bench will be pretty well littered up with
wreckage before the novice attains his precise desires; and
yet he rray achieve success at his very first venture. Glass
workmg IS one of the world's oldest and most absorbing
games of chance.

There is such latitude in the methods of bringing 'tools
tO,template form that probably every available implement
Y'·I.I be tned out to find the quickest means of accomplish
mg thiS rougher part of the job. Old files, roundcd on thc
en~againsta grindstone, are as good as anything, both for
pre Immary work on the iron and later on glass. The con
vex a,nd concave tools (of various sizes depending on your
tc,' p.ate curves), will take the forms seen in the dra\\ ings
be.ow; and, to make more efficient, may be finely grooved

TYPICAL GRINDING TOOLS FOR LARGER EYEPIECES.

across the face with a circular saw to afford more even dis
tribution of abrasive in the case of the larger surfaces. In
the mstance of the smaller lenses. the tools may be cut in
drawn brass, ungrooved, the rough blank under treatment
cemented to a spindle held true in the grinding-head chuck.

SMALL LENS WORK: (Above) The rough Disc cemente,; on a
""odlc. (Belvw) Lense and Tool in process of grinding.

The polishing process with all small lenses is also much
the sameas with larger units, as previously explained in
?etall m mstr.uetions on polishing objectives, ever\' optic
1I.Jn havmg hiS faVOrite medium: cartridge paper, broad-
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cloth or whatnot; but well-washed. rouge, .moist or dry, is
common to them all, and the novice IS given free rein to
his passion for exeprimentation along these lines.

I f the operator does not wish to risk his purchased optic
al blanks at once, he can usually pick up a handful of suit
able trial-bits from some optician's discard-drawer with
which to get his hand in; and likely as not his very first ef
fort will be creditable as well as instructive. Even frag
ments of high-grade commercial plate have been known to
furnish material for some excellent' oculars; but small bits
of high optical grade are cheap, and much good labor on
poor material will afford only half results at best,

Whatever ocular you succeed in producing, you will al
ways be seeking new forms-not necessarily higher pow
ers, but types you believe to be better suited to your spec
ial needs-and will ever be on the lookout for new com
binations, as the radio enthusiast hungers after new hook
ups. But there are certain systems that are standard; and
the most familiar of these are given herewith, drawn fairly
close to scale. These forms are susceptible of many mod
ifications, as experience will dictate; but while each has its

. advantages, it has its limitations too, $0 do nN expect any
one of them to work a miracle.

D
!

."....~. f·-Ii
;.; -

1--_~__~1"

DIAGRAM 0 .. HUYCHI:::NIAN TYPE OF EYEPIECE:.

The HUYGHENS t\pe of ocular is probably the most
popular with tel escapists, giving a fairly large angular field
-about 60°-free from distortion, but not altogether from
color. Components: two plano-convex lenses, planes to
ward the eye. Relative focal lengths: 3 to I. Distance,
plane to p·lane. equal to one-half the sum of their focal
lengths. Thus is applied the rule:-
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TO FIND THE FOCAL LENGTH OF 1GHE EQUIVA
LENT LENS: Multiply the focal length of the field-lens
by the focal length of the eye-lens. Divide the product by
the distance between the planes--i.. e., half the sum of their
focal lengths. The qaotient will represenvtheequivalent fo
cus of the system.

Thus the equivalent focus of the Huyghenian system is
found to be one and one-half inches. When applied to a
ten-inch reflector of, say, ninety inches focal length, using
the formula: M = F -;- f -that is to say, Magnifying Pow
er equals Focal Length of Mirror divided by Equiva'ent
Focus of Evepiece - we have 90 -;- I Y2 = 60, the power of
thc te:escope with this equipment.

One of the many
variations of this
Huyghenian (nega
tive) system is dia
grammed here. The

_1/1 field-lens is seen to
be an inch shorter

L of focus, the eve-
. lens being the same

" as in the common
'.S'L-' 1 type. This system

MODIFIED HUYGHENIAN FORM affords an angular
field of about 600

•

The RAMSDEN, (positive) type of eyepiece is chiefly
adaptable to micrometrjc or other precision work using
cross-wires or spider-web reticles placed in the focal pane,
for transits, finders and the like. The S\'stcm consists of

ORIGINAL RAMSDEN FORM. MODIFIED RAMSDEN.

two plano-convex lenses of equal focal length, the e\'e-lens
USually one-half the diameter of the field-lens and propor-.
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THE SPECTROSCOPE

Lahoratory SPECTROSCOPE, (Newall). S-Slit. C-Collimator
lens. O--ObjcctiveofTelescope. E--Eyepiece. Crown glass !="rism sup
ported on revolving table, and optical parts adjustable to prism-train.

WHILE spectroscopy would seem to be a distinct and
wholly justified science initsclf. quile apart frpm as
tronomy, yet during the past few decades star-study

has made such amazing advances thru its aid, playing so
brilliant a role in all branches of celestial research, ~hat a
working knowledge of the rudiments-even so much as
may be glimpsed with simple equipment of one's own con
struction - is quite essential to an unfoldment of the mys
teries of space, as well as an appreciation of what the mas
ter intellects of our time are achieving along these lines..

One observation may be stated as a truism: once a spec
troscope-fan. always. The charm of constant surprise stim
ulates to ever deeper enquiry. It is as if the firmament
itself had issued through the blazing spectrum an eternal
cha"en"e written in rainbows of promise. Whoever has
once climbed this dazzling Jacob's Ladder into the empy
rean will ever remember the glorious adventure. nor once
regret the time and labor involved in constructing his own
outfit, however modest the beginnings; and it is safe to pre
dict that' he will be urged to pursue his researches to the
limit of his means and intelligence, so great is the lure of
the spectral art once its fascinations take hold. For in
truth the printed reproductions of a stellar or solar spec
trum are to thing seen thru the wizardry of the prism as
the photograph of a masterpiece by Raphael or Michel-
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A
Battery of Eye

Pieces:
powers. 60 to 280

"
TERRESTRIAL ERECTING SYSTEM, used with negative Ocu~ar.

for the forword unit of the system, the eye-e~d unit bemg
a Kelner orthoscopic, a sliding-tube mountmlj: afford~~
considerable latitude of adjustment. An erect!ng .syst i1
adds greatly to the usefulness o~your glass, makmg It avak
able for terrestrial daylight seemg as well as for star-wor .
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tionally thinner. The plane sides are placed.outward and
at a mutual distance represented by two-thIrds the focal
length of either lens. Sometimes both field and eye-lenses
are of equal size, giving an angular field of 90°, or there
abouts-very desirable in comet or meteor observations.

The Kelner orthoscopic
D ocular, computed to afford
I even greater freedom from

distortion, fulfills more ex-

~
acting conditions It isan
achromatic combination,

.
1i:.83 consisting of a double-con

vex field-lens in series with
an eye-lens of double-con-

" vex crown cemented to a
_-...-.89 ----' double-concave flint lens,

KELNER ORTHOSCOPIC TYPE. as here drawn tc scale.
Erecting eyepieces, which turn upright the inverted v!ew

charateristic of all astronomical telesco~es, are qUite sIm
ple, the lens-curves being plano-convex m ~roper relation

~ 0 ~
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angelo compares with its inspired original in the Sistine
Chapel. It may disclose in sharp relief its mathematical
designs and give a clew to their hidden meanings; but "the
vision of the master mind" only the real' can reveal in all
Its beauty and austerity. Even a simple Amici direct-vis_
ion prism train placed before the telescope eyepiece (as
explamed In the text), will open up a new world in the
spectra of sun and sears, clarifying much that may seem
obscure and highly technical in the foregoing chart notes.

PRI CIPLE OF THE SPECTROSCOPE. (Steavenson).
":;.;hematic view showing howrhe incident ray, entering the Collimator at the focal point
If the Lens, is proJected into the Prism and emerges in a spectral band, passing thrtJ
the telescope to the eye,-or is caught on the photographic prate for permanent record.

The benefits to research by reason of this "sesame" of
the stars are incalculable; yet as a mine of great riche~ its
possibilities have scarcely been surface-panned. Neverthe
less by its aid we discover the physical elements in suns
far and near, of which our own Sun is one of thirty billion;
and that these elements are fairly identical with those Oil'
this earth-that the universe is a unit. Moreover, it has
discovered unseen bodies orbiting around seen suns, and
weighed them as in a balance. It has determined the ve
locity and direction of suns in space, our own among them.
It is contributing to the solution of the intricate problems
of stellar temperatures; of the pulsations of the Cepheids
and the mystery of the long-period variables; the paradox:
of the ether; and with each recurrent eclipse a deeper uI1
derstanding of solar phenomena by which we may formu
late laws which govern other suns in space. The merest
index of spectroscopic achievements at the hands at th~
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masters of all the great observo-Iaboratories of the world
W'~uld fdl pages, a.nd their full commentaries already com
prise lIbraries, aSide from purely local research in every
branch of applied chemistry and the arts.

But it is only with the introductory glimpses into this
promised land of research that we have to deal here des
cribing only the ~implest home-built forms of the sp~tro
s:oope for the novlt~ate m the art, recommending the bril
ha~t authofItles (lIsted m the Appendix), for the deeper
enlIghtenment he IS certain sooner or later to crave.

As ~he prism is the prime factor in the equipment, the
. xperlmenter Will at o,nce undertake the grinding and pol
Ishmg of a sU,ltable b,ock of glass-crown, flint, or good
commerc18l. p.ate-unless he ejects to purchase his prism

lanks, which corne m vanous grades and angles, making
work at the bench easier and insuring greater accuracy.

But itmay be
that the novice
will wish to ex

riment with
ven a simpler

form, in which
case he will con
struct a sixty
degree prism of
three strips of
thin negative
glass, perfectly
cemented at
seams and bot
tom, and filled
wit h distilled
water, carbon HOME~BUILT PRISMS: Left, hollow glaos,

d.'sulphl'de, or filled WIth dIstIlled water. Right, same, filled
With carbon dlsulphide Center boro-silicate

other liqUid, as crown, angle, 90°. Tools, gomom~ter for meas
shown in the il- urmg angles, and vermer precISIon caltper.

lustration. In laboratory research such liquid prisms are
of great survice, giving brilliant results with solar light re
flected into the optical train, or the bright-line spectra of
vanous chemIcal salts vaponzed in an alcohol or other hot
flame: lithium, sodium, barium, strontium, potassium, and
the like, Carbon disulphide gives magnificent dispersion'
~ut it must be carefully contained in a capped prism be~
Jng volatile, highly intlammable and malodorous; but it af
fords full requiting compensations,

The grinding and polishing of prisms to angular precis
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Amici five-prism Direct Vision Spectro
scope adapted to the Telescope.

span, representing
the Fraunhofer in
dices. whichcharac
teristic dots, by the
use of a cylindrical
lens eyepiece, may
be elongated into
definite lines,

If the enthusiast
wishes to undertake
a larger prism-40
mm, or more, for in

stance, from base to apex, preferably dense flint-he may
mount it at the proper angle in front of his refractor ob
jective, making what is known as an ,-;:::=,;=;-:-:"]
"objective prism," used very largely
in spectral photography. No slit is re
quired, one or more spectra in the tel
escopic field being displayed at once
often a truly beautiful spectacle. The
Pleiades, for instance, thru my 46mm.
objective prism disclose at least a doz
en spectra, entirely fillil1g the field like
a flock of birds of paradise in flight, four
or five of them especially brilliant and
well defined, This arrangement is a
little tedious of adjustment, but not so
difficult as the Amici slit-train at the
eyepiece, which latter of course gives
far greater dispersion, tho only a sin
gle unit is under examination at a time.

In viewing the spectrum of reflected
sunlight in the sky thru your five-prism
portable spectroscope. you will soon be
come familiar with the principal fea
tures, notably the vivid double D-line
of sodium conspicuously placed a little
out of center toward the red where it
merges into the orange. This may be
called the weather-prophet's line; for
if the atmosphere be charged with va
por even in a slight degree, fuzzy rain
bands will be seen alongside the D-line
toward the red, the heavier the charge
of moisture the more pronounced the
telltale rain-bands, making storm pre-
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Anyone who achieves a good prism may be proud of a
precise job well done; but a five-prism Amici train, three
crown and two flint, so accurate of angle that they may be
balsamed side to side in perfect series-this is a real tn
umph. Sti1l, a combination of this order justifies the labor
since it affords such a range of dispersion, revealing a be
wilderment of Fraunhofer ,lines, and available for l~qorai
tory experiment or for speCtral observation of the ce estla
units. In the latter case a dazzling shaft of spectral, hUfci
cuts the sky several times the width of the te'escopiC fie
from crimson to violet, with dark beads strung ?long ,Its
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Parts of a portable DIRECT VISION SPECTROSCOPE:
Amici Five-prism Train and Collimator; Eye-piece and ad
justable razor-blade Slit. for general observation,

ion is not so difficult a job as it is a particular one. If pur
chased blanks of boro-silicate and flint are used, they are
already fairly accurate of angle, and need only the finish_
ing process for whatever use they are intended. Blocks of
glass may be quickly worked down to prism form on a pow
er corborundum or emery wheel, afterwards transferred to
the upright grinding table whose tools must be absolutely
plane and frequently tested to keep them so. Prisms may
be worked singly or in gangs four-on, each supported by a
brass or typemetal block sawed to the complementary an
gle, and the entire series seated firmly in the holder. with
hot shellac as in grinding an objective In fact, the pro
cess from now on is a duplication of lens work save that a
plane instead of a spherical surface is the goal, calling for
some pretty nice workmanship. Still, all things are possi·
ble with patience, plus a little experience; and the rewards
are mighty well worth the effort.,
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dictions possible, sometimes hours before the actual event
This is but one of the practical uses of this brilliant device, '

Extremely simple, but with results
..: c surpassingly interesting and beautiful,
ll- ,is this cryptographer of the cosmos It
~-5 ~ is merely an an?lyzer light from what
c'J:;' soever source: ' the heavens above, the
2,,,-,,.0 earth beneath or the waters under the
: ~ ~ earth ," for nothing can resist heat; and
~-5~ as heat gives light, the prism literally
:J 0 Etears its beams apart !lke a royal gar.
B:-', . ment and reveals the origin and com
1:£'2 position of each individual thread It
':; ~~ is only necessary to pass the in :ident
~ ~'~ ray from whatsoever source-Sun, star,
J: 0";; candle-flame or volatilized elemcnt
1:''6.:0 thru a narrow slit and condensing 'ens,

.01l§ viewing it with an enlarging telescope,
:§ '" ~ and its secrets stand revealed I This
~§~ amazing discovery gives rise to a few
5u£ formulated facts which serve as a basis

1; ~"E for all spectroscopic investigation:-
c:-cQ .
'0 ~ ~ (a) A glowing transparent gas gives
~::13 a spectrum of isolated bright lines, ,
§ §§ (b) A solid element, or combmatlon
'@>'@>2: of elements, heated to incandescence,
~ ~.,j gives a continuous visible spe~trum
j!~~ (c) If a cooler gas of any element is
Q~"E interposed, dark absorption lines ap
C ~ ~ pear, giving direct evidence of the na
~o::- bD ture of that element, whether seen 10
:Jj! § a laboratory flame or electric furnace,
~~o, in the photosphere of the TSun or th~t
U ~ ~ of the most distant star, hus m t e
~~'il solar spectrum here reproduced are dls
<Il:J>-o closed the presence of more than thirty
~.s 5' known elements, with many more yet
<5 ~ ~ to be revealed. This amazing phenom
<Il ::;CJ, enon is the ground plan of all branches
r~2 of spectroscopy as pert.aining to terre:~
]-.sI1l, trial analysis, and also Justlfi~stherno1
~ 0 g, intricate system of claSSification of SIte
01-'0 lar spectra as given on page 20 pam

black and white reproductions of these
messages of the Infinite give no hint of the dazzlinglra:r
dations of color that fascinate the beholder; but the\' ra
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i; a vivid picture of thei teerring corr,plexity of
~ elerrental forces at war
i in the high tempera
",' turephotosphereof the
2 neighboring Sun or d is
Btant star.
.:;: Of the discoveries 0'£
E Newton, Fraunhofer,
S Kirchhoff, Huggins,
~ Rutherford, Doppler,
- Draper and others, and
, of the 'conditions and

: laws which govern va
~ riationofspectralt\pes
g -continuous, bright
Uline, banded, fluted,
'2 absorption, etc, as ap
II plied to celestial or
5 purel y laboratory re

S:! search, the ambitious
, are referred to the ex

if cellent authorities list
::l ed in the Book section,
Qps 280 I, The merest
,; survey of the Golconda
'~ of unmined wealth dis
&closed to the prospect
0: ing s p e c t r 0 - a n a I \' S t
o would fill pages It is
Cthechief functionof

, this chapter to encour
~ age the n:lVice to build

'I- his own spectroscope,
~and, as Newall saYs,
f7i "See for hirrself'" He
oc too may yie'd to its in
« tellectual fascinations,
:J and understand whv
~ men have given, and
<Il are now giving, their
....I entire lives to this nooble branch of research,
0: accounting themselves
~ rich in the privilege to

, ,. do so, From such will
come the'great'er"spectroscopic revelations of the future,

27;
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DR. HALE"S SPECTROHELlOSCOPE.
Next to the thrill of making great discoveries is the joy of

imparting them to others; also, if possible, to bring the means
'Of making mQre discoveries within the province of the amateut
Ily simplifying the methods of the great research institutions
so that any ambitious layman may "see far himself," and per..
'Chance add his bit to the sum total of astronomical research..
Dr. George E. Hale, founder of observatories and master-mind
in astrophysics, has thus embodied the principle of the Spectro
"helioscope, one of many of his epochal inventions. in an instru
ment which any experimenter may build (excepting the grat
ing) and so bebgld the wGnders of the Sun's activities-flanlcs ot
-gas shooting half a million miles in height at a speed of two
hundred miles a second, the shifting sunspots and swirling so
lar whirlpools-almost as if he were working with the giant in
strument on J\1t. 'Vilson itself. It is Dr. Hale's desire to see
these spectroheHoscopes established by amateurs and pTofe~.
!!;ionals alike in all parts of the world so that ·a constant watch
(HI solar variations may be noted and placed on record. Here
then is another brilliant opportunity for the thrill-searching ex
perimenter.

Briefly, the photographic reproduction on the opposite page
tells the story. The instrument consists of two parts: the Solar
"Telescope and the Spectrohelioscope itself. The rays of the sun
fat1 upon the lower plane mirror, 5~ in. in diameter. silvered
'On the face, which is set parallel to the earth's axis, and rotated
"by an ordinary clock movement at the rate of one complete rev
'Olution in forty·eight hours. The rays are thu", sent upward to
the second 4;0 in. plane mirror which is held in a fork so that
It rna)" be rotated at will, bringing various parts of the sun
'1nto view for investigation by the spectrohelioscope. Between
the two instruments is mounted a four-inch plano·convex lens
of 18' focus. This forms a solar image on the upper slit of the
'SpectroheIioscope. The narrow divergent beam then passes to a
concave mirror of 13 feet focal length, which returns it as a
parallel beam to a diffraction grating, mounted near the slit.

The grating itself is so mounted as to he turned on its ver.
tical axis to any angle corresponding to the various regions ot
the spectrum. The lower concave mirror, to the left, receives
the spectral image and projects it back through a second slit
to the eyepiece. The upper and lower slits are so mounted as'
to oscillate and synchronize the spectral line under observa"
tion, this motion (a small fraction ot an inch) being imparted
by a small motor.

If the instrument is set up in a darkened chamber and the
sunlight projected from the coelostat "through a convenient hole
in the wall, the gorgeous solar spectrum will be seen in all its
glory, from extreme red to violet, crossed by myriads of lines
of varyirtg degrees of intensity, and solar prominences and the
moving flow of flaming hydrogen rounding sunspots may be ex
amined. So enthusiastic has Dr. Hale become over the pros.
pe~t of lamateurs building spectrohelioscopes and undertaking
serious· ,9pservational work that he has provided that complet~
working bhjeprints may be obtained at the nominal cost of
Pr<ldu.ctipfl by addressing thc Mt. Wilson Observatory, Pasa
dena, Calif. l.I"nfortunately no grating replica suitable for use
"'~t~. ~h.is .. i.nstrument are yet ohtainable, but good speculum
!lletal g~ating~ can. be purchased from certain dealers in optical
Instruments.
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REPLICA GRATI G SPECTROSCOPES
By F. M. HICKS

%17

Type B
Direct Vision Spectroscope with adjustable slit and malrnify·

ing lens. ABC D and E the same as in Type A. F malrni·
fying lens with one and one-half inch focus (this can be ob·
tained at small expense from a discard~d camera). G bra••
tubing one and one·quarter inch outside diameter. H end-piece
to hold adjustable slit. I and J adjustable slit (I being station
ary). Sketch on left shows threaded holder by which .lit J is
moved and closed by spring tension. K loose knurled nut. All
metal inside of tube to be finished dead black. By reducing
diameter of Type B it will make a very handy pocket spectro
scope for spectrum analysis in the laboratory. Try it on the
new type of Neon or l\1ercury vacuum. tube signs and you will
lee a beautiful ~xample of spectrum analysis.

The above designs of direct vision sp~ctroscope have b~ell

worked out fmm suggestion. made by Dr. J. A. Anderson of
Mount Wilson Observatory. Blue print. of the same may be
obtained from F. M. Hicks, 1315 South Oakland Avenue, Pasa·
dena, at 35 cents each..

Replica Gratings: Messrs. Howell III Sherburne, Pasadena, Calif
Wallace Replica Diffraction Gratings, ruled 14.438 lines to the inch,

($2.00), to 25,000 lines per inch, ($9.00 to $15.00 each): Central Scien
tific Company, 460 E. Ohio st., Chicago, Ill. (Bulletin 22).

The amateur will do well to begin his observation with the
Sun, our nearest star. Study his chromosphere and prominences.
With telescope of over four inch aperture, the aperture should
be reduced to prevent possible injury to the eye. Betelgeuse
and Antares are good types of red stars, while Sirius aad
Vega arc good types of blue-white stars. The planets, first malr'
nitude stars and some of the nebulae will be found most ill'
teresting.

When using the spectroscope on the stars it is easi~r to oper
ate without a ilit, unless you have a good clock or motor drive.
With the stars it is better to observe with the slit wide ope.
while with the sun and planets a narrow slit is needed. In or
der to show the spectrum lines well, except in case of promi
nences where it is better if the slit is somewhat widened. It i.
preferable to have a telescope with not less than 8" mirror if
the spectroscope is used on the stars whose spectra will appear
Quite narrow but may be widened by the use of a cylindrical
lens placed in front of the replica grating.

\Vith the spectroscope the image of the star will be trani
formed from a point of light into a color band crossed at inter·
vals by the distinctive lines that constitute the li,nature .f
that particular Itar.

B
C".
[)

E--_\I\

~
'firf" !30"

POLIS C
30"

PRISM G

TYPE A

G

L.l shows simplified form of adjustable !'fit. C i5 angle prism.
which shoul·d be of optical glass; angles made" perfect at" 'POSH
hie and' surfaces true.

Zolluer 'type Ocular Sta:r Spectroscope
'I11is type may De constructed by taking the knurrect end-piecO'

A with the prism and grating attached; add to the prism "de
I"" of fitting or tube threaded 9'0 it will fit on one of the eye
pieces of your terescope. S'eTect a low power eye-piece (not over
YO diameters for ~ach inch of your objectiv~).

To use this type of spectroscope first bring the star to the
center of the field, then screw on the above delcribed end-pieee
A. (No· s·Lit i" required.)

J

AOJ'US'rA5~E. 51-IT I-

Type A
A-Knurled end piece with 5/16" diameter openin,.
B-;lietal holder (2 wanted).
C-Prism 30~ - 60° - 90° (<>ptical gla.. preferred).
!J--·Repbica grating J!," S'lua!"e (ruEinll' set horizontally). Ruled

side toward slit.
£-Glass to hold replic'a grating,. use micrCtscop~ co-ver iTa.s.
F-Lens with 3 "" 4" focu...
C-B:rass· tubing: 1)4" <>ut..ide diameter to fit e"e-piec~ h<>lder of

, teles:cope.
H-Stati<>nary slit, jaw ...t aBout lOOth <>f an incm apart (may be

made from a safety razor blade, non·rusting metal prefer
able). Inside of tube' and "lit to be finished (lead black.



THE HICKS SPECTRA DEMONSTRATOR
The Spectra Demonstrator shown in the a.bove cut etKltIDiIb'S' ~

vacuum tubes, three incandescent lamps, iron and copper elec'
trades, which when excited by' a:n elecfric current give off light
which varies in wave length (i.e. color) according. to the ele..
ment excited.

Examine this light with a spectroscope and you will see it
dispersed. into' a ban<! called a spectrum, the visible part l>f whiclr
shows vio'let (short waves, about twO) hundred thousandths of an,
inch in length), green, yelll>W and dark red (the dark red be
ing pwduce<;l by waveg- about twice the length: of those produc
ing the visible violet.) Beyond these visible rays are the 111VlS·

ible r'ayg- that range from inffnitesimatIy shod penetrating Mil
liken cosmic rays about two-triHionths of an inch in length OD"

through the gamma rays, X·rayS', .ultra violet, red heat rays to'
Hertzian wave" (used in radio), the tongest of which are many
miles in length, These rays all have a speed of 186,300 mIl..
per see<>nd, the same as light. From the ..tudy of the spectru'.",
Which is the study of fUlninous bodies Fly the Tight they emIt,
is' disco-vete'd what the' stars are made of, their dens'ity, pre...
sur'e, tem.perature and direction of motion. .

The visible part ot the spectrum (onJ,y about l>ne,s-iJe,tieth,.of
the wIldIe) feveal the tact that each elenlent has its own' dll"
tincti-ve iine"s and spa;cings, colored acc:ord.ing to the region I.rr
which they occur, not duplicated in any other delI1ent. In th,.
c:annectian it is int6te~ing to note tnat heliuIJ1', now camme~
cially vahiable, was discovered in the sun many years- before It
was found on the earth. Some spectra such as mercury shovr
the movement .of electrons in mas~es, while the spectra of o\h:
ers such as nItrogen. show the movement of masses of m~ e
clites, a verJ ndticeable difference in effect, thus dem()n~tratln,
certain phases of the atomic theory.
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It is into this most interesting and fascinating world, that
:reaches into physics and chemistry as well a.5 astronomy, tha:..t
the amateur is invited with his home-made spectroscope. While
·the Hicks Spectra Demonstrator shown above was desirned es
pecially f..i- 'Schaals, calleges and the interested public for edu
-catienal purposes, the amateur may assemble an inexpensiv.e
~emonstrator that will revea:l nature in 'One o,f her most fu
q;:inating [moods.

Amateur Spectrum Demonstrator
Vacuum Tubes Yo" 'di;nneter, ibout 6" Jong, the middle 1/3

·of the tu1>e '(where the spectroscope is used) r.eauced by the
;glass blower ta %'" diameter. Fill tubes witb gas to about 10
l\f.vl" pressure; cepper electrodes and terminal wires same a~

rthose u-sed fer Neon signs. Tubes of mercury, neon, helium anu
l1itrogen are recommended. "These you snould 'be able to gel
Irom your nearest neon e"lectric sign "builder.

-Tr"",sfol1D1er. PreIerably ~OOO v"lts .02 amp". built ta .uit your
'house curreRt-; secure from neon sign bui.J.der ar .manufacturer
-of t,'ansfermers (cest about -$5.(0).

con.aenser. Material wanted: 4 pieces selected single thick
-ness glass 5%x7yj; 4 pieces pure tinfoil ~"::<6H; 2-stranded wire
-terminals. Fasten in the center of each side of two pieces of
:glass thesbeets of tinfoi', and held in place 'by heating gla'••
-and applying h0t beeswax. Thi'S wIll )-eave a border ~"" wiae
.around the tinfoil. Paint tbis 'border with "a'Sphalt ~aint. The
,other two glasses are protection cover plates (outside). Bind
the whole together with electric tape.

The tWG ~rminal" should be of stranded copp~r wire. Strand..
...spread out fan~haped, laid between double thickness of tinioil,
then one terminal placed 'between the two middle pieces of tin
foil plates and tbe other terminal prepared in the same way.,
divided into two part·s and contacted with the other two sheets
>of tinfoil. The conuen-ser is "wired in series between the tran's
former and the spark electrodes. The size and capacity of the
ceonden'Ser ma-y be increased if desired. The condenser is used
'Only with "Sparks" n0t connected with vacuum tubes.

Iron Spark, a round fat spark is required, use 3/16" diameter
iron rods for electrodes, space them about %" apart, wire up
same as the vacuum tubes, with con-de-n"ser -added.

Incandescent "Frested Lamps are used to show continuGns
..pectra (same as tbe sun .spectra) use lamp having the ligbt
concentrated at one point in tbe light bulb, it is at this point
you direct fhe 'Spectroscope (tbere is a 1" round 15 watt lamp
fill. this requirement). Absorption Spectrum effects are shown
by placing in fmnt of the lamp colored gelatin paper or glass
'Screens such as used with moving picture 'lanterns. By select
ing the pn~per colors y()U can 'cut -out or a'bsorb anyone or all

1)f the four primary colors.
Wiring, leading from the h(}use current to the primary ter

minal of the transformer, and to the incandescent lamps, use
ordinary house -electric light cord; all otber wiring should be
<If the heavy insulated stranded copper cable type such as is
'Used on ignition system of automobiles. In gene"ral wire up
same as for the neen sign•.

Caution, Insulate thoroughly and handle carefully as 'xhe0ll
.are handling dang.erous high frequency electric .current. T
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Tacuum tubes should last a long time if the current .is On only
when looking through the spectroscope. The slit of the spec_
tro.cope should be clo.e up to the vacuum tube_

The Hick. Spectra Demonstrator together with its companioll
instrum,ent, the Color. Absorption De,,!onstrator,. both designed
and bUllt by F. M. Hicks, have been Installed In the Nalional
Academy of Science at Washington, California Institute of
Technology and Mount Wilson Observatory at Pasadena a.
permanent exhibits to illustrate the principles of spectrum
analysis.

Newton decomposed light in 1672. Wollaston used a narrow slit
and detected the principal dark lines in the solar spectrum in 1803
Fraunhofer perfected the method, and in 1820 measured six hundred
of these lines which now bear his illustrious name j but they were
not interpreted until 1852 by Stokes (who recognized the D-line
as due to sodium vapor), and Kirchhoff and Bunsen, who, in 1859,
identified many terrestrial elements in the sun and so founded stel.
lat spectroscopy.

A single photograph of a spectrum, says Dr. Adams. will yield
a value of the intrinsic brightness and distance of a star, and it is
applicable to stars whose distances are so great that the usual direct
method of measurement cannot be used. The nearest star to us is
at a distance of twenty·five million million miles, and most of
even the brightest stars are from ten to one hundred times fur.
ther away. As seen from these greater distances the earth's orbit
becomes almost vanishingly small. In the spectroscopic method,
however, the intrinsic brightness of a star can be determined
equally well whatever the distance. This method has nearly tripled
the number of stars of which we now know the distance.

From a star's light we can measure its position, its slow move.
ment across the sky, its brightness and its distance, but we can do
a great deal more. By analyzing its light we can study its indio
vidualitYt which is defined almost as uniquely by the faint rays of
light which reach us as is the personality of a friend by the action.
of his daily life.

"We have every reason to believe that there are no great dif
ferences in the composition of the heavenly bodies. Why then do
we not see in their spectra the lines of all these elements? The
answer is a very simple one. The Sun and the stars are too hot
or too cold, too rare or too dense, to show all the lines at the
same time. It takes more energy to rob some elements of their
electrons than it does others. A sun·spot and the red stars are
comparatively cool, and the temperature is high enough to bring
out strongly only those lines of the elements which require little
energy for their excitation. So the low-temperature lines are
strong and the lines of ionized elements are weak. At the higher
temperature of the general surface of the Sun the ionized lines
become stronger. When we come to the hottest stars the- eleme~t.
become completely ionized, the liQes due to the normal atom diS
appear, and we have a spectrum consisting solely of lines due to
very highly excited atoms. The spectra of the hottest stars, ac
cordingly, are very simple, consisting of lines of ionized helium,
doubly or triply ionized oxygen, nitrogen, and one or two other
elements. It would be Quite possible, therefore, to conceive of a
star so hot that it had no lines at all-at least. in the part of the
spectrum we can observe."-A dams.
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ASTRO-PHOTOGRAPHY

S
UCCES~ in visual observation leads sooner or later to
an enquiry mto the methods of stellar photography as
practiced by asplrmg amateurs ever seeking new an

glesQn celestIal problems. And, excepting work with the
spectros~o~e, there IS nothmg more interesting in process
nor gratlfymg m results. In star-work the unexpected is
ccnstantiy happenmg; and mstances are by no means rare
:vh~:em some obscure astro-photographer has been «on the
lob at some cntlcal moment and given to the world an
Imperishable record of some celestial event, becoming, as it
were, mternatlOnally famous over night.

Visual observ
ation is at best a
fleeting, and at
tirres. a whollv
unreliable im
pression; a pho
tograph is a def
inite and lasting
rrerrorial. The
hurran eye sees
irr perfectly after
a few tense mo
rrems; the sen
sitiZEd plate nev
er tires: its effect
is cumulative. If
astroncmy were
s till dependent
upon the" draw
ings" of celestia1
phenomena that
passed credence
in the elder Her
sd:el's time, how

Improvised CELESTIAL CAMERA, attached limited would be
to a four-mch Refractor, showing Holder for a the s c d
No 500 Film-pack shdmgSlit-shutter andretl' ope an
c1ed FInder for ha~d-gUlding when ne';""ry preposterous our

. . concepts of the
famtlIar gems as revealed to us b~' the modern Witchery of
the sky-camera I In truth, it has revolutionized the science.
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An 8xlO View Camera. equipped with old-style
Portrait Lens, mounted on an equatorial Refrac
tor for long-exposure guiding in R, A. -- a very
fair substitute for the costly driving-clock.

cension is not so difficult to insure clean, sharp star-images.
In photographing single units, such as the members of

our solar system, an improvised camera, capable of holding
a small film-pack and prOVided With a slit-shutter, takes the
place of the eyepiece of either refractor or reflector, receiv
ing the image at the focal point without ocular magnifica
tIOn. leavmg to darkroom treatment the enlarging of the
negative prmt to any size that the grain of the emulsion
will stand. The image of the Moon, for instance, at the
primary focus of a ten· inch reflector is eight-tenths of an
inch, plus. * This seems,very small: but a good sharp neg
ative of even smaller. size, (preferably one taken thru a light
y.ellow ray-filter), will stand enlargement up to six or eight
tImes Its Size, particularly If an enlarged negative, (three or
four times the size), is first made from the original and the
Velox or bromide enlargement made from the latt~r.

Another meth
od involving the
use of a regular
Huyghens ocu
lar, or a Barlow
(double con
cave) lens to en
large the image
on the plate or
film-pack, using
8 common hand
camera secured
to the ocular
tube, produces
some fine results FIlm-pack Camera attached to a 10" Reflector
in' skillful hands. (reversed In the cut to show slit in Slide), very
However the in- practical for lunar and solar photography.

cident lo~ of light and the necessarily increased time of
exposure present difficulties that only considerable practice
successfully overcomes. The reflector image is practically
self-corrected for photographic rays; but in the refractor
the chemical and the visual rays differ, making a shorter
focus for photography imperative to insure sharp details.
Magnification of the image also demands an increase in ex
posure-time in regular ratio: twice the diameter, four times
the exposure; thrice the magnification, nine times the ex-

.RULE :.To find size of ima!!e of5.un or Moon (angular diam.. JI') on
ground glass of camera at primary focus: DiVide focal length of teles
cope by .111. Ex.: Focal length of IO-in. reflector, 90 in. Divided by
.111 gives .81. or a little more than four·fifths of an inch.
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It is not to be expected that with simple home-tuilt ap_
paratus one can compete 10 long-distance contests with the
great observatories with their colossal power-driven teles_
copes that hold their far-seeing eyes on remotest objects for
twenty to thirty hours in five-hour nightly shifts Never_
theless, a genuine thrill of accomplishment rewards the in
vesti~ator who makes his first excursion in celestial snap_
shottmg; and the chances are that his very first evening's
returns will prove gratifying, perhaps even valuable as a
record of some unique celestial happening

If, among the
relics of an old
time photo-gal
lery, the t rea s
ure-trover dis
covers a port rai t
lens (preferablv
of Englishrran
ufacture), such
as did service in
the slow pre
dry plate days,
he rr ay consider
hirrself very for
tunate. Speed is
noobject instar
photography, so
in these days of
the miracle-lens
theold-school
portrait type is
salvaged for ce
lestial uses.

Whatever size plate the lens may cover, it may be in
stalled in a view-camera mounted securely on an equatori
al placed in the meridian, a central star of the field being
followed at the eyepiece during an exposure of six to thirty
minutes, depending upon the lens, the plate, atmospheriC
conditions, and the sky-region sought. Longer exposures
are very fatiguing, and the brighter units suffer by halation
in an effort to grasp the fainter star-clouds, clusters or neb·
ulae that abound so generously in almost every constella
tion, notably in or near the Milky Way. If the mounting
is altazimuth instead of equatorial, a meridian star-fie'd IS

preferable since at culmination there is the least concurrent
motion in declination, and following a key-star in right as-
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plSure. etc. This calls for an equatorial mount and careful
guiding, as well as quite perf.eCi:t atmosphenc condItIons. Of
course, during a lunar eclipse, tne occultation of a major
planet or a first-magnitude star, p. e.,. Aldebaran, or like iro
teTcstil'lg event, (fully worth while takmg all kmds of pains).,
8' slightly prolonged exposure is desirable.

Snapshotting sunspots at the primary focUl' i~ fascinat
mg work, and the results, (during a sunspot maXImum, for
instance), are sometimes very valuable. If plates are used.
they should be the sl~west obtainable, and the shutter the
fastest you can devise; and even then the mirror or lens.
must be .. stopped down" by placing over the field-end of
the telescope a blackened cardboard or aluminum hood in
whose exact center is sharply cut a round hole whose diam
eter is not greater than one-sixth of the diameter of the lens.
or mirror. Even this may aqmit an over-abundance of light
and a smaller superimposed diaphragm found necessary. It
will all depend upon the emulsion used, the speed of the
shutter, etc. Adjustable diaphragms of vanous apertures
are easily made, and experiment is the guide 10 perfection.

Photography of the planets is the most difficult and least
compensating of all, for even the products of the great teles
copes leave much to be desired, since the limited areas under

. reflected light and atmospheric obstacles planetary and ter
restrial give the images the appearance of flash-shots at sea
bottom: interesting but inconclusive as regards d,~tails. The
expcriment is worth the trial, nevertheless, preferably With
a refractor-camera and a Barlow amplifying-lens ocular.

Asteroid-hunting with a portrait-lens camera mounted on
an equatorial refractor is often fruitful of a rich results. By
"focussing for infinity" on the zodiac, (the path of all the
planets. major and minor), and follOwing the stars for a
half-hour or more with due care, the latter will show them~

selves as small round dots; whereas the planetoids, if any
may be present, will disclose themselves by distinct trails,
owing to their motion in space. Many observers reverse
the process, swinging the camera c~:mterwise i~. ~ight ~
cension at the speed-rate of the httle wanderers, In whIch
case the stars will describe elongated streaks, while the a5
teroids will punctuate the field with perceptible round do~s.
Report should be made of the detection of any planetOId.
(or any other uncharted celestial visitant, for that matter).
with full data, to the nearest professional observatory where
it will receive due consideration, and doubtless elicit some
very valuable advice. 'See p. 77).
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The darkf<?om work in conjunction with stellar photog
raphy IS so Simple and ll1terestll1g that few will choose to
pass it on to the commercial professional, once they have
~nown ItS charms. There are professionals who so delight
m produclI1g ~ornethll1g new and beautiful that they will
glveyour precIous exposures the time and care necessary to
attam the best results; but I haveseidom tried tosavetime
and labor that way without undue expense, and then done
the work all over again to completer satisfaction.

Instructions in the art of enlarging on any of the uand
ard sensitized papers may be had for the asking, and elabo
rate apparatus IS not necessary. A small bellows-camera
with a good lens', 'backed up against a hole in the darkroom
wall will throw on a screen an enlarged image of any nega
tive placed between glass plates in the plateholder's groove.
A sheet of ground glass will diffuse the sunlight thru the ori
fice by ~ay. or the light of a hundred-watt lamp suspended
beh1l1d It for enJarg1l1g by night. Sharp-focussing with a
hand-magnifier, and test-slips to gauge the timing to best
advantage wdl secure the utmost that the plate can give;
and as expenment along these lines is inexpensive, one can
afford to be satisfied only with the best prints obtainable.

In developing the or'iginal plate or film, it is unwise to in
dulge in any of the intensification or reduction methods so
dear to the victim of mistaken exposure-mercuric chlo
ride, red prussiate. etc. - which usually raIl down in celes
tial work. or course in the case of an eclipse or some event
not soon to be duplicated, when it is a matter of risk some
thing.or lose all, any corrective might be justified; but any
celestial exposure that has been so treated usually shows it
to its detriment.

lithe product of your skill is of timely interest, sush as a
com~t, fireball or an eclipse. it is likely to be not only of sci
entlf1: value but may command a good price as a news fea
ture. The world at large is always attracted by whatever
thmgs strange and beautiful are presented with authoritv
and a picture is an open book-ene perceives at a glanc~
~h,1t printed pag;es might not half so clearly reveal.
. High-power oculars pn objects like Jupiter give an expansive
Image at the expense of detail. The temptation to "strain" your
lens, wh~tever th~ aperature, is sometimes very strong; but
after a lIttle practIce, medium powers will be found to he the
best working aids. A Barlow lens (double concave placed in
front of the pcular tfain) is. an admirable expedient in plane
tary work With favorable skies. It broadens the image beauti~
fully without much loss of detail.
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tersection, shaping the triangle to correspond, afterwards
checking with your goniometer sighted on the North Star.
The permanent gnomon may be cutout of eighth-inch sheet
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is no wonder that the story of gnorr.onics comprises whole li
braries, and that from simple beginnings it developed into
the dignity of a science at the hands of the dialling Daniels
who complicated the rudimentary forms without very ma
terially augmenting their efficiency.

Fundimentally the sun· dial has remained the same for
several thousand years: a levelled and oriented surface upon
which is engraved the symbols of the Sun's march from a
few hours before high neon to as many hours after, his pro
gress traced by the shadcw of an upright gnomon. (Gk.: an
interpreter), placed in the true meridian, and of an angle
corresponding to the latitude of the place. The fact that
it only approximates true Apparent Time but four times a
year-April and June 15. Sept. I, and Dec. 24-and at all
times must employ an Equation of Time chart (Seep. I , in
order to calculate Standard Time with only fair precision,
does not greatly perturb the ambitious gnemonist. He will
attain the hightest degree of accuracy within his skill; but
he is bent upon producing something truly scientific and
beautiful without entering into competition with the chro
nometer and the radio, and verily he has his reward.

As the gnomon is to the slm-dial what the hands are to
the cicek, tco mw h eale cannet be exercised in its ccn
struction. The altitude of the Pole being equai to the lati
tude of the observer, (and as latitudes differ thruout the
length and breadth of the land save those points that are
laterally indentical), commercial dials that are generalized
for mere ornament are usually worthless as time-givers
-at least without careful revision. To plan your gnomon
(knowing your latitude), it is only necessary to strike an
oblique line thru the arc of a protractor at the proper in-

,
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A Pattern for the
GNOMON is eas
ily made by draw
ing a line thru a
protractor at the
point indicated by
the Latitude of the
Station.

.. Ye Dial is ye B<x>k of ye Sun on which he writes
the Storie of the Day." -- Robert Hegge, 1030.
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THE SUN-DIAL

OBSERVATORIES thruout the wOl:ld are apparently
pleased to render homage to man s first mechanism
by which he linked celestial phenomena with practical

daily life. since before their doors, or somewhere on their
walls, are erected manifold variations of this most vener
able of time-pieces-mem
orials of the ma rriage of
mathematics with mun
dane affairs in its first form
adaptable to the needs of
the humble layman. From
Isaiah's time, seven hun
dred years before Christ,
to the middle of the eight
eenth century thesun-dial
was man's sole time-giver.
It is no wonder that while
its uses have been largely
superceded, veneration for
so noble a relic remains in
all civilized communities,
and thousands are set up
every year as household
Lares in the great family
of Time. It isa living trib
ute-a perpetual noonday
salaam to the astronomy of
the ages.

Sun-dials are among the
world's most beautiful and
treasured reliquaries; and,
unlike any other that we
signal ize, belongs to no one
nation or age, but to every
people and clime where
"ye Sun writes hys chron
icles in ye silent Voice of
Time, and without which SUN-DIAL erected at Fountain

Oaks, California.
ye Day were dumbe!" It



knife-edge test.

APPENDIX

Spherical Mirror

MIRROR TESTS. (Reference frcm P. 232).
The principle of the Foucault knife-edge test

is easily grasped; but in practice so many varia
tions of light and shadow arise that the student
may often find himself puzzled to know just
wherein the faults may lie, and particularly what
remedies may be applied to correct them. Many
have given up in despair and taken their handi
craft to a professional, paying a generous fee to
have their mirrors brought to perfection, while
others have stuck it out, as it were, and been
finally rewarded with complete success, gaining
very valuable experience by the way. TO part
of the optician's job requires such patience and
care in every detail, and yet nothing gives greater
satj!)faction than this process of correction well
accomplished.

Once the true center of curvature is found, (a
lighted candle or the lamp minus its shade will

aid in determining it approximately), and both the artificial star
and knife-edge set with extreme accuracy, it will be noted that if
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.. the golden Sun
Gallops the Zodiac in his glittering coach,"

and scores of forms are readily accessible to the seeker af
ter the archaic and unconventional. (See Book List).

"Till now you dreamed not what could be done
With a bit of rock and a ray of sunl"-Lowell.

In laying off the design for the Dial. the point of radiation should
lie midway on the line drawn between the figures VI, as indicated. .

bm~. (0' quo"".'ooh if 'hebO'~¥af~:':clio;;:
eter), fixed solidly in position, the wh Ie resting. upon a
firm foundation proof against jarring 0 t of place.

The Equation of Time Chart, (p. . ,which is comput_
ed to mins.-as close as any common or garden sun-dial de
mands-may be copied and waterproof-framed to be fixed
to the standard for easy consultation; or better still, etched
in bronze, and secured to the time-plate below the gnomon.

Having placed the gnomon with utmost precision, when
the next date falls whereon Civil Time and Apparent (sun
dial) Time are identical-i: e., April I 5, June 15, Sept. I,
or Dec, 24 - a check may be made on the hour-divisions
and subdivisions with an accurate timepiece, since on these
dates only of the entire year no plus nor minus calculation
is necessary. The division-points, thus checked, may be
made permanent.

Variations in dial-making may be gathered from author
ities comprising some of the most ingenious exponents of
the noble art of gnomonics for the past thousand years, the
products of whose genius are still" recording sunny hours"
wherever on earth-
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The Foucault knife-edge Shadow as seen passing over the
sudace of the ~jlin'or when the cone of light is cut into from a
point inside the center of curvature (left), and also when the
rays are cut into from a point outside the true center. At the
true center, however, the entire field of the sphere is illumined
with an uniform greyish sheen, whose faint lights and shadows,
if such there are, instantly become evident. (Drawn by Dr. von
Krudy).

A cross section of the parabolized Mirror of comparatively
short Focus. The depth of the curve of one of longer focus is
very appreciably less. .

the latter is passed into the cone of light from the mirror at a
point inside the true center of curvature, the mirror will appear
to darken on the same side as the knife·edge; while if the -latter
is withdrawn beyond the center, the shadow will be seen to mOve
across the field from the opposite side. At the true point all rays
from the pin·hole "star" will be reflected back with even illumina_
tion all over the field, if it be a true sphere. It is then that any
inequalities become distinguishable as seen by the highlights and
shadows over the various zones of the disc, denoting the high or
low areas. It is somewhat confusing at first to interpret these
lights and shadows, but in a general sense it may be said that
excessive high lights denote the areas that are slightly raised, while
the shadows indicate depressions. It is the art of the optician to
interpret these evidences of deviation from the true sphere, and
by altering the tool and stroke in polishing, wear down these
zones which are high, or bring the entire surface to the level of the
areas that are seen to be low. This is a very delicate procedure
and frequent testing is imperative to avoid overdoing it, for a
condition of under-correction is far better than over-correction-a
fault that is prevalent in even professional handicraft. Glass is
the most sensitive material to work on that can be imagined; and
a correction of some thousanths of an inch is enough to make or
mar a polished surface, approaching perfection or working away
from it. Repeated tests are the only criteria of progress.
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In order to attain a perfect parabolic figure, as faultless a sphere
ical surface, with as high a polish as possible, is essential; else
the delicate parabolic shadows will be misinterpreted or missed
entirely. There is no doubt tbat the parabolic form tends to bring
all rays to a more perfect focus, particularly in larger mirrors
where parabolizing is quite imperative; but, as Wright has pointed
out in his article on this subject in Popular Astronomy, (No. 387,
q. v.), "a perfectly spherical eight-inch mirror with a focal length
of eight feet will usually give better definition than one of four
feet focal length that has been given an eighty per cent correction."
There is so little difference between the sphere and the parabola
that the optician is tempted to approach the hyperboloid (as
shown in the illustration), necessitating a return to first principles
-always a discouraging procedure. If, therefore, the mirror be
of a diameter not exceeding eight inches, or thereabouts, and the
amateur optician has achieved a good spherical form under test,
it might be well to let good enough alone. However, it is qu!te
likely that his passion for experimenting will rarely allow him
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Flint 4th radius

COMPUTING RADI I FOR SMALL TELESCOPE
OBJECTIVE. (Reference frcm P. 250).

1\ simple rule frequently used to determine the radii
for a telescope objective of Chance (Eng.), crown and
flint glass is given by Mr. Donald E. Sharp, Hamburg,
N. Y., as follows:

Make the first three radii numerically equal to four
tenths (0.4) the desired focal length. The last radius
is found by multiplying the first radius by the flint
dispersion and dividing the product by the difference
between the flint dispersion and twice the crown dis
persion. If the flint dispersion is greater than twice
the crown dispersion the last radius is convex; if it
is less, then the last radius is concave. The crown is
in front and is equiconvex. The flint is concave to
fit the crown on one side and may be cemented if
desired. Quite commonly the last surface of the
flint has such a long radius that it may be finished
flat.

Example:
Flint has dispersion 0.01670

. Crown has dispersion 0.00800
Desired focal length 64 inches

Crown 1st radius = (0.4) (64)
(Convex)

Crown 2nd radius = (0.4) (64)
(Convex)

Flint 3rd radius - (0.4) (64) 
(Concave)

0.0167= 25.6" x (0.0167) -2(0.008) = + 611" convex

When the flint dispersion is twice the crown dis
persion (or very nearly so) the last surface of the
flint is plane and the objective consists of a double
convex lens and a plano concave flint. The first three
curved surfaces are of equal radius in any case. The
ratio of diameter of focal length is usually not over
1 to 15.

to do SQ. Further the author quoted above pursues this topic
with clearness and authority:-

I t is amazing that more reflectors of small aperture are not
made spherical \vith apertUl-e ratios of from f 10 to f 13. Not
only are they much easier for the amateur to make and test than
those of shorter focus, but the aberrations for points off the
axis are less, they give better results generally with ordinary
two lens eyepieces, and are Jess critical of exact adjustment of the
eyepiece to position of best focus. Perhaps it is due to the tend
ency to copy the relative dimensions of the larger professional
instruments without inquiring very closely into the requirements
of the case. It should be remembered that the larger instruments
are used exclusively for photography where short focus instru~

ments at-e desirable to obtain negatiyes of faint objects with a
minimum of exposure time, and that the cost of mounting and
the accessibility of the eyepiece end are increasingly important
facto\.'s with increase in aperture. None of these limitations apply
to a small instrument. A reflector 6 to 8 feet long is inexpensive
to house and convenient to use, and the amateur's photographic
efforts if any are likely to be confined to the brighter objects
unless he is blessed with a precision mounting that few of us can
afford. It is perhaps significant that most of the early reflectors
built before the advent of photography were of f 10 or longer,
particularly those of moderate aperture.
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The Hyperboloidal Figure as attested by the deep shadow
and indicated by the exaggerated cross section of the ~Iirror, the
result of over-parabolizing-a very common fault, necessitating
refigUl-ing back to the sphere.



SILVERING

90 grams
4cc

175 cc
1000 cc

made up in acl
work. If neces-

u. S B"reau of Standards. Circular 32. (Supplementary to p. 234)

Cleaning the surface to be silvered is the most import
ant part of the process, whatever formula is used.

Make a swab by winding absorbent cotton on the end
of a glass spatula or glass rod, with sufficient thickness
of cotton so that there will be no danger of scratching
the glass with the rod. With such a swab and pure nitric
acid, to which a little distilled water may be added, clean
e·i.'er}' part of the surface; considerable pressure should
be used in rubbing with the swab. Do not let any part
of the glass become dry in this process; if it does, swab
and clean again. Rinse off the nitric acid, for which
ordinary water may be used at first, followed by distilled
(or rain) water. Finally leave the mirror in a tray or
other container, covered with distilled water, until ready
to silver. No part of the mirror should be allowed to
become dry.

THE BRASHEAR FORMULA
This process is probably used more than any other for

silvering the surface of large mirrors used in reflecting
telescopes, and laboratory mirrors where a thick coat is
desired.

For most work the following proportions will be found
adequate:
Sq. ems., divided by 40, (or, Sq. inches by 6), equals Grams of Silver
Nitraterequired. (For very thick coat: substitute 27 for 40 and4 for 6).

CAUTION: In using the Brashear process keep the
solutions, and do the silvering, at a temperature of about
15°C, or 59°F. In hot weather it is advisable to use ice
to keep the temperature of the solution below 18°C.
(64°F). If warmer than this the resulting coat is apt
to.be soft, and there is danger of the formation of small
amounts of silver fulminate, which is very explosive.
The "educing solution:

Rock candy
Nitric acid (sp. gr. 1.22)
Alcohol
Distilled water

This reducing solution is preferably
vance; the older it is, the' better it will
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sary to use at once, the action may be improved by boil
ing it, adding the alcohol a fter it has cooled.
The silvering solution: (Make up just beiore silvering.)

A Distilled water 300 cc
Silver nitrate 20 grams
Strongest ammonia, as may be needed (see below)

B Distilled water 100 cc
Ca'ustic potash 10 grams

C Distilled water 30 cc
Silver nitrate 2 grams

In solution A, after the nitrate is all dissolved, add
ammonia gradually. The solution will at once turn a
dark brown. Continue adding ammonia, drop by drop
toward the close of the process, until the solution just
clears up; avoid an excess of ammonia. Then pour in
Solution B; the mixture will again turn dark brown or
black. Again add ammonia, drop by drop toward the
close, and stirring constantly, until the solution just clears
up again. It should now be a light brown or straw color,
but transparent.

Next add slowly, stirring constantly, as much of the re
serve silver solution, C, as the mixture will take up with
out turning too dark; it is important that the nitrate of
silver be in excess. Continue this till there is quite a lit
tle suspended matter, which the solution refuses to take
up. Filter through absorbent. cotton.

When ready to silver, pour into this mixture about 6 cc
of the reducing solution for each gram of silver nitrate
used, and pour at once upon the mirror, which has been
lying covered by about the same amount of water as is
used in the solutions; this water need not be poured of f.

The process will be finished in from three to eight
minutes, depending on the temperature of the solutions,
whIch should never exceed 18°C (64°F). It is well to
make preliminary tests in small beakers or drinking
glasses to get the time necessary as the coat is apt to
bleach if process is C0ntinued too long. Keep solution
in motion so that the thick sediment which forms will
not deposit on the silver coat. A 'very light swabbing
with loose absorbent cotton over every part of the mirror,
will be found advantageous in large mirrors, as soon as
the coat begins to form. A void exposing the surface to
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200 cc
40 cc

the air for more than a second or two at a time to observe
progress.

Get the spent solution off quickly at the close of the
process, rinse thoroughly, first with ordinary and then
with distilled water; swab lightly with absorbent cotton
while rinsing if there is much "bloom" on the surface.

THE ROCHELLE SALTS PROCESS
Sollttion A :

Silver nitrate 10 grams
Distilled water 100 grams

To this add concentrated ammonia until the precipitate
first formed is just redissolved (care used in mixing
well) ,

Then drop by drop add 10 per cent solution of silver
nitrate in water until the solution is opalesce:lt.

Dilute to I liter, filter and bottle.
Sohtlion B:

Silver nitrate 2 grams
Rochelle salt 1.66 grams
Distilled water I liter

Bring the solution of silver nitrate in distilld water
to. a boil. Then add Rochelle salt dry. Boil 5 minutes,
stirring all the time. Filter and keep in dark bottle.
To silver:

Use equal parts A and B at room temperature. The
deposition of silver on the glass surface will be more
rapid and complete if that surface is several degrees
warmer than the solution.

THE FORMALDEHYDE PROCESS
The Reducing Solution:

Distilled water
Merck's formaldehyde

The Silver Soll#ion:
Distilled water 1000 cc
Silver nitrate 21.6 grams
Add strong ammonia gradually and clear up fully.

Mix these two solutions thoroughly and quickly and
pour on the mirror; keep solution in motion. \,\fhen the
solution is clear with the exception of small black grains
like gunpowder, and these appear to be depositing on the
silver coat, the process is complete. Rinse thoroughly.
Temperature about 20°C (68°F),
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JOHNSON'S WEIGHT-DRIVE CLOCK
This clock is of the weight·drive type, controfled by a very

sensitive ring-governor enclosed in a plate-glass case. The
gears are of standard 48 pitch. The winding barrel is fiv·~

inches long and three inches in diameter. The plates al'e made
of brOllze--a pattern is made of wt.'Od and casting made from
it. The separators for separating the plates are made of five
sixteenth cold rolled steel; but the shafts of five-sixteenths
drill rod, and pivots not less than one-eighth inch diameter.
The gear ratios are as foliows: The barrel should make 8 RP:M,
the main drive shaft 16 RPM, and the governor 150 RP:I1:. From
the main shaft to driving worm there should be a 12 to ] re
duction gear as the worm should make one revolution in four
minutes, and the polar axis one degree per minute. I am usini,{
a five-eighths worm with eighteen threads per inch.
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A 10" WITH MOTOR-DRIVE AND GOVERNOR
Designed and built by Raymond D. Cooke, Nameoki, Ill.

The speed "f the motor is 2400 RPM. The first worm gear has
30 teeth, the second 20, the third 30, giving the last worm a
speed of one revolution in 7,5 min. The six-inch gear on t~e
polar axis has 192 teeth, giving the required one revolution tn
24 hours. Th is view also shows the declination circle with th.e
reading glass and the f1as,hlight and battery. The motor IS
shunt wound for six volts. Just below the binding posts can be
seen a sm~ll resistalwe, which is normally in the arma:ture c,u°h
cuit. When the governor falls low enough to make contact WIt
the small spring below it, this sh0rt circuits the resistance and
causes the motor to run faster.
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A MOTOR-DRIVE CLOCK FOR 12" REFLECTOR
Designed and built by Dr. J. J. Byl, San Jose. Calif.

The imotor in this electric drive is of the induction type of a
rated. speed of 1725 RPM. As the load is light for the ~ HP
capacity, thiS speed WIll ~e r~duced but little, making the
m~vement of th~ telescope, In nght ascension just about right
WIth the follOWIng assembla~e of gears and worms; 24 pitch
worm o~ motorshaft on 24 pItch gear, 72 teeth; 24 pitch worm
on,24 pItch gear, 72 teeth; 16 pitch worm on 16 pitch gear, 48
teeth.' The last gear 1S on a shaft that is fitted into the as
semblage of an automobile starter and is either held or released
by the.' set screw on this assemblage. The pinion 'of this as
semblage. has 12 teeth which engage the ring gear of 119 teeth.
The plnlO!1 can ,be thrown out of connection with the .ring gear
by loos~nlng the. set screlw and turning this slee'(e .on barrel.

TI:e' ring ge~r IS ~hrunk on a bFake drum, which happened to
be Just the nght sIze. The pulley on the motor shaft can be
fitted WIth a friction band to slill"htly reduce the speed of the
motor should this be necessary. j
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A PRACTICAL GRINDING MACHINE
After having ground and polished his third or fourth mirror, the am

ateur optician will likely tLlfO his farcy toward some sort of a machine
that will possibly lighten his labors, and at the' same time meet the re
quirements in general efficiency_There are many practical types C)(
grinding and porishing macnine's, but for the most part they are for use'
in cOllmercial instrument works, highly technical and costly. Howev
er, there are some of less intricate design, like that seen here, which
rhe mcchanicatry-minded experimenter wiT! be able to build almost from
sight from the dearness and simplicity of the' parts as shown in the re
production-a serviceable auxiliary to any optjcian~s bench, and a very
palpable test of one·s skill with tools.

The portable grinding and polishiilg machine snown above
was built by Donald Perry, Glendale, Calif., a member of the
Amateur Telescope Makers Society of Los Angeles, Calif.

The top of the right hand vertical shaft carries a hardwood
plate (having 3 damping jaws). Upon this plate is placed the
glass disc for grinding. Shaft is' driven oy ~ HP motor whose
speed is reduced by pulleys until plate revolves about 60 times
per minute (worm gear drive may be used in place of pulleys
and belting).

The top of the worm driven rotating shaft (both the shafts are
driven at about the same speed) carries a hard\vood disc, the
upper side of which is slotted to hold an adjustable bearing,
that provides eccentric motion far the' 510tted hardwood connect·
ing r"Od, which transmits the reciprocating :n1Otion to tht; gri~~''''
ing disc. The left end of the connecting rod has adJusMI\le'
counterbalances so that the weight on grinding tool may be·les
sened as fine grinding and polishing begins. The opposite end
of the connect iug rod carries a pawl on the end of rod tc! ro~
tate the holder, giving it a slow ratchet motion. The adJus.t
able arm is anchored at one end, the other being clamped to
the slot of the arm and provides a method of regulMing the
stroke.
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A LOW-COST OBSERVATORY
Constructed by E. H. Morse Pasadena Calif

..,While an observatory is n.ot an imperati've necessit~ for the housing of
'eIther reAect?r or r,efr~ctor In most temperate localities, (since most any
sort of ~oven~g .;~/]II su~ce w!:en the instrument is not in use), there is
somethmg-aulte orofesslOnal and cosy withal about a walled enclosure
whether wi,th sliding roof or revolving dome, that makes for privacy and
cor:centratlon on the observing program at hand, and many will wish to
bU,dd them. Mr, Morse observes with a 15 11 home-built reflector.
~he .build5ng shown, in above cut is 12' in diameter and 14'

high, IS, bu!lt of,,12 se.ctions, 3' each. The foundations are 6"
cl?ncre!e, WIth 10 footIng and of sufficient depth to reach below
frost Ime: Anchor.ed to this foundation is a 2x4 mud sill. The
.~J,I?,nght s1,de studdmg is 2x3 set l' 6" centers. These also built
m 12 sectwns ?f 3' each and spiked to mud sill. On top of this
s,\uddmg IS spIked a 2,;,3 plate. On this plate is nailed a circular
,,:o?den track plate burlt up of two thicknesses of 11gx6" 'boards
(J~mts lapped, hardwood nreferable, the circular tracks should
b,. cut on a hand saw), Rltn 12 sets of rollers upon this track
plate to carry the dome. These I,Tollers are fitted in a cast-iron
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ASTRONOMY AND COSMOGOI Y. A profound general survey of
modern .astrophyslcal researc~, by Prof. J. H. Jeans, Cambridge Univ.
EngroSSing to layman and trained adept alike. (McMillan. $10.00).
A SOURCE BOOK IN ASTRONOMY. By Dir. Harlow Shapley of
Harvard Obs.. and Hele:1 E. Howarth. A representative summary of
four hundred years of progress in the science. (McGraw. Hill. $4.00).

ASTRONOMY. A revision of Young's Manual. by Prof. H. N. Rus
sell. and collaborators, of Princeton Obs. 2 vols.: 1-Thc Solar System.
[{ --Astrorhysicsand Stellar Astronomy. The layman"smost recent and
definite reference: a veritable treasury of celestial riches. (Ginn, $5.00)
.A.STRONOMY -Adolfo Stahl Lectures. Delivered under the ausrices
of the Ast. Soc. of the Pacific. by W. W. Campbell. R. G. Aitken, H. D.
Curtis. R. T. Crawford. C. E. St. John, A. O. Leuschner and F. H. Sears.
A brilliant and porular symr:osium. (Pub. by the Society, $3.50).
ASTRONOMY. New. By Prof. David Todd. Director Emeritus. Am
herst Obs. (Harpcrs. $2.00). Popular and informing.
ASTRONOMY With An Opera Glass. By Garrett P. Serviss. Ameri
ca's most famous popularizer of science. One of many of this author-,
delightful and reliable books for the general reader. (Appleton $2.50).
ASTRON01l.·1Y. Side Lights On. By Simon Newcomb. The dean of
astronomer:". master of clear and convincing English, (Harpers, $2.50).
ASTRONOMERS. Great. By Sir Robert Ball. The wonder-workers of
die science. their struggles and ultim~te trium.,hs. (Pitman, London),
ASTRONOMY. Popular. By Camille Flammarion. Translated and
revised to date by Gore. Brilliant and inspi!ing - a monumental work
in all that the title implies. (Appleton. $6.0U).
ASTRONOMY. Elements. By Prof. E. A. Fath, Carleton Coli. Obs..
and Assoc. Ed", .. Popular Astronomy'" A textbt)ok, exact. up-to-the~
hour. and widely endorsed by professionals. (McGraw-Hili, $3.00).
ASTROPHYSICS. Astronomical. By J. M. Stratton. A valuable ref.
erence t.reatise for the advanced research worker. (Methuen, London),
ASTPOPHYSICS. Modern. By Herbert Dingle. F. R. A. S. Compre
hensive and scholarly. by a leading philosopher-physicist. (McMillan)_.
BINARY STARS. The. By Dr. Robt. G. Aitken. Associate Dilector.
Lick Obs. Method of double-star research and notable results of ye."
of patient pioneering in a field as brilliant as it is arduous and exacting.
An epochal contribution to science. yet not too profound for the average
layman. (McMurtrie. $3.50).
CELESTIAL OBJECTS For Common Tele5copes. By Rev. T. \Y.
Webb. F. R. A. S .. revised by T. E Esrin. M. A. 2 vols.: 1-The Solar
System. (with large-scale map of the Moon). I' -- Star,places of seven
t;housand celestial objects. A standard work that has enjoyed many re
printings since the first edition in 1859. Should be in every advanced
observer's library. (Longmans. Green. So.DO).
EARTH And The Stars. By Charles G. "bhatt. of lhe Smithsonian
lost., Washington. One of the most recent anJ readable expositions of
mooern theories and discoveries in every department of the science. A
c1eal, graphic survey for busy readers. (Van Nostrand. $3.00).
HEAVENS. A Popular Guide To The. By Sir Robt. Ball. 1"'. R. S. A
new revised and handsomely illustrated edition of this standard work
by the I.owndean Professor of Ast.. Cambridge. (Van Nostrand. $3.50)
HEAVENS. The New. By Geo. E. Hale. Hon. Director. Mt. Wilson
Obs. Recent triumphs in stellar research set forth in vivid, non-tech
nical style. Uniform with "The Depths of the Universe" and "Beyond
the Mi!~L~~~r~.rinted from Scribner~s"::!ag. (~ribner. $!.50).,
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bracket so that one roUer 2" face
and 3" diameter rides on top of the
circular track and one roller 1%'(
face by 2" diameter runs on inside
edge of circular track, to keep the
dome in place. Resting upon, and'
bolted to the top of the roller
brackets, is a built-up circular
dome plate, consisting of two
pieces %:x6" wood, same size and

1
1~~~~~~i" 6h construction as track plate. Upon

X this dome plate is built the ribbed
revolving dome. The framing of the

IZ dome consists of 12 ribs, 2x3, sawed
on a 6' radius and spiked to dome
plate. These ribs framed together
at the top having two or three lines
of 2x3 horizontal stiffeners spaced
equaUy. AU lumber dressed.

After framing dome, construct in
one of the 3' openings a parallel
opening for the two hinged curved
shutters. These shutters are made
with over·Japping edges to prevent
leakage. The entire dome is cov
ered with 28-gauge galvanized iron,
tacked on ribs wi th double thick-
ness strip of roofing paper and
2/x0" wood strips to fasten same
to ribs. The galvan ized iron should
extend 3" below the level of the
track plate for protection from
weather. Below the track plate
cover with sheathing; locate door
and window to suit and paint the
whole two coats of good oil and

Slledt/;//7tJ lead paint.
The dome may be revolved either

by hand or motor. The size of the
dome is governed by the size of the

'''X "'SI"'/ telescope. This dome was original~
, ., ',Iy built for an 80" reflector and

now houses a short focus 15" re
flector. The height will depend on
possible interference by nearby
trees and buildings; avoid proxim
ity of heated chimneys as heated
currents of air prevent good visi
bility. The concrete foundation of
the telescope is separate from and
independent of the floor or building.

This plan may be modified to lessen labor .and material cost.
The foundation and bttlldll1g up to the heIght of a Circular
track might be made square in the place of 12·sided, as .hown
in cut.

Use 4x6 mud sills, anchored to posts of either wood or con
crete in place of all concrete foundation.

Build dome square or hexagonal. without curves, and cover
with doublc thickness of tar paper or single thickness of heavy
painted canvas.



HISTOR Y of Astronomy. By Arthur Berry. CambridJe_ Univ. Broad.
readable and exact. A brilliant summary. (Scnbner. $1 JO).
LABORATORY MANUAL in Astronomy. By Mary E. Byrd. A. B ..
Smith Coil. Obs. Practical results thru simple methods. (Gmn. $2.00)
"First Observations in Astronomy," same author. ($1.50)
LENS WORK For Amateurs. By Henry Orford. Practical instruction
in the optical branch of instrument-building (Pitman. London. $1.50).
MATHEMATICAL ASTRONOMY By C. H Barlow and G. H. Bry
an. A sound introduction to Chauvenet or Moulton.
MECHANICS. Celestial By Forest Ray Me,ulton. Ph. D" Univ of Chi
cago. Methods of interpret:.ng and predicti~g celestial phenomena by a
renowned authority in astrophysics. (McMillan. $4.00)
METEORS. By Charles P. Olivier. McCormick Obs Increasing in
terest in this branch of the. science justifies th~s stimulating and typo..
graphically superb compendium. (Williams& Watkins. Bait.. Md.)
MODERN ASTRONOMY By Prof H. H. Tur"er. lJxford. A clear·
ly presented account of the evolution in thesciencec.l·... ring the last quar
ter of a century. (Constable. London).
MODERN ASTRONOMY. By Hector Marphers0n. F. R. A. S Pop
ular. timely and widely read. (Oxford Press. $200)
MOON. The By Philip Fauth: Tr. by J. Ellard Gore. Summary of a
quarter-eentury of selenCJgraphl<': research. (Van Nostrand).
MUSIC OF THE SPHERES By Florence A. Grondal "A nature·
lover's astromomy." Scholarly and poetic. (McMillan. $2.50).
OBJECTIVES. Telescope .. Methods of adjustments and tests by optl.
cians of world-wide reputation :T.Cooke&Sons. York. Eng. ($5.00).
OPTICAL SYSTEMS of Lenses. Prisms and .Mirrors- A Simplified
Method of Tracing Rays. By Dr. L. Stlberstem. UnJv. of Rome A
graphic abstract involving vectorial mechanics and algebra. WIth many
diagrams. For advanced computors. (Longmans. Green, $2.50).
OPTICAL TABLES and Data for Opticians. By Silvanu, P. Thomp
son D. Sc. An indispensable compilation for glass-workers lIl.whatever
field. with valuable correlative information. (Spon. London. $J.OO)l
OPTICS, Practical. For Laboratory and Workshop. By B. KJohnson.
A thoroughly efficient treatise ~n theory and practice. (Benn, London).
OPTICS Thick Lens. By A. L. Baker. Ph. D. A working text for the
serious i~vestigator. with copious diagrams. (Van Nostrand. $2.00).
OPTICS. Outlines of Applied. By P. G. Nutting, A noteworthy con
tribution by an eminent Bureau of Standards phYSICist. (Blacklston).
OPTICS. Theory Of. By Sir Arthur Schuster. Univ. of Manchester. A
standard treatise covering all branches of the science. (Arnold, London).
OPTICS. Geometrical. By Jas. P. C. Southall. Ala. Polvtech. An ad
vanced compendium for the mathematical adept. (McMillan).
PHOTOGRAPHY. Astronomical. By H. H. Waters. Methods in the
practiced hands of an enthusiast in this rare art. (Gall- tnglls. Lonuon).
SPECTROSCOPE. And Its Work. By Prof. H. F. Newall. Cambridge.
.. Designed to stir the reader to wish to see for himself. -·and succeed'
admirably. The best of the elementaries. (Gorham. NY .. $2.00)..
SPECTROSCOPE. The. By T. Thorn Baker, !'" R .. AS Fxh"ustlve
summary of laboratory research for the adept. \Balilere I..Cindnn),
SPECTROSCOPY By E.C.C.B.ly. F.R.S. Standardin.cver, tech
nicallibrary of the world. New ed .. 2 vols. (Longmans. Green).
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SKIES. Splendors Of The. By Isabel Martin Lewis. A.M.. Naval Obs.
Staff. Presents recent data in lucid popular form. (Duffield. $2.00).
SPLENDOURS OF The Heavens. Ed. byT.E. R. Phillips" F. R. A.S ..
Chapters by eminent British scientists: Crommelin. Denning. Dingle,
Doig, Goodacre. Hepburn, Longbottom. 1\1aunder. McPherson. Parr.
Revnol:1s. Steavenson, Waterfield, and others. covering every sector of
stellar research. A distinguished sympo<>ium. Two quarto vols., 1000 il
lustrations. m"ny in color. Printed in Eng. (McBride. N. Y.. $12.50).
STARLIGHT. By Dr. Harlow Shapley. Direc. Harvard Obs. A recent
work by one of the world's first-rank astrophysicists. (Doran. $1.00).
STARS. A Field Book Of. By Wm. Tyler Olcott. M. A. A graphic pre
sentationof the constellation'S for beginners' self-help. (Putnam, $1 .50).

"In Star Land With A Three-Inch Telescooe. Same author and pub
Usher. An excellent lead to serious and definite star-study. ($1. 50) .
"StarLoreOf All Ages," "Sun Lore Of All Ages," Scholarly and pic
torially enchanting--a rich treasure-trove from rare sources. ($4.50).

STARS. How To Study The. By Lucien Rudaux. Tr. by A. H. Keane.
Standud handbook by practical observer and builder. (Stokes. $2 50)
STARS. The Friendly. By Martha Evans Martin. This happily titled
and dependable book merits its wide popularity. (Harpers. $2.00).
STARS And Atoms. By A.S. Eddington. Direc.Cambridge Univ Obs.
Lecture:- before the British Assn. A recent and notable digest in astro
physics by an acknowledged leader. (Yale Press. $2.00).
STARS. Evenings With The. ByMary A. Proctor. (daughteroft"e late
R. A. Proctor), brilliant popular writer and lecturer. (Cassell. $2.'0).
STAR-BOOI<, The Beginner·s. By Kelvin McKready, Fulfills its title.
Excellent illustrations. (Putnam. $4.50).
STELLAR ATMOSPHERES. By Cecelia H. Payne. Ph. D. Oh,erva
tional study of high surface temperatures as related to the problem of
stellar evolution. Foreword by Dr. Shapley. (Harvard Obs. $2.50).
STELLAR MOTIONS. By William Wallace Campbell. Sc. D., L.L. D ..
Direc. LickObs., Pres. Univ. of Calif. Standard treatise by a world-au
thority in every province of celestial research. (Yale Press, $3 50).
STELLAR MOVEMENTS And Structure Of The Uni ve"e. By A. S.
Eddington, Cambridge Obs. The present s~~te of our kn<,?wledg.e. with
data on new discoveries recently brought to light. (McMillan, $3.00).
SUN DIALS. Historic forms. etc. By A. R.R.Green. (McMillan).
YE SUN DIAL BOOK. By T. G. W. Henslow. M. A. Exhaustive re
search, pictorially perfection. (Arnold, London).
SUN DIALS AND ROSES. By Alice Morse Earle. "Garelen delights
as emblems," History embellished with romance. (McMillan. $2.50).
TELESCOPE. The. By Louis C. Bell. Ph. D. Best of recent non-tech
nical treatises on the evolution and principles underlying all optical in
strumentsofresearch. A standard work. (McGraw·Hill, $3.00).
TELESCOPE MAKING. Amateur. (ReAectors). By Russell W. Por
ter. M.S .. Rev. Wm F.A.Ellison. AlbertG.lngalis. Assoc. Ed. 'Scien
titlc American" and others. Mirror-building, testing and mounting in
every detail. Practical, reliable. well illustrated. (Muon &. Co. --
UN IVERSE OF STARS. The. An up-to-the·hour radio symposium by
distinguished members of Harvard Obs. staff. (Harvard Press. $2.00).
VARIABLE STARS. An Introduction To The Study Of. By Caroline
E. Furness. Ph. D .. Direc. Vassar Coli. Obs. Best work on thissuhject in
any language. Standard in every observer's library. (Hought()n.1\~imin).

WATCHERS Of The Sky. By Alfred Noyes. Noble poetry! (Stokes).
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AMER. EPHEMERIS AND NAUT. ALMANAC: Indispensable to
the serious observer Giv~s R. A and Dec. of hundreds of stars. posi
tion of Sun anJ Planets for every day in the year, the Moon for every
hour culminations of Polaris, Time Tables, methods nf reduction, and
a ma~s of correlative information. The government's wonder-book,
and practically a gift at $1.00. Supt.ofOocumer.ts. Washington, D. C.

Barritt-Serviss STAR & PLANET FI NDER. Practical. well cnnstruet
d. quick ac',on. Leon B~rritt. 367 Fulton.st. brooklyn. N. Y. $5.00

STAR ATLAS: Norton·s. piacinI' 700Q objects. Full notes. $3.50.
Proctor·s. Revised to Epoch 1920 Stars to mag. 7. $6.25.
Schurig's Stars down to mag. 0.5. White on blue field. $2.5'0.
Steuker's. New. Three parts. Text in three languagf:"s. $15.00.
Upton"s. Large, clear charts. with notes.. $400. (Ginn&Co.)

(Leon Barritt, Brooklyn, N. Y . or Technical Book Co., San F:rdncisco).

PERIODICALS:
ASTROPHYSICAL JOURNAL. Advanced. often highly tech"ical. but

the acknowledged leaJer in research. (Univ. of Chicago Press. $6.00).
MONTHLY EVENI!'JG SKY MAP. Descrvedly popular. Month

to month posItions of heavenly l:x>dies. with in_~ere~tingcurrent com
ments. A jou~nal for every star-lover. (LeOn bi:lrntt. Pub.. 367 Ful·
tonst, Brooklyn, N. Y. $1.50 yearly).

POPULAR ASTRONOMY. A Review of Astronomy and Allied Sci
ences. Apart from it$ general excellence as a timely and infof!"!1ati,:e
criterion it publishes the VariableStar Assn. monthly observations In

full. H~lds first place among the purely astronomical periodicals of
the world. (Northfield. Minn. 10 issues yearly, $4.50).

PUBLICATIONS OF THE ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF THE
PACIFIC. A bi-monthly review of current research 10 celestial SCI
ence by eminent authorities. Free to members. (Ast. Soc. of the Pa
cific. Merchants Exchange Bldg.. San Francisco, Calif. $5.00 yearly),

SClENCE. A weeki v digest of progress and discovery. giving special at
tention to astronomical advancement. (Science Press, GrandCentrRl
Termll1a!. N. Y. $6.00 per year).

JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF CAN·
ADA. PO[1uular and varied. (198 College st.. Toronto, Can. $2.00),

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, 24-26 W. 40th St., New York. Monthly.
$4.00 per year. Special Dept., "The Amateur Astronomer," by Albert
G. Ingalls. Publishes "Amateur Telescope Making." ($3.00, postpaid).
This book has encouraged thousands to" build their own:'
SCIENCE NEWS LETTER, B St., N. W.. Washington. D. C. Week
Iv Summary of Current Science. $5.00 a year.

SOCIETIES:
AMERICAN ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY. Mainly professionals,
but includes others devoted to the science or related branches. Digests
of papers read at bi-yearly meetings (reprinted from Popular Astrono
my), gratis. R. S. Dugan, SecY., Princeton Univ., N.j. (Dues, $2.00).
ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF THE PACIFIC. "Open to all who
feel an interest in astronomy:· C. H. Adams. Secy.,'Merchants Ex
change, San Francisco, Calif. (Dues, 5.00 yearly. Publications inc.)
AMER. ASSN. OF VARIABLE STAR OBSERVERS. (See p. 159).
AMERICAN METEOR SOCIETY. (See p. 187).
ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF CANADA. Toronto. Can.
Welcomes amateurs. (Ann. fee, $2.00). journal and yearly Handbook.
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WHERE TO PURCHASE MATER1ALS.
GLASS of standard commercial plate is now available at anyone
of the many agencies of the Pittsburgh Glass Co., in all large
cities. Since the war (when submarine and battleship portlight
glass was made up to two inches in thickness), mirror blanks of
about one and one-half inches in thickness are about as heavy as
are obtainable except on special order. However, glass from an
inch to one and three-eighths inches in thickness is easily obtain
able and suffices for the usual amateur's handicraft up to ten
inches in diameter. Many fine mirrors have been made of glass
lighter in weight than called for in the theoretical six-to-one rule.
Sometimes an odd slab of glass of sufficient thickness may be
picked up at very low cost and several discs cut out with seam~

less pipe attached to a drill press of geared lathe, using Grade 80
carborundum. One of my friends cut seven mirror·discs, six to nine
inches each, from such a cast-away slab at a cost of $20.00.
The Corning Glass Works, Corning, N. Y., supplies Pyrex glass
for reflector mirrors up to about twelve inches. Low coefficient
of expansion so that variations of temperature do not affect the
image in climates subject to sudden changes. Rather expensive
and more difficult to work than plate or crown glass, but "worth
the cost," as one correspondent says. (Ten· in. disc, without tools,
about $35.00).
TELESCOPE ACCESSORIES of various kinds are furnished
b)' reputable concerns whose prices vary somewhat, so that it
would be well for the prospective customer to write for price lists,
stating explicitly what is desired. Any of the following will be glad
to assist the amateur.
John E. Mellish, St. Charles, III.,
Gaertner Scientific Corp., 1201 Wrightwood Ave., Chicago, III.
Wm. Mogey & Sons, Inc., Interhaven Ave., Plainfield, N. J.
S. Junkunc, 213 So. Aberdeen St., Chicago, Ill.
Carl Zeiss, 485 Fifth Ave., New York.
Spenser Scientific and Experimental \\Torks, Denver, Colo.
T. E. Jeslerski, 3222 N. Hamlin Ave., Chicago, III.
Donald E. Sharp, Hamburg, N. Y., besides being agent for Chance
Bros. & Co., Birmingham, Eng., makers of optical glass, furnishes
refractor blanks of any size, slab crown and flint and cut prism
blanks of any size or angle, ocular blanks (for those who wish to
make their own), finished eyepieces, etc. Also crown mirror blanks
for high grade reflectors artd flats.
The Eastern Science Supply Co., P. O. Box 1414, Boston, Mass.,
offer a wide variety of astronomical equipment and supplies for
observatory, laboratory, lectures and classroom. Special BuIletins
on request. Apparatus for astrophotography and publishers of
Edward Skinner King's "Manual of Celestial Photography," the
book that all ambitious amateurs have been waiting for, covering
every detail of this interesting subject.
H. E. Dall, 186 Dunstable Road, Luton, Eng., supplies at very
reasonable cost the Tolles form of Eyepiece, made from Chance
dense barium crown, of various foci. These solid oculars are per
fection in workmanship and give sharp, crisp images with high
light transmission, especially adapted for planetary detail and faint
double stars, Further information on request. (Prices, $5.00 and
$6.00, duty free).



EARTH: Polar Radius, 394'l.99 mI.
Equatorial Radius. 3'l63.34 mi.

Mean Orbital Speed, IS,4'l6 mi.-sec.
Mean Density, 5.53. Water = I.
10 Lat.: 69.0569 statute miles.
1 0 Long.: 69.2316 statute miles.
1 Statute Mile: 0.S6S362 nautical.
1 Naut. Mile: 1.151594 statute.

Number of Stars brighter than-
Mag. 0 - 3 Mag 8 - 46.200

I - I I 9 - 13'l 300
2-39 1O-3S0·.000
1- 133 II - 1,026.000
." - 446 IZ - 2,5'l0,OOO
J - 1,466 IJ - 5.8'l0,000
6-4.730 14- 13,120.000
7 - 15.000 15 - 27,500,000

16 - 57,100,000
(Harvard Visual Scale).

Limit of naked-eye vision, Mag. 6
Ditto, telescopic, see page 18.
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ASTRONOMICAL CONSTANTS, SIGNS, ETC.

GENERAL INFORMATION
AND_

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
ASTRONOMICAL CONSTANTS AND SIGNS - TIME RECK

ONING - SIDEREAL TIME OF MEAN NOON TABLE
EQUATION OF TIME CHART - VARIABLE STAR

OBSERVATIONS - CLASSIFICATION OF VARI
ABLES - DIAGRAM OF CIRCUMPOLAR RE-

GIONS - CHART OF NEARER STARS 
MEASUREMENTS OF PARALLAX-

MISC., AND GLOSSARY

Solar Parallax, 8".80
Constant of Aberration, 20",47
General Precession 50",2564
Moon's Eq. Hor. P~rallax, 57'2".70
Obliquity of Ecliptic, 23' 27' S".26
LENGTH OF YEAR:

Tropical (Equinox toEquinox),
365d 5h 4Sm 46s

Sidereal,: 365d 6h 9m 9.5s
Anomalistic 365d 6h 13m 53.15

LENGTH OF MONTH:
Synodical (New Moon to

New Moon), 29d !2h44m2.8s
Tropical. : : 27d 7h 43m 4.7s
Sidereal, 27d 7h43m 11.5s
Anomalistic. 27d 13h ISm 33.1 s
Nodical, 27d 5h 5m35.&

LENGTH OF DAY:
Sidereal, 23h 56m 4.091 s, m. s. t
Mean Solar, 24h 3m. 56.55s, sid. t.,

d ~onjunction:.two celestial units I _ Long. of perihelion point oforbit.
10 same Longitude or R_ A.-0° I H" reckoned from Vernal Equinox.eP Opposition: Planet on opposite e Eccentricity of orbit; ratioof dist.
side of Earth rrom Sun -180°. focus to center to vertex to center.o Quadrature: Planet is in Long. I a Semi-major axis; half the great-
90° east or west from the Sun, 1 est diameter of orbit.* Sext~le: bO° difference in Long.,; q Perihelion distance: shortest dis-
or RIght Ascension. I tance planet to Sun.

6. Trin~: 120 0 difference in Long"I rl Mean angular motion of celestial
or Right Ascension. r body in unit of time

Q Long. of ascendin.2; no.:Je. Plan- W Angle of ascending node to peri-
et crosses Ecliptic from S to N.j helion point of orbit.

~ Long. of descending nod-e. Plan-I i Inclination of orhit81 r'lane to the
et crosses Ecliptic from N. to S. I plane of the Ecli0tic.

P -Per~od in vears.' IG.C·. T.-Grcenw.ic~,~!vtl Time.
T~ Time of perihelion passage. L. C. T. - L.oeal CIVIl I,me
II.,. Mean anomaly. ( Other sign. and symbols, page 21).

308(See p.306).

OPTICAL GLASS: Bausch &. Lomb Optical CQ, Rochester, N. Y., or
th~lr agents, who likewise supply Carborundum, (Nd. 900, for rough
grinding; 902, smoothing; 904-E, fine grindin=?;; and 9Gb-E, extra fine).
Also high grade Blocking Pitch, (stick form), No. 914-P, at lSc. per lb.,
and dry Rouge in 51b. cans, at 30c. per lb.
PITCH: Archangel, Wilmington or Los Angeles Pitch for sale quite gen
erally by dealers in building materials. Snow~s graft!ng wax, clean and
of fine texture, at farmers' supply houses, (JOe. lb.); likewise apiarist's
foundation-comb for quick, high polishing when stiffened with shellac on
back and impressed on tool. (lOc. per sheet). Morris Polishing Pads, in
great favor with lens-workers, sold by J. I. Morris. Southbridge, Mass.
ABRASIVES: Carborundum in
five grades (75 mesh, coarse, to
300, fine flour), now obtained at
hardware stores, at 50c. per lb.
('4lb. of each grade goes a long
way). Wellsworth Emery comes
in five grades: MIOO-M203, grit
less fast and reliable. An ounce
or two of each grade suffices for
many lenses and prisms. Amer.
Optical Co.. Southbridge ,Mass.
ROUGE black iron oxide, stan
nic oxide' or other polishing me
dium, as well as chemicals, (sil
ver' nitrate. potass. hydroxide.
ammonium nitrate, etc.), and
precision tools, write University
Apparatus Co., Berkeley, Calif. .
DIFFRACTION GRATING REPLICAS, from Rowland,.Mlchelson,
Mt. Wilson and other originals, ruled 14.800 to 25.00 to. the Inch, gIVing
wide dispersion and brilliant spectra. For Dr. WEaOllhce s R~lcas, till
cut). apply, Central Scientific Supply Co., 460 . 10 st., Icago. .
(Bulletin 22 gives specimen reoroductlons and all detallshl' ~owe:l &.
Sherburne, Pasadena, Calif., also supply GratmgRephcaso Ig qua Ity.

The John M. Pierce
Telescope Works. of
Springfield. Vt., as
sists amateurs with
advice and supplies
of all kinds for re
Aector building, etc.
Corrli:spondence in
vited.
Blue prints of com
plete OBSERVA
TORY. ~1000. Ap
ply A F. Schroed
er. '1075 Forest Cliff
Drive, C1evel'nd, O.
BRASS TUBING,
etc., sold by Fixtu'fe
Dealers; Lacquer at
Paint Supplies. Al
most everything ne
cessary in telescope
building is available'
in the smaller cities
nowadays.



IPIU s I-H'I-12 1-4 1-2 1-2 I-J 1-6 1- 1.10 1-16 1·11
I-J 4·14'4-11 3-3 2-3 4_1 4-4 5-5

Min.
4-11 11-15 2-M

3-4 20-°19-10 5-230- Z 10-0 10-5 13-4 8-12 18-14 4-9
5-5 27-12,13-9 9-1 19-6 lB-J 5-1 11-13 22-H 7-8
7-6 116-812-0 Plus 22-2 8-2 15-14 26-12 .9-7
9-7 20_7 MOO 19-1 26-1 11-3 20-15 29-1111-6

12-8 23.6, m., 24_ 30'01 14_4 27-16 13-5
14-9 ,26.51 21 -1 29-3 17-5

1
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_
4
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24-12 25·-8
1
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-
1

29-H 28_9 24·0
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II
;26·1
130-2
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EQUATION OF TIME CHART

Instructions-Find nearest date in kft-hand column. Subtract
or add 4m. for each day before or after observing date. Add
time elapsed from noon to observing hour. If sum exceeds 24h.,
subtract 24. Result will be Sidereal Time of observing hour.
Verify on some star of known R. A.

Ex.: Wanted-Sidereal Time of observing hour, 8 p. m., M. S.
T., Mar. 17.
Nearest date, Mar. 20. Sid. Time, noon, as per

above chart 23h. 47m.
Subtract 4m. per day for three days, Mar. 17 to 20.., __1_2_

Sidereal Time of mean noon, Mar. 17 _ 23h. 35m.
Add time elapsed from noon to observing hour.. 8 00

31h. 35m.
Subtracting twenty·four hours _ 24 00 _

We have the Sidereal Time, 8 p. m., Mar. 17 7h. 35m.
Reference to Chart 8-C shows that Procyon (alpha Canis Mi

noris) comes to the meridian at 7h., 35m., dec!. 5° 29', north.

Equation of Time.-If the Earth's orbit around the Sun were
a pel-feet circle, with no perturbing influences, sun-time would
be uniform from ,noon to noon throughou~ the ye~lr; b\H su~.h is
very far from bemg the case. The Sun IS sometImes fast· by
more than a quarter-hour, and sometimes "slow" by almost the
same amount. This necessitates striking an average for the
entire year and affixing it to a "fictitious" Sun whose noon-to·
noon rate is constant to insure uniform time-service. Sun Dials,
accurately oriented. give apparent time of the true Sun. In or
der that it may agree with the Civil Time of our work-a-day
world, a fixed Equation of Time Chart is consulted so as to add
or subtract the intervals between the varying apparent time
and the uniform Hfictitious" Civil Time. As ordinary Sun Dials
approximate apparent time to the accuracy of minutes only, the
seconds in the Equation Charts are discarded. Etched in metal
(with a suitable motto), these charts may be made artistic as
well as indispensable accessories to mounted dials.

Plus: Add mins. - italics - to Apparent Time on days indicated in left
hand column. Minus: Subtract from Apparent, or Sun Dial, Time.

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JlJN JUL AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC

o (;?e -r-c) h6 U Y'

310~ tdef' iJ-/ 1 {01 Q.

......

SIDEREAL, TIME OF MEAN NOON
To Mean Tim~QO~the following dates, add the hrs., and mins.,

given in italics. The result will approximate Sidereal TIme.

h.m. h. m I h m h. m
APR. 1- 030 JUL. I - 6 JJ OCT. I - 12 J5 JAN. 1_1839

10 - 1 11 10 - 7 08 I 10 - lJ 11 10 -19 15
20.1J2 20 - 748 20-lJ 50 20.1954

MAY 1 - 2 32 AUG. 1 - 835 NOV.I-U 38 FEB. 1 _ 2041
10 _ 308 10. 910 10 -15 11 10 _ 21 17
20. 3 47 20 - 950 20-1551 20 - 21 56

JUN. 1 .434 SEPT. 1 -10 37 DEC. 1 -16 36 MAR. 1 - 2232
10 - 5 10 10 -11 lJ 10 -17 11 10 - 2307
20- 551} 20 ..11 52 20 -17 51 20·2347

TIME, Civil-Astronomical.-Beginning 1925, by international
agreement, the astronomical da),> .computed ;ro~ noon t~ H.oan,
was changed to agree with the CIVil day, beginning at nlldnlght.
Astronomical twenty-four hour clocks were set for.ward twel~e

hours; but sidereal clocks remai.n unchar:ged. Th~s change 10
no wise affects star-places or sidereal tIme relating to th,em.
dealing only with the prediction of phenomena, the ephemendes
0: planets, comets, etc.; nor does it affect the Julian Calendar
used in Variable Star work. Instead of A.M. and P.M., the
twenty-four hour notation is employed: Hr~. O. to 12 from m.ld·
night to noon, Rrs. ]2 to 24, from noon ~o mIdnight. ...~eenwlch
time is quickly changed to Standard tIme by subtractIng tile
fttHftBCf of hoars of the observer 5 Standard tIme zone.
-8-i4eEe-~e-ot-m-e oon. Dod timepieces are esse.n~ial
to accurate star-work, especially a good clock or watch gIvIng
mean standard time from which the sidereal. time ma~ be re
duced. A clock may be so regulated a.s to. gam fout' mmutes a
day (3 min. 56.5 sec., to be exact), wh,ch IS the star' tIme lead
over the mean-time interval in twenty-four hours. Or, correct·
ing the standard time noon radi~ signal~ for th~ observer's
meridian, a reasonable approXImatIOn to SIdereal tIme m.ay be
arrived at by computing the months, days, hours and mtnutes
which have elapsed since the Vernal Equinox-noon of the pre·

-vious March 2~-and checking on a star of known tight ascen-
sIOn as toUnd 111 the charts.

For instance, at eight o'clock of the eve"ing of Oct. 23rd, you
be_gin observing and wish to check your SIdereal hme.

Noon, Mar. 22, to noon, Oct. 22, 7mo., at 2hr. per mo. 14hr.
Noon, Oct. 22, to noon, Oct. 23, 1 day 4m.
Noon, Oct. 23, to 8 P.M., observing hour ~

Total, or Sidereal Time of observing hour 22hr. 4m.
Referrin~ to Chart XXIII-C, opp. p. 159, we find that alpha

Aquarii, directly on the celestial equator, cul~~nates at R. A.
22hr. 1m. With telescope set in the true mendlan, clamped In
declination at Ohr. the instant alpha Aquarii reaches. the cen
ter of the field of'vision indicates the true sidereal tIme. Set
your sidereal clock accordingly.

A still simpler method, without reduction, is to consult the
following table which approxImates slde,eal tIme for the first,
tenth and twentieth day of every month m the year.



THE PRACTICAL OBSERVING OF

VARIABLE STARS

ONE of the most fruitful fields of endeavor in practical
astronomy. both from the standpoint of intellectual
benefits to the observer and the advancement of sci

ence, is a systematic study of Variable Stars. There are
many thousands of amateur-or, as Prof. Turner, of Ox
ford, chooses rather to term them, non-professional-as
tronomers thruout the world, who, while keeping alive the
deepest interest in celestial phenomena, and possessing in
struments either purchased or of their own construction.
are nevertheless without a definite program in their obser
vational activities, lacking the stimulus of concerted effort
under professional guidance. The advantages of fellowship
with co-workers in so admirable a pursuit is just what is of
fered by the American Association of Variable Star Observ
ers~a society founded in 1911, with a present membership
approaching four hundred in all parts of the world, and a
quarter of a million recorded observations to their credit
in the archives of the Association at Harvard Observatory.

"Long-period Variables, on account of their large range
and slow variations, are well suited to the skill and require
ments of the amateur observer. Continuity of observation
for these and many of the irregular Variables is a great de
sideratum," says Leon Campbell, of that institution.

A Bulletin is issued bi-monthly from Harvard Obs., clas
sifying Variables according to their predicted brightness:
(I) Stars brighter than mag. 8, for observers using small
instruments, field or opera-glasses, or even the naked eye.
(2) Stars of mags. 8 to 10, for somewhat higher powers.
(3) Stars of mags. 10 to 12, for 3" telescopes, or larger.
(4) Stars of mags. 12 to 14, for 5" telescopes. or larger.
(5) Stars fainter than mag. 14, for large instruments only.

(See page 18: .. Powers of Telescopes of Various Apertures'·). .
As provided by the Constitution and By Laws of the As

sociation. "Any person interested in the advancement of
Variable Star work is eligible to membership." This pre
supposes neither wide technical training, the employment
of any but low-priced, or better still, home-built equipment
-anything, in fact, but good eyesight, clear skies, a little
patience, and the wish and will to do a reasonable service
in the furtherance of this important and progressive branch
of practical astronomy. The Association does the rest: with
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full printed instructions, the enlarged Fr. Hagen maps show
ing each Variable and its comparison-stars with their Har
vard photometric magnitudes, and such personal assistance
as the novice may require to attain true proficiency.

The magnitL de-estimates as received monthly from ob
servers in varia s parts of the world are carefully recorded.
and duplicate Ids published in" POPULAR ASTRONOMY"
for comparison.

'lheJuIian Day is the chronological reckoning employed in Var
iable Star work, since in calculations involving events often centu
ries apart, simple sl}btraction of one"J. D." from another suffices.

I JULIAN DATE. ZERO HOUR, FOR EACH MONTH, 1927-1935
Ad Number of Days and Tenths of a Day. (see Table), up to Observing Hour

1927 1928 1929 19JO 19J1 1912 1911 19H 191f

VN. 24881 25246 25612 25977 26342 26707 27073 27438 27803 1
EB. 24912 25277 25643 26008 26373 26738 27104 27469 2783~

MAR. 24940 25306 25671 26036 26401 26766 27131 27496 27861
APR. 24971 25337 25702 26067 26432 26797 27162 27527 27892
MAY 25001 25367 25732 26097 26462 26827 27192 27557 27922
JUN. 25032 25398 25763 26128 26493 26858 27223 27588 27953
jUL. 25062 25428 25793 26158 26523 26888 27253 27618 27983
AUG. 25093 25459 25824 26189 26554 26919 27284 27649 28014
SEP. 25124 25490 25855 26220 26585 26950 27315 27680 28045
OCT 25154 25520 25885 26250 26615 26980 27345 27710 28075
NOV. 25185 25551 25916 26281 26646 27011 27376 27741 28106
DEC. 25215 25581 25946 26311 26676 27041 27406 27771 28136

STANDARD TIME IN TENTHS OF A DAY, Greenwich Mean Time.
Tenths EasternS.T. CentraIS.T. Mount.S.T. PacificS.T.

OS 5:49 - 8:12 4:49 - 7:12 3:49,- 6:12
0.6 8:13-10:36 7:13-9:36 6:13-8:36 5:13-7:36
0,7 10:37-13:00 9:37-12:00 8:37-11:00 7:37-10:11

Example: Observing Hour, 9 P. M., Pac. S. T., June 20, 1930. In Julian Day
reckoning this becomes J. 0.26128, plus 20ds., plus O.7hr., or J. D. 26148.7.

"One field of astronomical work is largely the amateur's own; a large portion
of the Variable Stars can best be observed with small telescopes... Their laws
can be learned only by many observers widely distributed. to secure observa
tions uninterruptedly in aliiongitudes."--The late Prof. Pickering, Harvard.

"The keynote of success in this work is perseverance. In finding a new field
there is ajoy akin to the discovery of a rare treasure:·-W. T. Olcott.

"Variable Stars present one of the most important problems of the sidereal
universe, and indirectly related to our solar system. .. An unlimited field is I

open to the careful and interested observer. 0 other branch of research is so
suitable to the resources of the amateur astronomer. . . Unlimited aid and
resources are freely offered by those who are anxious to further the cause of the
amateur toward accomplishing something of value to science." - Leon Campbell.
-~ For full information, address, Wm. Tyler Olcott, Secy., A. A. V. S. 0., r

No. 62 Church street., Norwich, Ct.
111



CLASSIFICATION OF VARIABLE STARS. Steavenson,-
Character Period Typical Star

{

I { (a)" DARK" ECLIPSING Algol
(b) "BRIGHT"' ECLIPSING BetaLyrae

Regu- Short per. (c) CEPHEIOS Delta Ceph.
lar • (d) CLUSTER VARS. lnGlob.Cls.

Long-per. Vars. (SeeAppendix for fulTinformation).

{

N d fi- ( (a) Fail'lt, with occasional rises SSCygni
Irreg- 0 e J (I»Bright,withoccasional falls RCor.Bor.

ular n.l: pe-) (c) Long continued irreg. changes Eta Argus-
n. t (d) Single gigantic outburst Nova Aquil. III

All of the above type-stars are mapped and annotated in the pre
ceding pages. excepting Eta Argus, not visible in O\,lr latitudes.

The Regular short-period Class (a) type deals with visu
al binaries in which a relatively darker body orbits with
its primary about a common center of gravity in the line
of sight, partially obscuring it periodically.

Class (b) assumes that both these suns are bright, close
and possibly elongated by tidal action.

Class (c) is a type of small variation d'ue to internal
"pulsations" or a dense surrounding and resisting medium
through which the star is seen brightly or dImmed, de
pending on its orbital position as viewed from Earth.

Class (d) is also of the Cepheid type, but of periods Ics<
than one day, and of which hundreds have been found
in star-clusters, leading up to a determination of the ap
proximate distances of these rem0te aggregations.

Short-period Variables are part of the routine work of thc'
great observatories specially equipped for s~ch <;>bserva
tions; but those of long-period are, as Prof;, PICkering SaId,

.. a field for the amateur largely his· own.

liThe ob~erver of Variable Stars will gradually a-cQuire • closer
acquaintance with selected regions of t.he sky t.halT co.ula be gained'
by observational work of any oth.er Kmo; and he ',YI11 find. 8 fas
cination in tfle stud'y of t'hese Variables, many of which Bre Sidereal
puzzles, which will far more than compensate him for the time and'
trouble expended/'-Memoirs. Brit. Ast. Assn.

"The thrill of seeirrg one of die lucid' st...... of die s1l:y periodically
dimming or enhancing its brightness is an experience never to be'
forgotten. The study of stellar variation has been not only a hobby
or useful diversion for the amateur, but has commanded' the efforts
ot nearly aU the ~reate!'t astronomers of the last hundred years
About one·third' of the time of the 100·in·ch telescope at Mt. Wilsoo'
is now devoted to variable stars of different kinds."-Joy.

"Not desultory o1)servation', no matter' how interesting, but it ilJ>
work with a purpose that counts. The small telescope should not
be reregated' to any narrow line of observation. The employment of
instruments of moderate power is not yet closed to the amateur ~

and the more our beloved science is pnrliued by sucli in' the fioesl1
IJpfrit of enquiry, tie greater its future will' ne."-R.umrill.

:In

'CHART OF CIRCUMPOLAR REGIONS, ilIustratil1g the phenom
enon of the Precession of the Equinoxes. (p. (49), and indicating poc;;i

<of Thuban. the Pole Star at the time of the building of the Pyramids.
2750 B. C. Thuban (p. 107 J, lies 26 0 from Polaris on the circle drawn
itO represent the path of the Earth's axis during a complete cycle of
25,<J00 years. The true Pole is located by the tiny dot directly above
Polaris, distant 1 0 6', about which it revolves every 24hrs. Nearlyop
posite. close t.o the circle, stands Vega. the Pole Star 12,000 yrs. hence,
(p.29). The chart shows the constellations within 55> of the Pole.

The Golnetic System.-A flattened disc or watch-shaped aggrega.
tion of stars, dia:netcr about 300,000 ligbt yeers, thickness, abo...,t
onc 4 eighth, or 37,500 light years, with Sun 50,000 tight years from
center. (Slulpley.) Includes all observable stars, together with
plunetary nebulae and irregular galactic nebulae, both light and
dark. (Hale.) From Cygnus to Centaurns the Milky Way is di
vided into two nearly parallel streams, with dark irregular central
band. Central line of great galactic circle inclined about 63° to
'he Equator. Galactic Poles, rCA. 12° 40' Dec. +28 (in Com.
Berenices), and 0° 40', Dec. _28° (Sculptor) Galactic Long. and
Lat. are computed from a point in Aquila, R.A. 18° 40', the as
cending node on the celestial equ8tor.

Vast regions in the Milky \Vay, S8)'S Prof. Bailey, are more or
fellS obscured by occulting clouds. The number of stars thus 10lt
to view by this obscuration is ten thoulillod or more to the Iquare
detreel



STELLAR EVOLUTION.-A theory of stellar evolution which'
is now favored by most astronomers assumes that stars form from
dark matter in some matter, the details of which are not known.
At first they are of enormous size, 10,000,000 miles or more in
diameter, hut extremely tenuous, the mean density being of the
order of one hundredth or less that of the air we breathe. As they
contract under their own gravitation, they grow hotter, so that the
effective brightness remains nearly the same, although the color
slowly changes from red to white. They are now a small fraction
of their original size, and further contraction cannot maintain their
temperatures as they will radiate heat faster than it is manufactured
hy contraction. Hence they begin to cool off and will pass through
the same temperatures and colors as before but in the reverse or
der. Moreover they now grow steadily fainter. There will thus be
two kinds of yellow and red stars, one on the ascending and the
other on the descending temperature branch. These were named
by Hertzsprung "giants" and "dwarfs," respectively, and these
terms have come into wide use in this connection. The giants are
large and tenuous, the dwarfs small and dense. This scheme of
citellar development is represented by the diagram The process
begins with the large star at the lower left corner and proceeds to.
wards the right. As the star shrinks the temperature increases
to maximum at the top of the diagram and drops steadily there
after until the star becomes too faint to be visible.

The color of our Sun is white or yellowish, clearly intermediate
hetween the cool red stars and the very hot bluish ones. But on
which branch of the evolutionary ladder does he belong? The sad
truth is that our glorious Sun is on the dwarf or declining branch,
well past middle life. As ruler of the planetary system he plays
a magnificent role, but looked at from a cosmical view point he
must be recognized as a big toad in a little puddle. He has still
a long time to live and shine, undoubtedly millions of years, but
he is well past the prime of life. (Dr. Merrill, in A. S. of P. Pubs.)
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DIAGRAM showing all Stars whose Distances are less than Ten Par
Secs, or Thirty-three U~ht Years. (Van Maanen, in A S.ofP. pubs.)
ABSOLUTE MAGNITUDE:-
• Brighter than 0.0. 101 Mag. 0.0 to 3.0. • 3 to 8. • Feinter than 8.

At present about 125 stars are known to have distances of Ie.55
than 33 light-years. These have been plotted in the diagram in
iuch a way that the distance from the center is proportional to
the actual distance from the Sun.

The "Absolute Magnitude," (which represents the intrinsic bright
ness and not the diameter of the star), is roughly indicated by the
size of the dot. For instance, Vega is intrinsically brighter than
Arcturus; but Vega's diameter is less than one-tenth that of
Arcturus, whose diameter is about 23 million miles. On the scale
here employed, one linear inch represents a distance of about 25
light-years. or 147 million million miles. On such a scale the diamerer
of Arcturus would have to be represented by a dot less than one
six·milliontb of an inch in diameter, a dimension wholly indiscern
ihle under the most powerful ultra-microscope.

Ahsolute magnitude represents a star's apparent hrightness at
a standard of one-tenth of a second of are, or 32.6 light years.
Referring to p. 87, we find that an object whose parallax is one
second of arc would lie at a distance of 3.26 light years. A value
ten times that is adopted as a criterion of absolute ma&oitude,
bringing all measurable stars to standard scale, and removmg the

fnearer stars to conform to it. Thus the absolute magnitude 0
our Sun that is if it were removed to a distance of 32.6 light
years, w~uld be ~hout mag. 5, barely visible with the unaided eye.
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HOW FAR AWAY IS THAT STAR AND HOW DO YOU
KNO\V?--These al-e questions frequently asked, and with reason,
for the vast dimensions of the stellar universe appeal powerfully
to the imagination. It is not possible within this space to answer
either question fully, for that would involve an account of all the
dfferent direct and indirect methods by which astronomers have
measm'ed the distances to individual stars and have secured close
estimates of the average distances of great groups of stars classed
according to some characteristic like apparent brightness or spec
tral type. But it will be of interest to outline one method of
solving the problem, the so-called trigonometric method.

The principle on which this method rests is the same as that·
upon which the surveyor depends for his measures of the distance
to an inaccessible terrestial object and will be readily understood
from the diagram that is given above.

In its motion about the Sun the Earth passes from the point E
to the point E' in six months, as for example, in the interval from
?vI arch I to September 1. That is, at these two dates it is at the
opposite extremities of a diameter of its orbit; a diameter 186"
000,000 miles long. i\1easures of the direction of the star at the
two dates provide the angles, which, with this base line, determine
the triangle. But while the principle is simple, its practical appli
cation is exceedingly difficult and makes the most exacting de
mands upon the observer's skill; just how exacting will be realized
when it is stated that to draw our tt-iangle to scale in the case of
the very nearest star, if we let the distance irom the Earth to the
Sun be one foot (i. e., let the line E - E' be two feet long) the
lines E - Star and E' - Star must be extended about 50 miles!
It is not surprising therefore that by 1900 the approximate dist
ances of only three score of the nearest stars were known,

Early in the present century, however, photographic processes had
been so far perfected, and the technique of applying them to this
problem had been so thoroughly mastered that for greater accu:'ac)'
was attainable than by any of the older visual methods. The pro~

cedure is to take photographs of the star whose distance or "paraI~
lax" is desired and of the fainter stars that are apparently nt;ar it
in the sky at the proper time intervals, and with the most scrupu~

lous attention to every detail, to avoid errors of observation. It is
assumed that practically all of the fainter stars will be so distant
that their apparent positions will not be appreciably affected by
the Earth's orbital motion and that the parallax star will be seen
among them in the direction E S when the Earth is at E and in
the direction E' S' when the Earth is at E'. The background stars
serve as refel-ence points by means of which the displacement S-5'
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(which is, of course, erroneously exaggerated· in the diagram) is
measured.

Six American and one English Observatory have for a number
of years carried out a cooperative program of measures of stellar
distances by this method and the results have been most gratifying.
Dr. Schlesinger of Yale University Observatory has recen~ly

gathered all the available measures into a single (preliminary)
catalogue. This has 1870 entries. Some of the distances (parallax)
given are very accurate; others, naturally, are subject to a consid·
erab:e uncertainty; for to make our triangle represent the most
distant stars now measured by the trigonometric method it would
be necessat-y (keeping the line E E' 2 feet long) to have E-Star
aBd E' - Star nearly 4,000 miles long! Even so it is obvious that
only the stars comparatively near us are within reach of direct
measurement by this method. (Dr. R. G. Aitken in A. S. of P.
leaflet) .

ETHER·WAVES-HERTZIAN TO COSMIC.
Astrology, reputed "father of Astronomy," seems to be dis ..

counted today in every other assumption save that we are con~
standy beset with many forms of skiey influences. Modern as~

trophysics demonstrates that all inter·stellar space is eternally born·
barded by etherawaves of various kinds and degrees of force whose
manilestations have been measured, analyzed and even utilized
industrially. Of the longest of these waves-the Hertzian-we have
a daily demonstration in the our familiar radio-waves measured
in kilometers. Next in the series are the short electric and the in~

fra .. red, detected by the bolometer and measurable in Angstrom
units (one tenamillionth of a millimeter), giving rise to the phe·
nomenon of heat. Theft follow the visible spectrum and the ul
tra-violet, photographic and chemical i Xarays due to the ioniza·
tion of gas, and the gamma-rays given up by radio-active substances
luch as radium, thorium and uranium. And now behold the short·
elt, most penetrating of all, latest discovered and as yet least un
derstood-the cosmic: Hsignals sent out through the h.eavens of the
creatio" of the common ele",eHts out of /lositive alld fletative
electro"s:' And therein lies the astounding reversal of Nature',
laws in that while all other wave~emanations that fill the primor
dial void appear to be the result 01 the disintegration of the el·
ements-the breaking down or transmutation of the higher forms
into the lower-these cosmic rays appear to offer reasonable proof
that a process of evolution on an ascending scale is proceeding
throughout the universe. creating from the basic element, hydrogen,
actual atoms of helium, oxygen, silicon, magnesium and possibly
irtln. Here at last is an authoritative answer to the query of ages:
Why, with this eternal outpouring of energy incident upon the
breaking up of the elements, has not the universe run down and
the suns gone dead countless billions of years ago? Hitherto it
has seemed as il only Siva, the Hindu god 01 ~eat.death and de·
struction ha!! precided over the cosmos; but now the prophet
Millikan in his cosmic ray demonstrates also the mightier prelence
of a Brahm. and Vishnu, Creator and Preserver of the eternal
verities, and science takes on 8 new lease of lif•.

With. small mirror, a few bits of paper and cardboard, some fine
hairs and a couple of knife~blades. the astronomer Young laid the
foundations of the wave theory of light, and discovered the principle
of the interferometer which now measures the angular diameter of
stars scores of light years distant. In the hands of a master, what
earthly thing is so small and mean that it may not be used to some
transcendent end?

'If



GLOSSARY
ASTRONOMICAL. ASTROPHYSICAL AND OPTICAL TERMS

Aberration. Failure of lens or mirror to bring all Iight·rays to
focal point. Chromatic-unequal refraction of colors. Spherical
-distribution of rays along optical axis instead of a single
focal point. (Mirrors only may have the latter defect, while a
lens may have both). Astronomically, Aberration signifies the
apparent displacement of a star due to earth's rotation, atmos
pheric refraction, etc.
Abrasive. Any grinding medium such as carborundum, steel
filings, emery, etc.
Absolute Magnitude. A star's brightness at a hypothetical
uniform distance of 0.1" of arc. Our Sun's absolute magnitude,
thus removed, would be about plus 5, or at an approximate dis
tance of 32.6 light years.
Achromatic. A lens free from color interference.
Albedo. Percentage of Sun's reflected light from planet or
satellite.
Algol Type. Eclipsing Variable Stars resembling Algol (Beta
Persei) J in general behavior.
Altitude. Angular elevation above the horizon.
Altazimuth. A telescope mounting which provides for vertical
and horizontal adjustment. (Surveyor's transit type),

Aperture. Available diameter of mirror or lens.

Apogee. Moon's'farthest distance from the Earth. (Opposed to
perigee, nearest)'.
Atom. The Greeks, believing it the smallest universal particle
in nature, called it "the indivisible'~ (a-tomos); but we now
know that it is divisible into 1800 parts, called electrons, (as
in the case of hydrogen); negative charges of energy around a
central positive nucleus, called by ~utherford, a proton. New·
ton believed atoms infinitely hard particles in various geomet·
rical forms j Lord Kelvin reversing this theory with a concel?
tion of vortex rings in ether; ll'ld later Bohr advanced bls
theory of its purely electrical structure. More recently we h~ve
the wave atom of Schrodinger-tpe entire charge not bemg
localized but spread thruout ·the ·entire volume of the aton:lc
sphere. vVhatever the argument with regard to its potentl'll
form, it is fairly definitely establi~hed that the atom conSl~ts
merely of el~ctrons and positiv~ elec.;tricity~

A~lmuth. Angular position of star measured along horizon
from point of star's meridian eastward to that of the observer.
Corresponds to Right Ascension in Celestial reckoning.
Bolometer. An electrical device of extreme precision for mt:ar;..
uring heat·rays from celestial bodies. (Bolo-shaft, dart).
Bolide. A fireball of meteoric matter, far more brilliant thana meteor or shooting-star, frequently visible by day. ';.
Cassegraiulan. Type of reflecting telescope especially adapted

:SZO

to spectroscopic and astra-photographic work, in which the
mirror i~ usually centrally pierced, allowing the star-beams to
be reflected back from a convex mirror to the eyepiece or
camera behind the speculum. instead of being reflected outward
from a Newtonian flat at the upper end of the tube or mount
ing. "Vith unpierced speculum the rays are reflected outward to
the eyepiece by means of another prism fixed between speculum
and concave mirror above.
Coelostat. (Coelum, the heavens). A plane mirror rotated by
clockwork to produce a stationary beam from a celestial object
for long periods of observation or photography. A secondary
mirror is employed to keep the image in the focal plane. Vari
ations of this mounting such as the Siderostat and Hellostat
are ad~Pted to special uses.
Colures. The two great circles passing through the poles of the
heaven·s, intercepting the Equator at the Vernal Equinox (Equi
noctial c.,) and 90 0 therefrom (Solstitial).
Constants. Fixed values in astronomical calculations. (188)
Culmination. The instant when a celestial unit crosses the
observer's meridian. Upper and Lower C., the position of Pol·
aris above or below the true north polar point (14)
Cyiiudrlcal Lens. For broadening or lengthening a spectral
image to give greater detail. Des!gned as if a ~ection cut
lengthwise from a solid rod of glass (plano-cylindrical-posi·
tive), or plano may be ground to correspond to convex side,
giving double power, and set at rIght angles to the meridian
of the axis.
Diffraction. (Frangere, to break). The deviation of light·rays
fr"om a' straight course ,"",hen monochromatic radiations are
passed through small openings, as a slit in a prism' spectr,o
scope, a diffraction-grating replica, or as reflected back from a
speculum·metal grating. Diffraction Grating. A plane (or con
cave) metal plate diamond-ruled with fine lines, ten to twenty
thousand to the inch, upon which a lii(ht·beam falls and is
reflected back in part, other portions being diffracted according
to wave-length, forming a spectrum. :Metal gratings are very
expensive j but excellent replicas are in the market at reason
able prices, giving brilliant results.
Eccentricity. Devtation froni a tru~ circular orbit.
Elements. The six quantities required to determine an orbit:
(e) eCGentricity, (a) semi·major axis, ({J inGHnation of orbital
plane to plane of the Ecliptic, (l) longitude of ascending node,
(p) period of revolution, and (t) time of perihelion passage.
Elongation. Angular distance eastward or westward from the
Sun of Venus or l\'Iercury, the Moon from Earth, or Polaris fro~

the true north polar point.
Epoch. Reference to dates of determined star-places. Example:
Epoch 1920. Epochs are usually computed ten years apart,
Galaxy.' Reference to our own Milky Way, to remote "piral
systems of stars, or as lately, to still farther HGalaxies of
Galaxies" as revealed by our giant telescopes.

The thin watch·like disc of overwhelming extent which we call
the Milky 'Vay and our "universe," is in well·determined motion.
As' a whole, according to Dr. Sbapley~ it is turning about a distant
but wholly mysterious center situated in the heart of the solidly
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provided with spider· threads and screwhead graduations of
extreme exactness.

Motion. Direct, apparent eastward advance of a planet among
the stars; retrograde: apparent westward, owing to Earth's and
the planet's reciprocal positions in their orbits.
Nadir. The point beneath the observer's station as opposed to
zenith, the point directly overhead. '

Newton's Law of Gravitation. All bodies attract one another
with a force propo~tion.al to their masses and inversely as to
!he square of thelT d.stances. This law holds good in the.
InfinItesimal as well as remotest suns in space.
Node..Point w~ere an orbital plane intersects the Ecliptic.
~S~~~?~~g: passing from south to north; descending, from north

Nutation.. Unstable motion of Earth's pole around the pole of
the EC}lpttC by reason of solar and lunar attraction, since our
globe lS n?t a true sphere, but an oblate spheroid having more
than 26 mdes greater equatorial diameter than polar.
Optical Principles. Light-waves move at right angles to their
wave-fronts except when intercepted by another medium,-say,
a. convex or concave lens-when these waves are converged or
diverged from their straight·line course, how much or little
depending upon the amount of interposed curvature. A convex
lens, being thicker at the center than at the periphery, retards
the central beams and causes a curvature of the wave-front to
a point where the rays cross one another-the focus. Such
lenses are positive, or plus +. A concave lens, being thinner at
the center, imprints a bulging curvature on the otherwise par
allel wave·front, causing the beams to diverge to a degree in~
dicated by the concavity of the lens. Such lenses are negative
or minus -. The optician's unit of curvature of both plus and
minus lenses is the diopter (Gk.: to see through), of standard
f~c~l length of one meter. To convert d iopters to inches,
dIVide 40 (or, to be exact, 39.3708), by the number of diopters.
To convert inches to diopters, divide 40 by the number of
inches. The diopter is also a simple pocket lens-measurer on
the principle of the spherometer explained on page 227, and ad
justed to allow for the refractivity of crown glass 0.51. (Eng-
lish spelling, dioptrie). '

Though telescopic instruments are of comparatively recent in
vention, lenses themselves are known to he very ancient. Sir
Henry Layard discovered in the ruins of N imrud (B. C. 15(0) a
crystal lens used as a magnifier by the skilled carvers of cuni.
form inscriptions on signet-cylinders 6f the early kings of Ur,
-'City of the Moon."
Orientation. Relating to the cardinal points of the compass.
Position Angle. In binary slar work, the angle between the
Earth's polar plane and those of the stars under observation.
Quantum. A theory to explain the propagation of light-waves
from various sources by successive small accretions or out.
bursts of energy. in contradistinction to the older wave-theory
of a continuous emission. This recent and very abstruse can.
cept is founded on Planck's quantum constant, represented by
the letter h, whose numerical value is 6.55.
Retlective Power of Metals. Before the invention of Leibig's
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packed constellation of Sagittarius, with a velocity of two hundred
miles a second. What is at that center-that illimitable heart of
hearts? No one can even conjecture. Vast conglomerations of cos
mic clouds, radiantly effulgent or bleakly dark, conceal from us for.
ever that eternal secret; and whether it is some central super-sun
-some all~compelling nuclear mass about which revolve all the
other suns of our universe-including our own and its tiny retinue
of planets-~an will ,probably never kn~w for many millions of
years. even If he surVIves that long, as scIence proves he has lived
in the past. and doubtless will in the future. At best we have but
,clifted a corner of the veil in which the cosmos is shrouded."
Galactons. "Island universes JJ or groups of galaxies, each re.
sembling our own, of perhaps 170,0(;0 light years diameter.
Cosmons. Still vaster and more remote Hgalaxies of galaxies !,
as the Coma-Virgo groups. (Shapley). Of these immeasurabiy
distant objects barely a half dozen have been even approxi
mately measured. The countless thousands more remain as
problems for the astronomer of the fulure.
Heliocentric. The Sun's center as a point of reference in com.
putations of parallax. etc.
Hour Angle. The angle between the celestial meridian and the
hour-circle of a star. Quickly determined by noting the side
real time and subtracting therefrom the star:s Right Ascension
as given in the Ephemeris.
Index of Refraction. The ratio of the sine of the angle of inci
dence (entering ray), to the sine of the angle of refraction
(emergent ray), passing from air into any denser medium.
Symbol, mu.
Ionization. The process of stripping negatiye electron~ from
their positive nuclei, accomplished on a m~nor ~cale l~ the
laboratory, but in the interior of stars proceeding Wlt~ an tn.ten
sity many million fold, of which the spectroscope gIves dIrect
evidence.
Isostacy. A geological condition of equilibrium under terres
trial gravitation. Iso-equal.
Isotropic. Light transmitted equally in all direction.
Kepler's Laws governing planetary m?tion. (I) All ?rbits are
elliptical, with Sun at one of the fOCI. (2) The radIus vect01;
(line joining. planet and Sun), sweeps equal areas 111 equa
times. (3) "Harmonic." The squares of the periods. of revolutIOn
are proportional to the cubes of their mean ~olar .dlltance. Thud'
one term of the equation known, the other .s QUIckly compute .
Libration. Reciprocal positions of Earth and Moon in la~~lt~~
lang., by which we are able to gltmpse more than the
the Moon's sphere as presented to us.
Mass. Quantity of matter contained in a body. vo~e:
amount of space it occupies. I?~~sity: the mass contalne per
unit of volume.· 1 t
Meridian Circle. A transit instrumen~ mounte~ perm?hen\idu~
swing in the exact north.~~d-sou!Jl hne, prOVided WIt 17~ of
ated circle of utmost preCISIOn (l of .arc, eq~al to 1 / '
an inch) to time the transit of celestial bodIes.

, . . t h d to a telescopeMicrometer. An instrument of pre~ISlOn at ac ~ . s Filar:
for measuring the angular separatlOn of celestial Uillt .
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HERSCHEL: 13, 201.
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JEANS: 41. 56.
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MERRILL: 47,75,99, Ill.
MOREAUX: 175.
MOULTON: 68.117.
NEWCOMB: 37,65.91, 110.
NEWTON: 176.
OLCOTT: 266.
PICKERING, E. c.: 166.
PICKERING, W.H,: 179.
PHILLIPS: 184.
REYNOLDS: 55.
ROBINSON: 93.
RUSSELL: 79·
SEARLES: 182.
SHAPLEY: 37, 103.119,121,137
SHOWALTER: 201.
SLiPHER: 37.
STETSON: 127.
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-Discovery,Recent , 141.
Astronomy and Math., 143.
-Deepens Religion, 117.
Barlow Lens, 285.
Brief Digests- Index, II.
Celestial Photographs, 71.
Cent. Scale converted, 20.
Cepheid Variables, 155.
Charts-Explanation of, 14.
Clusters-Glob., Range, 37.
Color Scale-Hagen's, 21.
Comet-sweeping, 219

I
Constellations-Center of, 19
"Crab" ebula, MI, 55.

Abbreviations, '21.
Albedo. 195
Algol-note on, 43.
Alphabet-Greek, 21.
Amateur-Future of the, 93.
-Observations valuab'e, 79.
Andromeda Neb.,-note, 27.
-Illustration, 180.
Antares-Super-Giant, 123.
Apex of Sun's Wav, 127.
Asteroids-The, 209.
Astronomical Constants,
-Signs and Symbols. 309.
Astronomical Progress, 81.

ABBOTT: 65,85,131,157.176.
ADAMS: 50,80,86.171,260.
AITKEN: 59,63,73,109,117,127,

135.141,151,155,157.
BAILEY: 97.
BENFIELD: 127.
BESSEL: 33.
CAMPBELL, W. W: 33.61.77. 95,

111,125,133.163.
CAMPBELL. L.: 151.
CANNON: 37, 57,137,139,155.
CHASE: 13.
COCKERELL: 125.
CROMMELlN: 107.
CURTIS: 34. 47. 61.75.77,95,99.
DEAN: 109.157.
DENNING: 176, 187.
DRAPER: 105.
EDDINGTON: 35,69.
FLAMMARI0N: 186.
FROST: 35
FURNESS: 67. 115.
HALE: 57.95,99.
HEPBURN: 184.

silvering on glass process, specula (from which the name), were
made of various alloys, still in use for many purposes-combin
ations of copper. tin, silver, aluminum. etc., magnesium, in
various proportions, with an average reflective value from 63
to 84 per cent, as against 71 to 92 per cent for polished silver
on-glass. Silver alone gives a reflective power of about 92
per cent; platinum, 66; nickel, 64; gold, 81; and copper, 70
(average for the entire spectrum). ,.
Refraction. Light rays bent in passing through various trans
parent mediums-glass, quartz, water, etc.
Refractive Indices. Silicate crown, 1.5182. Silicate flint, 1.62071.
Dense flint, 1.6372. Very dense. 1.7782. Fused quartz, 1.4585
(D - line). Rock salt, 1.5442. Canada balsam, 1.526. Castor
oil, 1.490. Alcohol, 1.3638. Carbon bisulphide, 1.6303. Water,
1.3336.
Secular. Reference to long periods of time. (Seculum, age).
Spectra. Emission: (I) Continuous, from solids or liquids ren
dered incandescent. Bright-line, emitted by incandescent gases
or vapors. Fluted, incandescent vapors of carbon compounds ..
etc., and certain of the elements. Absorption: band·spectra, as
seen through colored transparent liquids, solids or gases. Line
spectra: as seen in the spectrum of the Sun and stars-the
Fraunhofer lines-due to the absorption of ligIlt from a con
tinuous source in passing through transparent incandescent,
metallic vapors enclosing the celestial body, each set of lines
in constant positions, so that, when duplicated in the laboia
tory, we know the nature of the elements existing in those
distant luminaries. Some elements give few lines, others hun
dreds. Of the ninety-two chemical elements, from hydrogen to
Uranium, fifty-eight have thus been found to exist in the Sun.
Syzygy. Points in the Moon's orbit when in conjunction or
opposition to the Sun. (Gk. yoked together).
Thermopile. An electrical device of extreme delicacy for meas'
uring radiation from planets and stars in which a sensitive'
galvanometer plays an important part. (Thermocouple).
Zodiac. An ima~inary belt through the heavens about 16 de
grees wide and bisected by the Ecliptic, known as "the path
of the planets':' locating the 12 signs. (Gk. zodiakos, pertaining
to animals). Owing to the precession of the Equinoxes. the
Signs no longer correspond to the zodiacal constellations. but
have moved westward so that the Sign of Aries is now in the
constellation of Pisces, etc. (p. 149).

tiThe Jacob's Ladder of Truth, let down from heaven, is now the·
common highway upon which the many toil upward."--Coleridge.

UNo one will doubt that in astronomy, as in every other science,
the advance depends largely on individual genius and initiative." ~

"The more distant obj ects are in space the more they excite the .. I

attention of the astronomer, if only he may hope to acquire positive
knowledge about them. Not because he is more interested in things.
distant than in things near, hut because he may more completely em
brace in the scope of his work the beginning and the end - the
boundaries of things-and thus indirectly more fully comprehend .all
that they include. From his standpoint,

IAIl are but parts of a stupendous whole,
Whose body nature is and God the soul.' "-NewcornO.
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INDEX TO PART II.
INSTRUMENT-BUILDING SECTION

REFLECTING TELESCOPES: tering Tool, etc. Diag. 231
Abrasives-Washing, 227. Pitch-pad, preparing, 229.
Curves-Spher. -Parab, 230. Polishers, various, 228.
Details, 10" Newtonian, 225. Polishing Silvered Disc, 235.
Diagonal, construction, 239. Rouge, washing, 230.
Finder, 240, I Silvering Process, 233. For-
Grinding Post, Diag., 228. mulae, 234, 294.
Mirror and Tool, Photo,226. Sleeve, revolving, IlIus, 239.
Mountings, various, 236. Speculum and Tool, Ill., 234.
Notebook-Value of, 240. Tarnishing, to aVOid, 237.
Parabolizing-Methods, AI- Template, cutting out, 226.
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"Cui Bono?" 13.
Degrees in R. A. converted to

Hrs., and Mins,-Table, 19
Discoveries now of instant

world-wide interest, 101.
Discoveries-Reporting, 77.
Dumb-bell Nebula, M27, in

Vulpec., 139, Photo, 183.
Earth's Isolation, 91. .
Equation of Time Chart, 311
Estirrating Remote Ob-

jects, 89.
Field of Telescope, 20.
Giants-Stellar, 67.
Giant-Dwarf Theory, 75.
Hercules Cluster, M13-

Note, 121 Photo, 175.
Horseshoe Nebula, M17, Sag

ittarii, 135.
Hour Angle-defined, 17.
How far away is that Star,

and how do you know? 318.
HV24 Com. Ber., photo, 185.
) ulian Day-Table, 166.
) upiter, 212.
KeY-Stars-Directions of

Objects from, 21.
Krueger 60, 155.
Latitude and Longitude-

calculation of, 15. .
Law-Bode's Empirical, 209.
Light Year-note on, 45.
Light Waves, 99.
Locating Stars E. or W. of

Meridian, 17.
Magic Number, 87.
Magnitudes-Stellar
-Explanation of Scale, 18.
Mars, 207.
-Intelligent Life on, 179.
Mercury, 204.
Meridian-Methods of

Determining, 14.

Meteor Observing-Table of
Showers, 220

Mira, oCeti-note on, 39.
Mizar-Pioneer Double, 101.
Month-Length of, 188.
Moon, 196.
Naked-eye Astronomy, 105.
Nebecular Minor. photo, 187.
Nebula. Spiral: M81. Ursae

Maj., 77. Photo, 176.
-"Whirlpool," M51, 103.

!'vlt. Wilson photo, 179.
Nebulae-Dark, 33, 47
-Gaseous No intrinsic Lu-

minosity, 41, 141.
-Planetary, 125.
Neptune, 216.
Novae-Frequency of, 137.
-Discoveries of, 137.
-Known, now visible. 137.
-Theories concerning, 133.
Photo, Nova Aquil. I I I, 174.
Observational Handicaps, 65.
Observers-Plea for, 37.
Occultations-Lunar, 197.
Orion-note on, 51.
-Great Nebula in, 59.
-Lick Obs. photo, 173.
Other Inhabited Worlds, 131
Owl Neb., 89. Photo, 185.
Pegasus-Great Square, 163.
Phenomena-Natural, 161.
Plan of Stellar System, 153..
Pleiades, The-note on, 43.
-Barnard photo, 182.
Pluto, 217.
Polaris-note on, 29.
-and Big Dipper as units of

measurement, 10.
ole Stars, Past-Future, 29.

Precession and star places, 149
Presepe-"Bee Hive," 73.
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Radial Motions, 33.
-VelOcity-Unit of, 20.
Records-Making same, 155.
Reducing Errors, 101.
Refraction-Laws of. 113.
Resolving Powers of Tel-

escopes-Table, 18.
Right Ascension and

Declination-defined, 16.
Ring Nebula, M57, in Lyra-

133, Photo, 186.
"Runaway Star, "-The, 91
Saturn, ~. 7,.. I)
Secu'ar Changes-note, 85.
Sid. Time, Mean No:m, 310.
Sirius and Compani::m, 63.
Small Instruments, 95.
Solstitial Colure, 125.
Space-Vast Expanse of, 65.
-Mvstery of, 165.
Spectroscopic Binaries, 119.
Spectra: Main Divisions, 20.
Stars, Binarv-defined, 53.
-A\erage Distance, Ill.
-Heat Engines, 47.
-Nu!Y'berof gi ven Mag., 309.
-Our Nearest, 151 and 316.

-Speedor. 125,159.
- Temp.,of Interior vast, 69.
-Visible and Invisible, 157.
-Visib'e in Various Lats., 71.
Star-fields-Richest, 119.
Starlight-Constancy of, 11 I.
''"'tellarEvolution, 317.
Stellar System-Plan of, 153.
-Variability-Causes of, 79
Southern Cross, photo, 188.
Sun-The, 189.
System-Galactic, 315.
Telescope-Field of, 20.
-Powers of, 18.
Thuban-aDrac., 107.
Time-Civil,Astronom., 310.
Trifid Neb., 129. Photo, 177
Truths-Rediscovering, 93.
Uranus, 184.
VariableStars Classified, 314.
-Cepheids, 155.
-Practical Observing, 312.
-SSCyg., Most popular, 151.
Venus, 206.
Waves-Ether, 319.
Zodiacal Light, 195.



Tests, preliminary, 227. Fou-
cault, ill., 232. Appen. 289.

Tool, normal polishing, 229.
Vegetable-bl'k Lacquer. 240.
Workshop, 226.
REFRACTORS:
-Reflectors comp., 241-4.
Aberration-Chromatic, 249.
-Spherical, 255.
Bench-Lens-worker·s,247.
Cells-Lens, 258
Centering Objectives, 255.
Glass-Optical, 248.
-Discs, Crown-Flint, 249-53.
Lens-Ach., Scale, 252,293.
Mounting-Equatorial, 258,

Alt-azimuth, Illus., 259.
Rings-Diffraction. 255.
Spherometer, Illus., and cal-

culating Curves, 251.
Solar Diagonal, diagram, 260.
Star Diagonal, Illus., 259.
Tests-On artificial Star, 254.

The Hartmann, Auto-eolli
mation, Photographic, etc.,
diagrams, 255-7.

EYEPIECES:
Construction, 261.
Battery of, Photo, 266.
Equiv. Focus-Rule, 265.

Grinding Head, 261.
Huyghenian, diag., 264-5.
Kelner System, diag., 266.
Mountings, 261.
Polishing Methods, 263.
Ramsden, (positive), 265.
Templates, 263.
Terrestrial, diag., 266
Tools Required, [lIus.. 263.
Prisms: Crown, flint, etc., 265
-Tools for working, 270
THE SPECTROSCOPE, 267.
Amici - Direct Vision, 270.
Schematic View, 271.
D-line Weather-):'rophet, 27 I.
Objective-rrism, 271
Spectrum Analysis, 273.
Spectra-Sun, Stars, 111.,273.
Hale'sSpectrohelioscope, 275.
Replica Grating Type, 276.
HicksSp. Demonstrator, 278.
ASTR0-PHOTOGRAPHY,281.
Darkroom methods, 285.
Usefulness and value, 286.
THE SUN DIAL, 287.
The gnomon, 288.
Equation of Time Chart, 311.
Diagrams, 289.
Driving Devices, 291-3.
Grinding Machine, 300.
Low cost Observatory, 301.

"May thy Star rise high'"
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